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Preface 

An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually winning 
over and converting its opponents: it rarely happens that Saul becomes Paul. 
What does happen is that its opponents gradually die out and that the growing 
generation is familiarized with the idea from the beginning. 

-Max Planck 

I must govern the clock, not be governed by it. 
-Golda Meir 

All pain disappears, it’s the nature of my circuitry. 
-nine inch nails 

In 1969, Stephen Unger published his classic textbook on asynchronous circuit 
design. This book presented a comprehensive look at the asynchronous design 
methods of the time. In the 30 years hence, there have been numerous techni- 
cal publications and even a few books [37, 57, 120, 203, 224, 267, 363, 3931, but 
there has not been another textbook. This book attempts to fill this void by 
providing an updated look at asynchronous circuit design in a form accessible 
to a student who simply has some background in digital logic design. 

An asynchronous circuit is one in which synchronization is performed with- 
out a global clock. Asynchronous circuits have several advantages over their 
synchronous counterparts, including: 

. . . 
XIII 
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Elimination of clock skeul problems. As systems become larger, increas- 
ing amounts of design effort is necessary to guarantee minimal skew in 
the arrival time of the clock signal at different parts of the chip. In an 
asynchronous circuit, skew in synchronization signals can be tolerated. 

Average-case performance. In synchronous systems, the performance 
is dictated by worst-case conditions. The clock period must be set to 
be long enough to accommodate the slowest operation even though the 
average delay of the operation is often much shorter. In asynchronous 
circuits, the speed of the circuit is allowed to change dynamically, so the 
performance is governed by the average-case delay. 

Adaptivity to processing and environmental variations. The delay of a 
VLSI circuit can vary significantly over different processing runs, supply 
voltages, and operating temperatures. Synchronous designs have their 

clock rate set to allow correct operation under some allowed variations. 
Due to their adaptive nature, asynchronous circuits operate correctly 
under all variations and simply speed up or slow down as necessary. 

Component modularity and reuse. In an asynchronous system, compo- 
nents can be interfaced without the difficulties associated with synchro- 
nizing clocks in a synchronous system. 

Lower system power requirements. Asynchronous circuits reduce syn- 
chronization power by not requiring additional clock drivers and buffers 
to limit clock skew. They also automatically power-down unused compo- 
nents. Finally, asynchronous circuits do not waste power due to spurious 
transitions. 

Reduced noise. In a synchronous design, all activity is locked into a very 
precise frequency. The result is nearly all the energy is concentrated 
in very narrow spectral bands at the clock frequency and its harmon- 
ics. Therefore, there is substantial electrical noise at these frequencies. 
Activity in an asynchronous circuit is uncorrelated, resulting in a more 
distributed noise spectrum and a lower peak noise value. 

Despite all these potential advantages, asynchronous design has seen lim- 
ited usage to date. Although there are many reasons for this, perhaps the 
most serious is a lack of designers with experience in asynchronous design. 
This textbook is a direct attempt at addressing this problem by providing a 
means for graduate or even undergraduate courses to be created that teach 
modern asynchronous design methods. I have used it in a course which 
includes both undergraduates and graduates. Lectures and other material 

used in this and future courses will be made available on our Web site: 
http : //www . async. elen. Utah. edu/book/. This book may also be used for 
self-study by engineers who would like to learn about modern asynchronous 
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design methods. Each chapter includes numerous problems for the student to 
try out his or her new skills. 

The history of asynchronous design is quite long. Asynchronous design 
methods date back to the 1950s and to two people in particular: Huffman 
and Muller. Every asynchronous design methodology owes its roots to one of 
these two men. Huffman developed a design methodology for what is known 
today as fundamental-mode circuits [ 1701. Muller developed the theoretical 
underpinnings of speed-independent circuits [279]. Unger is a member of the 
“Huffman School,” so his textbook focused primarily on fundamental-mode 
circuit design with only a brief treatment of Muller circuits. Although I am a 
student of the “Muller School,” in this book we present both design methods 
with the hope that members of both schools will grow to understand each 
other better, perhaps even realizing that the differences are not that great. 

Since the early days, asynchronous circuits have been used in many in- 
teresting applications. In the 1950s and 1960s at the University of Illinois, 
Muller and his colleagues used speed-independent circuits in the design of 
the ILLIAC and ILLIAC II computers [46]. In the early days, asynchronous 
design was also used in the MU-5 and Atlas mainframe computers. In the 
1970s at Washington University in St. Louis, asynchronous macromodules 
were developed [87]. These modules could be plugged together to create nu- 
merous special-purpose computing engines. Also in the 1970s asynchronous 
techniques were used at the University of Utah in the design of the first oper- 
ational dataflow computer [102, 1031 and at Evans and Sutherland in design 
of the first commercial graphics system. 

Due to the advantages cited above, there has been a resurgence of inter- 
est in asynchronous design. There have been several recent successful de- 
sign projects. In 1989, researchers at Caltech designed the first fully asyn- 
chronous microprocessor [251, 257, 2581. Since that time, numerous other 
researchers have produced asynchronous microprocessors of increasing com- 
plexity [lo, 13, 76, 134, 135, 138, 191, 259, 288, 291, 324, 379, 4061. Commer- 
cially, asynchronous circuits have had some recent success. Myranet uses asyn- 
chronous circuits coupled with pipeline synchronization [348] in their router 
design. Philips has designed numerous asynchronous designs targeting low 
power [38, 136, 192, 1931. Perhaps the most notable accomplishment to come 
out of this group is an asynchronous 8OC51 microcontroller, which is now used 
in a fully asynchronous pager being sold by Philips. Finally, the RAPPID 
project at Intel demonstrated that a fully asynchronous instruction-length 
decoder for the x86 instruction set could achieve a threefold improvement 
in speed and a twofold improvement in power compared with the existing 
synchronous design [141, 142, 143, 144, 330, 3671. 

In the time of Unger’s text, there were perhaps only a handful of pub- 
lications each year on asynchronous design. As shown in Figure 0.1, this 
rate of publication continued until about 1985, when there was a resurgence 
of interest in asynchronous circuit design [309]. Since 1985, the publication 
rate has grown to well over 100 technical publications per year. Therefore, 
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although Unger did a superb job of surveying the field, this author has his 
work cut out for him. In the sources section at the end of each chapter, the 
interested reader is pointed to an extensive bibliography (over 400 entries) 
to probe deeper. Although an attempt has been made to give a flavor of the 
major design methodologies being developed and used, it is impossible even to 
reference every paper published on asynchronous design, as the number of en- 
tries in the asynchronous bibliography [309] now exceeds 1400. The interested 
reader should consult this bibliography and the proceedings from the recent 
symposiums on asynchronous circuits and systems [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 201. 

The book is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we introduce the asyn- 
chronous design problem through a small example illustrating the differences 
among the various timing models used. In Chapter 2 we introduce the con- 
cept of asynchronous communication and describe a methodology for spec- 
ifying asynchronous designs using VHDL. In Chapter 3 we discuss various 
asynchronous protocols. In Chapter 4 we introduce graphical representations 
that are used for asynchronous design. In Chapter 5 we discuss Huffrnan cir- 
cuits and in Chapter 6 we describe Muller circuits. In Chapter 7 we develop 
techniques for timing analysis and optimization which can lead to significant 
improvements in circuit quality. In Chapter 8 we introduce methods for the 
analysis and verification of asynchronous circuits. Finally, in Chapter 9 we 
give a brief discussion of issues in asynchronous application. 

CHRIS J. MYERS 

Salt Lake City, Utah 
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Introduction 

Wine is bottled poetry. 
-Robert Louis Stevenson 

Wine gives courage and makes men more apt for passion. 
-Ovid 

I made wine out of raisins so I wouldn’t have to wait for it to age. 
-Steven Wright 

In this chapter we use a simple example to give an informal introduction to 
many of the concepts and design methods that are covered in this book. Each 
of the topics in this chapter is addressed more formally in much more detail 
in subsequent chapters. 

1.1 PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 

In a small town in southern Utah, there’s a little winery with a wine shop 
nearby. Being a small town in a county that thinks Prohibition still exists, 
there is only one wine patron. The wine shop has a single small shelf capable 
of holding only a single bottle of wine. Each hour, on the hour, the shopkeeper 
receives a freshly made bottle of wine from the winery which he places on the 
shelf. At half past each hour, the patron arrives to purchase the wine, making 
space for the next bottle of wine. Now, the patron has learned that it is 
very important to be right on time. When he has arrived early, he has found 
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an empty shelf, making him quite irate. When he has arrived late, he has 
found that the shopkeeper drank the last bottle of wine to make room for 
the new bottle. The most frustrating experience was when he arrived at just 
the same time that the shopkeeper was placing the bottle on the shelf. In his 
excitement, he and the shopkeeper collided, sending the wine bottle to the 
floor, shattering it, so that no one got to partake of that lovely bottle of wine. 

This synchronous method of wine shopping went on for some time, with 
all parties being quite happy. Then one day (in the mid-1980s), telephone 
service arrived in this town. This was a glorious invention which got the town 
really excited. The patron got a wonderful idea. He knew the winery could 
operate faster if only he had a way to purchase the wine faster. Therefore, 

he suggested to the shopkeeper, ‘Say, why don’t you give me a call when the 
wine arrives?” This way he could avoid showing up too early, frustrating his 
fragile temperament. Shortly after the next hour, he received a call to pick 
up the wine. He was so excited that he ran over to the store. On his way 
out, he suggested to the shopkeeper, “S ay, why don’t you give the folks at the 
winery a call to tell them you have room for another bottle of wine?” This is 
exactly what the shopkeeper did; and wouldn’t you know it, the wine patron 
got another call just 10 minutes later that a new bottle had arrived. This 
continued throughout the hour. Sometimes it would take 10 minutes to get 
a call while other times it would take as long as 20 minutes. There was even 
one time he got a call just five minutes after leaving the shop (fortunately, he 
lived very close by). At the end of the hour, he realized that he had drunk 5 
bottles of wine in just one hour! 

At this point, he was feeling a bit woozy, so he decided to take a little 
snooze. An hour later, he woke up suddenly quite upset. He realized that 
the phone had been ringing off the hook. “Oh my gosh, I forgot about the 
wine!” He rushed over, expecting to find that the shopkeeper had drunk 
several bottles of his wine, but to his dismay, he saw one bottle on the shelf 
with no empties laying around. He asked the shopkeeper, “Why did they 
stop delivering wine ?” The shopkeeper said, “Well, when I did not call, they 
decided that they had better hold up delivery until I had a place on my shelf.” 

Fromthat day forward, this asynchronous method of wine shopping became 
the accepted means of doing business. The winery was happy, as they sold 
more wine (on average). The shopkeeper’s wife was happy, as the shopkeeper 
never had to drink the excess. The patron was extremely happy, as he could 
now get wine faster, and whenever he felt a bit overcome by his drinking 
indiscretion, he could rest easy knowing that he would not miss a single bottle 
of wine. 

1.2 COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 

One day a VLSI engineer stopped by this small town’s wine shop, and he 
got to talking with the shopkeeper about his little business. Business was 
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Fig. 1.1 Channels of communications. 

good, but his wife kept bugging him to take that vacation to Maui he had 
been promising for years and years. He really did not know what to do, as 
he did not trust anyone to run his shop for him while he was away. Also, 
he was a little afraid that if he wasn’t a little careful, the winery and patron 
might realize that they really did not need him and could deal with each other 
directly. He really could not afford that. 

The VLSI engineer listened to him attentively, and when he was done 
announced, “I can solve all your problems. Let me design you a circuit!” 
At first, the shopkeeper was quite skeptical when he learned that this circuit 
would be powered by electricity (a new magical force that the locals had 
not completely accepted yet). The engineer announced, “It is really quite 
simple, actually.” The engineer scribbled a little picture on his napkin (see 
Figure 1.1). This picture shows two channek of communication which must 
be kept synchronized. One is between the winery and the shop, and another 
is between the shop and the patron. When the winery receives a request from 
the shop over the WineryShop communication channel, the winery sends over 
a bottle of wine. This can be specified as follows: 

Winery : process 

begin 

send(WineryShop, bottle) ; 
end process; 

Note that the process statement implies that the winery loops forever 
sending bottles of wine. The wine patron, when requested by the shop over 

the ShopPatron communication channel, comes to receive a bottle of wine, 
which is specified as follows: 

Patron: process 

begin 

receive (ShopPatron,bag) ; 
end process ; 

Now, what the shopkeeper does as the middleman (besides mark up the 
price) is provide a buffer for the wine to allow the winery to start preparing 
its next bottle of wine. This is specified as follows: 

Shop : process 

begin 

receive(WineryShop,shelf); 
send(ShopPatron,shelf) ; 

end process; 
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These three things together form a specification. The first two processes 
describe the types of folks the shopkeeper deals with (i.e., his environment). 
The last process describes the behavior of the shop. 

1.3 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

After deriving a channel-level specification, it is then necessary to determine 
a communication protocol that implements the communication. For example, 
the shopkeeper calls the winery to “request” a new bottle of wine. After some 
time, the new bottle arrives, “acknowledging” the request. Once the bottle 
has been shelved safely, the shopkeeper can call the patron to “request” him 
to come purchase the wine. After some time, the patron arrives to purchase 
the wine, which “acknowledges” the request. This can be described as follows: 

Shop : process 
begin 

req-wine; -- call winery 
ack-wine; -- wine arrives 
req-patron; -- call patron 
ack-patron; -- patron buys wine 

end process; 

To build a VLSI circuit, it is necessary to assign signal wires to each of the 
four operations above. Two of the wires go to a device to place the appropriate 
phone call. These are called outputs. Another wire will come from a button 
that the wine delivery boy presses when he delivers the wine. Finally, the last 
wire comes from a button pressed by the patron. These two signals are inputs. 
Since this circuit is digital, these wires can only be in one of two states: either 
‘0’ (a low-voltage state) or ‘1’ (a high-voltage state). Let us assume that the 
actions above are signaled by the corresponding wire changing to ‘1’. This 
can be described as follows: 

Shop : process 
begin 

assign(req-wine/l)); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- wine arrives 
assign(req-patron/l'); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 

end process ; 

The function assign used above sets a signal to a value. The function 
guard waits until a signal attains a given value. There is a problem with 
the specification given above in that when the second bottle of wine comes 
req-wine will already be ‘1’. Therefore, we need to reset these signals before 
looping back. 
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Waveform for a two-phase shop. (b) Waveform for a four-phase shop. 

Shop-2Phase: process 

begin 

assign(req-wine,T); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- wine arrives 
assign(req-patron/l'); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 
assign(req-wine/O'); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- wine arrives 
assign(req-patron/O'); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- patron buys wine 

end process ; 

When req-wine changes from ‘0’ to ‘I’, a phone call is placed, and when it 
changes again from ‘1’ to ‘O’, another call is placed. We call this transition 
signaling. It is also known as two-phase or two-cycle signaling, for obvious 
reasons. A waveform showing the behavior of a two-phase shop is shown in 
Figure 1.2(a). Another alternative is given below. 

Shop-4Phase: process 

begin 

assigncreq-wine/l'); -- 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- 
assigncreq-wine/O'); -- 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- 
assigncreq-patron/l'); -- 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- 
assigncreq-patron,'O'); -- 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- 

end process ; 

call winery 
wine arrives 
reset req-wine 
ackwine resets 
call patron 
patron buys wine 
reset reqpatron 
a&-patron resets 

This protocol is called level signaling because a call is placed when the 
request signal is ‘1’. It is also called four-phase or four-cycle signaling, since 

it takes four transitions to complete. A waveform showing the behavior of a 
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four-phase shop is shown in Figure 1.2(b). Although this protocol may appear 
to be a little more complex in that it requires twice as many transitions of 
signal wires, it often leads to simpler circuitry. 

calls to the winery and the patron. 
participant in both communications. 

There are still more options. In the original protocol, the shop makes the 
In other words, the shop is the active 

The winery and the patron are the 
passive participants. They simply wait to be told when to act. 
alternative 
shop when 

would be for the winery to be the 
a bottle of wine is ready, as shown 

active participant and call the 
below. 

Shop-PA : process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
assign(ack-wine/l'); -- wine is received 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine resets 
assign(ack-wine/O)); -- reset ackwine 
assign(req-patron/l'); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 
assigncreq-patron/O'); -- reset req-patron 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- ackpatron resets 

end process ; 

Similarly, the patron could be active as well and 
his last bottle of wine and requires anot her. Of 

call wh .en he has finis hed 
course, in this case, the 

Another 

shopkeeper needs to install a second phone line. 

Shop-PP : process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
assign(ack-wine/l'); -- wine is received 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine resets 
assigncack-wine/O'); -- reset a&-wine 
guard(req-patron/V); -- patron calls 
assigncack-patron/l'); -- sells wine 
guard(req-patron/O'); -- req-patron resets 
assign(ack-patron,)Oj); -- reset ackpatron 

end process ; 

Unfortunately, none of these specifications can be transformed into a circuit 
as is. Let’s return to the initial four-phase protocol (i.e., the one labeled 
Shop-4Phase). Initially, all the signal wires are set to ‘0’ and the circuit is 
supposed to call the winery to request a bottle of wine. After the wine has 
arrived and the signal req-wine and ack.wine have been reset, the state of the 
signal wires is again all ‘0’. The problem is that in this case the circuit must 
call the patron. In other words, when all signal wires are set to ‘O’, the circuit 
is in a state of confusion. Should the winery or the patron be called at this 
point? We need to determine some way to clarify this. Considering again the 
initial four-phase protocol, this can be accomplished by reshuffling the order 
in which these signal wires change. Although it is important that the wine 
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q-wine a-d-.a ack-patron 

ack-wine D-------D-+ req-patron 

Fig. I.3 Circuit for active/active shop. 

arrives before the patron is called, exactly when the handshaking wires reset 
is less important. Rearranging the protocol as shown below allows the circuit 
always to be able to tell what to do. Also, the eager patron gets a call sooner. 
On top of that, it results in the very simple circuit shown in Figure 1.3. 

Shop-AA-reshuffled: process 
begin 

assign(req-wine/l'); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- wine arrives 
assign(req-patron/l'); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l)); -- patron buys wine 
assign(req-wine/O'); -- reset req-wine 
guard(ack-wine,'O'); -- a&-wine resets 
assign(req-patron/O'); -- reset req-patron 
guardcack-patron/O)); -- a&-patron resets 

end process ; 

Alternatively, we could have reshuffled the protocol in which the shop pas- 
sively waits for the winery to call but still actively calls the patron, as shown 
below. The resulting circuit is shown in Figure 1.4. The gate with a C in 
the middle is called a lMuZZer C-element. When both of its inputs are ‘I’, its 
output goes to ‘1’. Similarly, when both of its inputs are ‘O’, its output goes 
to ‘0’. Otherwise, it retains its old value. 

Shop-PA-reshuffled: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l)); -- 
assign(ack-wine/l)); -- 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- 
assign(req-patron/l)); -- 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- 
assign(ack-wine/O'); -- 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- 
assign(req-patron,'O'); -- 

end process ; 

winery calls 
receives wine 
a&-patron resets 
call patron 
req-wine resets 
reset ackwine 
patron buys wine 
reset req-patron 

Another curious thing about this protocol is that it waits for ad-patron to 
be ‘O’, but it is ‘0’ to begin with. A guard in which its expression is already 
satisfied simply passes straight through. We call that first guard vacuous 

because it does nothing. However, the second time around, adz-patron may 
actually have not reset at that point. Postponing this guard until this point 
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req-wine 

ack-wine 

req-patron 

‘~~~~ ack-patron 

Fig. 1.4 Circuit for passive/active shop. 

allows acQatron to be reset concurrently with req-wine and a&-wine being 
set. This increased concurrency can potentially improve the performance. 

1.4 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

Before describing how these circuits are derived, let us first consider an alter- 
native way of looking at these specifications using graphs. The first method 
is to use an asynchronous finite state machine (AFSM). As an example, con- 
sider the active/active protocol from above (see Shop-AA-reshufied): It can 
be represented as an AFSM, as shown in Figure 1.5(a), or in a tabular form 
called a Hunman flow table, shown in Figure 1.5(b). In the state machine, 
each node in the graph represents a state, and each arc represents a state 
transition. The state transition is labeled with the value of the inputs needed 
to make a state transition (these are the numbers to the left of the “/“). The 
numbers to the right of the “/” represent what the outputs do during the state 
transition. Starting in state 0, if both a&-wine and a&-patron are ‘O’, as is 

the case init ially, the output req-wine is set 

state 1. In state 1, the machine waits unti 1 
to ‘1’ and 

a&wine 
the machine moves into 
goes to ‘l’, and then it 

sets req-patron to ‘1’ and moves to state 2. The same behavior is illustrated in 
the 
the 

Huffman flow table, in 
input values (i.e., a&- 

which the rows are 
wine and ackpatro 

the 

4 
(i.e., req- 
the next 

states and the columns are 
Each entry is 1 abelled with 

.wine and req-patron) for 
state equals the current 

state, it is circled to indicate that it is stable. 
Not all protocols can be described using an AFSM. The AFSM model as- 

sumes that inputs change followed by output and state changes in sequence. In 

the next state and next value of the outputs 
a given state and input combination. When 

the second design (see Shop- PA-reshufled) , 
currently. For example, req-wine change con 

however, inputs and outputs can 
may be set to ‘0’ while req-patron 

is being set to ‘1’. Instead, we can use a different graphical method called 
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Fig. 1.5 (a) AFSM and (b) Huffman flow table for active/active shop (input/output 
vector is (a&-wine, ack-patron ) / (req- wine, req-patron)). 

a Petri net (PN) to illustrate the behavior of the second design as shown in 
Figure 1.6(a). 

In a Petri net, the nodes of the graph represent signal transitions. For 
example, req-wine+ indicates that req-wine changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’. Similarly, 
req-wine- indicates that req-wine changes from ‘1’ to ‘0’. The arcs in this 
graph represent causal relationships between transitions. For example, the 
arc between req-wine+ and ack-wine+ indicates that req-wine must be set to 
‘1’ before ack-wine can be set to ‘1’. The little balls are called tokens, and a 
collection of tokens is called a marking of the Petri net. The initial marking 
is shown in Figure 1.6(a). 

For a signal transition to occur, it must have tokens on all of its incoming 
arcs. Therefore, the only transition that may occur in the initial marking 

is req-wine may be set to ‘1’. After req-wine changes value, the tokens are 
removed from the incoming arcs and new tokens are placed on each outgoing 
arc. In this case, the token on the arc between ack-wine- and req-wine+ would 
be removed, and a new token would be put on the arc between req-wine+ and 
ack-wine+, as shown in Figure 1.6(b). In this marking, ack-wine can now be 
set to ‘1’) and no other signal transition is possible. After ack-wine becomes 
‘II’, tokens are removed from its two incoming arcs and tokens are placed on 
its two outgoing arcs, as shown in Figure 1.6(c). In this new marking, there 
are two possible next signal transitions. Either req-patron will be set to ‘1’ or 
req-wine will be set to ‘0’. These two signal transitions can occur in either 

order. The rest of the behavior of this circuit can be determined by similar 
analysis. 

It takes quite a bit of practice to come up with a Petri-net model from any 
given word description. Another graphical model, called the timed event/level 
(TEL) structure, has a more direct correspondence with the word description. 
The TEL structure for the ShopYA-reshufled protocol is shown in Figure 1.7. 
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req-patron+ req-patron+ 

ack-wine- ack-patron+ ack-patron- 

req-w ine+ req-wine- req-patron- 

u+?/ 
ack-w ine+ 

ack-wine- ack-patron+ ack-patron- 

req-w ine+ req-wine- req-patron- 

( > a 
req-patron+ 

ack-wine- ack-patron+ ack-patron- 

req-w ine+ req-wine- req-patron- 

ack-wine+ 

( > C 

ack-wine+ 

Fig. 1.6 PN for passive/active shop. (a) Initial marking, (b) after req-wine goes to 
‘I’, and (c) after ack-wine goes to ‘1’. 

This TEL structure is composed of three processes that operate concurrently. 
There is one to describe the behavior of the winery, one to describe the be- 
havior of the patron, and one to describe the behavior of the shop. The 
difference between a TEL structure and a Petri net is the ability to specify 
signal levels on the arcs. Each level expression corresponds to a guard, and 
each signal transition, or event, corresponds to an assign statement in the 
word description. There are four guards and four assign statements in the 
shop process, which correspond to four levels and four events in the graph for 
the shop. Note that the dashed arcs represent the initial marking and that in 
this initial marking all signals are ‘0’. 

1.5 DELAY-INSENSITIVE CIRCUITS 

Let’s go back now and look at those circuits from before. How do we know 
they work correctly? Let’s look again at our first circuit, redrawn in Figure 1.8 
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< 
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t-wine] Jack-patron] 

ack-wine- 

Fig. 1.7 TEL structure for passive/active shop. 

Fig. 1.8 Complete circuit for active/active shop. 

as a complete circuit, that is, with circuit elements for the environment. Let’s 
also add delay elements (cigar-shaped boxes labeled “[Ojnf]“) to represent an 
unbounded delay. Now, recall that in the initial state all signal wires are 
set to ‘0’. In this state, the only thing that can happen is that req-wine can 
be set to ‘1’. This is due to the ‘0’ at the input of the inverter, which sets 
its output to 7’. We assume that this happens instantaneously. The delay 
element now randomly select a delay d between 0 and infinity. Let’s say that 
it picks five minutes. The signal req-wine now changes to ‘1’ after five minutes 
has elapsed. At that point, the output of the attached buffer also changes to 
‘I’, but this change does not affect a&-wine until a random delay later due 
to the attached delay element. I f  you play with this for awhile, you should 

be able to convince yourself that regardless of what delay values you choose, 
the circuit always behaves as you specified originally. We call such a circuit a 
delay-insensitive circuit. That is one whose correctness is independent of the 
delays of both the gates and the wires, even if these delays are unbounded. 
This mean that even during a strike of the grape mashers at the winery or 
when the patron is sleeping one off, the circuit still operates correctly. It is 
extremely robust. 

Let’s now look at the second circuit, redrawn with its environment in Fig- 
ure 1.9. Again, in t$he initial state, t.he only t8ransition which can occur is that 
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Fig. 1.9 Complete circuit for passive/active shop. 

req-wine can be set to '1' after some arbitrary delay. After req-wine is ‘I’, the 
next t ransitio n which can occur is th .at ad-wine can be set to ‘1’ after some 
delay. When a&-wine is ’ 1’ tho u&7 there are two possi ble next transi tions. 
Either req-wine can go ‘0’ or req-patron can go to 'I', depending on the choices 
made for the delay values in each delay element along the corresponding path. 
If  you look at this circuit long enough, you can probably convince yourself that 
the circuit will behave as specified for whichever delay values are chosen each 
time around. This circuit is also delay-insensitive. 

You may at this 
insensitive circuit. 

point 
Unfort 

begin to 
unately, 

believe that you can always build a delay- 
this is not the case. We are actually pretty 

fortunate with these two circuit designs. In general, if you use only single- 
output gates, this class of circuits is severely limited. In particular, you can 
only use buffers, inverters, and Muller C-elements to build delay-insensitive 
circuits. As an example, consider the circuit shown in Figure 1.10. It is 
a circuit implementation of a slightly modified version of our original four- 
phase protocol, where we have added a state variable to get rid of the state 
coding problem. The protocol is given below. 

Shop-AA-state-variable: process 

begin 

assign(req-wine/l'); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- wine arrives 
assign(x,'l'); -- set state variable 
assigncreq-wine/O'); -- reset req-wine 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- a&-wine resets 
assigncreq-patron/l'); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 
assign(x,'O'); -- reset state variable 
assigncreq-patron/O'); -- reset req-patron 
guard(ack-patron, 

end process ; 

qy); -- a&-patron resets 
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Fig. 1.10 Another complete circuit for active/active shop. 

Assume that all signals are initially ‘0’ except ~2, ~4, ~5, and u6 which are 
‘1’. Trace the following sequence of actions through the circuit: 
req-wine+, ackwine+, x+, req-wine-, a&-wine-, req-patron+, ack-patron+. 
At this point, u2 and ~6 are enabled to go to ‘O’, but assume that the delay 
of u2- is shorter than that of u6-. After ~2 becomes ‘O’, x can go to ‘O’, and 
assume that it does so before u6 goes to ‘0’. After x becomes ‘O’, u4 can go 
to ‘1’. I f  this happens before u6-, then req-wine can be enabled to go to ‘1’. 
Now, if u6 finally changes to ‘0’) then req-wine no longer is enabled to change 
to ‘1’. In a real circuit what may happen is that req-wine may experience 
a small pulse, or glitch. Depending on the duration of the pulse, it may or 
may not be perceived by the winery as a request for wine. If  it is perceived 
as a request, then when the true request for wine comes, after req.-patron 
and a&-patron have been reset, this will be perceived as a second request. 
This may lead to a second bottle of wine being delivered before the first has 

been sold. This potentially catastrophic chain of events would surely spoil the 
shopkeeper’s holiday in Maui. When there exists an assignment of delays in a 
circuit that allows a glitch to occur, we say the circuit has a hazard. Hazards 
must be avoided in asynchronous circuit design. The engineer discusses the 
hazard problem with his colleagues Dr. Huffman and Dr. Muller over dinner. 

1.6 HUFFMAN CIRCUITS 

The first person to arrive at dinner was Dr. Huffman. The first thing he did 
was redraw the original specification as an AFSM and a Huffman flow table, 
as shown in Figure 1.11. Note that in the flow table the changing output in 
each unstable state is made a “don’t care,” which will help us out later. 

The first thing he noticed is that there are more states than necessary. 
States 0 and 1 are compatible. In each entry, either the next states and 

outputs are the same or a don’t care is in one. Similarly, states 2 and 3 

are compatible. When states are compatible, they can often be combined to 
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a&wine / ackpatron 

req-wine / req-patron 

Fig. 1.11 (a) AFSM and (b) Huffman flow table for active/active shop (input/output 
vector is (ackwine, ackpatron ) / (req- wine, req-patron)). 
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Fig. 1.12 Reduced (a) AFSM and (b) Huffman flow table for active/active shop. 

reduce the number of states in the state machine. This process is called state 
minimization. The new AFSM and flow table are shown in Figure 1.12. 

Next, we must choose a state assignment for our two states. This is a 
unique binary value for each state. Now, care must be taken when doing this 
for an asynchronous design, but for this simple design only a single bit is 
needed. Therefore, encoding state 0 with ‘0’ and state 1 with ‘1’ suffices here. 

At this point, it is a simple matter to derive the circuit by creating and 
solving three Karnaugh maps (K-maps). There is one for each output and 
one for the state signal as shown in Figure 1.13. The circuit implementation 
is shown in Figure 1.14. 

Let’s compare this circuit with the one shown in Figure 1.10. The logic for 
req-wine and req-patron is identical. The logic for x is actually pretty similar 
to that of the preceding circuit except that Huffman sticks with simple AND 
and OR gates. “Muller’s C-element is cute, but it is really hard to find in 
any of the local electronics shops” says Dr. Huffman. Also, all of Huffman’s 
delay elements have an upper bound, U. Huffman assumes a bounded gate 
and wire delay model. Huffman’s circuit is also not closed. That is, he does 
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Fig. 1.13 K-maps for active/active shop. 
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Fig. 1.14 Huffman’s circuit for active/active shop. 

not explicitly show the relationships between the outputs and inputs, which is 
not necessary in his method. Huffman also splits the feedback into an output 
signal, X, and an input signal, x. 

These are the obvious differences. There are also some not so obvious 
ones: namely, Huffman’s assumptions on how this circuit will be operated. 
First, Huffman assumes that the circuit is operated in what is called single- 
input-change fundamental mode. What this means is that the environment 
will apply only a single input change at a time; it will not apply another 
until the circuit has stabilized. In other words, the operation of the circuit 
is as follows: An input changes, outputs and next-state signals change, the 
next state is fed back to become the current state, and then a new input can 
arrive. To maintain this order, it may not only be necessary to slow down the 
environment, but it rnay also be necessary to delay the state signal change 
from being fed back too soon by adding a delay between X and x. 

Consider again the bad trace. Again, the following sequence can happen: 

req-wine-k, ackwine-f-, X+, x+, req-wine-, 
a&wine-, req-patron-f-, a&patron+. 

At this point, ~2 and u6 are again enabled to go to ‘O’, and let’s assume that 
the delay of u2- is faster than that of u6-. After u2 becomes ‘O’, X can go 
to ‘0’ before u6 goes to ‘0’. However, in this case, we have added sufficient 
delay in the feedback path such that we do not allow x to change to ‘0’ until 
we have ensured that the circuit has stabilized. In other words, as long as the 
delay in the feedback path is greater than U, the glitch does not occur. 
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K4infl req-patron 
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Fig. 1.15 Muller’s circuit for active/active shop. 

1.7 MULLER CIRCUITS 

“What kind of crazy ideas have you been putting in this poor man’s head?“, 
“Well, if it isn’t Dr. Muller. You’re late as usual,” announced Dr. Huffman. 
“You know me, I don’t believe in bounding time. Let me take a look at 

what you got there,” said Dr. Muller. He stared at the napkin and made some 
marks on it. “Now, that’s much better. Take a look at this” (see Figure 1.15). 

Muller’s circuit looks similar to Huffman’s, but there are some important 
differences in Muller’s model. First, notice that he removed the delay elements 
from the wires, leaving only a single delay element on each output and next- 
state signal. He also changed the upper bound of this delay element to infinity. 
Finally, he changed the signal X to x. In his circuit, Muller has not put 
any restrictions on the order that inputs, outputs, and state signals change 
except they must behave according to the protocol. This model is called an 
unbounded gate delay model. Note that in this model, Muller assumes tha.t 
wire delays are negligible. This means that whenever a signal changes value, 
all gates it is connected to will see that change immediately. For example, 
a&-wine and a&patron each fork to two other gates while x forks to three. 
These forks are called isochronic forks, meaning that they have no delay. This 
delay model is called speed-independent. A similar model where only certain 
forks are isochronic is called quasi-delay insensitive. 

Consider again the bad trace. The following sequence can still happen: 
req-wine+, uck-wine+, x-l-, req-wine-, uckwine-, req-patron-f-, uckputron+. 
At this point, the gates for req-wine and x see the change in u&-patron at 
the same time, due to the isochronic fork. Therefore, when x goes to ‘O’, the 
effect of uck-patron being ‘1’ is already felt by req-wine, so it does not glitch 
to ‘I’. The circuit is hazard-free under Muller’s model as well, and he did not 
need to determine any sort of delay for the state variable feedback path. 

“Those isochronic forks can be tricky to design,” insisted Dr. Huffman. 
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This is true. Both models require some special design. By the way, not all 
the forks actually need to be isochronic. In particular, you can put different 
delays on each of the branches of the wire fork for x and the circuit still 
operates correctly. 

1.8 TIMED CIRCUITS 

The engineer returned from the bar where he had been talking to the wine 
patron and the head of production from the winery. He learned a few inter- 
esting ings which used to optimize the circuit. 
with t winery’s n .e product ion machin .e, they 

th can be First, he learned that 
lhe .ew win are always well ahead 

of schedule. In fact, since they are only one block away from the wine shop, 
they have guaranteed delivery within 2 to 3 minutes after being called. The 
patron lives about five blocks away and it takes him at least 5 minutes to get 

to the shop after being called. If  he is busy sleeping one off, it may take him 
even longer. Finally, the circuit delays will all be very small, certainly less 
than 1 minute. Using this delay information and doing a bit of reshuffling, he 
came up with this description of the circuit and its environment: 

Shop-AA-timed: process 

begin 

assign(req-wine,T,O,l); -- call winery 
assign(req-patron,'lJ,O,l); -- call patron 
-- wine arrives and patron arrives 
guard-and(ack-wine,JIJ,ackpatron,JIJ); 
assign(req-wine,JOJ,O,l); 
assign(req-patron,JOJ,O,l); 
-- wait for ack-wine and a&.-patron to reset 
guardand(ack-wine,JOJ,ackpatron,JOJ); 

end process ; 

winery : process 

begin 

guard(req-wine,'l'); -- wine requested 
assign(ack-wine,JlJ,2,3); -- deliver wine 
guard(req-wine,'O'); 
assign(ack-wine,J0J,2,3); 

end process ; 

patron: process 

begin 

guard(req-patron,JIJ); -- shop called 
assign(ack-patron,'lJ,5,inf); -- buy wine 
guard(req-patron,JOJ); 
assign(ack-patron,JOJ,5,7); 

end process ; 

The assignment function now takes two additional parameters, which are 
the lower and upper bounds on the delay the assignment takes to complete. 
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Fig. 1.16 TEL structure for active/active shop. 

The guard-and function requires multiple signals to attain a given value before 
the circuit can progress. Notice that in this protocol, the patron is called 
after the wine is requested but before the wine arrives. This improves the 
performance of the system by allowing more concurrency. As we will see, 
timing assures that the patron does not arrive too early. 

The TEL structure for this specification is shown in Figure 1.16. Assume 
that all signals are initially low. In the TEL structure, there are timing 
annotations on each arc. For example, req_wine must go to ‘1’ within 0 to 1 
minute from the initial state. Once req-wine has gone to ‘I’, a&-wine can go 
to ‘1’ since its level expression is now true. However, it must wait at least 
2 minutes and will change within 3 minutes. The signal req-patron is also 

enabled to change and will do so within 0 to 1 minute. Therefore, we know 
that req-patron will change first. After req-patron has gone to ‘I’, ack-patron is 
now enabled to change to ‘1’) but it must wait at least 5 minutes. Therefore, 
we know that ackwine changes next. In other words, we know that the wine 
will arrive before the patron arrives-a very important property of the system. 

From this TEL structure, we derive the state graph in Figure 1.17. In the 
initial state, all signals are 0, but req-wine is labeled with an R to indicate 
that it is enabled to rise. Once req-wine rises, we move to a new state where 
req-patron and a&-wine are both enabled to rise. However, as mentioned 
before, the only possible next-state transition is on req-patron rising. 

To get a circuit, a K-map is created for each output with columns for each 
input combination and rows for each output combination. A 1 is placed in 
each entry, corresponding to a state where the output is either R or 1, a 0 in 
each entry where the output is F or 0, and a - in the remaining entries. From 
the maps in Figure 1.18, the simple circuit in Figure 1.19 is derived. Note 
that the signal a&-wine is actually no longer needed. 
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Fig. 1.17 State graph for active/active shop (with state vector (a&wine, ack~~~tron, 
reqwine, reqpatron)). 
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Fig. 1.18 K-maps for active/active shop. 
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Fig. 1.19 Timed circuit for active/active shop. 
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1.9 VERIFICATION 

The timed circuit made some pretty aggressive assumptions. How does one 
know if the circuit operates correctly? The first thing to do is to simulate the 
circuit for some example situations and check that all parties end up happy. 
This process is validation. However, to be really sure, one must exhaustively 
check all possible situations. This process is formaE verification. First, one can 
check that the circuit always does what it is specified to do. In this case, we say 
that a circuit conforms to its specification. In other words, the circuit should 
follow the protocol. However, this may not be sufficient for the shopkeeper to 
rest easy on the Maui beaches. For example, in the modified protocol, if the 
timing assumptions are violated, it is possible for the patron to arrive before 
the wine. Knowing how irate he gets when this happens, this is clearly not 
acceptable. Therefore, one should enumerate the properties that the circuit 
should have and check that the protocol with the timing assumptions satisfies 
these properties. This process is called model checking. Two such properties 
might be these: 

1. The wine arrives before the patron. 

2. When the wine is requested, it eventually arrives. 

Both of these properties hold for all states in Figure 1.17. 

1.10 APPLICATIONS 

With all these design alternatives, how does one know which one to choose? 
You may want to choose the fastest. In a synchronous design, you simply 
determine the worst-case delay and set your clock cycle to match. Recall 
that in synchronous wine shopping that the patron received one bottle of 
wine each hour independent of the speed of production. In an asynchronous 
circuit, however, it is not that simple to determine performance since you must 
consider average performance. Let us assume that the delays are those used 
in the timed circuit and are uniformly distributed over their range, except 
that the patron’s delay in buying the wine actually ranges uniformly between 
5 and 10 minutes (it may be more, but that is pretty unlikely). I f  this is the 
case, we find that the protocol used by Huffman and Muller has a cycle time 
of 21.5 minutes on average, while our original one (ShopAA-reshuffled) had a 
cycle time of 20.6 minutes. These means that for these asynchronous designs 
the patron will receive on average 3 bottles of wine per hour, a substantial 
improvement over synchronous shopping. The timed circuit’s cycle time is 
only 15.8 minutes. This means that on average the patron will get even one 
more bottle of wine every hour using the timed circuit! 
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1.11 LET’S GET STARTED 

“Anyway, this is enough talk about work for now. What do you say that we 
order some dinner?” said the engineer. 

“This is just getting interesting. I would like to learn more,” said the 
shopkeeper. 

“Why don’t you attend our seminar at the local university?” replied the 
engineer. 

Did the shopkeeper attend the seminar ? Did he and his wife ever get that 
trip to Maui ? Did they ever get their dinner? To learn more, you must read 
the next chapter. 

1.12 SOURCES 

Detailed references on the material in this chapter are given at the end of 
subsequent chapters when these topics are discussed. The idea of model- 
ing communicating processes through send and receive actions on channels 
originated with Hoare’s communicating sequentiaE processes (CSP) [166, 1671 
and was adapted to the specification of asynchronous circuits by Martin [254]. 
The Huffman flow table is described in [170] (republished later in [172]). Petri 
nets were introduced in [312], and they were first adapted to the specification 
of asynchronous circuits by Seitz [343]. TEL structures were introduced by 
Belluomini and Myers [34]. 

In [253], Martin proved that when the gate library is restricted to single- 
output gates, the class of circuits that can be built using a purely delay- 
insensitive (DI) model is severely limited. Namely, these circuits can only 
utilize inverters and Muller C-elements. This result and the examples con- 
tained in this paper inspired much of the discussion in this chapter. Similar 
results appeared in [54]. This paper also shows that set-reset latches, C- 
elements, and toggles cannot be implemented delay insensitively using basic 
gates (i.e., combinational gates). Leung and Li extend these results and show 
that when a circuit is not closed (i.e., some input comes from an outside envi- 
ronment and not another gate in the circuit), other gates, such as AND and 
OR gates, can be used in a limited way 12301. They also show that arbitrary 
DI behaviors can be implemented using a set of circuit elements that includes 
an inverter, fork, C-element, toggle, merge, and asynchronous demultiplexer. 

Techniques using the fundamental-mode assumption originated with Huff- 
man [170, 1721. The speed-independent model was first proposed by Muller 
and Bartky [279], and it was used in the design of the ILLIAC and ILLIAC II 

[46]. In [282], My ers and Meng introduced the first synthesis method which 
utilized a timed circuit model to optimize the implementation. Earlier, how- 
ever, most practical asynchronous designs certainly utilized timing assump- 
tions in an ad hoc fashion to improve the implementation. 
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Problems 

1.1 Describe in words the behavior of the channel-level process given below. 

Shop : process 

begin 

receive(WineryShop,bottlel); 
receive(WineryShop,bottle2); 
send(ShopPatron,bottle2); 
send(ShopPatron,bottlel); 

end process; 

1.2 In this problem we design a Huffman circuit for the shop when the 
winery is passive while the patron is active. 

1.2.1. Write a process for a four-phase active/passive shop. 

1.2.2. A reshuffled version of an active/passive shop is shown below. Give 
an AFSM and Huffman flow table that describe its behavior. 

Shop-AP-reshuffled: process 

begin 

guard(req-patron/l'); -- 
assign(req-wine/l'); -- 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- 
assign(req-wine/O'); -- 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- 
assign(ack-patron/l'); -- 
guard(req-patron/O'); -- 
assign(ack-patron/O'); -- 

end process ; 

patron calls 
call winery 
wine arrives 
reset req-wine 
ack-wi ne resets 
sells wine 
req-patron resets 
reset ackpatron 

1.2.3. Combine compatible rows and make a state assignment. 

1.2.4. Use K-maps to find a Huffman circuit implementation. 

1.3 In this problem we design a Muller circuit for the shop when the winery 
is passive while the patron is active. 

1.3.1. Draw a TEL structure for the reshuffled active/passive shop below. 

Shop-AP-reshuffled: process 

begin 

assigncreq-wine/l'); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- wine arrives 
guard(req-patron/l'); -- patron calls 
assign(ack-patron/l'); -- sells wine 
assign(req-wine/O'); -- reset req-wine 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- a&-wine resets 
guard(req-patron/O'); -- req-patron resets 
assign(ack-patron/O'); -- reset ackpatron 

end process ; 

1.3.2. Find the state graph from the TEL structure. 

1.3.3. Use K-maps to derive a Muller circuit implementation. 



2 
Con2munication 

Channels 

Inform all the troops that communications have completely broken down. 

-Ashleigh Brilliant 

This Yelephone” has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a 

means of communication. The device is inherently of no value to us. 

-Western Union internal memo, 1876 

In this chapter we describe a method for the specification of asynchronous 
systems at a ‘high level through the use of a communication channel model. 
Any hardware system, synchronous or asynchronous, can be thought of as 
a set of concurrently operating processes. These processes periodically must 

communicate data between each other. For example, if one process is a register 
file and another is an ALU, the register file must communicate operands to the 
ALU, and the ALU must communicate a result back to the register file. In the 
channel model, this communication takes places when one process attempts 
to send a message along a channel while another is attempting to receive a 
message along the same channel. We have implemented a package in VHDL 
to provide a channel abstraction. In this chapter we give a brief overview of 
VHDL and how to use our package. Since it is beyond the scope of this book to 
teach VHDL, we primarily provide templates that will allow you to use VHDL 
to simulate asynchronous systems without needing a thorough understanding 

of the language. 
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2.1 BASIC STRUCTURE 

Each module that you specify using our channel model will have the same 
basic structure. A channel is simply a point-to-point means of communication 
between two concurrently operating processes. One process uses that channel 
to send data to the other process. As an example, the VHDL model for the 
wine shop example is given below. 

-- wine-example.vhd 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity wine-example is 
end wine-example; 
architecture behavior of wine-example is 

type wine-list is (cabernet, merlot, zinfandel, 
chardonnay, sauvignonblanc, 
pinot-noir, riesling, bubbly); 

signal wine-drunk:wine-list; 
signal WineryShop:channel:=init-channel; 
signal ShopPatron:channel:=init-channel; 
signal bottle:std_logic_vector(2 downto O):=“OOO”; 
signal shelf:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0); 
signal bag:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0); 

begin 
winery : process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryShop,bottle); 

end process winery; 
shop : process 
begin 

receive(WineryShop,shelf); 
send(ShopPatron,shelf); 

end process shop; 
patron: process 
begin 

receive(ShopPatron,bag); 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integer(bag)); 

end process patron; 
end behavior; 
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Let’s consider each part of the VHDL model separately. First, there is a 
comment indicating the name of the file. All comments in VHDL begin with 
LL -- ” and continue until the end of the line. The next section of code indicates 
what other libraries and packages are used by this file. These are like include 
statements in C or C++. You should always use the first line, which states 
that you want access to the ieee library. This a very useful standard library. 
For example, the next three lines include packages from this library. You 
probably also always want to use these three lines, as these packages define 
and implement the std-logic data type and arithmetic operations on them. 
You will use this data type a lot. The last two lines include the packages 
nondeterminism and channel, which can be found in Appendix A. The non- 
determinism package defines some functions to generate random delays and 
random selections for simulation. The channel package includes a definition 
of the channel data type and operations on it, such as send and receive. 

The next part is called the entity. The entity describes the interface of 
the module being designed. In this case, it defines the wine-example. In this 
example we are designing a closed system (i.e., no inputs or outputs), so our 
entity is very simple. We will introduce the syntax for more complex entity 
descriptions when we get to structural VHDL below. 

The next part is called the architecture. This is used to define the be- 
havior of the entity being designed. For each entity, there can be multiple 
architectures describing either different implementations or the same imple- 
mentation at different levels of abstraction. The name of the architecture is 
identified in the first line (i.e., behavior) and the entity it corresponds to (i.e., 
wine-example). 

The architecture has two parts: the declaration section and the concurrent 
statement section. In the declaration section, we can define types, signals, or, 
as we will see later, components. For example, we have defined an enumerated 
type called wine-list, which is a list of the different types of wine produced at 
the winery. We can then declare a signal wine-drunk of this type. A signal 
represents a wire (or possibly a collection of wires) in a design. 

For this example, we have also defined two channels for communication. 
The WineryShop channel is used for delivering bottles of wine to the shop 
and the ShopPatron channel is used for selling bottles of wine to the patron. 
Both channels are initialized in the declaration section by assignment to the 
return value of the function kit-channel. 

The next three signals are used by the winery, shop, and patron to keep 
track of what type of wine they have. These signals are of type std-logic-vector. 
The type std-logic is a nine-valued enumerated type where the values represent 
various states of a signal wire (see Table 2.1). In addition to the strong logic 
values ‘0’ and ‘I’, there is a strong unknown value ‘X’, which indicates that 
multiple drivers are forcing the wire to opposite values. There are also weak 
values which can be overpowered by strong values. The last three indicate 
a wire that is uninitialized, ‘U’; high impedance,‘Z’; or don’t care, ‘4 The 
table also shows the resolution of the value if two modules drive the same wire 
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Table 2.1 Stdlogic values. 

‘U' 
‘X' 
6 ' 0 
‘1’ 
‘Z’ 
‘W’ 
‘L’ 
‘H’ 
L ’ 

Uninitialized 6 ’ U 6 ’ U 6 ’ U 6 ’ U 6 ’ U 6 I U ‘U’ ‘U’ ‘U’ 
Forcing unknown ‘U’ ‘X’ ‘X’ ‘X’ ‘X’ ‘X’ ‘X’ ‘X’ ‘X’ 
Forcing 0 6 ’ U LX’ ‘0’ ‘X’ ‘0’ y-y ‘0’ ‘0’ ‘X’ 

Forcing 1 ‘U’ LX’ LX’ ‘1’ L1) ‘1’ ‘1’ ‘1’ ‘x’ 

High impedance ‘U’ ‘X’ ‘0’ ‘1’ ‘Z’ ‘W’ ‘L’ ‘H’ ‘X’ 
Weak unknown ‘U’ ‘X’ ‘0’ ‘1’ ‘W’ ‘W’ ‘W’ ‘W’ ‘X’ 
Weak 0 6 I U LX’ ‘0’ ‘1’ ‘L’ ‘W’ ‘L’ ‘W’ ‘X’ 

Weak 1 6 ’ U 6x7 ‘0’ ‘1’ ‘H’ ‘W’ ‘W’ ‘H’ LX’ 

Don’t care 6 ’ U ‘X’ LX’ LX’ ‘x’ LX’ LX’ ‘X’ ‘X’ 

to different values. A std-logic-vector is an array of &!-logic signals. We are 
encoding the type of wine using 3-bit-wide std-logic-vectors. The bottle going 
out of the winery is initialized to “OOO”, which corresponds to the 0th type of 
wine (i.e., a bottle of cabernet). 

The concurrent statement section starts with the begin statement, and it is 
where the behavior of the module is defined. The only concurrent statement 
which we introduce at this time is the process statement. In this example, 
there are three processes which operate concurrently. There is one for the 
winery, one for the shop, and another for the patron. Each process statement 
begins with an optional label and the keyword process. The statements within 
the process are executed sequentially. 

The behavior of the winery begins by randomly selecting a type of wine 
to produce using the seLection function. This function is defined in the non- 
determinism package, and it takes two integer parameters. The first is the 
number of choices, and the second is the size of the std-Zogic-vector to return. 
The next step is that the winery waits for some random time between 5 and 
10 minutes until it is ready to transmit another bottle of wine. This is accom- 
plished using the delay function which is also defined in the nondeterminism 
package. This function takes two integer parameters which set the lower and 
upper bound for the range of possible delay values. Finally, the winery sends 
its bottle to the shop with the procedure call send. This procedure has two 
parameters: a channel to communicate on and a std-logic or std-logic-vector 
containing the data to be transmitted. The send procedure is defined in the 
channel package. In this example, it will wait until the shop is ready to receive 
the wine and then delivers it. 

The behavior of the shop begins by receiving a bottle of wine from the 
winery with the procedure call receive. This procedure also has two param- 
eters: a channel to communicate on and a std-logic or std-logic-vector where 
the data is to be copied upon reception. The receive procedure is also defined 
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in the channel package. In this example, it waits until the winery has a bottle 
of wine to deliver; then the shop accepts delivery of it. After receiving the 
wine, the shop sends it to the patron over the ShopPa~ron channel. 

The behavior of the patron begins by receiving a bottle of wine which it 
then identifies (probably with a small sip as the winery does not label its 
wine). To do this in VHDL, the bag, which is a stddogic-vector, must first 
be converted into an integer using the conv-integer function. This integer is 
used as an index to the function wine-list’val. As mentioned before, wine-list 
is an enumerated type, and ‘val is an attribute. When the ‘val attribute is 
combined with an enumerated type, it produces a function which takes an 
integer and returns the value of that position in the enumerated type. For 
example, 0 would return cabernet and 1 would return merlot. 

2.2 STRUCTURAL MODELING IN VHDL 

Whereas we could model any system using a single entity/architecture pair, 
it would get quite cumbersome for large designs. This is especially true when 
many copies of the same process are needed. In this section we introduce a 
way of specifying separate processes within different entity/architecture pairs 
and then composing them together using a top-level structural architecture. 
Let’s begin by looking at the entity/architecture pair which specifies just the 
behavior of the shop. 

-- shop.vhd 
library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 
use work.nondeterminism.all; 
use work.channel.all; 
entity shop is 

port (wine-delivery :inout channel:=init-channel; 
wine-selling: inout channel:=init-channel); 

end shop; 
architecture behavior of shop is 

signal shelf:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0); 
begin 
shop : process 
begin 

receive(wine-delivery,shelf); 
send(wine-selling,shelf); 

end process shop; 
end behavior; 

The key difference between this model and the previous one is seen in 
the port dechmtions in the entity. As mentioned before, the entity is used 
to specify the interface of a module. Considering the shop separately, there 
are now two channels at the interface which are declared as ports in the 
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entity. Each port declaration is given a unique name. In this example, the 
ports are wine-delivery and wine-selling. Each port is also given a mode 
setting the direction of the data flow. The modes can be in, out, or inout. 
In this example, the channels are given a mode of inout. Although it may 
appear that wine-debivery should be in and wine-selling should be out, they 
are actually inout because while data flows only one way, the control for the 
communication flows in both directions. The next part of the port declaration 
is the port types. In our example, both ports are of type channel. Finally, 
each port declaration is allowed an optional initialization. In this case, both 
channels are initialized with calls to the function in&channel. The only other 
differences are that the architecture is linked to the entity shop and includes 
only the signal and process for the shop. The entity/architecture pairs for the 
winery, the patron, and the composition with the shop are given below. 

-- winery.vhd 
library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel.all; 
entity winery is 

port (wine-shipping: inout channel:=init_channel); 
end winery; 
architecture behavior of winery is 

signal bottle:std_logic_vector(2 downto O):=“OOO”; 
begin 
winery : process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(wine-shipping,bottle); 

end process winery; 
end behavior; 

-- patron.vhd 
library ieee ; 
tise ieeestd-logic-1164. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity patron is 

port (wine-buying: inout channel:=init_channel); 
end patron; 
architecture behavior of patron is 

type wine-list is (cabernet, merlot, zinfandel, 
chardonnay, sauvignonblanc, 
pinotnoir, riesling, bubbly); 

signal wine-drunk:wine-list; 
signal bag:std-logic-vector(2 downto 0); 
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patron : process 
begin 

receivecwine-buying,bag); 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integer(bag)); 

end process patron; 
end behavior; 

-- wine-example2.vhd 
library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity wine-example is 
end wine-example; 
architecture structure of wine-example is 

component winery 
port (wine-shipping: inout channel); 

end component; 
component shop 

port (wine-delivery: inout channel; 
wine-selling: inout channel); 

end component; 
component patron 

port (wine-buying: inout channel); 
end component; 
signal WineryShop:channel:=init-channel; 
signal ShopPatron:channel:=init-channel; 

begin 
THE-WINERY:winery 

port map (wine-shipping => WineryShop); 
THE-SHOP:shop 

port map (wine-delivery => WineryShop, 
wine-selling => ShopPatron); 

THE-PATRON:patron 
port map (wine-buying => ShopPatron); 

end structure; 

The descriptions of the winery and patron are similar to the one for the 
shop. The last entity/architecture pair represents an alternative structural 
architecture for the wine-example. Within the structural architecture, dec- 
larations are given for each of the components. Component declarations are 
forward declarations of existing (but defined elsewhere) entities to define the 
ports to be used in the instantiations. These can be thought of as being like 
function prototypes in C or C++. Next, two channels are declared to connect 
the winery to the shop and from the shop to the patron. 

The concurrent statement part includes three component instantiations. 
Each begins with a label for that instance of the component. In this example, 
the label for the winery is THE_ WINERY. Following the label is the name 
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Winery WineryShop + Shop ShopPatron * Patron 

Fig. 2.1 Block diagram for wine-example. 

of the entity for the component being instantiated. The last part is the port 
map. The port map is used to indicate which wires within a component are 
connected to which wires at the top level. For example, the wine-shipping 
port within the winery is connected to the WineryShop port at the top level. 
In the instantiation for the shop, wine-delivery is also connected to the Win- 
eryShop port, which in effect connects the winery to the shop. The rest of 
the instantiations for the shop and the patron are similar. The block diagram 
showing the connections between the components is shown in Figure 2.1. 

As another example, consider a new shop opening closer to the patron. 
The patron now buys his wine from the new shop. Due to contracts with the 
winery, the new shop must buy its wine from the original shop. The new block 
diagram is shown in Figure 2.2, and the new architecture is shown below. 

architecture new-structure of wine-example is 
component winery 

port (wine-shipping: inout channel); 
end component; 
component shop 

port (wine-delivery: inout channel; 
wine-selling: inout channel); 

end component; 
component patron 

port (wine-buying: inout channel); 
end component ; 
signal WineryShop:channel:=init-channel; 
signal ShopNewShop:channel:=init-channel; 
signal NewShopPatron:channel:=initchannel; 

begin 
THE-WINERY:winery 

port map (wine-shipping => WineryShop); 
0LDSHOP:shop 

port map (wine-delivery => WineryShop, 
wine-selling => ShopNewShop); 

NEW-SHOP:shop 
port map (wine-delivery => ShopNewShop, 

wine-selling => NewShopPatron); 
THE-PATRON:patron 

port map (wine-buying => NewShopPatron); 
end new-structure; 
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Winery 
Winery Shop 

t OldShop 
ShopNewShop 

t NewShop 
NewShopPatron 

t Patron 

Fig. 2.2 Block diagram including the new shop. 

WineryOldShop ~ OldShop 

Patron 
NewShopPatron 

Fig. 2.3 Direct communication between winery and the new shop. 

2.3 CONTROL STRUCTURES 

So far, the flow of control in all our examples has been very simple in that 
no choices are being made at any point. In this section we introduce control 
structures for selection and repetition. We use as an example the scenario 
where the winery and patron can deal with either shop. The communication 
channels are depicted in Figure 2.3. 

2.3.1 Selection 

There are two ways in VHDL to model selection: if-then-else statements and 
case statements. As an example, let’s assume that the winery has entered 
into an agreement to sell its merlot to the new shop. All other types of wine 
will still go to the old shop. This can be written in two ways: 

winery2 : process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
if (wine-list'val(conv-integer(bottle)) = merlot) then 

send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 
else 

send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 
end if; 

end process winery2 ; 

winery3: process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
case (wine-list'val(convAnteger(bottle))) is 
when merlot => 

send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 
when others => 
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send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 
end case; 

end process winery3 ; 

Note that in the case statement, others is a keyword to indicate any other 
type of wine. 

The previous selection mechanism is deterministic in that the action is 
completely determined by the type of wine being produced. It is often also 
useful to be able to model a nondeterministic, or random, selection. For 
example, if the winery has decided to choose randomly which shop to sell to 
each time, it would be written in one of these two ways: 

winery4: process 
variable zxinteger; 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
z:=selection(2); 
if (z = 1) then 

send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 
else 

send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 
end if; 

end process winery4; 

winery5: process 
variable z:integer; 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
z:=selection(2); 
case z is 
when 1 => 

send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 
when others => 

send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 
end case; 

end process winery5 ; 

In the examples above, the function selection is overloaded in the nonde- 
terminism package, to take one parameter, a constant indicating the range 
desired, and returns a random integer result. Since the selection statement 
is sent the constant 2, it returns either a 1 or a 2. Note that x is an integer 
variable that is local only to this process. 

2.3.2 Repetition 

Every process repeats forever, so it 
loop internal to a process, there are t 

implies a loop. If  yo1 want to specify a 
hree different ty ‘pes of .ooping constructs. 
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The first type of loop construct that we consider is the for loop. Just as in 
conventional programming languages, the for loop allows you to loop a fixed 
number of times. For example, if the winery decided to send the first four 
bottles of wine to the old shop and the next three to the new shop, it would be 
specified like this (note that the loop index variable i is declared implicitly): 

winery6: process 
begin 

for i in 1 to 4 loop 
bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 

end loop; 
for i in 1 to 3 loop 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 

end loop; 
end process winery6 ; 

The next type of loop construct is the while loop. Again, its usage should 
be familiar. The while loop allows you to specify behavior that loops until a 
boolean condition is satisfied. For example, if the winery decided to send out 
bottles of wine to the old shop until it had a bottle of merlot to send, and 
then it would send the merlot to the new shop, it could be specified like this: 

winery7: process 
begin 

while (wine-list'val(conv-integer(bottle)) /= merlot) 
loop 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 

end loop; 
bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 

end process winery7 ; 

The last kind of looping construct is the infinite loop. For example, con- 
sider the case where the winery has decided to stop doing business with the 
old shop and deal only with the new shop, but due to existing contract obli- 
gations it still owed one final bottle to the old shop. This could be specified 
as follows: 

winery8: process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 
loop 
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bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 

end loop; 
end process winery8 ; 

2.4 DEADLOCK 

An additional complication that arises with asynchronous design is the poten- 
tial of introducing a de&lo& into the system. Deadlock is the state in which 
a system can no longer make progress toward a required goal. For example, 
consider the two processes below: 

producer: process 
begin 

send(X,x); 
send(Y,y) ; 

end process producer; 

consumer: process 
begin 

receive(Y,a); 
receive(X,b); 

end process consumer; 

The producer tries to send x out on channel X while the consumer is 
trying to receive data on channel Y. They both sit waiting for the other 
to respond and no progress can be made. In other words, the system is 
deadlocked. Although this is obvious in this example, such situations are 
difficult to observe in larger examples. 

Let us again consider the wine shop example. In the preceding section we 
described several different ways the winery can decide to which shop to send 
the wine. The patron now could go to two different shops to get his wine. 
The problem that the patron faces now is how to decide which shop has wine. 
The simplest approach would be to patronize just one shop. This approach, 
however, can cause the system to deadlock. Consider the case where the 
winery decides to send its next two bottles of wine to the new shop and the 
patron patronizes only the old shop. In this case, the winery delivers the first 
bottle to the new shop, where it is put on their shelf. When they are ready 
to deliver the second bottle, the new shop is unable to accept it because it 
still has the first bottle on its shelf. Assuming that the winery is persistent, 
no more wine will be produced. Another idea might be for the patron to 

alternate between the two shops. Assuming that the patron begins by going 
to the old shop, and the winery sends the first two bottles to the new shop, 
the same problem arises. 
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2.5 PROBE 

To solve this deadlock problem, the patron needs to know who has got wine 
to sell before he commits to shopping at one particular shop. This is accom- 
plished by adding probe to the channel package. The probe function takes a 
channel as a parameter and returns true if there is a pending communication 
on that channel, and otherwise, returns false. Using this function, the patron 
can first check if the old shop is trying to sell him wine, and if so, receive 
it. I f  not, he can check the new shop. If  neither has wine to sell, he will 
wait for 5 to 10 minutes, and start checking again (he’s not very patient). An 
important subtle note is that the wait statement is essential; otherwise, the 
simulator will go into an infinite loop. Within every process in VHDL, there 
must be either a wait statement or a sensitivity list. Without either one, the 
process will execute forever and starve all other processes. Note that there is 
an implicit wait within a send or receive procedure call. I f  neither condition 
is true, a wait statement must be inserted to cause the simulation to stop 
working on this process and give another one a chance to make progress. 

patron2: process 
begin 

if (probe(OldShopPatron)) then 
receive(OldShopPatron,bag); 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integercbag)); 

elsif (probe(NewShopPatron) > then 
receive(NewShopPatron,bag); 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integercbag)); 

end if; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

end process patron2 ; 

2.6 PARALLEL COMMUNICATION 

So far all communication actions have been initiated sequentially. To im- 
prove speed, it is often beneficial to launch several communication actions in 
parallel. Our channel package supports this by allowing you to pass multiple 
channel/data pairs to the send or receive procedures. As an example, consider 
the case where the winery makes two bottles of wine at a time and sends them 
out concurrently to the two shops. This is described as follows: 

winery9: process 
begin 

bottle1 <= selection(8,3); 
bottle2 <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(WineryOldShop,bottlel,WineryNewShop,bottle2); 

end process winery9 ; 
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We could leave the patron process as described in the preceding section. 

However, to improve performance, we may want to allow the patron to receive 
the bottles in parallel (perhaps, he hired someone to run to the other shop for 
him). This can be described as follows: 

patron3: process 

begin 

receive(OldShopPatron,bagl,NewShopPatron,bag2); 
wine-drunk1 <= wine-list'val(conv-integer(bag1)); 
wine-drunk2 <= wine-list'val(conv-integer(bag2)); 

end process patron3 ; 

2.7 EXAMPLE: MINIMIPS 

Translating a word description for a design into a good formal specification 
can be more of an art form than a science. Since word descriptions are, by 
their very nature, imprecise and unstructured, there can be no set process 
to a formal specification. Therefore, the best way to learn how to do this is 
through an example. This section shows the derivation of a specification from 

a word description for a simple MiniMIPS microprocessor and some initial 
steps toward its optimization. 

The MiniMIPS is a simple microprocessor described in [164]. The Min- 
iMIPS has a simple reduced instruction set computer (RISC)-style architec- 
ture and datapath. The design presented here is indeed simple in that it 
only supports the eight different types of instructions shown in Table 2.2. 
All instructions are 32 bits wide and come in one of three formats, shown in 
Figure 2.4. 

To specify the MiniMIPS, we have decided to decompose the design into 
five communicating processes, as shown in Figure 2.5. Two describe the en- 
vironment: an instruction memory (imem) and a data memory (dmem). The 
other three describe the circuit to be designed. Consider arithmetic and logic 
operations. The first stage fetches instructions from the instruction memory 
(fetch). The second stage takes these instructions, decodes them, and fetches 
values from the appropriate registers (decode). The third stage takes these 
register values, executes the appropriate function on them, and returns the 
result to the register file in the decode block (execute). I f  the instruction is a 
load, the execute block would generate an address for the data memory which 
would send the result back to the decode block for storage. If  the instruction 
is a store, the decode block would send the data to be stored to the data mem- 
ory while the execute block sends the address. If  the instruction is a brunch, 
the execute block is responsible for sending the result of the comparison back 
to the fetch block, which then uses this to determine the next instruction to 
fetch. Finally, if the instruction is an unconditional jump, the fetch block 
simply adjusts the program counter (PC). 
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Table 2.2 MiniMIPS instruction set. 

Instruction Opcode Function Operation Example 

add 0 32 
sub 0 34 
and 0 36 
or 0 37 
IW 35 da 
SW 43 da 
beq 4 da 

j 6 da 

rd := rs + rt 
rd := rs - rt 
rd := rs & rt 
rd := rs / rt 
rt := mem[rs + offset] 
mem[rs + offset] := rt 
if (rs==rt) then 
PC := PC + offset 
PC : = address 

add rl, r2, r3 
sub rl, r2, r3 
and rl, r2, r3 
or rl, r2, r3 
lw rl, (32)r2 
sw rl, (32)r2 
beg rl, r2, Loop 

j Loop 

Register instructions 
opcode rs rt rd 1 shamt 1 func 

6 555 5 6 
Load/store/branch instructions 

opcode rs rt offset 1 
6 55 16 

Jump instructions 

opcode address 
6 26 

Fig. 2.4 Instruction formats for MiniMIPS. 

imem + fetch 1 w decode *le*ecute-jdmeml 

Fig. 2.5 Block diagram for MiniMIPS. 
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imem fetch 

decode-instr 

execute-op 

execute-r-s 

execute-r-t 

execu te-rd 

execute-func 

execute-offset 

dmem-addr 

dmem-rv 

branch-decision 

addr 

read-write 

dmem 

execute 

dataout 

Fig. 2.6 Channel-level diagram for MiniMIPS. 

2.7.1 VHDL Specification 

The first step in the design process is to determine the needed communica- 
tion channels between the blocks and draw a block diagram. The result for 
the MiniMIPS is shown in Figure 2.6. Beginning with the communications 
between the imem and fetch blocks, the fetch block needs the channel PC 
to send the PC to the imem block, and the imem block needs the channel 
new-instr to send the new instruction back to the fetch block. The fetch 
block also needs the channel instr to send the new instruction to the decode 
block, and the channel bd from the execute block to notify it whether or not a 
branch is to be taken. The decode block parses the instruction and needs many 
channels to send the opcode (op channel), ALU function code (func channel), 
source operands ( TS and rt channels), and offset (oflset channel) to the execute 
block. Note that not all channels are used for every instruction. The decode 
block also needs the channel rd from the execute block to get the result of 
arithmetic/logic operations, and the channels datain and dataout from and 
to the dmem block for receiving and sending data for loads and stores. Fi- 
nally, the execute block needs the channels addr and read-write to the dmem 
block to send the address and read/write signals. The structural VHDL code 
connecting the blocks together is shown below. 
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-------------------- 

-- minimips.vhd 
-------------------- 

library IEEE; 
use IEEE.std-logic-1164. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity minimips is 
end minimips; 
architecture structure of minimips is 

component imem 
port (data: inout channel; 

address :inout channel); 
end component ; 
component fetch 

port (branch-decision: inout channel; 
decode-instr :inout channel; 
imem-data :inout channel; 
imem-address: inout channel); 

end component; 
component decode 

port (dmem-dataout: inout channel; 
dmem-datain: inout channel; 
execute-offset: inout channel; 
execute-func: inout channel; 
execute-rd: inout channel; 
executert :inout channel; 
executers: inout channel; 
execute-op :inout channel; 
decode-instr: inout channel); 

end component; 
component execute 

port (branch-decision: inout channel; 
dmem-rw :inout channel; 
dmem-addr: inout channel; 
execute-offset :inout channel; 
execute-func :inout channel; 
execute-rd :inout channel; 
execute-rt :inout channel; 
execute-rs :inout channel; 
execute-op :inout channel); 

end component; 
component dmem 

port (read-write :inout channel; 
data-out: inout channel; 
data-in :inout channel; 
address :inout channel); 

end component; 
signal addr:channel; 
signal bd:channel; 
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signal datain:channel; 
signal dataout:channel; 
signal func:channel; 
signal instr:channel; 
signal new-instr:channel; 
signal offset:channel; 
signal op:channel; 
signal PC:channel; 
signal rd:channel; 
signal read-write:channel; 
signal rs:channel; 
signal rt:channel; 

begin 
imeml:imem 

port map(data => new-instr, 
address => PC); 

fetchl:fetch 
port map(branch-decision => bd, 

decode-instr => instr, 
imem-data => new-instr, 
imem-address => PC); 

decodel:decode 
port map (dmem-dataout => dataout, 

dmem-datain => datain, 
execute-offset => offset, 
execute-func => func, 
execute-rd => rd, 
execute-rt => rt, 
executers => rs, 
execute-op => op, 
decode-instr => instr); 

executekexecute 
port map(branch-decision => bd, 

dmem-rw => read-write, 
dmem-addr => addr, 
execute-offset => offset, 
execute-func => func, 
execute-rd => rd, 
execute-rt => rt, 
execute-rs => rs, 
execute-op => op); 

dmemldmem 
port map (read-write => read-write, 

data-out => dataout, 
data-in => datain, 
address => addr); 

end structure; 
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Now let’s consider specification of each of the individual blocks using our 
channel model. First, the imem block models a small (eight-word) memory 
using an array to store the instructions. The array is hardcoded to store a 
particular program. Therefore, to simulate a different program, it is necessary 
to edit the code. The imem block receives an address from the fetch block. 
This address is a std-logic-vector, so it is converted to an integer and then 
used to index into the memory array to find the instruction requested. The 
memory than waits for the specified amount of time to simulate the delay of 
the memory (this is also necessary to make sure that instr has taken its new 
value). Then it sends the fetched instruction to the fetch block. The VHDL 
code is shown below. 

-- imem.vhd 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity imem is 

port(address:inout channel:=init-channel; 
data: inout channel:=init-channel); 

end imem; 
architecture behavior of imem is 

type memory is array (0 to 7) of 
std-logic-vector(31 downto 0); 

signal addr:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal instr:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 

begin 
process 

variable imem:memory:=( 
X"8c220000", -- L: lw r2,0(rl) 
X"8c640000", -- lw r4,0(r3) 
X"OOa42020", -- add r4,r5,r4 
X"OO642824", -- and r5,r3,r4 
X"ac640000" -- 
X"OO822022": 

SW r4,0(r3) 
-- M: sub r4,r4,r2 

X"1080fff9", -- beq r4,rO,L 
X"18000005") l - -  

9 j M  

begin 
receive(address,addr); 
instr <= imem(conv-integer(addr(2 downto 0))); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(data,instr); 

end process ; 
end behavior; 
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The fetch block fetches instructions and determines the PC for the next 

instruction. The behavior of the fetch block is that it sends the current PC to 
the imem block, it waits to receive a new instruction, and it increments the 
PC. It then partially decodes the instruction to determine if it is a branch or 
jump. If  it is a branch, it forwards the instruction to the decode block and 
waits to hear from the execute block whether or not the branch is to be taken. 
If  it is taken, it determines the new PC by adding a sign-extended version 
of the @Jset to the current PC. Otherwise, no action is necessary since the 
PC has already been incremented. If  the new instruction is a jump, the fetch 
block can simply insert the address into the lower 26 bits of the current PC. 
All other types of instructions are simply forwarded to the decode block. The 
VHDL code is shown below. Note the use of aliases for the opcode, offset, and 
address. These allow you to associate names for partial ranges of an array. 

-- fetch.vhd 
-------e----e------- 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity fetch is 

port (imem-address :inout channel:=init-channel; 
imem-data: inout channel:=init-channel; 
decode-instr: inout channel:=init-channel; 
branch-decision: inout channel:=init-channel); 

end fetch; 
architecture behavior of fetch is 

signal PC:std-logic-vector(31 downto 0) :=(others=>‘O’) ; 
signal instr:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal bd:std-logic; 
alias opcode:std-logic-vector (5 downto 0) is 

instr(31 downto 26) ; 
alias offset:std_logic_vector(l5 downto 0) is 

instr(l5 downto 0) ; 
al?as address:std-logic-vector (25 downto 0) is 

instr(25 downto 0) ; 
begin 
process 

variable branch-offset:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
begin 

send(imem-address,PC); 
receive(imem-data,instr); 
PC x= PC + 1; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
case opcode is 
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when "000100" => -- beq 
send(decode-instr,instr); 
receive(branch-decision,bd); 
if (bd = '1') then 

branch-offset(31 downto 16) :=(others=>instr(IS)) ; 

branch-offset(15 downto O):=offset; 
PC <= PC + branch-offset; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

end if; 
when ttOOOllO" => -- j 

Pc <= (pc(31 d ownto 26) & address); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

when others => 
send(decode-instr,instr); 

end case; 
end process ; 
end behavior; 

The major component of the decode block is the register file. For simplicity, 
our register file has only eight registers, whose values are stored in an array 
of std-logic-vectors in this block. The decode block receives an instruction 
from the fetch block, from which it extracts the YS and rt fields to index 
into the register array to find these registers’ current values. It also extracts 
the opcode and sends it to the execute block. If  the instruction is an ALU 
operation (i.e., add, sub, and, or), it sends the function field and the register 
values to the execute block. It then waits to receive the result from the execute 
block, and it stores this result into the register pointed to by the rd field in 
the instruction. If  it had been a branch instruction, it sends the rs and rt 
registers to the execute block. If  it is a load word, it sends the rs register and 
the offset to the execute block. It then waits to receive the result of the load 
from the dmem block, and it stores this value in the rt register. Finally, if it 
is a store, it sends the rs register and the offset to the execute block, and it 
sends the rt register to the dmem block. The VHDL code is shown below. 

-- decode.vhd 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 
use work.nondeterminism.all; 
use work.channel.all; 
entity decode is 

port (decode-instr :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-op: inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rs :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rt: inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rd: inout channel:=init-channel; 
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execute-func:inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-offset: inout channel:=init-channel; 
dmem-datain :inout channel:=init-channel; 
dmem-dataout: inout channel:=init-channel); 

end decode; 
architecture behavior of decode is 

type registers is array (0 to 7) of 
stdJogicvector(31 downto 0); 

signal instr:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
alias op:std-logic-vector(5 downto 0) is 

instr(31 downto 26) ; 

alias rs:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0) is 
instr(23 downto 21) ; 

alias rt:std-logic-vector(2 downto 0) is 
instr (18 downto 16) ; 

alias rd:std_logicvector(2 downto 0) is 
instr (13 downto 11); 

alias func:std_logic_vector(5 downto 0) is 
instr(5 downto 0) ; 

alias offset:std-logic-vector (15 downto 0) is 
instr(l5 downto 0); 

signal reg:registers:=(X"00000000", 
x'91111111", 
X”22222222”) 

X”33333333”) 

X”44444444” 

X”55555555” : 

X”66666666”) 

X”77777777” > ; 

signal regrs:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal regrt:std_logicvector(31 downto 0); 
signal regrd:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 

begin 
process 
begin 

receive(decode-instr,instr); 
reg-rs <= reg(conv-integer(r 
reg-rt <= reg(conv-integercrt)); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

,op); 

=> -- ALU op 
send(execute-func,func,execute-rs,reg-rs, 

execute-rt,reg-rt); 
receive(executerd,regrd); 
reg(conv-integer(rd)) <= regrd; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

when "000100" => -- beq 
send(execute-rs,regrs,execute_rt,reg-rt); 
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when YOOOlltt => -- lw 
send(execute-rs,reg-rs,execute_offset,offset); 
receivecdmem-dataout,regrt); 
reg(conv-integer(rt>> <= reg-rt; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

when t'lOIOll" => -- SW 
sendcexecute-rs,reg-rs,execute-offset,offset, 

dmem-datain,reg-rt); 
when others => -- undefined 

assert false 
report "Illegal instruction" 
severity error; 

end case; 

end process ; 

end behavior; 

The execute block begins by waiting to receive an opcode from the decode 
block. If  this opcode is an ALU-type instruction, it then waits to receive the 
func field and its two operands from the decode block. Using the func field, 
it determines which type of ALU operation to perform, and it performs it on 
the two operands. After waiting for a short time to model delay through the 
ALU, it sends the result back to the decode block. If  the opcode had been a 
branch, it would then wait for two operands, which it needs to compare. If  
they are equal, it, will send back a ‘1’ to the fetch block to indicate that a 
branch has been taken. If  they are not equal, it will send a ‘0’ back to the 
fetch block to indicate that the branch is not taken. If  it is a load, it waits to 
receive the register containing the base address and the offset from the decode 
block. It sign extends the offset and adds it to the base to determine the 
address. It then sends the address and a read indication to the dmcm block. 
Finally, if it is a store, it again waits to receive the base address and offset 
from the decode block and computes the address. It then sends the address 
and a write indication to the dmem block. The VHDL code is shown below. 

-- execute.vhd 

library ieee ; 

use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 

use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 

use work.nondeterminism. all; 

use work.channel. all; 

entity execute is 

port (execute-op :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rs :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rt :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rd: inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-f unc:inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-offset:inout channel:=initchannel; 
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dmem-addr :inout channel:=init-channel; 
dmemrw :inout channel:=init-channel; 
branch-decision: inout channel:=init-channel); 

end execute; 
architecture behavior of execute is 

signal rs:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal rt:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal rd:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal op:std_logic_vector(5 downto 0); 
signal func:std_logic_vector(5 downto 0); 
signal offset:std-logic-vector(l5 downto 0); 
signal rw:std-logic; 
signal bd:std-logic; 

begin 
process 

variable addr-offset:std-logic-vector(31 downto 0); 
begin 

receive(execute-op,op); 
case op is 
when t'OOOOOOt' => -- ALU op 

receive(execute-func,func,executers,rs, 
execute-rt,rt); 

case func is 
when "1000001' => -- add 

rd <= rs + rt; 
when "100010" => -- sub 

rd <= rs - rt; 
when "lOOlOOt => -- and 

rd <= rs and rt; 
when t'lOOIO1't => -- or 

rd <= rs or rt; 
when others => 

rd C= (others => 'X2); -- undefined 
end case; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(executerd,rd); 

when "000100" => -- beq 
receive(executers,rs,executert,rt); 
if (rs = rt) then bd <= '1'; 
else bd <= '0'; 
end if; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(branch-decision,bd); 

when ttlOOO1l" => -- lw 
receive(execute-rs,rs,execute-offset,offsetI; 
addroffset(31 downto 16):=(others => offset(l5)); 
addr-offset (15 downto 0): =offset; 
rd <= rs + addr-offset; 
rw <= '1'; 
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wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(dmem-addr,rd); 
send(dmemrw,rw); 

when ~~lOIOlltt => -- SW 
receive(execute-rs,rs,execute-offset,offset); 
addr-offset(31 downto 16):=(others => offset(l5)); 
addr-offset(15 downto O):=offset; 
rd <= rs + addr-offset; 
rw <= '0'; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(dmem-addr,rd); 
send&em-rw,rw); 

when others => -- undefined 
assert false 

report "Illegal instruction" 
severity error; 

end case; 
end process ; 

end behavior; 

The last block is the dmem block, which models a small memory (eight 
words), which is again modeled as an array. This block first waits to receive an 
address and a read/write indication from the execute block. If  the read/write 
bit, rw, is ‘I’, it is a read. A read uses the address it receives to index into the 
memory array. It then sends this value to the decode block. If  it is a write, it 

waits to receive the data to write from the decode block. It then writes this 
value into the memory array. The VHDL code is shown below. 

-- dmem.vhd 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
use ieee.std-logicunsigned. all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.channel. all; 
entity dmem is 

port (address: inout channel:=init-channel; 
data-in: inout channel:=init-channel; 
data-out :inout channel:=init-channel; 
read-write :inout channel:=init-channel); 

end dmem; 
architecture behavior of dmem is 

type memory is array (0 to 7) of 
std-logic-vdctor(31 downto 0); 

signal addr:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal d:std-logic-vector(31 downto 0); 
signal rw:std-logic; 
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signal dmem:memory:=(X"00OO0000", 
x"llllllll", 
X"22222222", 
X"33333333", 
X"44444444", 
X"55555555", 
X"66666666", 
X"77777777"); 

begin 
process 
begin 

receive(address,addr); 
receive(read-write,rw); 
case rw is 
when '1' => 

d <= dmem(conv-integer(addr(2 downto 0))); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(data-out,d); 

when '0' => 
receive(data-in,d); 
dmem(conv-integer(addr(2 downto 0))) <= d; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

when others => 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

end case; 
end process ; 
end behavior; 

2.7.2 Optimized MiniMIPS 

In synchronous design, the performance of a processor is improved through 
pipelining. The idea of pipelining is whenever possible to keep all parts of 
the circuit doing useful work concurrently. This is analogous to an assembly 
line in an auto factory. One worker puts the tires on a car and passes the 
car to the next person, who puts on the doors. However, while that worker 

is putting the doors on that car, the previous worker is putting the tires on 
the next car. In a microprocessor, a simple assembly line could have one 
stage fetching an instruction, another decoding an instruction, while a third 
executes an instruction. Ideally, all three stages could be working on different 
instructions at the same time. 

The question, therefore, is whether our asynchronous design exhibits be- 
havior akin to pipelining. The answer is “yes and no.” If  you simulate our 
design and watch the flow of instructions through our three stages (fetch, de- I 
code, and execute), what you see is that the fetch block can fetch the next 
instruction (assuming that the current instruction is not a branch) while the 
decode block is decoding the current instruction. However, the decode block 
and execute block operate sequentially. The reason for this is that even though 
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the decode block passes an instruction to the execute block, it must wait for 
that block to complete before it can decode the next instruction. For example, 
if the instruction is an ALU operation, the decode block is stuck waiting for 
the result of the operation, which is to be stored in the register file. 

To eliminate this problem, we must split the decode block into two pro- 
cesses. The first process is responsible for decoding the instruction and for- 
warding it to the execute block. The second process is responsible for collecting 
the results of the execution and writing them back to the register file. There 
is a problem, though. If  we naively split the process into two parts, we can 
introduce the possibility of data haxards. For example, a read after write 
(RAW) hazard is one where an instruction that writes a register is followed 
by one that reads that same register. I f  we allow the decode block to work 
concurrently with the execute block in this case, it is possible that the old 
value of the register will be read instead of the new value. This would obvi- 
ously cause the program to generate wrong results. For example, let’s assume 
that initially, rl contains 1 and r2 contains 2, and we execute the following 
two instructions: 

add rl,r2,r2 
add r4,rl,rl 

If the second instruction is decoded and has its operands fetched before the 
first completes its execution and has written back its result, 7-4 will end up 
containing 2 when it should contain 8. 

Perhaps the simplest way to eliminate data hazards is through register Zock- 
ing. In register locking, while an instruction is being decoded and before it is 
dispatched to the execute block, the destination register for that instruction is 
locked. When the next instruction arrives, if it needs to read that register, it 
will find that it is locked and stall until the lock is released. Thus, this mech- 
anism prevents stale data from ever being read. Our decode block, rewritten 
to allow concurrent decoding and execution without data hazards, is shown 
below. 

-- decode.vhd 
--------------------- 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 

use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 

use ieee.std-logic-unsigned. all; 

use work.nondeterminism. all; 

use work.channel. all; 

entity decode is 

port (decode-instr: inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-op :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rs :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rt :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-rd: inout channel:=init-channel; 
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execute-func :inout channel:=init-channel; 
execute-offset: inout channel:=init-channel; 
dmem-datain:inout channel:=init-channel; 
dmem-dataout :inout channel:=init-channel); 

end decode; 
architecture behavior of decode is 

type registers is array (0 to 7) of 
std-logic-vector(31 downto 0); 

type booleans is array (natural range <>) of boolean; 
signal instr : std-logic-vector ( 31 downto 0); 
alias op:std_logic_vector(5 downto 0) is 

instr(31 downto 26); 
alias rs:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0) is 

instr (23 downto 21) ; 
alias rt:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0) is 

instr (18 downto 16) ; 
alias rd:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0) is 

instr (13 downto 11); 
alias func:std_logic_vector(5 downto 0) is 

instr(5 downto 0) ; 
alias offset:std-logic-vector (15 downto 0) is 

instr(15 downto 0); 
signal reg:registers:=(X"00000000", 

x"llllllll", 
X"22222222", 
X"33333333", 
X"44444444", 
X"55555555", 
X"66666666", 
X"77777777"); 

signal regrs:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal reg_rt:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal reg-rd:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
signal reg-locks:booleans(O to 7) :=(others => false); 
signal decode-to-wb:channel:=init-channel; 
signal wb-instr:std_logic_vector(31 downto 0); 
alias wb_op:std_logic_vector(5 downto 0) is 

wb-instr(31 downto 26); 
alias wbrt:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0) is 

wb-instr (18 downto 16); 
alias wbrd:std_logic_vector(2 downto 0) is 

wb-instr (13 downto 11) ; 
signal lock:channel:=init-channel; 

begin 
decode : process 
begin 

receive(decode-instr,instr); 
if ((reg-locks(conv-integer(&)) or 

(reg-locks(conv-integer(rt) >)> then 
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wait until ((not reg-locks(conv-integercrs)) > and 

(not reg-locks(conv-integer(rt)))); 
end if; 

reg-rs <= reg(conv-integercrs)); 
reg-rt <= reg(conv-integercrt)); 
send(execute_op,op); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
case op is 

when ~~OOOOOO~t => -- ALU op 
send(execute-func,func,execute_rs,regrs, 

execute-rt,reg-rt); 
send(decode-to-wb,instr); 
receive(lock); 

when "000100" => -- beq 
send(execute-rs,reg-rs,execute_rt,regrt); 

when VOOOll" => -- lw 
sendcexecute-rs,reg-rs,execute-offset,offset); 
send(decode-to-wb,instr); 
receive(lock); 

when "101011" => -- SW 
send(execute-rs,reg-rs,execute-offset,offset, 

dmem-datain,reg-rt); 
when others => -- undefined 

assert false 
report "Illegal instruction" 
severity error; 

end case; 

end process ; 

writeback: process 

begin 

receive(decode-to-wb,wb-instr); 
case wb -0p is 

when II 000000” => -- ALU op 
reg-locks(conv-integer(wb-rd)) <= true; 
wait for 1 ns; 
send(lock); 
receive(execute-rd,reg_rd); 
reg(conv-integer(wb-rd)) <= reg-rd; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
reg-locks(conv-integer(wb_rd)) <= false; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 

when YOOOll" => -- lw 
reg-locks(conv-integercwb-rt)) <= true; 
wait for 1 ns; 
send(lock); 
receivecdmem-dataout,reg_rd); 
reg(conv-integer(wb-rt)) <= reg-rd; 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
reg-locks(conv-integercwb-rt)) <= false; 
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wait for delay(5,lO); 
when others => -- undefined 

wait for delay(5,lO); 
end case; 

end process; 
end behavior; 

Let’s first consider the decode process. After this process receives an in- 
struction, it checks if either of its source operands, KS or rt, is locked, and if 
either is locked, it stalls until they are both released. After checking that all 
the necessary registers are unlocked, it can then dispatch the instruction to 
the execute block. If  this instruction results in data being written into the 
register file (i.e., it is an ALU operation or a load word), it then also forwards 
the instruction to the write-b& process and waits to receive from this pro- 
cess a lock on the destination register. Note that the receive procedure call 
here takes a channel but no data, since it is used only for synchronization. 
Once it has received a lock, it can then go ahead and begin decoding the next 
instruction. 

The write-back: process waits to receive an instruction. Once it does, it 
locks the appropriate destination register and sends the lock back to the decode 
process. It then waits to receive the result from the execute block or the dmem 
block. Once it does, it writes the result to the register file and removes the 
lock on that register. 

2.8 SOURCES 

The channel model described in this chapter is inspired by Hoare’s commu- 
nicating sequentiuE processes (CSP) [166, 1671, with Martin’s addition of the 
probe [248]. Martin first adapted CSP to model asynchronous circuits and 
systems [249, 250, 252, 254, 2551. A similar channel based model is used in 
the Tungrum language proposed by van Berkel et al.[37, 391. Occum, a par- 
allel programming language based on CSP, is used by Brunvand to model 
asynchronous circuits at a communication level 152, 531. Gopalakrishnan and 
Akella use a language called hop CP [ 1501. 

When designing systems using the channel model, it is particularly impor- 
tant to avoid deadlock. Friedman and Menon investigated interconnections 
of modules operating using asynchronous codes and determined conditions 
under which they could deadlock [130]. They also showed that by adding 
buffers the system performance could actually be improved. Bruno and Alt- 
man developed conditions under which an interconnected control structure 
composed of JUNCTION,WYE,SEQUENCE,ITERATE, and SELECT would deadlock 
[51]. Jump and Thiagarajan developed a methodology for checking for dead- 
lock in an interconnection of asynchronous control structures which translates 
the network into a marked graph and then performs a simple analysis [184]. 
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Problems 

2.1 In this problem you will specify a 4-bit adder using the channel model. 
The adder has three input ports and two output ports. The input ports are X 
and Y, which are used to pass in the 4-bit integer operands, and Gin, which 
is a l-bit carry-in. The output ports are Sum, which is a 4-bit integer sum, 
and Cout, which is a l-bit carry-out. 

2.1 .l. Specify the 4-bit adder in VHDL using the channel model. The 
adder4 process should accept the two operands a and b and the carry-in c 
from the corresponding input ports (X, Y,Cin). It should then compute the 
sum, s, and carry-out, d, and output the results on the corresponding output 
ports (Sum, Cout). Create environment processes to generate random data 
using the selection procedure and consume the data. Simulate until you are 
convinced that it works. 

2.1.2. Specify a l-bit full adder using VHDL. The adder1 process should 
accept two l-bit operands a and b and the carry-in c from the corresponding 
ports (X, Y, Gin). It should then compute the l-bit sum, s, and carry-out, &, 
and output the results on the corresponding output ports (Sum, Cout). You 
may use only logic functions (no arithmetic functions). Create an environment 
process which communicates with the l-bit adder and simulate until you are 
convinced that it works. 

2.1.3. Use structural VHDL to build a 4-bit adder using your l-bit full 
adders from Problem 2.1.2. Create an environment process which communi- 
cates with the 4 bits of the adder. Convince yourself through simulation that 
it performs the same function as your 4-bit adder from Problem 2.1.1. 

2.1.4. Optimize your l-bit full adder from Problem 2.1.2 so that it takes 
advantage of the fact that for most computations, the longest carry chain is 
significantly shorter than n, where n is the number of bits in your adder. 

2.2 Specify and simulate a four-element stack using a channel-level model. 
The stack should be constructed using a number of identical modules which 
will each hold a single &bit data value. Each module has two passive chan- 
nels to its left, Push and Pop, and two active channels to its right, Put and 
Get. The module should wait to get either a communication on its Push or 
its Pop channel. I f  it detects a communication on its Push channel and it is 
empty, it should receive the data and store the value received internally. I f  
it is full, it should communicate its data to the right using its Put channel, 
then complete the receive from the Push channel. I f  it gets a communication 
on its Pop channel and it is full, it should send its data over the Pop channel. 
I f  it is empty, it should request data over its Get channel and then forward 
the received data out the Pop channel. For simplicity, assume that the en- 
vironment will never push data into a full stack or pop data from an empty 
stack. 
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2.3 Specify and simulate a 4-bit shifter. It should be constructed using 
three identical modules which each hold a single bit of data, and a special 
module at the end of the shifter. Each module has a Load channel, Sh$!-in 
channel, Sh@-out channel, Done-in channel, Done-out channel, and an Output 
channel. Each module waits to receive a communication on its Load channel, 
at which time it accepts a bit of data. Next, the most significant bit waits to 
receive a communication from the environment on either its Shift-in channel 
or its Done-in channel. I f  it is on the Shijl-in channel, it sends its bit to 
the next most significant bit over the Shift-out channel and it accepts a new 
bit from the Shift-in channel. I f  it receives a communication on its Done-in 
channel, it sends its bit out the Output channel and sends a communication 
on its Done-out channel. Note that the Done-in and Done-out channels do 
not need to carry any data; they are used only for synchronization. The block 
at the end does not have a shift-out or Done-out channel. 

2.4 In this problem you are going to specify a simple entropy decoder in 
VHDL using the channel model. An entropy decoder relies on a standard 
entropy code that represents fixed-length symbols from a source alphabet as 
variable-length code symbols. The idea is that common symbols are repre- 
sented using short codes, and uncommon symbols are represented using longer 
codes. The result is that the average code length is significantly smaller than 
the syrnbol length. Such entropy codes are used in numerous audio, video, 
and data compression schemes (e.g., JPEG, MPEG, etc.). As an example, 

consider a set of 2-bit symbols (i.e., 00, 01, 10, 11) where 00 has a probability 
of 90 percent, 01 has a probability of 9 percent, 10 has a probability of 0.9 
percent, and 11 has a probability of 0.1 percent. I f  we encode the symbols as 
follows: 

.00-o 

. 01 - 10 

0 10 - 110 

0 11 - 1110 

the average code length would be 

0.9 x 1 + 0.09 x 2 + 0.009 x 3 + 0.001 x 4 = 1.11 

This is nearly half the size of the fixed-length size of the symbols. 

2.4.1. Specify in VHDL using the channel model an entropy decoder for 
2-bit symbols which are encoded as described above. Assume that you have a 
l-bit input port, In, and a 2-bit output port, Out. The module should receive 
1 bit of data at a time and output the 2-bit symbol once it has recognized the 
code word. Specify environment processes to generate and consume the data. 
Simulate the design until you are convinced that it works. 
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2.4.2. We have decided to break up the entropy decoder from the first 
problem into four identical blocks, and we also would like to make it pro- 
grammable. Each block has a l-bit input port, L, which receives bits from 
its left neighbor, a l-bit output port, R, which transmits bits to its right 
neighbor, a 2-bit input port, Load, which receives the 2-bit symbol this block 
transmits when it recognizes the code, and a 2-bit output port, Out, which 
transmits its stored symbol when it recognizes the code. The behavior of each 
block is that it can either receive a 2-bit symbol from the Load port or 1 bit 
from its left neighbor. I f  it receives a 2-bit symbol from the Load port, that 
symbol is stored in an internal register and becomes the symbol for which this 
stage is responsible. If  it receives a bit from its left neighbor, it checks if it 
is a 0 or 1. I f  it is a 0, it will output its stored symbol. I f  it is a 1, it strips 
this bit and passes the remaining bits that it receives from its left neighbor 
one by one to its right neighbor until it sees a 0. At that point it loops back 
to the beginning of the cycle and waits for the next code to be transmitted. 
Specify one block in VHDL. Create an environment and simulate until you 
are convinced that it works. 

2.4.3. Use structural VHDL to model an entropy decoder which can rec- 
ognize codes of length 4. 

2.4.4. The results being transmitted from the Out ports from each of the 
four blocks from the last problem need to be multiplexed together to produce 
the symbol that has just been recognized. There is a potential race problem 
with this design as described above. One stage may come to the end of 
forwarding bits (i.e., it sees the trailing 0) and immediately sees another 0, 
causing it to transmit its symbol on its Out port. This transmission may occur 
before the transmission by the later stage of the previous symbol. In other 
words, the symbols may get recognized out of order. Add another channel 
to forward acknowledgments of transmissions of symbols back to the previous 
blocks. Try to do this in a way which will prevent transmissions from getting 
out of order and does not hold up the recognition step. 

2.5 Add a jump and link (jai) instruction to the MiniMIPS example from 
Section 2.7. This instruction is of the jump format, and the opcode is 000011. 
This instruction should send the old PC+1 to register 31 (effectively register 
7 in our scaled-down design), and set the PC to the address. 

2.6 Extend the MiniMIPS to include the set less than (sit) instruction. This 
instruction is of the register format, and the opcode is 000000 with function 
code 101010. It checks if register YS is less than rt. I f  so, it sets rd to 1. 
Otherwise, it sets rd to 0. This instruction typically is used before a branch. 

2.7 Extend the MiniMIPS to include immediate instructions: add immedi- 
ate (addi, op = OOlOOO), and immediate (andi, op = OOllOO), or immediate 
(ori, op = OOllOl), and set less than immediate (slti, op = 001010). These 
instructions are of the load/store/branch format. The rs field points to one 
operand and the offset is the other operand. The offset is sign extended for 
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addi and slti, while it is zero extended for 
in the register pointed to by the rt field. 

andi and ori. The result is stored 

2.8 Extend the MiniMIPS to include shift instructions: shift left logical 

(AZ), shift right logical (sd), and shift right arithmetic (sru). These instruc- 
tions are of the register format with opcode 000000. The function codes are 
000000 for sZZ, 000010 for srZ, and 000011 for sm. They shift rs by the amount 
in rt and store the result in rd. In an arithmetic shift, the high-order bit is 
shifted in. In logical shifts, a 0 is shifted in. 

2.9 Extend the MiniMIPS to include a trap and a return from exception 
(rfe) instruction. 

2.10 Extend the MiniMIPS to support exceptions. In particular, add and 
sub instructions can cause an arithmetic overflow exception, and illegal in- 
structions should also cause an exception. 



3 
Communication 

Protocols 

(The Chief Programmer) needs great talent, ten years experience and consider- 
able systems and applications knowledge, whether in applied mathematics, busi- 
ness data handling, or whatever. 

-Fred P. Brooks, The A@%icaZ Man Month 

Never put off until run time what you can do at, compile time. 
--David Gries 

In the beginning was the word. But by the time the second word was added to 
it, there was trouble. For with it came syntax . . . . 

--John Simon 

In this chapter we describe the handshake protocols that are used to imple- 
ment channel communication and methods of translation from a channel-level 
specification to a protocol-level description. 

3.1 BASIC STRUCTURE 

As we saw in Chapter 1, a channel communication can be implemented 
through a handshake protocol on two or more signal wires. One or more wires 
are used to request the’ communication; the others are used to aclcnowledge 
completion of the communication. In this section we describe how handshake 
protocols can be described in VHDL. Throughout the rest of the chapter, we 
use similar language constructs to describe alternative protocols. One of the 
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alternative protocols from this chapter is given below. This protocol is for a 
passive/active shop which communicates one bit of data (i.e., one of two dif- 
ferent types of wine) using a dual-rail protocol. In this section we describe the 
basic structure and syntax. The behavior and rationale of this and alternative 
protocols are described in future sections. 

library ieee ; 

use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 

use work.nondeterminism.all; 
use work.handshake. all; 

entity shopPA-dualrail is 

port (bottlel: in std-logic; 
bottle0: in std-logic; 
ack-wine:buffer std-logic:='O'; 
shelfl:buffer std-logic:='O'; 
shelfO:buffer std-logic:='O'; 
ack-patron: in std-logic); 

end shopPA-dualrail; 
architecture hse of shopPA_dualrail is 

begin 

shopPA_dualrail: process 

begin 

guard(ack-patron/O'); 
guard-or(bottleO,T,bottlel,T); 
if bottle0 = '1' then assign(shelfO,T,l,3); 
elsif bottle1 = '1' then assign(shelfl,T,l,3); 
end if; 

assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); 
guard(ack-patron/l'); 
vassign(shelf0, ~0~,1,3,shelfl,~0~,1,3); 
guardand(bottleO,'O',bottlel,'O'); 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); 

end process ; 

end hse; 

The first difference from the channel-level model is inclusion of the hand- 
shake package instead of the channeZ package. This package can be found in 
Appendix A, and it includes the definitions of the procedures: guard, guard_or, 
guard-and, assign, and vassign. The next change is the replacement of the 
WineryShop port of type channel with ports of type std-Zogic. The first of 
these new ports are bottle1 and bottle& which are used to tell the shop to 
accept a new bottle of wine of type 1 or type 0, respectively. The next port 
is a&-wine, which is used to indicate acknowledgment of the wine delivery to 
the shop. Although this signal is an output, it must be of mode bufler because 
it is also tested within the architecture. This port is initialized to ‘0’. The 
ShopPatron channel is implemented with the next three ports. The first two 
ports, sheZf1 and sheZfU, are output ports used to communicate a single bit of 
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data to the patron (i.e., the type of wine). The last port is ack-patror~, which 
is used by the patron to acknowledge receipt of the wine. 

In this protocol, the first thing the shop does is wait until ackpatron is ‘0’. 
This is accomplished using the guard procedure. The procedure guurd(s,v) 

takes a signal, s, and a value, v7 and repla.ces the following code: 

if (s /= v) then 
wait until s = v; 

end if; 

The reason for the $ statement in the guard procedure is that when a wait 
statement is encountered, if the expression is already true, the process stalls 
until the expression goes false and becomes true again. In this case, u&-patron 
starts low, so if we did not first test the signal, the process above would stall 
waiting for an event on u&-patron. However, uck-putron is already ‘O’, and it 
does not change again unless this process sets sheZf1 or shelfO. This process, 
however, will not change these signals until it is woken up with an event on 
uckputron. Therefore, this process is deadlocked. In order to address this 
problem, each wait must be predicated with a test to make sure that the 
expression is false before the wait statement is executed. 

The next step in the protocol is to wait until either bottleU or bottle1 goes 
high. This is accomplished using the guard-or procedure. The procedure 
guurd_or(sl,vl,s2,v2,. . . ) takes a set of signals and values and stalls a process 
until some signal si has taken value vi, and is defined a-s follows: 

if ((sl /= vl) and (s2 /= v2) . . . > then 
wait until (sl = vi> or (s2 = v2) . . .; 

end if; 

After bottle0 or bottle1 goes high, the protocol next sets shelfO or shev1 
high, depending on which of the bottle wires goes high. It sets the appropriate 
shelf signal using the assign procedure. The procedure ussign(s,v,l,u) takes a 
signal, s, a value, v, a lower bound of delay, I, and an upper bound of delay, 
u, and it replaces the following code: 

assert (s /= v> 
report "Vacuous assignment!" 
severity failure ; 

s <= v after delay(l,u); 
wait until s = v ; 

The assert statement causes the assignment to fail if the signal already 
has the value being assigned. It is often the case that this indicates a error 
in the specification. The delay function in the actual signal assignment is 

from the nondeterminism package (see Appendix A). This function is used to 
simulate assignrnents th,at happen after a random delay. The function delay 
takes a lower and upper bound and returns a delay between the two. The 

use of delay makes it easier to debug, as it separates the transitions in time. 
The wait statement at the end is necessary because in VHDL when signal 
assignment statements are executed, they schedule events but do not actually 
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change the value of the signal. If we removed the wait statement from the 
assign procedure, the shelf signal could be scheduled to change in two time 
units. Next, ackwine could be scheduled to change in one time unit. The 
result would be that a&wine would go high before the shelf signal changes 
value. Since the desired behavior is to order the two signal assignments, it is 
necessary to add the wait statement in the assign procedure. 

The assign procedure also allows parallel assignments. For example, the 
procedure call ussign(sl,vl,Zl,ul,s2,v2,/2,u2) replaces the following code: 

assert ((sl /= vl) or (s2 /= ~2)) 
report ('Vacuous assignment! )) 
severity failure ; 

sl <= vl after delay(ll,ul); 
s2 <= v2 after delay(12,u2); 
wait until (sl = vi> and (~2 = 172) ; 

After the appropriate shelf signal goes high, u&-wine is set high and the 
shop waits for uck-patron to go high. Next, the shop resets the shelf signal. At 
this point, only one of the two shelf signals is high. Therefore, the assignment 
will only result in a change in one of the two signals. Therefore, we use the 
VACUOUS assign (vussign) procedure, as defined below. 

if (s /= v> then 
s <= v after delay(l,u); 
wait until s = v; 

end if; 

The vussign procedure also allows parallel assignments as defined below. 

if (sl /= vl) then 
sl <= vl after delay(ll,ul); 

end if; 
if (~2 /= ~2) then 

s2 <= v2 after delay(12,u2); 
end if; 
if (sl /= VI) or (~2 /= v2) then 

wait until sl = vl and s2 = v2; 
end if; 

After the shelf signals are reset, the shop waits until both bottle sig- 

nals are low. This is done using the guard-and procedure. The procedure 
guurd_und(sl,vl,s2,v2,. . . ) takes a set of signals (i.e., sl, s2, . . . ) and a set of 
values (i.e., vl, v2, . . . ), and it stalls a process until each signal si has taken 
value vi. In other words, it replaces the following code: 

if ((sl /= vi) or (s2 /= v2) . . . > then 
wait until sl = vl and s2 = v2 . . . ; 

end if; 

Finally, the shop protocol assigns u&wine to ‘0’ and loops back to the 
beginning. 
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3.2 ACTIVE AND PASSIVE PORTS 

A channel connects two processes for communication. The point of connec- 
tion to each process is called a port. For each channel, one port must be 
active while the other is passive. The process connected to the active port 
initiates each communication on the channel. The process connected to the 
passive port must patiently wait for communication to be initiated. The first 
step in translation from a channel-level specification to a handshaking-level 
specification is to assign the active and passive side of each channel. The 
decision can be annotated by replacing the function call init-channel with the 
call active or passive within the entity. Although this does not change the 
simulation behavior, it documents the decision. If we have decided to make 
the connection with the winery passive and the connection with the patron 
active, we would change the entity for the shop as follows: 

entity shopPA is 
port (wine-delivery: inout channel:=passive; 

wine-selling: inout channel:=active); 
end shopPA; 

One must always assign exactly one side to be passive and the other side to 
be active. If the probe function is not used by either process that communicates 
on the channel, the choice of which port to make passive is arbitrary. If, on 
the other hand, the pro be function is used in one of the processes, the process 
using the probe function must be connected to the passive port. It is illegal 
for the probe function to be used on both sides of a channel, as this would 
imply that both sides of the channel wait passively for communication. 

3.3 HANDSHAKING EXPANSION 

The next step of the compilation process is to introduce signal wires that are to 
be used to implement the channel communication. We first consider simple 
bundled dutu communication and later introduce methods of encoding the 
data. Synchronization of a bundled data communication is typically achieved 
using two wires: one for requests and another for acknowledgments. The 
request wire is controlled by the active side of the communication, and the 
acknowledge wire is controlled by the passive side. 

For the passive/active shop, we would introduce the wires req-wine and 
u&-wine between the winery and the shop. We would also introduce the 
wires req-putron and u&-patron between the shop and the patron. There is 
also data that must be transmitted between the processes, namely the bottle 
of wine which is transmitted on the bottle and shelf wires. The bottle of 
wine can be one of eight different types, which means that it would require 
a minimum of 3 bits to encode the type. The bundled data method can use 
this minimum encoding. The channels after handshaking expansion are shown 
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Fig. 3.1 Handshaking expansion for passive/active shop using bundled-data. 

in Figure 3.1. The bottle is transmitted using a 3-bit std-logic-vector in the 
bundled data protocol. One possible description of the active winery process 
after handshaking expansion is shown below. 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164. all; 
use work.nondeterminism.all; 
use work.handshake. all; 
entity winery-bundled is 

port(req-wine:buffer stdlogic:='O~; 
ack-wine: in std-logic; 
bottle:buffer std-logicvector(2 downto O):=“OOO”); 

end winery-bundled; 
architecture two-phase of winery-bundled is 
begin 
winery-bundled-2phase: process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assigncreq-wine, not req_wine,l,3); -- call shop 
guard(ack-wine,req-wine); -- wine delivered 

end process ; 
end two-phase; 

The channel in the entity has been replaced by a request, req-wine, and 
acknowledge, c&-wine, wire of type std-logic, and a 3-bit staLlogic_vector, 
bottle, to carry the type of wine. As in the channel-level specification, the first 
two lines of the process randomly select a type of wine and wait a random 
delay of 5 to 10 minutes before delivering it to the shop. With bundled data, 
it is necessary that the data be applied to the data lines before the request 
signal is asserted. In other words, the shop needs to be able to safely assume 
that when it is requested to take that bottle of wine, there is valid data sitting 
at its inputs when it sees req-wine change. This approach requires a timing 
assumption called a bundling constraint. This assumption basically says that 
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the data must be applied to the data lines before the request is asserted. The 
bundling constraint is simulated in the model using a wait statement. 

The next two lines of the process implement the send procedure call from 
the channel-level model. We initially assume that we have a new bottle of 
wine to transmit. To indicate this to the shop, the winery changes req-wine 
from ‘0’ to ‘1’. This is accomplished by the call to assign, which sets req-wine 
to its complement. The winery then waits for acknowledgment that the wine 
has been delivered. This is indicated by observing a&wine change from ‘0’ 
to ‘1’. This is accomplished by the call to guard, which stalls until a&wine 
equals req-wine. These two signal changes complete the transaction of delivery 
of wine from the winery to the shop. 

The model now loops back around and selects a new type of wine. The 
second time around, the process changes req-wine from ‘1’ to ‘O’, and it then 
waits for a&-wine to go to ‘0’. These two transitions complete another trans- 
action. Since two transitions are required per transaction, this protocol is 
known as two-phase handshaking or two-cycle signaling. This protocol is also 
called transition signaling, since communication transactions happen on each 
transition of the control signals. Next, let us consider the two-phase hand- 
shaking expansion of the passive patron shown below. 

patronP-bundled-2phase: process 

begin 

guard(req-patron, not a&-patron); -- shop calls 
bag <= shelf after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack-patron,not ackpatron,l,3); -- buys wine 

end process ; 

The handshaking expansion above implements the receive procedure call 
from the channel-level model. It begins by waiting for a request to receive a 
new bottle of wine. This is indicated when req-patron differs from a&patron. 
After req-patron changes to ‘I’, the patron knows there is stable data on the 
shelf data lines which it can copy into the bag. It then must wait for a delay 
equal to the bundling constraint. At this point, it can acknowledge acceptance 
of the wine. This is accomplished by toggling the a&patron line. The shop 
does a receive followed by a send, and it is expanded in a similar fashion, as 
shown below. 

shop-bundled-2phase: process 

begin 

guard(req-wine, not a&.-wine); -- winery calls 
shelf <= bottle afier delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack-wine,not ackwine,l,3); -- wine arrives 
assign(req-patron,not req_patron,l,3);-- call patron 
guard(ack-patron,req-patron); -- patron buys wine 

end process ; 
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Alternatively, we could have decided to use four-phase handshaking, also 
known as four-cycle signaling. The entity remains the same, only the protocol 
in the architecture changes, as shown below. 

winery-bundled-4phase: process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(req_wine,T,l,3); -- call shop 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- wine delivered 
assign(req_wine,'0',1,3); -- reset reqwine 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- a&.-wine resets 

end process ; 

it 
Again, t 

waits for 
he protocol starts with req-win 
a&wine to change from ‘0’ to 

being changed from '0 ’ to ‘1 ‘, and 
1’. Th .ese two signal ch anges again 

complete the transaction of delivery of wine from the winery to the shop. 
However, at this point, the req-wine and ackwine signals are reset before 
there can be a new transaction. This protocol is also called level signaling, 
since communication happens only when the request signal is ‘1’. The four- 
phase bundled data specification for the passive patron is below. 

patronP-bundled4phase: process 
begin 

guard(req-patron/l'); -- shop calls 
bag <= shelf after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_patron,T,l,3); -- patron buys wine 
guard(req-patron/O'); -- req-patron resets 
assign(ack_patron,'0',1,3); -- reset a&-patron 

end process ; 

The patron again waits for req-patron to go to ‘I’. This indicates that it is 
safe to copy the data from the shelf into the hag. After waiting 5 ns to satisfy 
the bundling constraint, it then sets a&-patron to ‘1’ to acknowledge that it 
has latched the wine. Then it waits for req-patron to reset to ‘O’, and it resets 

a&patron to ‘0’. The shop process is similar, and it is shown below. 

shop-bundled-4phase: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
shelf <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); -- shop receives wine 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine resets 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); -- reset ackwine 
assign(req_patron,'l',l,3); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 
assign(req_patron,'0',1,3); -- reset reqpatron 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- ackpatron resets 

end process ; 
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Although this protocol may aPPe 
twice as many transitions of signal 

ar to be 
wires, it 

more complex in that it requires 

often leads to simpler circuitry. 
This means that when operator delays dominate communication costs, four- 
phase is better. However, if transmission delays dominate communication 
costs, two-phase is better. 

3.4 RESHUFFLING 

Consider the shop-bundled-4phase process above. It is not possible to imple- 
ment this specification directly as a circuit. Initially, all the signal wires are 
‘O’, and the circuit is supposed to wait for a call from the winery (i.e, wait for 
req-wine to change to ‘1’). After the wine has arrived and the signal req-wine 
and ack-wine have been reset, the value of the signal wires are again all ‘0’. 
At this point, however, the circuit for the shop must call the patron (i.e., 
req-patron is enabled to change to ‘1’). In other words, when all signal wires 
are ‘O’, the circuit is in a state of confusion. At this point, should the shop 
wait for a call from the winery or call the patron? 

One way to fix this problem is to reshufle the order of the assignments 
and guards. Since in the four-phase protocol the setting of the request and 
acknowledgment signals to ‘0’ are used only to reset the variables, they can 
be asserted anywhere as long as cyclic order is maintained. In other words, 
we could move up calling the patron to immediately after the wine arrives. 
This would change the specification of the shop protocol as follows: 

Shop-PA-reshuffled: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
shelf <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_wine,'l',l,3); -- shop receives wine 
assign(req_patron,T,l,3); -- call patron 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine resets 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); -- reset ackwine 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 
assign(req_patron,'0',1,3); -- reset req-patron 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- a&-patron resets 

end process ; 

Another interesting reshuffling is to delay the wait on the reset of the 
acknowledgment for an active communication. Consider the guard on the 
signal a&patron going to ‘0’. It is not actually necessary to wait for it to 
reset until it is necessary to set req-patron to ‘1’ again. Therefore, it can be . 
delayed until just before ‘this point, as shown below. The first time the guard 
on u&patron is encountered, it is already ‘O’, so the guard does nothing. For 
this reason, this guard is called vucuous. This protocol is termed lazy-active. 
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Shop-PA-lazy-active: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
shelf <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); -- 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- 
assigncreq-patron,T,l,3); -- 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- 

assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); -- 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- 
assign(req-patron,'O',l,3); -- 

end process ; 

shop receives wine 
a&-patron resets 
call patron 
req-wine resets 
reset a&-wine 
patron buys wine 
reset reqpatron 

Care must, however, be taken when reshuffling as it can introduce deadlock. 
Consider what would happen if the patron moved in at the winery and the 

handshaking is reshuffled as shown below. 

Winery-Patron: process 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(req_wine,T,l,3); -- 
guard(ack-wine/l'); -- 

guard(req-patron/l'); -- 
bag <= shelf after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_patron,T,l,3); -- 
guard(req-patron,'O'); -- 
assign(ack_patron,'0',1,3); -- 
assign(req_wine,'0',1,3); -- 
guard(ack-wine/O'); -- 

end process ; 

call shop 
wine delivered 
shop calls patron 

patron buys wine 
req-patron resets 
reset ackpatron 
reset req-wine 
ackwine resets 

The following sequence of events would cause the system to deadlock: 

req-wine+, ackwine+, req-patron-#-, ad-patron+ 

The shop is waiting for req-wine to go to '0' while the combined winery/patron 
would be waiting for req-patron to go to ‘0’. 

3.5 STATE VARIABLE INSERTION 

As we saw in Chapter 1, another alternative to solving the state coding prob- 
lem is to add a state variable. Consider again the passive/active shop before 
reshuffling. Another way to solve the state coding problem is to add a state 
variable as shown below. 
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Shop-PA-SV: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
shelf <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); -- shop receives wine 
assign(x,T,l,3); -- set x 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine resets 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); -- reset ackwine 
assign(req_patron,T,l,3); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- patron buys wine 
assign(x,'0',1,3); -- reset x 
assign(req_patron,'0',1,3); -- reset req-patron 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- a&.-patron resets 

end process ; 

We will see later how to find a good insertion point for state variables. 

3.6 DATA ENCODING 

The advantages of the bundled data approach described above are that it is 
simple, it allows the use of standard combinational datapath components, and 
it still allows adapt ivity to changes in 
is that it does not any speedu 

operating conditions. The disadvantage 
allow .p due to data dependencies. A second 

approach encodes each data line using two wires, and it is thus called dual- 
rail. One wire is set to ‘1’ to indicate that the data line is ‘0’ while another 
is set to ‘1’ to indicate that the data line is ‘I’. If both wires are ‘O’, this 
indicates there is no valid data on the data lines. Both wires are not allowed 
to be ‘1’ at the same time. This scheme can require up to twice as many wires 
(8 wires per channel for the wine shop example as opposed to 5 for bundled 
data). However, it does allow for data-dependent delay variations. 

To simplify the discussion, we first consider encoding a single-bit of data, 
and later we show how to expand it to multibit channels. Figure 3.2 shows 
the wine shop example using dual-rail encoded data. Observe that there is 
no longer any need for explicit request wires. For example, the data wires, 
bottle0 and bottZe1, replace the req-wine signal. The winerg process using a 
dual-rail data encoding is shown below. 

winery-dual-rail: process 
variable z:integer; 

begin 
z:=selection(2); 
case z is 

when 1 => 
assign(bottlel,T,l,3); 

when others => 
assign(bottle0,Jl',l,3); 
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Fig. 3.2 Handshaking expansion for passive/active wine-shop example using dual-rail 
data for a single bit. 

end case; 

guard(ack-wine, ‘1’) ; 
vassign(bottle1, '0',1,3,bottle0,'0',1,3); 
guard(ack-wine/O'); 

end process ; 

Initially, both bottle0 and bottZe1 are low. This indicates that there is no 
bottle of wine on the channel. The seLection procedure is used to randomly 
select between two different types of wine. Depending on the result, either 
bottle0 or bottle1 is set high. The winery then waits for a&wine to go to ‘1’ to 
indicate that the bottle of wine has been accepted by the shop. It then resets 
its data wires and waits for a&-wine to go to ‘0’. The processes describing 
the dual rail protocols for the shop and the patron are shown below. 

shopPA-dual-rail: process 

guard(ack-patron/O'); 
guard-or(bottleO,'lJ,bottlel,T); 
if bottle0 = '1' then assign(shelfO,T,l,3); 
ekif bottle1 = '1' then assign(shelfl,T,l,3); 
end if; 

assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); 
guard(ack-patron/l'); 
vassign(shelfO, '0~,1,3,shelfl,~0~,1,3); 
guard-and(bottleO,'O',bottlel,'O'); 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); 

end process ; 

patronP_dualrail: process 

begin 

guard-or(shelfl,~l~,shelfO,'l~); 
assign(ack_patron,T,l,3); 
guard-and(shelfl,~O~,shelf0,~O'); 
assign(ackDpatron,~OJ,l,3); 

end process ; 
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Fig. 3.3 1 01 Handshaking expansion for passive/active wine-shop example using dual-ran 
data for 3 bits. 

The protocol used for the shop has been reshuffled to produce a better cir- 
cuit. It starts by making sure that the ac!qxtron signal is ‘0’. This indicates 
that the patron is currently ready to accept a new bottle of wine. It then 
waits until the winery sends a bottle of wine (i.e., bottle0 or bottle1 is ‘1’). 
Once there is a new bottle of wine, it determines which of the two data wires 
went to ‘1’ and sets the corresponding output data wire to ‘1’ (i.e., if bottle0 is 
‘I’, then she@ should be set to ‘1’). It then acknowledges that it received the 
wine from the winery by setting u&-wine to ‘1’. It then waits to receive an 
acknowledgment that the patron received the wine (i.e., ack-patron has gone 
to ‘1’). It then resets its data wires. Finally, it waits for the winery to reset 
its data wires, and it resets the u&-wine signal. The patron waits for a sheZj 
wire to go high, sets u&-patron high, and resets the handshake. 

In order to transmit 3 bits of data, you can simply instantiate three copies 
of the shop process and connect them as shown in Figure 3.3. The winery 
needs to be changed as shown below to send out the three pairs of dual-rail 
encoded bits. It also must collect three acknowledgments before continuing. 

winery-dual-rail : process 

variable z : integer; 
begin 

z:=selection(8) ; 
case z is 

when 1 => 

assign(bottle2-0, T,l,3,bottlel-0,)1’,1,3, 
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bottleO_O,T,l,3); 
when 2 => 

assign(bottle2-0, T,l,3,bottlel-O,T,i,3, 
bottleO-l,T,l,3); 

when 3 => 
assign(bottle2-0, ~1~,l,3,bottle1-l,T,l,3, 

bottle0-0,JlJ,l,3); 
when 4 => 

assign(bottle2-0, J1J,1,3,bottlel-l,JlJ,l,3, 
bottle0-l,JlJ,l,3); 

when 5 => 
assign(bottle2~I, JlJ,l,3,bottlel-0,JlJ,l,3, 

bottleo-0,'1',1,3); 
when 6 => 

assign(bottle2~1, JlJ,1,3,bottlel-0,JlJ,l,3, 
bottleo-1,'1',1,3); 

when i’ => 
assign(bottle2-1, JlJ,l,3,bottlel-l,J1J,l,3, 

bottle0-0,JlJ,l,3); 
when others => 

assign(bottle2-1, JlJ,l,3,bottlel-l,J1J,l,3, 
bottle0-l,JlJ,l,3); 

end case; 
guard_and(ack-wine2,JlJ,ackwinel,JlJ,ackwineO,J1J); 
vassign(bottle2-0, JOJ,1,3,bottlel-0,JOJ,l,3, 

bottle0-0,J0J,l,3); 
vassign(bottle2-1, JOJ,l,3,bottlel-l,JOJ,l,3, 

bottle0-l,J0J,l,3); 
guard-and(ack-wine2,JOJ,ackwine1,JOJ,ackwineO,JOJ); 

end process ; 

The patron must collect data from the three s/q processes. It also must 
send out three separate acknowledgments as shown below. 

patronP-dualrail: process 
begin 

guard-or(shelf2-l,JlJ,shelf2-0,JlJ); 
guard-or(shelfl-l,JIJ,shelfl-O,JIJ); 
guard-or(shelfO-l,JIJ,shelfO-O,JIJ); 
assign(ack-patron2,JlJ,l,3,ackpatronl,JlJ,l,3, 

ack-patron0,JlJ,l,3); 
guardand(shelf2-l,JOJ,shelf2-0,JOJ); 
guard-and(shelfl-l,JOJ,shelfl-O,JOJ); 
guardand(shelfO-l,JOJ,shelfO-O,JOJ); 
assign(ack-patron2,J0J,l,3,ack-patronl,J0J,l,3, 

ack-patron0,'OJ,l,3); 
end process ; 
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Fig. 3.4 Example with two wine shops. 

3.7 EXAMPLE: TWO WINE SHOPS 

As another example, let us consider the handshaking expansion of the example 
from Chapter 2 with two wine shops depicted in Figure 3.4. In this example, 
the winery randomly decides which shop to deliver its wine to, and the patron 
probes each shop before deciding which shop to buy wine from. The processes 
for the winery, shop, and patron are shown below. 

winery5: process 

variable z:integer; 
begin 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
z:=selection(2) ; 
case z is 

when 1 => 

send(WineryNewShop,bottle); 
when others => 

send(WineryOldShop,bottle); 
end case; 

end process winery5 ; 

shop : process 

begin 

receive(WineryShop,shelf); 
send(ShopPatron,shelf); 

end process shop; 

patron2: process 

begin 

if (probe(OldShopPatron) > then 

receive(OldShopPatron,bag); 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(convAnteger(bag)); 

elsif (probe(NewShopPatron) > then 

receive(NewShopPatron,bag); 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integercbag)); 

end if; 

wait for delay(5,lO); 
end process patron2 ; 
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Fig. 3.5 Handshaking expansion with two wine shops. 

The first thing to notice is that the patron probes its two channels. There- 
fore, the patron must be connected to the passive ports of the OZdShopPa~ron 
and NewShopPatron channels. This implies that the shop must be connected 
to the active ports. For the WineryOZdShop and WineryNewShop channels, 
the choice of active and passive ports is arbitrary since neither process probes 
these channels. Let us connect the winery to the active ports of the Win- 
er~OZdShop port and the WineryNewShop port. Assuming bundled data, the 
block diagram after handshaking expansion is shown in Figure 3.5. The win- 
ery and patron processes after handshaking expansion are shown below. The 
shop process is identical to the one we saw earlier. One key thing to notice is 
in the patron process, the probe function calls turn into tests on req-patron1 

and req-putron 

winery : process 

variable z : integer; 
begin 

Z := selection(2); 
bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
case z is 

when 1 => 

bottle1 <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for 5 ns; 
assign(req-winel,T,l,3); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine1,T); -- wine delivered 
assign(req_winel,'0',1,3); -- reset reqwine 
guard(ack-winel,'O'); -- a&-wine resets 

when others => 

bottle2 <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for 5 ns; 
assign(req_wine2,'1',1,3); -- call winery 
guard(ack-wine2,T); -- wine delivered 
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assign(req_wine2,'0',1,3); -- reset req-wine 
guard(ack-wine2,'O'); -- ackwine resets 

end case; 
end process ; 

patronP: process 
begin 

if (req-patron1 = '1') then 
bag <= shelf1 after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack-patronl,T,l,3); -- patron buys wine 
guard(req-patronl,'O'); -- req-patron resets 
assign(ack_patronl/0',1,3); -- reset ackpatron 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integer(bag)); 

elsif (req-patron2 = ‘1’) then 
bag <= shelf2 after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_patron2,'1',1,3); -- patron buys wine 
guard(req-patron2,'O'); -- req-patron resets 
assign(ack_patron2,'0',1,3); -- reset ackpatron 
wine-drunk <= wine-list'val(conv-integer(bag)); 

end if; 
wait for delay(l,2); 

end process ; 

3.8 SYNTAX-DIRECTED TRANSLATION 

We conclude this chapter by describing an asynchronous design procedure 
where the handshaking expansion step directly determines the circuit imple- 
mentation. These procedures are based upon the software compiler idea of 
syntax-directed translation. In these procedures, each language construct in 
the high-level channel-based specification corresponds to a particular circuit 
structure. These circuit structures are then composed together as dictated by 
the structure of the program. 

Consider the shop process, repeated for convenience below. 

shop : process 
begin 

receive(WineryShop,shelf); 
send(ShopPatron,shelf); 

end process shop; 

First, the process statement implies a loop. A loop of the form whiie(cond) 
loop 5’; end loop can be translated into the circuit shown in Figure 3.6(a). This 
circuit operates under the two-phase model. In this circuit, the req wire feeds 
a merge gate, n/r. Typically, the merge gate is implemented with an XOR. 
Assuming that the input coming from the process is initially 0, a change on 
the req wire to 1 causes the input to the selector module, SEL, to go to 1. The 
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ack 

TRUE 

(b) 

Fig. 3.6 (a) Circuit for looping constructs. (b) C ircuit for the shop process statement. 

SEL module then samples the cond wire. If the wire is true, it requests the 
loop to execute. When the loop is done, it acknowledges to the merge gate, 
which causes another request to the selector. If the condition is false, the 
entire block acknowledges to the environment that it is done looping. For the 
process statement, the req is true, which starts the shop operating. A process 
never terminates, so the condition, cond, is set to TRUE. The result is shown 
in Figure 3.6(b). 

The next part to consider is the signal shelf. The receive statement as- 
signs data from the channel WineryShop to the signal she& The circuit to 
implement the signal assignment is shown in Figure 3.7. In this figure, thin 
lines represent handshake signals and thick lines represent data. When this 
circuit gets a request, the enabLe module (EN) allows the data on the input 
lines, In, to drive the input bus to the register, datain. The EN module then 
issues a request to the CALL moduZe, which makes a request to the register 
to latch its input data, which will appear on the signal shelf when the register 
latches. The purpose of the CALL module is to coordinate multiple assign- 
ments to a single signal. For example, if a signal has two assignments to it in 
the specification, it can be implemented as shown in Figure 3.8. 

To complete implementation of the receive statement, we must now con- 
struct a circuit to handle synchronization on the channel. Such a circuit is 
shown in Figure 3.9. This circuit starts with a request to the CALL module. 
The CALL module forwards the request to the C-element. When the winery 
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Fig. 3.7 Circuit for assignment to shelf. 

In1 

In2 

shelf 

out 

Fig. 3.8 Circuit to implement assignment to a signal from two locations. 
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Fig. 3.9 Circuit for a receive statement. 

is ready to send data, the other input to the C-element is also asserted. This 
causes the C-element to generate a transition to the CALL module, which 

then issues a request for the data sitting on the channel to be latched into the 
variable (VAR). Note that VAR is a symbol for the circuit shown in Figure 3.7. 
Once the data has been latched, it is output on the signal shelf and the VAR 
circuit sends an acknowledgment to the unit that requested the communica- 
tion and also to the winery to tell it that the data sent has been latched. Note 
that the CALL module and the Merge (M) are included because there may 
be multiple places in the specification where a receive on a given channel may 
get executed. 

The last circuit module needed is one to implement the send statement, 
which is shown in Figure 3.10. This circuit begins with a request to the EN 
module. This causes the data sitting on the signal shelf to be copied to the 

data wires connected to the patron. The request is also forwarded to the CALL 
module, which forwards it the patron. When the patron acknowledges that 
the data has been received, the CALL module forwards this acknowledgment 
back to the EN module. This completes the send, so the block acknowledges 
its requester. 

Although not needed for this circuit, another interesting circuit construct 
is for selections of the form 

if (condl) then 

Sl; 

elsif (cond2) then 

s2; 
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reel ack 

shelf 

Fig. 3.10 Circuit for a send statement. 

coild 1 cohd2 

Fig. 3.11 Circuit for a selection statement. 

else 
s3; 

end if; 

A circuit implementing this type of construct is shown in Figure 3.11, This 
circuit is started by a transition on the req signal. It then samples the condl 
signal. If this signal is true, it starts the operations labeled Sl. Otherwise, it 
requests the next SEL module to check cond2. If this signal is true, it starts 
5’2. Otherwise, it starts 5’3. As soon as either Sl, S2, or S3 is complete, this 
circuit acknowledges that the selection has completed. 

Using t,hese circuit modules, we can now stitch together a complete circuit 
for the shop. If two statements are executed in sequence, they can be con- 
nected by taking the acknowledgment from one and using it as the request 
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Fig. 3.12 Circuit for sequential composition of two statements. 

ack 

I I 

- EN Call 

data 

Fig. 3.13 Circuit for a receive followed by a send. 

Fig. 3.14 Circuit for parallel composition of two statements. 

to the next, as shown in Figure 3.12. For example, the composition of the 
receive and send statements from the shop yield the circuit shown in Fig- 
ure 3.13. Although again not needed for this circuit, another useful construct 
is for parallel composition, and it is shown in Figure 3.14. 

Composing the circuit shown in Figure 3.13 with the loop construct and ex- 
panding the VAR block yields the complete circuit shown in Figure 3.15. This 
circuit is clearly more complex than it needs to be. There are several peephole 
optimixations that can be performed to improve this circuit. For example, 
any CALL module that has only a single input request can be removed. After 
this optimization, the circuit becomes the one shown in Figure 3.16. Another 
optimization is to eliminate any select modules where the condition is a con- 
stant true or false. Also, if a merge only has a single input, it can be removed. 
The result is shown in Figure 3.17. When a data bus has only a single driver, 
the EN module can be removed. Finally, since one input of the merge gate is 
always true, we can replace the merge gate with an inverter. The final simple 
circuit is shown in Figure 3.18. 
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Fig. 3.15 Unoptimized circuit for the shop. 

true 

* ack 

TRUE 

Fig. 3.16 Shop circuit after CALL module optimization. 

Fig. 3.17 Shop circuit after SEL and merge module optimizations. 
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I winery 

Fig. 3.18 Final circuit for the shop. 

3.9 SOURCES 

The translation process described in this chapter from communication chan- 
nels to handshaking expansions follows Martin’s method [254]. 

Some of the earliest bundled data asynchronous designs were constructed 
in the macromodule project at the Washington University in St. Louis. In 
this project, asynchronous design methods were used to build large compu- 
tation systems out of macromodules [87, 88, 302, 3691. These macromodules 
operated using the bundled data design approach, where data wires carried 
with them control signals to indicate data validity. One of the most famous 
more recent bundled data design methods is micropipelines, which was pro- 
posed by Sutherland in his Turing Award paper [370]. Improvements in the 
latch controller for micropipelines have been proposed by several researchers 
to reduce the control overhead [104, 133, 275, 3751. A semicustom controllable 
delay element for micropipeline design is proposed by De Gloria and Olivieri 
[147]. In the STRIP microprocessor architecture, Dean et al. demonstrated 
that by using different bundling delays for each type of instruction a signifi- 
cant performance gain could be achieved [106]. An extension of this idea to a 
finer level of granularity was proposed by Nowick et al. in which based upon 
a quick analysis of the data, a bundled data constraint is chosen [297, 3001. 
This technique allows for some advantage due to data dependency even in a 
bundled data design. 

The idea of dual-rail encoding dates back to Gilchrist et al.% “fast” adder 
design (40-digit addition in 0.21,~s using vacuum tube logic) [139]. Waite 
generalized these results to arbitrary iterative networks [396]. Armstrong 
et al. extended the coding scheme to m/n codes, where m is the weight of 
the code word (number of l’s in it) and n is the length of the code word 
[12]. Blaum and Bruck introduced skew-tolerent codes, which permit bits to 
be transmitted without waiting for acknowledgments, allowing for pipelined 
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communication [43, 441. They also allow skew in which parts of a second 
message can be received before the entire first message has arrived. One of 
the most exciting asynchronous designs which made use of dual-rail encoding 
is Williams and Horowitz’s self-timed floating-point divider [401, 4041. It 
achieved faster operation than that of a comparable synchronous design since 
intermediate results did not need to pass through clocked registers. This 
divider was later used in a commercial SPARC microprocessor [400]. Recently, 
Singh and Nowick developed a scheme capable of doubling the throughput 
over Williams pipeline designs by developing a better protocol and achieving 
faster completion detection [354]. 

Dean et al. proposed an alternative data encoding scheme called level en- 
coded two-phnse dual rail (LEDR), which like two-phase does not return data 
inputs to zero, but like four-phase it uses the signal levels to encode the data 
values [ 1051. 

The TRIMOSBUS proposed by Sutherland et al. detected that data had 
been transferred to the bus simply by driving the data onto it, checking that 
the bus had the value it transmitted, and releasing its drive, allowing the 
staticizer to hold the state [371]. The TRIMOSBUS also used a three-wire 
protocol which allowed for a one-to-many communication to be completed 
without risky timing assumptions. 

A completely different approach to detecting completion is to monitor cur- 
rent draw from the power supply [107]. Wh en a circuit ceases to draw current, 
it has completed its operation. This technique has been explored further by 
other researchers [137, 153, 154, 218, 3551. 

The syntax-directed translation methods described in Section 3.8 follows 
the methods proposed by [52, 531. A similarity can be seen with this work and 
the macromodule work described earlier in the types of modules used and the 
way the systems are interconnected. A peephole optimizer for macromodule- 
based syntax-directed translation appears in [152]. In [273] and [237], trans- 
lation methods from Petri nets are developed. Nordmann proposed a method 
that translates from a type of flowchart, and this method was used in the 
design of the ILLIAC III 12961. Hirayama developed a silicon compiler for 
asynchronous architectures [ 1651. B urns and Martin proposed a translation 

method from CSP [64, 67, 681. Another technique was proposed by van 
Berkel and Rem to automatically compile a circuit described using a lan- 
guage called Tungrum to a handshake circuit implementation [36, 37, 401. 
Akella and Gopalakrishnan developed a syntax-directed method using a new 
channel language called ho&F [3, 4, 51. Snepscheut developed a technique to 
derive circuits from a trace-based language [360]. Ebergen also translated a 
trace-based language to DI circuits [119, 1211. A similar approach was pro- 
posed by Leung and Li [229]. Keller showed in [190] that a library composed 
of a merge, select, fork, and an arbitrating test-and-set module are sufficient 
to design any circuit. 
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Problems 

3.1 The patron has decided that he is going to choose which of the two 
shops to patronize, but first he will give that shop a call to tell them that he 
is coming. The chosen shop must then call the winery to request a bottle of 
wine to be delivered. The configuration is again as shown in Figure 3.4 using 
bundled data. The channel-level models of the winery, shop, and patron are 
shown below. Derive the handshaking expansion, and simulate until you are 
convinced that it is correct. 

winery : process 

begin 

if (probe(wine-to-new-shop) > then 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(wine-to-new-shop,bottle); 

elsif (probe(wine-to-old-shop) > then 

bottle <= selection(8,3); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
send(wine-to-old-shop,bottle); 

else 

wait for delay(5,lO); 
end if; 

end process winery; 

shop : process 

begin 

if (probe(wine-selling)) then 

receive(wine-delivery,shelf); 
send(wine-selling,shelf); 

end if; 

wait for delay(l,2); 
end process shop; 

patron: process 

variable z:integer; 
begin 

z := selection(2); 
if (z = 1) then 

receive(old-shop-to-patron,bag); 
wine-drunk<=wine-type'val(conv-integercbag)); 

else 

receive(new-shop-to-patron,bag); 
wine-drunk<=wine-type'val(conv-integer(bag)); 

end if; 

wait for delay(l,2); 
end process patron; 
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3.2 Find two legal reshufflings for the handshaking expansion from Prob- 
lem 3.1. Simulate until you are convinced that they are correct. 

3.3 Perform handshaking expansion on the simple fetch process shown be- 
low using bundled data. 

process 
begin 

if (probe(increment)) then 
send(pcadd,T); 
receivecpcadd-result,pc); 
send(imem-address,pc); 
receive(imem-data,instr); 
send(instr-decode,instr); 
receive(increment); 

elsif (probe (jump) > then 
send(pcadd,offset); 
receive(pcadd-result,pc); 
send(imem-address,pc); 
receive(imem-data,instr); 
send(instr-decode,instr); 
receivecjump); 

end if; 
end process ; 

3.4 Find four legal reshufflings of the handshaking expansion from Prob- 
lem 3.3. 

3.5 Perform handshaking expansion on your 4-bit adder design from Prob- 
lem 2.1.1 using bundled data. Also, perform handshaking expansion on your 
environment processes. Simulate your design with its environment. 

3.6 Perform handshaking expansion on your l-bit adder design from Prob- 
lem 2.1.2. Use dual-rail for data encoding. Also, perform handshaking ex- 
pansion on your environment processes. Simulate your design. Using these 
single-bit blocks, build a 4-bit adder with its environment and simulate. 

3.7 Perform handshaking expansion on your stack design from Problem 2.2 
using bundled data. Create an environment and simulate a four-stage stack. 

3.8 Perform handshaking expansion on your stack design from Problem 2.2 
assuming only 1 bit of data encoded using dual-rail. Create an environment 
and simulate a four-stage stack. 

3.9 Perform handshaking expansion on your shifter design from Problem 2.3 
using bundled data. Create an environment and simulate a four-element 

shifter. 

3.10 Perform handshaking expansion on your shifter design from Prob- 
lem 2.3 using dual-rail data encoding. Create an environment and simulate a 
four-element shifter. 
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3.11 Perform handshaking expansion on your entropy decoder design from 
Problem 2.4.1 using bundled data. Create an environment and simulate. 

3.12 Perform handshaking expansion on your entropy decoder design from 
Problem 2.4.2 using dual-rail data encoding. Create an environment and 
simulate a 4-bit decoder. 

3.13 Using syntax-directed translation, find a circuit to implement Euclid’s 
greatest common divisor (gcd) algorithm given below. 

receive(A,a,B,b); 
while (a ! = b) loop 

if (a > b) then 

a X= a - b; 
wait for 5 ns; 

else 

b <= b - a; 
wait for 5 ns; 

end if; 

end loop; 

end if; 

send(C,a); 

You may assume that the user is not allowed to send in operands a or b 
equal to 0. You can also assume the existence of a comparator which has two 
input buses, and after a request sets a condition which is true when operand 
1 is greater than operand 2. After the condition is stable, an acknowledgment 
is provided. You may also assume the existence of a subtractor which has 
two input buses and one output bus. After getting a request, it returns an 
acknowledgment to indicate a stable result on the output bus. 



4 
Graphical 

Representations 

One ought, every day at least, t)o hear a little song, read a good poem, see a fine 
picture, and if it were possible, to speak a few reasonable words. 

-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

‘Take nothing but pictures. Leave nothing but footprints. Kill nothing but time. 
-Motto of the Baltimore Grotto (caving society) 

One picture is worth a thousand words. 
-Fred R. Barnard 

In this chapter we present several methods for representing asynchronous cir- 
cuits using graphs. While for large designs hardware description languages 
allow a clearer specification of behavior, graphs are a useful pictorial tool for 
small examples. They are also the underlying data structure used by virtually 
all automated analysis, synthesis, and verification tools. Most graphical rep- 
resentation methods can be loosely categorized as either state machine-based 
or Petri net-based. We present various different types of each and conclude 
with a description of timed event/level (TEL) structures, which unify some of 
the key properties of both. 

4.1 GRAPH BASICS 

In this section we present a brief introduction to basic graph terminology used 
in this chapter. A gru$z, G, is composed of a finite nonempty set of wertices, 
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I=@, 4.1 (a) Simple undirected graph. (b) Graph which is not connected. 

V, and a binary relation R on V (i.e., R C V x V). A graph can be either - 
undirected or directed. 

In an undirected graph, R is an irreflexive and symmetric relation. By 
making it irreflexive, self-loops are not allowed. Since R is symmetric, for 
each ordered pair (u, V) E R, the pair (v, u) is also in R. The set of edges, E, 
are the set of symmetric pairs in R. Each pair {(u, v), (v, u)} is denoted (u, V) 
by convention. This set of edges can be empty. 

Example 4.1.1 Consider the undirected graph shown in Figure 4.1(a). 

This graph has the following vertex set, relation, and edge set: 

V 

R 

- - 
- - {(%4, (%Vl), ( ~l,v3),(~3,vl),(~2,v4), 

(v4?2),(v3+4),( V4J3), (v4,v5)7(v5,v4)) 

E = {(V1,7&), (V1,V3), (V2,V4), (V3,V4), (V4,V5)} 

In a directed gruph or digmph, each ordered pair of R is called a directed 
edge or arc. Note that as opposed to uridirected graphs, R does not need to 
be irreflexive or symmetric. This means that if (u, V) is an arc of a digraph 
that (~1, u) need not also be an arc. Also, self-loops, edges from a vertex to 
itself, are allowed. 

Example 4.1.2 Consider the &graph shown in Figure 4.2(a). The 

graph has the following set of vertices and arcs: 

v = {v1,v2,v3,‘u4,v5} 

E = {(V1,V2),(~1,'u3),('u2,~4),('u3,'u4),(V4,V5)} 
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Simple digraph. (b) Labeled digraph. (c) Cyclic digraph. (d) Strongly 
connected digraph. 

The number of elements in V (denoted IVl> is called the order of G. The 
number of elements in E (denoted IEi) is called the size of G. For a graph 
G, it is sometimes convenient to denote the vertex and edge sets as V(G) and 
E(G), respectively. If e = (u,v) E E(G), then e joins the vertices u and v. 
In an undirected graph, the edge (u, v) is incident on u and v. In a digraph, 
the arc (u, v) is incident from or leaves vertex u and is incident to or enters v. 
The vertex v is adjacent to u in a graph G if (u,v) E E(G). If (u,v) $Z E(G), 
then u and v are nonadjacent vertices. 

Example 4.1.3 The undirected graph in Figure 4.1(a) has order 5 and 
size 5. The edge (~1, ~2) joins ‘~1 and ~2. The vertex ‘~1 is adjacent to 
‘~2, but ‘~1 and ‘~4 are nonadjacent. In the digraph in Figure 4.2(a), the 
vertex ‘~1 is not adjacent to 212, but ~2 is adjacent to ~1. 

Let u and v be vertices of a graph G. A u-v path in G is an alternating 
sequence of vertices and edges of G, beginning with u and ending with v, such 

that every edge joins the vertices immediately preceding it and following it. 
The length of a u-v path is the number of edges in the path. If there exists a 
u-v path in a graph G, then v is reachable from u. A U-V path is simple if it 
does not repeat any 
U-V path, the graph 

vertex. If for every pair of vertices u and v there exists a 
is connected. 

Example 4.1.4 Vl, (Vl,V:!), 212, (v2,v4), 214, (v495), v5, (v5,‘u4), v4, 

(v4,vs), ‘us is a vi-213 path in the graph in Figure 4.1(a). We actually 
only need to give the vertices, since the edges are obvious. Therefore, 
the path can be described more concisely by vi, ~12, ‘~4, ‘~5, ~4, vs. This 
path is not simple, since it repeats vertex ‘~4. The graph in Figure 4.1(a) 
is connected while the one in Figure 4.1(b) is not since there is no path 
between v4 or 23 and the other vertices. 

In a digraph, a u-v path forms a cycEe 
u is simple, then the cycle is also simple. 

if U = v. If the u-v path excluding 
A cycle of length 1 is a self-loop. A 
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digraph with no self-loops is simple. In an undirected graph, a u-v path can 
be a cycle only if it is simple. A graph which contains no cycles is acyclic. An 
acyclic digraph is often called a directed acyclic graph or DAG. 

Example 4.1.5 The undirected graph shown in Figure 4.1(a) contains 
the simple cycle (VI, ~12,214, ‘~3, ~1). The undirected graph shown in Fig- 
ure 4.1(b) is acyclic. The digraph shown in Figure 4.2(a) is a DAG 
while the digraphs in Figure 4.2(c) and (d) are not. For example, the 
digraph in Figure 4.2(d) has the simple cycle (VI, 2)3,214,215, VI). 

A digraph G is strongly connected if for every two distinct vertices u and 
v in G, there exists a u-v path and a v-u path. A graph G is bipartite if it is 
possible to partition the set of vertices into two subsets VI and V2 such that 
every edge of G joins a vertex of VI with V2. 

Example 4.1.6 The digraph in Figure 4.2(d) is strongly connected 
while all the rest are not. The graph in Figure 4.1 (a) is bipartite with 
fi = {W,u4} and v2 = {v2,v3,v5}- 

A labeled graph is a triple (V, R, L) in which L is a labeling function as- 
sociated either to the set of vertices (i.e., L : V -+ label) or edges (i.e., 
L : V x V -+ label). 

Example 4.1.7 The digraph shown in Figure 4.2(b) has a labeling 
function L defined as follows: 

L = {((~1,~2),a),((vl,~3),b),(('U2,~4),C),((~3,~4),d),(('Uq,~5),e)} 

4.2 ASYNCHRONOUS FINITE STATE MACHINES 

One of the most common graphical models for sequential logic is the finite 
state machine (FSM). The major difference between a synchronous FSM and 
an asynchronous FSM is when state changes are allowed. In the synchronous 
FSM, a clocked register is used as shown in Figure 4.3(a). In the asynchronous 
FSM, delay is inserted in the feedback path as shown in Figure 4.3(b). Since 
FSMs can be used in a similar fashion to describe both synchronous and 
asynchronous designs, they are a good framework for discussing sequential 
design somewhat independent of timing methodology. 

4.2.1 Finite State Machines and Flow Tables 

A FSM can be described using a 6-tuple (I, 0, S, SO, 6, x>, where: 

l 1 is the input alphabet (a finite, nonempty set of input values). 

l 0 is the output alphabet. 

l S is the finite, nonempty set of states. 

l 5’0 C S is the set of initial (reset) states. 
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Fig. 4.3 (a) Synchronous FSM. (b) Asynchronous FSM. 

l S : S x I --+ S is the next-state function. 

. x:sxi + 0 is the output function for a Mealy machine (or X : S + 0 
for a Moore machine). 

In a synchronous FSM, state changes can occur only on a clock edge. In an 
asynchronous FSM (AFSM), state changes can occur immediately after the 
inputs change. 

FSMs are often represented using a labeled digraph called a state diagram. 
The vertex set contains the states (i.e., V = S). The edge set contains the set 
of state transitions [i.e., (u,zI> E E $Vli E I s.t. ((u, i), V) E 61. The labeling 
function, L, is defined by the next-state and output functions. In other words, 
each edge (u, V) is labeled with i/o where i E I and o E 0 and ((u, i), V) E S 
and ((u, i>, o) E X. 

Example 4.2.1 Consider the AFSM shown in Figure 4.4(a), which 
rnodels the passive/act,ive handshaking expansion for the wine shop 
given below. 

shop-PA-l: process 

begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); -- receives wine 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine reset 
assigncreq-patron,'V,l,3); -- call patron 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- wine purchased 
assign(req_patron,'0',1,3); -- reset req-patron 
guard(ack-patron,'O'); -- a&-patron reset 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); -- reset a&-wine 

end process ; 

This AFSM has the following FSM characterization: 

I = {OO,Ol, 10) 

0 = {OO,lO, ll} 

S = {sO,sl,s2,s3} 

s() = s 1 0) 
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req-wine / a&patron 
( 00 ( 01 1 11 I 10 I 

6 s3 

( > a 

so @ 00 - - sl, 10 
sl s2, 11 - - (3lJ 10 
s2 @J 11 s3, 10 - - 

s3 so, 00 @lo- - 
a&-wine / req-patron 

Fig. 4.4 (a) AFSM and (b) H u ff man flow table for a passive/active wine shop (state 
vector req-wine a&-patron/ ack wine req-patron). 

s = {((so, lo), sl), ((Sk oo>, s2), ((s27 ol>, S3)T ((G 00>7 SW 
x = {((a lo>, lo), ((Sk oo), ll), ((s2,01>, lo>7 ((s3, oo>, w> 

This defines a graph of the following form: 

V = {sO,sl,s2,s3} 

E = {(sO,sl),(sl, s~),(s~,s~),(s~,sO)} 

L= {((so, s1),10/10), ((A 47 ww7 KS27 4, ww, 

((s3, so) 7 Woo>~ 

Each input gives the value of req-wine and a&-patron, respectively. 
Each output gives the value of a&-wine and req-patron, respectively. 
An example state transition in the AFSM would be when in state SO, if 
req-wine changes to ‘I’, then a&-wine would be set to ‘1’ and req-patron 

would be held at ‘0’ as the machine makes a transition to state sl. 

An AFSM can also be represented in a tabular form called a Huffman flow 
table. A Huffman flow table has one row for each state and one column for each 
input value. Each entry in the table consists of an ordered pair representing 
the next state and output value. When the next state is equal to the current 
state (i.e., the row label), it is circled to indicate that it is a stable state. 

Example 4.2.2 Consider the Huffman flow table in Figure 4.4(b). 
Row s2 and column 00 has entry s2,ll which states that the next 
state is also s2 with output 11, and it is a stable state. For row s2 and 
column 01, the entry is s3,10, which indicates that the next state is s3 
and the output should be changed to 10. 
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req-wine-i 
req-patron+ 

( > a 

ack-patron-/ 
ack-wine- 

req-wine / a&patron 
I 00 I 01 IllI 10 I 

ad-wine / req-patron 

04 

Fig. 4.5 (a) BM machine and (b) Huffman flow table for a passive/active wine shop. 

4.2.2 Burst-Mode State Machines 

An alternative method of specifying an AFSM is using a burst-mode (BM) 
state machine. An example BM machine which describes the same behavior 
as the AFSM in Figure 4.4 is shown in Figure 4.5(a). The key difference 
is that in the BM machine the arcs between the states are labeled with the 
input and output signal transitions rather than their values. The set of input 
transitions is called the input burst and the set of output transitions is called 
the output burst. Note that the set of transitions in the input burst cannot be 
empty but the set of transitions in the output burst can be empty. When the 
set of transitions in the input burst change value, the system generates the 
transitions in the corresponding output burst and moves to a new state. Any 
BM machine can be translated into a Huffman flow table. The Huffman flow 
table for the BM machine in Figure 4.5(a) is shown in Figure 4.5(b). Note 
that, as expected, it is the same as the one from Figure 4.4(b). 

Example 4.2.3 For the BM machine shown in Figure 4.5, in order to 
move from state SO to sl, it is necessary for req-wine to change from 
‘0’ to ‘1’ (indicated by req-wine+). Note that since ack-patron does 
not need to change value (nor is it allowed to), it is omitted from the 
input burst. At this point, cd-wine is enabled to change from ‘0’ to 
‘1’. Since req-patron does not need to change value (nor is it allowed 
to), it is omitted from the output burst. 

Formally, a burst-mode specification is a labeled digraph which is described 
by a 7-tuple (V, E, I, 0, vo, in, out), where: 

0 V is a finite set of vertices (or states). 

l E C V x V is the set of edges (or transitions). - 
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. 1=(x1,..., xm} is the set of inputs. 

. 0=(x1,..., zn} is the set of outputs. 

l ~0 E V is the start state. 

0 in : V + {O,l)” defines the values of the m/ inputs upon 
state. 

entry to each 

l out : V-+ (0, l}” defines the values of the n outputs upon entry to 
each state. 

The value of input xi on entering state ‘u is denoted by in&), and the value of 
output xj on entering state v is denoted by outj (v). Intuitively, the formalism 
requires every state in the (unminimized) BM specification to be entered at a 
single unique entry point. 

For a BM machine, two edge-labeling functions trunsi : E --+ 2’ and trunso : 
E -+ 2O can be derived to specify the transitions in the input burst and output 
burst, respectively. For any edge e = (u, v) E E, an input xi is in the input 
burst of e if it changes value between u and v [i.e., xi E transi (e) i@ i%(u) # 
ini (v)] . The function truns, can be defined in a similar manner. 

A BM machine must satisfy the maximal set property. This property states 
that no input burst leaving a given state can be a subset of another leaving 
the same state, since the behavior in that state would then be ambiguous [i.e., 
V(u, v), (u, w) E E : trans& v) G trans& w) + v = w]. 

Example 4.2.4 The BM machine in Figure 4.6(a) violates the max- 
imal set property since in state SO the input burst a+ is a subset of 
the input burst a+, b+. This means that if a changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’ in 
state SO before b changes, the circuit would not know whether to move 
to state sl or wait for b to change. 

Not every Bike state diagram represents a legal BM machine. If a BM state 
diagram is mislabeled with transitions that are not possible, it is impossible 
to define the in and out functions in a consistent fashion. These are cases 
where the labeling of arcs is obviously incorrect in that there must be a strict 
alternation of rising and falling transitions on every input and output signal, 
across all paths of the specification. 

Example 4.2.5 Consider the BM machine in Figure 4.6(b), which be- 
gins with all signals low in state SO. In state SO, the transition b- 
does not make sense since b is already low. After a changes to ‘I’, the 
machine can set J: to ‘1’ and change to state sl. At this point, b can 
change to ‘I’, causing y to be set to ‘1’ and return to state SO. How- 
ever, now the machine is in state SO with all signals high. In this case, 
the transition b- is okay, but the transition a+ does not make sense. 
Furthermore, the value on entry of all input and output signals is not 
unique. Therefore, the functions in and out cannot be defined. The BM 
state diagram shown in Figure 4.6(c) has the same behavior as the one 
in Figure 4.6(b), but it is now a legal BM machine. 
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( > a 

b+/ 

Y+ 

Eg. 4.6 (a) BM machine which violates maximal set property. (b) BM state diagram 
which is not a BM machine. (c) BM state diagram equivalent to that in (b) which is 
a BM machine. 

4.2.3 Extended Burst-Mode State Machines 

One important limitation of AFSM and BM machines is the strict regulation 
that changes in signal values must follow a prescribed order: inputs change, 
outputs and state signals change, then state signals are fed back. In extended 
burst-mode (XBM) state machines, this limitation is loosened a bit by the 
introduction of directed don’t cures. These allow one to specify that an input 
change may or may not happen in a given input burst. The idea is that 
some inputs in a burst may be allowed to change once monotonically along a 
sequence of bursts rather than having to change in a particular burst. 

Example 4.2.6 The handshaking expansion shown below cannot be 
specified with an ordinary BM machine. 

Shop-PA-2: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); -- winery calls 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); -- receives wine 
guard(req-wine,'O'); -- req-wine reset 
assigncack-wine = '0',1,3,req-patron,T,1,3); 
guard(ack-patron,T); -- wine purchased 
assign(req_patron/0',1,3); -- reset req-patron 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- a&-patron reset 

end process ; 

The problem is req-wine can change from ‘0’ to ‘1’ at any point after 
ack-wine goes to ‘0’. It can, however, be specified as an XBM machine 
using directed don’t cares as shown in Figure 4.7(a). Initially, this 
machine waits in state SO for req-wine to change to 'I', and it then sets 
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req-wine+/ 
ack-wine+ 

ack-wine-,req-patron+ 

req-wine*,ack-patron+/ 

req-wine+,ack-patron-/ 
ack-wine+ 

‘I”pn ?/Tin P I nrE nntfron 

I 00 I 01 I 11 10 

so iaJ00 - - sl, 10 

sl s2, 01 - - @J 10 

s2 @J 01 s3, 00 s3, 00 c$J 01 
s3 63‘1 10 631 10 63) 10 sl. 10 

ack-wine / req-patron 

Fig. 4.7 (a) XBM machine and (b) H u ff man flow table for a passive/active wine shop. 

a&-wine to ‘1’ and moves to state sl. In state sl, the machine waits for 
req-wine to change to ‘O’, and it then sets a&wine to ‘0’ and req-patron 

to ‘1’ and moves to state s2. Once a&-wine goes to ‘0’) it is possible for 
req-wine to be set to ‘1’ again at any time. This is indicated by putting 
req-wine* in the input burst leaving s2. The “*” means that req-wine 

is allowed to change but is not required to change in state s2. In other 
words, the machine moves from state s2 to state s3 when a&patron 

changes to ‘1’ regardless of whether or not req-wine has been set to ‘1’. 
In state s3, in addition to a&-patron changing to ‘0’) req-wine must 
complete (if it has not already) its transition to ‘1’ before the machine 
moves to state sl. The Huffman flow table for the XBM machine is 
shown in Figure 4.7(b). Note that the effect of the directed don’t care 
in state s2 is that req-wine can change without creating a state change. 
The signal req-wine also may not change before moving to state s3. 

The use of directed don’t cares is restricted. Before describing their restric- 
tion, it is useful to define a few terms. First, a transition is terminating when 
it is of the form t+ or t-. A directed don’t care transition is of the form t*. A 
compulsory transition is a terminating transition which is not preceded by a 
directed don’t care transition in any state directly preceding the current one. 
Each input burst must include at least one compulsory transition. 

Example 4.2.7 The XBM machine in Figure 4.8 is illegal. The tran- 
sition leaving state SO has no compulsory transition, since req-wine has 
a directed don’t care transition from the preceding state, s3. 

The presence of directed don’t cares requires a modification of the maxi- 
mal set property. In addition to the subset violation from Figure 4.6(a), one 
must also restrict out specifications of the form shown in Figure 4.9. In Fig- 
ure 4.9(a), if b changes to ‘1’ before a changes, it is not possible to distinguish 
whether the machine should move to state s2 or wait for a to change and 
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req-wine*,ack-patron-/ 

Fig. 4.8 Illegal XBM machine for a passive/active wine shop. 

( > a ( > C 

Fig. 4.9 Violations of the maximal set property in three XBM machines. 

move to state sl. In Figure 4.9(b), after a and b have both changed to ‘I’, the 
machine does not know whether to go to state sl or state s2. In Figure 4.9(c), 
after a changes to ‘1’ again, both transitions are possible, leaving the machine 
in a state of confusion. In general, if the compulsory transitions of one input 
burst leaving a state is a subset of all possible transitions in another input 
burst leaving the same state, then the maximal set property is violated. 

Another important limitation of BM machines is their inability to express 
conditional behavior. It is often useful to make a decision of future behavior 
based on the level of a particular signal. To support this type of behavior, 
XBM machines allow conditional input bursts. A conditional input burst 
includes a regular input burst as defined earlier and a conditional cZause that 
restricts the validity of the input burst. A clause of the form < s- > indicates 
that the transition is taken only if s is low. A clause of the form < s+ > 
indicates that the transition is taken only if s is high. The signal in the 

conditional clause must be stable before every compulsory transition in the 
input burst. This is a form of setup requirement, analogous to the one in a 
synchronous system. A specified conditional signal must be stable and valid 
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at some setup time before any compulsory signal arrives. The compulsory 
signals- therefore act like a clock, to sample the conditional signal’s value. 
The conditionals also have a hold-time requirement before they can change 
again. When a conditional signal is not specified, it is free to change in an 
arbitrary fashion. 

Example 4.2.8 Let us consider the situation where a second patron 
moves to town. The shop has decided to sell wine of type ‘0’ to patron1 
and type ’ 1’ to patron2 The VHDL model is given below. In this 
model, after req_wine goes to ‘0’) the value of shelf is sampled. If shelf 
is low, the machine sets req_patro& to ‘1’. If shelf is high, the machine 
sets req-patron2 to ‘1’. 

Shop-PA-2: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine/l'); 
shelf <= bottle after delay(2,4); 
wait for delay(5,lO); 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); 
guard(req-wine/O)); 
if (shelf = '0)) then 

assigncack-wine, '0',1,3,req-patronl,T,l,3); 
guard(ack-patronl,T); 
assign(req-patronl,JO),l,3); 
guard(ack-patronl,)O'); 

elsif (shelf = ) 1) > then 
assigncack-wine, )0',1,3,req-patron2,)1),1,3); 
guard(ack-patron2,Y'); 
assign(req_patron2,'0),1,3); 
guard(ack-patron2,)O)); 

end if; 
end process ; 

The XBM machine for the two-patron wine shop is shown in Fig- 
ure 4.10. The two transitions leaving state sl are annotated with con- 
ditional clauses on the signal shelf. The signal shelf must be stable a 
setup time before the compulsory transition which is req-wine- in both 
cases. The Huffman flow table for this XBM machine is shown in Fig- 
ure 4.11. Since there are three input signals and one level signal, it gets 
quite complicated. Note that in all states except sl, the level signal, 
shelf, is free to change back and forth without changing the behavior. 
In state sl, shelf can change up to a setup time before req-wine goes 

low. At that point, the value of shelf is sampled and the next state 
depends on its value. A hold time after reaching the appropriate next 
state, shelf is again free to change value. 

The use of conditional input bursts again changes the maximal set property. 
For example, in Figure 4.12(a), if we ignore the conditional, this machine 
violates the maximal set property. However, if s is stable before a changes to 
1, the transitions are distinguishable, so there is no violation of the maximal 
set property. If, on the other hand, s is stable before b changes to 1, but 
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Fig. 4.10 XBM machine for wine shop with two patrons. 

req-wine / ackpatronl / ad-patron2 / shelf 
I 0000 1 0001 I 0011 I 0010 I 0110 I 0111 I 0101 I 0100 I 
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sl s2, 010 s4, 001 - - - - - - 
s2 uJ010 @Jo10 - - - - s3, 000 s3, 000 
s3 @g 010 @3]010 - - - - @ 000 (3J 000 
s4 @iJ 010 t&g 010 - - - - s5, 000 s5, 000 
s5 I 6s51010 i Q51010 I Q51000 , 657, 000 , - , - , - , - , 

a&-wine / req-patron1 / req-patron2 

req-wine / ack-patron1 / ad-patron2 / shelf 
1100 1101 ill1 1110 1010 1011 1001 1000 

so - - - - - - sl, 100 sl, 100 
sl - - - - - - @.J 100 @J 100 
s2 s3, 000 s3,ooo - - - - ($2J 010 f& 010 

s3 @j 000 cg 000 - - - - sl, 100 sl, 100 
s4 s5, 000 s5,ooo - - - - @J 010 @J 010 

s5 - - - - 65) 000 65\1000 I 
ackwine / req-patroz / req-patron2 

sl, 100 sl, 100 

Fig. 4.11 Huffman flow table for wine shop with two patrons. 
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( > a 

Fig. 4.12 Maximal set property and conditional input bursts in three XBM machines. 

not before a changes, we would have a maximal set property violation. For 

example, for the sequence of transitions a+, s+, b+, it is not clear whether 
the machine ends up in state s2 or state sl. Therefore, as a conservative set 
up requirement, the conditional signal must be setup before any compulsory 
transition in any input burst leaving the state. This means that for this 
example we would require that s is set up before either a or b is allowed to 
change. In Figure 4.12(b), a+ is a compulsory transition for one transition 
and b+ is a compulsory transition for the other, so we again require that s 
is set up before either is allowed to change. In Figure 4.12(c), assume that b 
is a directed don’t care in the state preceding state SO. This means that we 
don’t know b’s value when we enter state SO. It also means that b is not a 
compulsory transition for either input burst. Therefore, in this case, s must 
stabilize only before a can change, but b is allowed to change before s has 
stabilized. 

XBM machines can also be described by a labeled digraph which is given 
formally by a 9-tuple ( V, E, I, 0, C, ~0, in, out, cond ), where: 

0 V is a finite set of vertices (or states). 

l E C V x V is the set of edges (or transitions). - 

0 1=(x1,..., x,} is the set of inputs. 

. o= {x1,..., z+~} is the set of outputs. 

. c= {q,..., cl} is the set of conditional signals. 

l ~0 E V is the start state. 

0 in : V + {O,l, *}m defines the values of the m inputs upon entry to 
each state. 

l out : V + (0, l}” defines the values of the n outputs upon entry to 
each state. 

l cond : E + { 0, 1, *>I defines the values of the conditional inputs needed 
to take a state transition. 
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Fig. 4.13 Illegal XBM machine for reshuffled passive/lazy-active wine shop. 

Again for XBM machines, the two edge-labeling functions trunsi : E + 2I 
and tram, : E + 2O can be derived to specify the transitions in the input 
burst and output burst, respectively. For any edge e = (u, V) E E, an input 
xi is in the input burst of e if it changes or can change value between u and 
v [i.e., xi E tmnsi(e) #ini # ini V i%(v) = *]. The transition xi+ is in 
the input burst $ki(v) = 1 and ini(u) # 1, xi- is in the burst $&(v) = 0 
and ini # 0, and xi* is in the burst iff ini = *. 

Although XBM machines are capable of specifying more general behavior 
than either AFSMs or BM machines, they are still incapable of specifying 
arbitrarily concurrent systems. 

Example 4.2.9 Consider the following handshaking expansion and the 
XBM machine shown in Figure 4.13. This XBM machine appears to 
model the handshaking expansion. However, it is not legal since none 
of the input bursts have a compulsory transition. 

Shop-PA-lazy-active: process 
begin 

guard(req-wine, ’ 1’ > ; -- winery calls 
assign(ack_wine,T,l,3); -- receives wine 
guard(ack-patron/O'); -- a&-patron reset 
assign(req-patron,'l',l,3); -- call patron 
guard(req-wine/O'); -- req-wine reset 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,3); -- reset ackwine 
guard(ack-patron/l'); -- wine purchased 
assign(req-patron,'O',l,3); -- reset reqpatron 

end process ; 
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4.3 PETRI NETS 

In order to specify highly concurrent systems, variants of another graphical 
representation method, the Petri net, are often used. Rather than specifying 
system states, these methods describe the allowed interface behavior. The 
interface behavior is described by means of allowed sequences of transitions, 
or truces. In this section we describe Petri nets and one of their variants, the 
signal transition graph (STG), which has been used to model asynchronous 
circuits and systems. 

4.3.1 Ordinary Petri Nets 

An ordinary Petri net is a bipartite digraph. The vertex set is partitioned 
into two disjoint subsets P, the set of places, and T, the set of transitions. 
Recall that in a bipartite graph, nodes from one subset must only connect 
with nodes from the other. In other words, the set of arcs given by the flow 
relation, F, is composed of pairs where one element is from P and the other 
is from T [i.e., F & (P x T) u (T x P)]. A marking, &7!, for a Petri net is a 
function that maps places to natural numbers (i.e., M : P -+ N). A Petri net 
is defined by a quadruple (P, T, F, MO), where MO is the initial marking. 

Example 4.3.1 As an example, a model of a wine shop with infinite 
shelf space is shown in Figure 4.14(a). This Petri 
as follows: 

p = {Pl,P2,?‘3#4,P5} 
T = (tl, t2, tS, t4) 

F = {(tbpl), (?02), (t&P& (P%tl), (hp3) 

(P4, t4), (t4, p5)r (P5, t3)) 

M() = {(PI, o), (p2, I), (p3,2), (p4, o), (p5, 2)) 

net is characterized 

7 (P3, t3)7 (t37 P4L 

The place and transition numbering is from top to bottom and left 
to right. A Labeled Petri net is one which is extended with a labeling 
function from the places and/or the transitions to a set of labels. The 
Petri nets shown in Figure 4.14 have labeled transitions, and the labeling 
function L : T -+ label is given below. 

L - - {(tl, produce), (tz, receive), (t3, send), (t4, consume)} 

For a transition t E T, we define the preset of t (denoted l t) as the set 
of places connected to t [i.e., l t = {p E P 1 (p, t) E F}]. The postset of t 
(denoted to) is the set of places t is connected to [i.e., to = {p E P ) (t,p) E 
F}] l The presets and postets of a place p E P can be similarly defined [i.e., 

l P= WT I @,P) EF) andpo={tETI (p,t)EF}]. 
Markings can be added or subtracted. They can also be compared: 

111 > M’ iff Yp E P . M(p) >_ M’(p) 
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Fig. 4.14 Simple Petri net model of a shop with infinite shelf space. 
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For a set of places, A C P, CA denotes the characteristic marking of A: - 

cA (d = if p E A then 1 else 0. 

The basic operation on Petri nets is the firing of a transition t E T. A 
transition t is enabled under the marking n/r if M > C,t. In other words, 
M(p) > 1 for each p E o-t. The firing of an enabled t&isition transforms the - 
marking as follows: 

lbf’ = lL!f - c.t + ct. 

(denoted M[t)M’). Th is means that when a transition t fires, a token is 
removed from each place in its preset (i.e., p E l t) and a token is added to 

each place in its postset (i.e., p E to). The condition that a transition must 
be enabled before it can be fired ensures that this operation can complete 
without making a marking negative. 

In order to understand the behavior of a system described using a Petri net, 
it is typically necessary to find the set of reachable markings. As described 
above, the firing of a transition transforms the marking of the Petri net into 
a new marking. A sequence of transition firings, or firing sequence (denoted 
0 = it&,... , tn) produces a sequence of markings (i.e., MO, AL&, . . . , Mn). 
If such a firing sequence exists, we say that the marking M, is reachable from 
MO by 0 (denoted M&)Mn). We denote the set of all markings reachable 
from a given marking by [M). 

Example 4.3.2 A sample firing sequence for our Petri-net example is 
shown in Figure 4.14. In the initial marking shown in Figure 4.14(a), 
the winery is working to produce a new bottle of wine while the shop 
has two bottles on its shelf. For this marking, the enabled transitions 
are produce and send, since all places in the preset of these transitions 
have a marking greater or equal to 1. If the winery produces a new 
bottle of wine first, the marking shown in Figure 4.14(b) results. In 
this marking, the enabled transitions are receive and send. If the next 
transition is that the shop receives the bottle of wine from the winery, 
the new marking is shown in Figure 4.14(c). Now the shop has three 
bottles of wine on its shelf. In this marking, the enabled transitions are 
produce and send. At this point, if the shop sells a bottle of wine to 
the patron, the marking shown in Figure 4.14(d) results. Notice that 
the shop now has two bottles of wine on its shelf, the patron has one in 
his hand, and the patron is still capable of accepting another bottle of 
wine (after all, he does have two hands). Therefore, in this marking, the 
enabled transitions are produce, send, and consume. If the shop sends 
the patron another bottle of wine, the marking shown in Figure 4.14(e) 
results. In this marking, the shop’s shelf still has one bottle of wine, 
but the patron is unable to accept it (both hands are now full). The 
enabled transitions are now produce and consume. The patron decides 
to consume one of the bottles of wine while still in the shop, leading 
to the marking in Figure 4.14(f). N ow, the patron can go ahead and 
accept the last bottle of wine in the shop. 
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This example sequence obviously demonstrates only one of the infinite pos- 
sible behaviors of this model. The number of behaviors is infinite because we 
could simply have a sequence of produce and receive transitions, incrementing 
the value of the marking of place p3 (the shelf) each time. 

A Petri net is k-bounded if there does not exist a reachable marking which 
has a place with more than !C tokens. A l-bounded Petri net is also called 
a safe Petri net [i.e., ‘dp E P, VM E [Mo).M(p) 5 I]. When working with 
safe Petri nets, a marking can be denoted as simply a subset of places. If 
M(p) = 1, we say that p E M, and if M(p) = 0, we say that p 6 M. M(p) is 
not allowed to take on any other values in a safe Petri net. Since a marking 
can only take on the values 1 and 0, the place can be annotated with a token 
when it is 1 and without when it is 0. 

Example 4.3.3 The Petri nets in Figure 4.14 are not k-bounded for 
any value of Ic. However, by adding a single place as shown in Fig- 
ure 4.15(a), the net is now 2-bounded. This is accomplished by restrict- 
ing the winery not to deliver a new bottle of wine unless the shop has 
a place to put it on its shelf. Changing the initial marking as shown 
in Figure 4.15(b) results in a safe Petri net. An equivalent Petri net to 
the one in Figure 4.15(b) using tokens is shown in Figure 4.15(c). 

Another important property of Petri nets is Ziveness. A Petri net is live if 
from every reachable marking, there exists a sequence of transitions such that 

any transition can fire. This property can be expressed formally as follows: 

‘dM E [MO),& E TJM E [M).M’ > C.t - 

Example 4.3.4 The Petri net shown in Figure 4.15(c) is live, but the 
one shown in Figure 4.15(d) is not. In this case, this shop can receive 
a bottle of wine, but it will not be able to send it anywhere. For this 
marking, the transitions send and consume are dead. 

To determine if a Petri net is live, it is typically necessary to find all the 
reachable markings. This can be a very expensive operation for a complex 
Petri net. There are, however, different categories of liveness that can be 
determined more easily. In particular, a transition t for a given Petri net is 
said to be: 

1. dead (LO-live) if there does not exist a firing sequence in which t can be 
fired. 

2. Ll-live (potentially firable) if there exists at least one firing sequence in 
which t can be fired. 

3. LZ-live if t can be fired at least k times. 

4. L3-live if t can be fired infinitely often in some firing sequence. 

5. L&live or live if t is Ll-live in every marking reachable from the initial 
marking. 
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Fig. 4.15 (a) T wo-bounded Petri net modeling a shop with shelf capacity of 2. (b) 

Safe Petri net modeling a shop with shelf capacity of 1. (c) Safe Petri net using tokens. 

(d) Petri net that is not live. 

A Petri net is L/&Live if every transition in the net is Lk-live. 

Example 4.3.5 The Petri net shown in Figure 4.16 describes a winery 

that produces wine until some point at which it chooses to deliver all its 

bottles to the shop. The patron must be signaled by both the winery 

and the shop as to when to get the wine. In this Petri net, the transition 

consume is dead, meaning that the poor patron will never get any wine. 

The transition deZiver is Ll-live, which means that wine will be delivered 

at most once. The transition receiv e is L2-live, which means that any 

fin .ite number of bottles of win .e can be received. Finally, the transition 

produce is L3-live, meaning that the winery could produce an infinite 

number of bottles of wine while delivering none of them. 

When a Petri net is bounded, the number of reachable markings is finite, 
and they can all be found using the algorithm shown in Figure 4.17. This 
algorithm constructs a graph called a reachability graph (RG). In an RG, 
the vertices, CD, are the markings and the edges, I, are the possible transition 
firings that lead the state of the Petri net between the two markings connected 
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t consume 

Fig. 4.16 Example in which consume is dead, deliver is Ll-live, receive is L2-live, and 
produce is L3-live. 

find-RG(Petri net (I’, T: 8’? MO)) { 
M=M(); 
Te = {t E TIM > C.t}; 
Q=(M); - 
r = 0; 
done = false; 

while (1 done) { 
t = select(jrk) ; 
if CT, - {t} # 0) then 

push(M,T, - {t}> ; 
111’ = M - & + Ct. ; 

if (M’ $ Ca) then { 

Q=W{M’}; 
r=IU{(M,M’)}; 

M=M’; 

Te = {t E TIM 2 C,,} ; 

} else { 

r = r u {(M, M’)}; 

if (stack is not empty) then 

M,T’e) = pop0; 
else 

done = true; 

1 
1 
return(@,r) ; 

> 

Fig. 4.17 Algorithm to find the reachability graph. 

by the edge. For safe Petri nets, the vertices in this graph are labeled with 
the subset of the places included in the marking. The edges are labeled with 
the transition that fires to move the Petri net from one marking to the next. 

Example 4.3.6 Consider the application of the find-RG algorithm to 
the Petri net shown in Figure 4.15(c). The set M is initially set to 
(~2, ps,~p~}, and T, is initially {produce, send}. Let us assume that 
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the select function chooses to fire send. The current marki ng and the 

rem aining unfired transition, produce, are pu .shed onto the stack. The 

new marking is M’ = {p:!, ~4, p5}, which is not in a, so it is added along 

with a transition be tween these two markin .gs to I’. The new marking 

becomes the current marki ng, the new set of enabled transitions is Te = 

{produce, consume}, and control loops back. At this point the seZect 

function chooses to fire consume, and it pushes the current marking and 

the remaining transition, produce, onto the stack. The new marking 

after firing consume is {pz, p4, pi}. This marking is not found in @, 

I Fig. 4.18 Example reachability grapn. 

send 

so it is added, and a new set of enabled transitions is calculated to 

be {produce}. Next, the transition produce is fired. Since there are 

no remaining enabled transitions, there is nothing to push onto the 

stack. Firing produce leads to the marking {pl, ~4, ~6). This is again 

a new marking which is added, and the new set of enabled events is 

found to be {receive}. The receive transition is then fired, resulting in 

the marking {pz, ~3, ~6). This marking is found in a, so the marking 

{p:!,p4,p5} and the enabled transition {produce} are popped off the 

stack. This transition is fired, resulting in a new marking, {pl, ~4,~s). 

In this new marking, the transition receive and consume are enabled. 

Firing consume results in the marking {pl, ~4, pi}, which is found in 

a. Therefore, we pop the marking {pl, ~4, p5) and the set of enabled 

transition {receive} off the stack, and we continue by firing receive. The 

rest of the markings are found using this algorithm, resulting in the RG 

shown in Figure 4.18. 

There are several important classifications of Petri nets. Before getting 
into them, we first describe a few important terms. Two transitions tl and t2 
are said to be concurrent when there exists markings in which they are both 
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Fig. 4.19 (a) Petri net in which transitions t2 and ts are concurrent. (b) Petri net in 
which transitions t2 and t3 are in conflict. (c) Petri net showing symmetric confusion. 
(d) Petri net showing asymmetric confusion. 

enabled and they can fire in either order. Two transitions, tr and t2, are said 
to be in conflict when the firing of one disables the other. In other words, tl 
can happen or t2 can happen but not both. When concurrency and conflict 
are mixed, we get confusion. 

Example 4.3.7 Transitions t2 and t3 are concurrent in Figure 4.19(a). 
Transitions t2 and t3 are in conflict in Figure 4.19(b). The 
Figure 4.19(c) has symmetric confusion since tr and ts are 
but they each conflict with t2. The Petri net in Figure 
asymmetric confusion since tl and t2 are concurrent, but 
with t3 only if t2 fires first. 

The first Petri net classification is state machines (SM). A Petri net is a 

Petri net in 
concurrent, 
4.19(d) has 
t 1 conflicts 

state machine if and only if every transition has exactly one place in its preset 
and one place in its postset (i.e., ‘dt E T . 1 l t( = It l 1 = 1). In other words, 
state machines do not allow any concurrency, but they do allow conflict. 

The second classification is marked graphs (MG). A Petri net is a marked 
graph if and only if every place has exactly one transition in its preset and 
one transition in its postset (i.e., ifp E P . I l pl = Ip l ( = 1). Marked graphs 
allow concurrency, but they do not allow conflict. 

The third classification is free-c1boice nets (FC). A Petri net is free choice if 
and only if every pair of transitions that share a common place in their preset 
have only a single place in their preset. More formally, 

Vt,t’ET,t#t’. l tnot’#0~lotl=lot’l=l 
This can be written in an equivalent fashion on places as follows: 

Finally, a third equivalent form is: 
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Free choice nets allow concurrency and conflict, but they do not allow confu- 
sion. 

The fourth classification is extended free-choice nets (EFC). A Petri net 
is an extended free choice net if and only if every pair of places that share 
common transitions in their postset have exactly the same transitions in their 
postset. More formally, 

VP, P’ E p l p l n p’* # f!!l +a po = p’. 

Extended free-choice nets also allow concurrency and conflict, but they do not 
allow confusion. 

The fifth classification is asymmetric choice nets (AC). A Petri net is an 
asymmetric choice net if and only if for every pair of places that share common 
transitions in their postset, one has a subset of the transitions of the other. 
More formally, 

Asymmetric choice nets allow asymmetric confusion but not symmetric con- 
fusion. 

Example 4.3.8 The Petri nets shown in Figure 4.15(c) is not a state 

machine, but it is a marked graph. The Petri net shown in Figure 4.20(a) 

depicts a winery that sells to two separate shops which sell to two dif- 

ferent patrons. Also, the winery is not allowed to produce another pair 

of wine bottles until both patrons have received the last production. 

This Petri net is a state machine, but it is not a marked graph. This 

Petri net is also a free-choice net. If the two shops sell to the same 

patron and the winery is allowed to produce more wine immediately 

after delivering the previous batch to the shop, it is represented using 

the Petri net shown in Figure 4.20(b). This net is not a state machine, 

a marked graph, or a free-choice net. The reason this net is not free 

choice is that the transitions receive1 and receive2 share a place in their 

preset, but they have two places in their preset. This pair of transitions 

does, however, satisfy the extended free-choice requirement since the 

places in their preset have the same transitions in their postset. The 

transitions send1 and send2 are neither free or extended free choice. It 

is, however, an asymmetric choice. Consider the places in the preset of 

sendl. One has only send1 in its postset while the other has both send1 

and send,!?, so one place has a subset of the transitions in its postset 

compared with the other. Similarly, this is true for the places in the 

preset of send,??. The net in Figure 4.20(a) is therefore an asymmetric 

choice net. The Petri net shown in Figure 4.20(c) depicts a model where 

the winery can produce two bottles of wine at once which are sold to 

two separate shops that sell to two separate patrons. The winery, how- 

ever, has the ability to recall the wine (perhaps some bad grapes). This 

Petri net falls into none of these classifications. Consider the two places 

in the preset of transitions sendl, send,??, and recaZ1. Both places have 

the transition recall in their postset. However, they each have a distinct 

transition in their postset. This net has symmetric confusion. 
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Fig. 4.20 (a) Free-choice Petri net. (b) Asymmetric choice net. (c) Petri net with 

symmetric confusion. 

It is possible to check safety and liveness for certain restricted classes of 
Petri nets using the theorems given below. 

Theorem 4.1 A state machine is live and safe iff it is strongly connected 
and MO has exactly one token. 

Theorem 4.2 (Commoner, 1971) A marked graph is live and safe ifl it is 
strongly connected and MO places exactly one token on each simple cycle. 

A siphon is a nonempty subset of places, S, in which every transition having 
a postset place in S also has a preset place in 5’ (i.e., 6’ C So). If in some 
marking no place in S has a token, then in all future markings, no place in S 
will ever have a token. An example siphon is shown in Figure 4.21(a) in which 
the token count remains the same when firing tl, but reduced when t2 fires. 
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-- 
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Fig. 4.21 (a) Example of a siphon. (b) Example of a trap. 

A trup is a nonempty subset of places, Q, in which every transition having a 
preset place in Q also has a postset place in Q (i.e., Qo C l Q). If in some 
marking some place in Q has a token, then in all future markings some place 
in Q will have a token. An example trap is shown in Figure 4.21(b) in which 
the token count remains the same when firing tl, but increases when t2 fires. 

Theorem 4.3 (Hack, 1972) A f ree-choice net, N, is live iJf every siphon 
in N contains a marked trap. 

Theorem 4.4 (Commoner, 1972) An asymmetric choice net N is Live if 
(but not only if) every siphon in N contains a marked trap. 

A state machine (SM) component of a net, N, is a subnet in which each 
transition has at most one place in its preset and one place in its postset and 
is generated by these places. The net generated by a set of places includes 
these places, all transitions in their preset and postset, and all connecting 
arcs. A net N is said to be covered by a set of SM-components when the set 
of components includes all places, transitions, and arcs from N. 

Similarly, a marked graph (MG) component of a net, N, is a subnet in 
which each place has at most one transition in its preset and one transition 
in its postset and is generated by these transitions. The net generated by 
a set of 
postset, 

transitions includes these transitions, all places in their preset and 
and all connecting arcs. A net N is said to be covered by a set of 

MG-components when the set of components includes all places, transitions, 
and arcs from N. 

The following theorems show that a live and safe free-choice net can be 

thought of as an interconnection of state machines or marked graphs. 

Theorem 4.5 (Hack, 1972) A I ive f ree-choice net, N, is safe iff N is cov- 
ered by strongly connected SWcomponents each of which has exactly one token 
in MO. 

Theorem 4.6 If N is a live and safe free-choice net then N is covered by 
strongly connected JIG-components. 
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Fig. 4.22 (a) Simple C-element circuit. 

4.3.2 Signal Transition Graphs 

In order to use a Petri net to model 
relate transitions to events on signal 

(b) STG model of the simple circuit. 

asynchronous 
wires. There 

circuits, it is necessary to 
have been several variants 

of Petri nets that accomplish this, including M-nets, I-nets, and change dia- 
grams. In this section we describe one of the most common variants, called 
a signal transition graph (STG). A STG is a labeled safe Petri net which is 
modeled with the 7-tuple (p, T, F, MO, N, SO, XT), where: 

l N= I U 0 is the set of signals where I is the set of input signals and 0 
is the set of output signals. 

l se is the initial value for each signal in the initial state. 

. AT : T + N x {+, -} is the transition labeling function. 

In a STG, each transition is labeled with either a rising transition, s+, or 
falling transition, s-. If it is labeled with s+, it indicates that this transition 
corresponds to a 0 -+ 1 transition on the signal wire s. If it is labeled with 
a s--, it indicates that the transition corresponds to a 1 + 0 transition on s. 
Note that as opposed to state machines, a STG imposes explicit restrictions 
on the environment’s allowed behavior. 

Example 4.3.9 An example STG model for the simple C-element cir- 
cuit shown in Figure 4.22(a) is given in Figure 4.22(b). Note that im- 
plicit places (ones that have only a single transition in their preset and 
postset) are often omitted in STGs. In this STG, initially II: and y are 
enabled to change from ‘0’ to ‘1’ (i.e., z+ and y+ are enabled). After 
both II: and y change to ‘I’ (in either order), x is enabled to change to . 
‘1’. This enables LC and y to change from ‘1’ to ‘0’ (i.e., P- and y- are 
enabled). After they have both changed to ‘O’, x can change back to 
‘0’. This brings the system back to its initial state. 

The allowable forms of STGs are often restricted to a synthesizable subset. 
For example, synthesis methods often restrict the STG to be Live and safe. 
Some synthesis methods require STGs to be persistent. A STG is persistent 
if for all arcs a* -+ b*, there exist other arcs that ensure that b* fires before 
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Fig. 4.23 (a) STG that is not live. (b) STG that is not safe. (c) STG that is not 

persistent. (d) STG that does not have single-cycle transitions. 

the opposite transition of a*. Other methods require single-cycEe transitions. 
A STG has single-cycle transitions if each signal name appears in exactly one 
rising and one falling transition. 

Example 4.3.10 The STG in Figure 4.23(a) is not live since after r+ 

fires once, it can never fire again. The STG in Figure 4.23(b) is not 

safe. Consider the following sequences of transitions: LC+, r+, y+, LC--, 

y-. At this point, if x+ fires before s+, then the arc between LIZ+ and 

s+ would receive a second token. The STG in Figure 4.23(c) is not 

persistent. Consider the following sequence of transitions: x+, x+, J:-. 

At this point, there is still a token on the arc between x+ and y+ as 

x- is firing. The STG in Figure 4.23(d) does not have single-cycle 

transitions since two transitions are labeled with LC-. 

None of these restrictions is actually a necessary requirement for a circuit 
implement at ion to exist. In fact, a circuit can be built with the behavior 
described by each of the STGs in Figure 4.23. However, the use of these 
restrictions can often simplify the synthesis algorithms, as we will see later. 

In order to design a circuit from an STG, it is necessary to find its state 
graph (SG). A SG is modeled by the tuple ( S, 6, XS ). 

l S is the set of states. 

l S C S x T x S is the set of state transitions. - 

. As : S + (N + (0, 1)) is the state labeling function. 

Each state s is labeled with a binary vector (s(O), s(l), . . . , s(n)), where each 
s(i) is either 0 or 1, indicating the value returned by XS. When the context 
is clear, we use s(i) interchangeably with &(s)(i). For each state, we can 
determine the value that each signal is tending to. In particular, if in a state 
si, there exists a transition on signal ui to another reachable state sj [i.e., 
3(Si, t, Sj) E 6 . AT(t) = Ui + V AT(t) = ui-1, then the signal ui is excited. 
If there does not exist such a transition, the signal ui is in equilibrium. In 
either case, the value that each signal is tending to is called its implied value. 
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If the signal is excited, the implied value of ui is s(i). If the signal is in 
equilibrium, the implied value of ui is s(i). The implied state, s’ is labeled 
with a binary vector (s’(O), s’(l), . . . , s’(n)) of the implied values. The 
function X : S + 2N returns the set of excited signals in a given state [i.e., 
X(s) = {ui E S ] s(i) # s’(i)}]. When ui E X(s) and s(i) = 0, the state in the 
state diagram is annotated with an “R” in the corresponding location of the 
state vector to indicate that the signal ui is excited to rise. When ui E X(s) 
and s(i) = 1, the state is annotated with an “F” to indicate that the signal 
is excited to fall. The algorithm to find the SG from an STG is shown in 
Figure 4.24. 

Example 4.3.11 Consider the application of the find-SG algorithm to 
the STG in Figure 4.22. The initial state for the initial marking is (000). 
In this state, X+ and y+ are enabled. Note that although A&) = 000, 
we annotate the state with the label RR0 to indicate that signals J: and 
y are excited to rise. Let’s assume that the algorithm chooses to fire z+. 
It then pushes the initial marking, (000), and y+ onto the stack. Next, 
it checks if firing z+ results in a safety violation, which it does not. 
It then updates the marking and changes the state to (100) (labeled 
1RO in the figure). This state is new, so it adds it to the list of states, 
updates the state labeling function, and adds a state transition. It then 
determines that y+ is the only remaining enabled transition. Control 
loops back, and y+ is fired. There are no remaining transitions to push 
on the stack, so it skips to update the marking and state to (110). This 
state is again new, so the state is added to the set of states. In this 
state, x+ is enabled. Continuing in this way, the rest of the SG can be 
found, as shown in Figure 4.25. 

For a SG to be well-formed, it must have a consistent state assignment. A 
SG has a consistent state assignment if for each state transition (si, t, sj) E S 
exactly one signal changes value, and its value is consistent with the transition. 
In other words, a SG has a consistent state assignment if 

V(Si,t, Sj) E ~-VU E N . (XT’(t) # u * A Si(u) = Sj(u)) 

v (b(t) = U + A S,(U) = 0 A Sj(U) = 1) 

v (&r(t) = U - A S,(U) = 1 A Sj(U) = 0) 
. 

where ‘V’ represents either “+” or “-“. A STG produces a SG with a con- 
sistent state assignment if in any firing sequence the transitions of a signal 
strictly alternate between +‘s and -‘s. 

Example 4.3.12 The STG in Figure 4.26(a) does not have a consis- 
tent state assignment. If the initial state is 000, then the sequence of 
transitions z+, y+, x+, y-, z- takes it to the same marking, which 
now must be labeled 100. This is not a consistent labeling, so this STG 
produces a SG which does not have a consistent state assignment. 

A SG is said to have a unique state assignment (USC) if no two different 
states (i.e., markings) have identical values for all signals [i.e., Vsi, sj E S, si # 
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find-SG((P, T, F, I&, N, so, XT)) { 
M=Mo; 

= so; 
ke = {t E TIM c d}; 
S=(M); 
As(M) = s; 
done = false; 
while (1 done) { 

t= select(Te); 
if (T, - {t} # 0) then 

push(M,s,T, - {t}, ; 
if ((M - l t) f~ to # 0) then 

return("STG is not safe."); 
M’=(M-.t)ut.; 
d=s; 
if (XT(t) = u+> then 

s’(u) = 1; 

else if (A,(t) = u-1 then 
s’(u) = 0; 

if (M’ 41 S) then { 
S=Su{M’}; 
Xs(M’) = sf 
6 = 6 u {(M, t, M’)}; 
M=M’; 
s = s’; 
T’ = {t E TIM & .t}; 

} else { 
if (Xs(M’) # s’> then 

return( "Inconsistent state assignment."); 
if (stack is not empty) then 

(M,s,T,) = pop0; 
else 

done = true; 

1 
> 
return((S, 6, As)> ; 

1 

Fig. 4.24 Algorithm to find a state graph. 
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Fig. 4.25 State graph for C-element with state vector (z, y, z). 
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have a consistent state assignment. (b) STG that Fig. 4.26 (a) STG that does not 
does not have a unique state code. 
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sj . A(&) # A&)]. s ome synthesis methods are restricted to STGs that 
produce SGs with USC. 

Example 4.3.13 The STG in Figure 4.26(b) produces a SG which 
does not have USC. In the initial marking all signals are ‘0’ (i.e., the 
state vector is 0000). Consider the following sequence of transitions: 
x+, w+, x-, and w--. At the end of this sequence, the STG has a 
different marking, but all signals are again ‘0’ (i.e., the state vector is 
0000). 

We conclude this section by returning to the passive/lazy- active wine shop 
example from t he end of Secti on 4.2. Recall that this could not be modeled 
using an AFSM or even 
as shown in Figure 4.27. 
patrons from Section 4.2 

an XBM machine. This can be modeled as a STG 
Another example STG for the wine shop with two 

is shown in Figure 4.28. 

4.4 TIMED EVENT/LEVEL STRUCTURES 

The major drawback of AFSMs is their inability to model arbitrary concur- 
rency. The failing of Petri nets is their difficulty in expressing signal levels (see 
Figure 4.28). A Timed event/level (TEL) t s ructure is a hybrid graphical rep- 
resentation method which is capable of modeling both arbitrary concurrency 
and signal levels. TEL structures support both event causality to specify se- 
quencing and level causality to specify bit-value sampling. In this section we 
give an overview of TEL structures. 

A TEL structure is modeled with a 6-tuple T = (IV, SO, A, E, R, #), where: 

1. N is the set of signals. 

2. so = {o,l}N is the initial state. 

3. A C_ N x {+, -} U $ is the set of atomic actions. 

4. E G A x (n/=(0,1,2...}) is the set of events. 

5. R C E x E x N x (NU {w})x (b:{O,l}N + {OJ}) is the set of rules. 

6. Ro G R is the set of initially marked rules. 

7. # C E x E is the conflict relation. - 

The signal set, N, contains the signal wires in the specification. The state so 
contains the initial value of each signal in N. The action set, A, contains for 
each signal, x:, in N, a rising transition, z+, and a falling transition, x-. The 
set A also includes a sequencing event, $, which is used to indicate an action 
that does not result in a signal transition. The event set, E, contains actions 
paired with occurrence indices (i.e., (a, i)). Note that N represents the set of 
natural numbers. Rules represent causality between events. Each rule, r, is 
of the form (e, f, I, u, b), where: 
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req-patron- 

\ ack-patron- 

\ req_patron+ req-wine- req- ,wine+ 

Fig. 4.27 STG for the reshuffled passive/lazy-active wine shop. 

Fig. 4.28 STG for the wine shop with two patrons. 
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Fig. 4.29 TEL structure for a C-element and its environment. 

1. e- enabling event. 

2 f . = enabled event. 

3. [Z, u] = bounded timing constraint. 

4. b = a boolean function over the signals in N. 

Example 4.4.1 Figure 4.29 shows the TEL structure for a C-element 
and its environment. The dotted arcs represent initially marked rules, 
and the initial state is 000. The nodes in these graphs are events, and the 
arcs are rules. Each rule is annotated with a bounded timing constraint 
and a level expression. If the level expression is equal to true, it is 
omitted from the graph. If the rule is disabling, the level expression is 
terminated with a “d.” Otherwise, the rule is nondisabling. There are 
three processes. The first represents the behavior of the signal X. The 
signal x rises 2 to 5 time units after x goes low, and it falls 2 to 5 time 
units after x rises. The behavior of y is a little different. The signal y 
again rises 2 to 5 time units after x goes low, but it falls 7 to 10 time 
units later regardless of the value of x. 

A rule is enabled if its enabling event has occurred and its boolean function 
is true in the current state. A rule is satisfied if it has been enabled at 
least Z time units. A rule becomes expired when it has been enabled u time 
units. Excluding conflicts, an event cannot occur until every rule enabling it 
is satisfied, and it must occur before every rule enabling it has expired. Each 
rule is defined to be disabling or nondisabling. If a rule is disabling and its 
boolean condition becomes false after it has become enabled, the rule ceases 
to be enabled and must wait until the condition is true again before it can 
fire. If a rule is nondisabling, the fact that the boolean condition has become 
false is ignored, and the rule can fire as soon as its lower bound is met. For 
the purposes of verification, if a rule becomes disabled, this may indicate that 
the enabled event has a hazard which is considered a failure. 

Example 4.4.2 Let us first consider the behavior of the TEL structure 
in Figure 4.29, ignoring timing. In the initial state, z+ and y+ are 
enabled. Note that x+ is not enabled because the expression [z&y]d is 
false. Let us assume that z+ fires first, followed by y+. At this point, 
y- and z+ are enabled. If y- fires first, the expression [z&y]d becomes 
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Fig. 4.30 SG for a timed C-element circuit. 

disabled. This indicates that the C-element has a hazard and may 
glitch. Let us now consider the behavior using the timing constraints. 
Again in the initial state Z+ and y+ are enabled. After 2 time units, 
the rules (X--,X+, [2,5], [- z]) and (y-, y+, [2,5], [- x]) are satisfied and 
can fire. By 5 time units, these rules become expired and must fire. Let’s 
assume that y+ fires at tirne 2 (this is the worst-case scenario), which 
enables y- . After 3 more time units, X+ is forced to fire, enabling x+. 
After 3 more time units, we know for sure that x+ has fired. Therefore, 
it takes at most 6 time units after y+ fires before x+ fires. Since it 
takes at least 7 time units after y rises before y falls, we know that x 
does not glitch. The SG for this timed C-element circuit is shown in 
Figure 4.30. Note the subtle difference between this SG and the one in 
Figure 4.25. In this SG, y- is enabled to fall sooner: namely, in states 
010 (i.e., RFO) and 110 (i.e., 18X). D ue to timing, however, y cannot 
actually fall until state 111 (i.e., FFl). 

The conflict relation, #, is used to model disjunctive behavior and choice. 
When two events e and e’ are in conflict (denoted e#e’), this specifies that 
either e or e’ can occur but not both. Taking the conflict relation into account, 
if two rules have the same enabled event and conflicting enabling events, only 
one of the two mutually exclusive enabling events needs to occur to cause the 
enabled event. This models a form of disjunctive causality. Choice is modeled 
when two rules have the same enabling event and conflicting enabled events. 
In this case, only one of the enabled events can occur. 
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Fig. 4.31 TEL structure with conflict: namely, it: + #y+, IZ: + #y-, J: - #y+, and 
x - #y-. 

Example 4.4.3 The TEL structure shown in Figure 4.31 has the fol- 
lowing conflicts: x + #y+, x + #y-, x - #y+, and x - #y-. In the 
initial state, x+ and y+ are both enabled. Even though in each case 
only one of its two rules is initially marked, they are still enabled since 
the enabling events of these rules, x- and y-, are in conflict. In other 
words, only one of x- or y- is necessary for x+ or y+ to be enabled. 
Let us assume that y+ fires first. In the new state, x+ is no longer en- 
abled since x+ and y+ are in conflict, and x+ is now enabled since the 
expression [x]y] has become true. After z+ fires, y- can fire followed 
by x-. In this state, x+ and y+ are again both enabled. 

We conclude this chapter with the TEL structure for the shop process 
from the wine shop with two patrons from Section 4.2.3, which is shown in 
Figure 4.32. This TEL structure has numerous conflicts. Namely, all events 
in the set { a&-wine-/l, req-patronl+, req-patronl-, $/2 } conflict with all 
events in the set { a&-wine-/2, req_putron2+, req_putron2-, $/3 }. One 
important advantage of TEL structures is a more direct correlation with the 
handshaking-level specification. When you compare the STG for this example 
to the TEL structure, it is quite clear that the TEL structure has a more direct 
correspondence to the handshaking-level specification. 

4.5 SOURCES 

The Huffman flow table was introduced in [170, 1721. Burst mode was origi- 
nally developed by Stevens [365], and it was applied successfully to a number 
of industrial designs by Davis’s group at Hewlett-Packard [89, 99, 100, 1011. 
Nowick constrained and formalized burst mode into its current form, and he 
proposed the unique entry point and maximal set property. He also proved 
that any burst-mode machine satisfying these properties have a hazard-free 
gate-level implementation, and he developed the first hazard-free synthesis 
procedure [301]. Y un et al. introduced extended burst-mode machines [422]. 

Petri nets were introduced by Petri [312]. A couple of good surveys of 
Petri nets are found in [280, 3111. Seitz introduced the Petri net variant 
machine nets (M-nets) for the specification of asynchronous circuits [344]. 
An M-net is essentially a labeled safe Petri net in which each transition is 
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Fig. 4.32 TEL structure for the wine shop with two patrons. 

labeled with either a signal name, s, or its complement, s’. If it is labeled 
with a signal name, it indicates that this transition corresponds to a 0 + 1 
transition on the corresponding signal wire. If it is labeled with a signal 
complement, it indicates that the transition corresponds to a 1 + 0 transition. 
Molnar et al. [274] introduced another Petri net variant, interface nets (I- 
nets), for asynchronous interface specifications. An I-net is a safe Petri net 
with transitions labeled with interface signal names. The I-net describes the 
allowed interface behavior. Change diagrams were introduced by Varshavsky 
[393]. Change diagrams are quite similar to STGs, but they are capable of 
specifying initial behavior and a limited form of disjunctive causality. In 
particular, a change diagram is composed of three different types of arcs. 
There are strong precedence arcs, which model conjunctive (AND) causality. 
There are also weak precedence arcs, which model disjunctive (OR) causality. 
In this case, tokens only need to be present on a single incoming arc for 
the transition to be enabled. The last type of arcs are the disengageable 
strong precedence arcs. These arcs behave just like strong precedence arcs the 
first time they are encountered. They are then disengaged from the graph 
and are not considered in subsequent cycles. They are useful for specifying 
initial startup behavior. The signal transition graph (STG) was introduced 
by Chu [82, 831 and concurrently by Rosenblum and Yakovlev [329]. Chu also 
developed a method to translate AFSMs to STGs [84]. Muller and Bartky 
introduced the idea of a state graph [279]. 

TEL structures were introduced by Belluomini and Myers [34]. Timing has 
also been added to Petri nets by Ramchandani [320] and others. 
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Fig. 4.33 AFSM for Problem 4.1. 

Problems 

4.1 Asynchronous Finite State Machines 
The AFSM for a quick-return linkage circuit (QRL) is shown in Figure 4.33. 

4.1.1. Find the flow table for the AFSM. 

4.1.2. Draw a burst-mode state machine for the QRL circuit. 

4.2 Burst-Mode State Machines 
For each BM state diagram in Figure 4.34, determine whether: 

4.2.1. It has the maximal set property. 

4.2.2. It represents a BM machine. 

4.3 Burst-Mode to Flow Table 
Translate the BM machine shown in Figure 4.35(a) into a flow table. 

4.4 Extended Burst-Mode State Machines 
For the extended burst-mode state machines in Figure 4.36, determine whether 
they satisfy the maximal set property, and if not, explain why not. 

4.5 Extended Burst-Mode to Flow Table 
Translate the XBM machine shown in Figure 4.35(b) into a flow table. 

4.6 Petri net Properties 
For the Petri nets in Figure 4.37, determine whether they have the following 
properties: 

4.6.1. k-bounded, and if so, for what value of k? Is it safe? 

4.6.2. Live, and if not, classify each transition’s degree of liveness. 

4.7 Petri net Classifications 

For the Petri nets in Figure 4.37, determine whether they fall into the following 
classifications: 
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( > a 

a-/x- 

Fig. 4.34 BM machines for Problem 4.2. 
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( > a 

Ii a+,d+/ 
a-,d*l 
y-,so- 

Fig. 4.35 (a) BM machine for Problem 4.3. Note that abc = 000 and yx = 01 initially. 
(b) XBM machine for Problem 4.5. Note that abdl = 000- and sOslxyx = 01000 
init ially. 

0 i ( > ii 

Fig. 4.36 Extended burst-mode machines for Problem 4.4. 
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a+ b- c+ 
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L-l b- 
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Fig. 4.37 Petri nets for Problems 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. 
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a+ 

1 

b+ 

1 
a- 

( > a 

Fig. 4.38 Signal transition graphs for problems 4.9 and 4.10. 

4.7.1. State machine 

4.7.2. Marked graph 

4.7.3. Free-choice net 

4.7.4. Extended free-choice net 

4.7.5. Asymmetric choice net 

4.8 Reachability Graphs 
For the Petri net in Figure 4.37(b), determine its reachability graph. 

4.9 Signal Transition Graphs 
For the signal transition graphs in Figure 4.38, state which of the following 
properties are satisfied or not, and if not, say why: 

4.9.1. Live 

4.9.2. Safe 

4.9.3. Persistent 

4.9.4. Single-cycle transitions 

4.10 State Graphs 
For the signal transition graphs in Figure 4.38, find their state graphs and 
determine if they have the following properties, and if not, say why: 

4.10.1. Consistent state assignment 

4.10.2. Unique state assignment 

4.11 Signal Transition Graphs 
For the signal transition graphs in Figure 4.39, state which of the following 
properties are satisfied or not, and if not, say why: 

4.11.1. Live 

4.11.2. Safe 

4.11.3. Persistent 

4.11.4. Single-cycle transitions 
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4.12 State Graphs 
For the signal transition graphs in Figure 4.39, find their state graphs and 
determine if they have the following properties, and if not, say why: 

4.12.1. Consistent state assignment 

4.12.2. Unique state assignment 

4.13 Signal Transition Graphs 
For the signal transition graphs in Figure 4.40, state which of the following 
properties are satisfied or not, and if not, say why: 

4.13.1. Live 

4.13.2. Safe 

4.13.3. Persistent 

4.13.4. Single-cycle transitions 

4.14 State Graphs 
For the signal transition graphs in Figure 4.40, find their state graphs and 
determine if they have the following properties, and if not, say why: 

4.14.1. Consistent state assignment 

4.14.2. Unique state assignment 

4.15 State Graphs 
Find the state graph from the STG representation of the quick return linkage 
(QRL) circuit shown in Figure 4.41(a). 

4.16 State Graphs 
Assuming that all signals are initially low, find the SG from the STG in 
Figure 4.41(b). 

4.17 State Graphs 
Assuming that all signals are initially low, find the SG from the TEL structure 
in Figure 4.42. The events a+, a-, b+, and b- all conflict with each other. 
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Fig. 4.39 Signal transition graphs for problems 4.11 and 4.12. 
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Fig. 4.40 Signal transition graphs for Problems 4.13 and 4.14. 
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Fig. 4.41 (a) QRL circuit for Problem 4.15. (b) STG for Problem 4.16. 

Fig. 4.42 TEL for Problem 4.17. 
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4.18 Translation 
For the following handshaking expansion, draw graphical representations us- 
ing the following methods: 

l BM machine 

. STG 

l TEL structure 

shopPA-dual-rail: process 
begin 

guard-or(bottleO,T,bottlel,T); 
if bottle0 = '1' then assign(shelfO,T,l,2); 
elsif bottle1 = '1' then assign(shelfl,T,l,2); 
end if; 
guard(ack-patron/l'); 
assign(ack-wine, T,1,2,shelf0,~0~,l,2,shelfl,~0~,l,2); 
guard-and(bottle0, 'O',bottlel,'O',ackpatron,'O'); 
assign(ack_wine,'0',1,2); 

end process ; 
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Never do today what you can put off till 
as to what is best to be done. 

Hugman Circuits 

tomorrow. Delay may give clearer light 

--Aaron Burr 

Delay is preferable to error. 
-Thomas Jefferson 

Feedback is your friend. 
-Professor Doyle at my Caltech Frosh Camp 

In this chapter we introduce the Huffman school of thought to the synthesis 
of asynchronous circuits. ~U#Y-LW-J circuits are designed using a traditional 
asynchronous state machine approach. As depicted in Figure 5.1, an asyn- 
chronous state machine has primary inputs, primary outputs, and fed-back 
state variables. The state is stored in the feedback loops and thus may need 
delay elements along the feedback path to prevent state changes from occur- 
ring too rapidly. The design of Huffman circuits begins with a specification 
given in a flow table which may have been derived from an AFSM, BM, or 
XBM machine. The goal of the synthesis procedure is to derive a correct 
circuit netlist which has been optimized according to design criteria such as 
area, speed, or power. The approach taken for the synthesis of synchronous 
state machines is to divide the synthesis problem into three steps. The first 
step is state minimixation, in which compatible states are merged to produce 
a simpler flow table. The second step is state assignment in which a binary 
encoding is assigned to each state. The third step is logic minimixation in 
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Fig. 5.1 Huffman circuit model. 

which an optimized netlist is derived from an encoded flow table. The design 
of Huffman circuits can follow the same three-step process, but each step must 
be modified to produce correct circuits under an asynchronous timing model. 

Huffman circuits are typically designed under the bounded gate and wire 
delay model. Under this model, circuits are guaranteed to work regardless of 
gate and wire delays as long as a bound on the delays is known. In order to 
design correct Huffman circuits, it is also necessary to put some constraints on 
the behavior of the environment, namely when inputs are allowed to change. 
There are a number of different restrictions on inputs that have been proposed, 
each resulting in variations in the synthesis procedure. The first is single-input 
change (SIC), which states that only one input is allowed to change at a time. 
In other words, each input change must be separated by a minimum time 
interval. I f  this minimum time interval is set to be the maximum delay for 
the circuit to stabilize, the restriction is called single-input change funda- 
mental mode. This is quite restrictive, though, so another approach is to 
allow multipEe-input changes (ME). Again, if input changes are allowed only 
after the circuit stabilizes, this mode of operation is called multiple-input 
change fundamental mode. We first introduce each of the synthesis steps 
under the single-input change fundamental mode restriction, and later the 
synthesis methods are extended to support a limited form of multiple-input 
changes: extended burst mode. 

5.1 SOLVING COVERING PROBLEMS 

The last step of state minimization, state assignment, and logic synthesis 

is to solve a covering problem. For this reason, we begin this chapter by 

describing an algorithm for solving covering problems. Informally, a covering 
problem exists whenever you must select a set of choices with minimum cost 
which satisfy a set of constraints. The classic example is when deriving a 
minimum two-level sum-of-products cover of a logic function, one must choose 
the minimum number of prime implicants that cover all the minterms of a 
given function. 
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More formally, the set of choices is represented using a Boolean vector, 
x= (Xl,:.., xn). I f  a Boolean variable, xi, is set to 1, this indicates that this 
choice has been included in the solution. When xi = 0, this indicates that this 
choice has not been included in the solution. A covering problem can now be 
expressed as a product-of-sums f  where each product (or clause) represents 
a constraint that must be satisfied. Each clause is the sum of those choices 
that would satisfy the constraint. We are also given a cost function: 

n 

cost(x) = x wixi (5 1) . 

i=l 

where n is the number of choices and wi is the cost of each choice. The goal 
now is to solve the covering problem by finding the assignment of the xi’s 
which results in the minimum cost. 

Example 5.1.1 An example product-of-sums formulation of a covering 
problem is shown below. Note that any solution must include ~1, must 
not include ~2, must either not include ~3 or include x4, etc. 

f = -223+~4)(~+~4+LCg+~6)(21+x4+x5+x69(24+x~+x~)(~+x~) 

When choices appear only in their positive form (i.e., uncomplemented), 
it is a unate covering problem. When any choice appears in both its positive 
and negative form (i.e., complemented), it is a binate covering problem. In 
this section we consider the more general case of the binate covering problem, 
but the solution clearly applies to both. 

The function f  is represented using a constraint matrix, A, which includes 
a column for each xi variable and a row for every clause. Each entry of the 
matrix aij is %-” if the variable xi does not appear in the clause, “0” if it 
appears complemented, and “1” if it appears uncomplemented. The ith row 
of A is denoted ai while the jth column is denoted by Aj. 

Example 5.1.2 The constraint matrix for the covering problem from 
Example 5.1.1 is shown below. 

A= 

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 

I----- 

-()---- 

- -Ol-- 
- - 0 1 1 1 
o--111 
l--O-l 
- - - - 0 1 

The binate covering problem is to find an assignment to the Boolean vari- 
ables, x, of minimum cost such that for every row ai either 

1. 3j . (aij = 1) A (Xj = 1); or 

2. 3j . (aij =O)A(Xj =O). 
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bcp(A, x, b> { 
(A, x> = reduce&x); /* Find essentials / apply dominance.*/ 
L = lower-bound&x); /* Compute lower bound for this matrix.*/ 
if (L 2 cost(b)) then return(b) ; /* Check against best.*/ 
if (terminalCase( then { /* Check if solved or infeasible.*/ 

if (A has no rows) return(x); /* Matrix is fully reduced.*/ 
else return(b) ; /* Matrix is infeasible return best.*/ 

c= choose-column(A) ; /* Select column to branch on.*/ 
xc = 1; /* Include selected column in solution.*/ 
A1 = select-column(A, c) ; /* Use c in solution.*/ 
X1 = bcp(A',x, b) /* Recurse with c in solution.*/ 
if (cost (x1) <cost(b)) then { /* I f  better record it.*/ 

b=x’; 
if (cost(b)= L) return(b); /* I f  lower bound, return.*/ 

xc =o; /* Exclude selected column from the solution.*/ 
A0 = remove-column(A, c> ; /* Do not use c in solution.*/ 
x0 =bcp(A',x, b) /* Recurse with c not in solution.*/ 
if (cost(xO)<cost(b)) then b = x0; /* I f  better, record it.*/ 
return (b) ; 

Fig. 5.2 Branch-and-bound algorithm for binate covering. 

A branch-and-bound algorithm for solving the binate covering problem is 
shown in Figure 5.2. It takes as input a constraint matrix, A, the current 
partial solution vector x, and the best solution found so far, b. The bcp 
algorithm is invoked with x = 0 and b = no-solution. The cost of no-solution 
is defined to be infinite. The bcp algorithm returns a vector representing a 
minimal cover. In the rest of this section we describe this algorithm in detail. 

5.1.1 Matrix Reduction Techniques 

The first step of the bcp algorithm is to reduce the matrix using a number 
of reduction techniques, shown in Figure 5.3. The first deals with essential 
rows. A row ai of A is essential when there exists exactly one j such that 
aij is not equal to “-“. This corresponds to a clause which consists of only 
a single literal. I f  the literal is xj (i.e., aij = 1)) the variable is essential, 

and the solution x is updated such that xj = 1. The matrix A is reduced by 
removing the column corresponding to the essential literal, Aj , and all rows 
ak which are solved by selecting this column (i.e., akj = 1). I f  the literal is 
q (i.e., &j = 0), the variable is unacceptable. The matrix A is reduced by 
removing the column corresponding to the unacceptable literal, A,, and all 
rows ak which are solved by excluding this column (i.e., akj = 0). In other 
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reduce(A,x) { 

dQ { 
A’ = A; 
(Lx) = find-essential-rows (A, x) ; 
A= delete-dominating-rows (A) ; 
LLx> = delete-dominated-columns (A, x) ; 

} while (A # 0 and A # A’) ; /* Repeat until no improvement .*/ 
return(A,x) ; 

Fig. 5.3 Reduce algorithm. 

words, 
to the 
is removed. 

the variable is set to the value of the literal 7 the column corresponding 
variable is removed, and any row where the variable has the same value 

Example 5.1.3 The constraint matrix shown in Example 5.1.2 has 
two essential rows, rows 1 and 2. Row 1 implies that ~1 is an essential 
variable and must be set to 1. Setting ~1 to 1 allows us to remove rows 
I and 6. The new constraint matrix after II=~ is selected is shown below. 

ai 

A= 

Row 2 implies that ~2 is an u .nacceptable variable and must be set 
0. The new constraint matrix after x2 is excluded i .s shown b le ow. 1 

The second reduc tion is row dominance . A row arc dominates another row 
if it has all t he l’s and O’s of ai. In other words, a row arc dominates another 

x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 ‘0 - - - - 
I 

2 
-Ol-- 3 
- 0 1 1 1 4 
- - 1 1 1 5 
- - - 0 1 7 

A= 

x3 x4 x5 x6 

[ 
Ol-- 

- - 0 - 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 
4 
5 

row ai if for each column Aj of A, one of the following is true: 

0 aij = - 

Dominating rows can be removed without affecting the set of solutions. 
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Example 5.1.4 In the matrix from Example 5.1.3, row 4 dominates 
row 3, so row 4 can be removed. The resulting constraint matrix is: 

A= 

x4 

1 
- 

- 
1 
0 

The third reduction is column dominance. A column Aj dominates 
column Al, if for each clause ai of A, one of the following is true: 

3 
5 
7 

another 

l aij = 1. 

0 aij = - and aik # 1. 

0 aij = 0 and aik = 0. 

Dominated columns can be removed without affecting the existence of a solu- 
tion. Note that when you remove a column, the associated variable is set to 
0. This means that if any rows include that column with a 0 entry, they can 
be removed as well. 

Example 5.1.5 In the matrix from Example 5.1.4, column x6 domi- 
nates columns x3 and x5. Note that by eliminating the column associ- 
ated with x3 and x5, rows 3 and 7 are also removed. The new matrix 
is shown below. 

x4 x6 

A= El11 5 
At this point, either x4 or x6 can be selected to solve the covering 
problem. Therefore, there are two possible minimal solutions: either 
Xl = x4 = 1 with x2 = x3 = x5 = x6 = 0 or xi = x6 = 1 with 
x2 = x3 = x4 = x5 = 0. If  either assignment is plugged into the initial 
product-of-sums given above, it is clear that they yield a 1 for f.  

Assuming that an assignment of 1 to any variable has weight 1, then either 
solution found in our example is a minimum-cost solution. If  the weights are 

not equal, it is necessary to also check the weights of the columns before re- 
moving dominated columns. Namely, if the weight of the dominating column, 
wj , is greater than the weight of the dominated column, wk, then XI, should 
not be removed. 

Example 5.1.6 Consider the constraint matrix below with wi = 3, 
w2 = 1, and w3 = 1. 

A= 
1 
2 

In this example, column xi dominates x2, and selecting xi solves this 
matrix. However, xi has a higher weight than x2, so we do not remove 
x2. In fact, the lowest-cost solution is x2 = x3 = 1 and xi = 0, which 
has cost 2, while xi = 1 and x2 = x3 = 0 would have cost 3. 
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5.1.2 Bounding 

After the reduction steps described above, the matrix may or may not be 
solved. If  it is solved, the cost of the solution can be determined by Equa- 
tion 5.1. The reduced matrix may have a cyclic core and thus may not be 
completely solved. At this point, it is worthwhile to test whether or not a 
good solution can be derived from the partial solution found up to this point. 
This is accomplished by determining a lower bound on the final cost, starting 
with the current partial solution. If  the cost of the current solution or lower 
bound on the partial solution is greater than or equal to the cost of the best 
solution found so far, the previous best solution is returned. 

Finding an exact lower bound is as difficult as solving the covering problem, 
so we need to use a heuristic algorithm. A satisfactory heuristic method to 
determine the lower bound is to find a maximal independent set (MIS) of rows. 
Two rows are independent when it is not possible to satisfy both by setting 
a single variable to 1. By this definition, any row which contains a comple- 
mented variable is dependent on any other clause, so we must ignore these 
rows. A heuristic algorithm to find a maximal independent set to compute a 
lower bound is shown in Figure 5.4. 

Example 5.1.7 The length of the shortest row in the cyclic constraint 
matrix below is 2, so the algorithm chooses row 1 to be part of our 
maximal independent set. Row 1 intersects rows 2, 7, and 10. Row 3 
is also length 2, so it is added to the independent set. Row 3 intersects 
rows 4, 5, 8, and 9. This leaves only row 6. Therefore, the maximal 
independent set is { 1,3,6} and the lower bound is 3. This constraint 
matrix can be solved by selecting three columns: ~2, ~3, and ~4. 

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 

-11------- 

l-l------ 

- - - ll---- 

- - - l-l--- 

A= --i-11;-- 
- - - - - - - 
- l----l-- 
- - - l---l- 
- - - l----l 
- l-----l1 

5.1.3 Termination 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

The next step determines if A has been reduced to a terminal case. If  A has 
no more rows, all the constraints have been satisfied by the current solution, x, 
and the algorithm has reached a terminal case. Another possible terminating 
case is when there does not exist any solution for a given constraint matrix. 
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lower-bound (A, x) { 
-MIS =@ 
A = delete-rows-with-complemented-variables (A); 

do { 
i =choose-shortest-row(A); 
MIS = MIS U {i}; /* Add row to maximal independent set.*/ 
A =delete-intersecting-rows (A,i); 

} while (A # 8) ; /* Repeat until matrix empty.*/ 
return(IMISI + cost(x)); /* Size of set plus partial solution.*/ 

Fig. 5.4 Lower-bound algorithm. 

Example 5.1.8 Consider the following formula: 

f = (xl+x2)(51+x2)(m+q(21+z2) 

The constraint matrix is shown below. 

A= 

Xl 572 

[ 0 0 1 1 0 0 1’ 1 I 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 

There is clearly no assignment to x1 or x2 that makes this formula true. 
In this case, the function terminaLCase detects this, and the previous 
best solution is returned. 

5.1.4 Branching 

If A has not been reduced to a terminal case, the matrix is said to be cyclic. 
To find an exact minimal solution, it is necessary to consider different possible 
alternatives at this point. The first step is to determine a column to branch 
on. A column which intersects many short rows should be preferred. This is 
based on the assumption that shorter rows have a lower chance to be covered. 
This can be accomplished by assigning a weight to each row that is inversely 
proportional to the row length (i.e., the number of l’s in the row) and by 

summing the weights of all the rows covered by a column in order to determine 
the value of that column. The column with the highest value is chosen for 
case splitting. 

Example 5.1.9 Consider the constraint matrix from Example 5.1.7. 
The row weights are shown in Table 5.1. The weights associated with 
the columns for this example are shown in Table 5.2. Clearly, the best 
choice is column x4. 

Next, the 
set to 1, the 

variable x:, associ 
constraint matrix 

ated with the column selected for branching is 
is reduced, and bcp is called recursively. 
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Table 5.1 Row weights for Example 5.1.7. 

Row Weight 

Table 5.2 Column weights for Example 5.1.7. 

Column Weight 

Xl 1.00 

x32 1.33 

x3 1.33 

x4 2.00 
$5 0.83 
x6 0.83 
x7 1.00 

X8 0.83 
x9 0.83 

Example 5.1.10 The result after selecting x4 is shown below. 

A= 

xl x2 x3 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 

‘ll------ 

l-l----- 

- - lll--- 
- - l--l-- 
- l---l-- 
- l----l1 

1 
2 
5 
6 
7 

10 

The result returned, x1, is then checked to see if it is better than the best 
solution found so far. I f  so, it becomes the new best solution. If  it also 
meets the lower bound, L, we have found a minimal solution, and it can be 
returned. If  not, we remove xc from consideration by setting it to 0, reduce 
the constraint matrix, and call bcp again. 
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Example 5.1.11 The result after removing x4 is shown below. 

The result x0 is then compared with the previous best, and if it is lower 
cost, it becomes the new best solution. Finally, the best solution is returned. 

A= 

xl x2 x3 x5 x6 x7 x8 x$I 
ll------' 

l-l----- 

- - - 1 - - - - 

- - - - 1 - - - 

- - lll--- 
- - l--l-- 
- l---l-- 
- - - - - - 1 - 
- - - - - - - 1 
- l----11 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

5.2 STATE MINIMIZATION 

A Huffman flow table is used to describe the sequence of outputs that should 
be provided for any possible sequence of inputs. There may be many such flow 
tables to represent the same behavior. The original flow table that is given 
as a specification may often contain more rows, or states, than is necessary 

to represent this behavior. To build a Huffman circuit for a given flow table, 
it is necessary to encode each state using state variables. If  the number of 
states to be encoded is s and the number of state variables used is n, then 
n must be greater than or equal to [log, sl. I f  we can reduce the number of 
states, we can also reduce the number of state variables needed to encode the 
states. Therefore, the first step in the synthesis process for Huffman circuits 
is to minimize the number of states in the flow table by finding the flow table 
with the smallest number of rows which produces the same desired behavior. 

In this section we describe a procedure to find a flow table with the min- 
imum number of rows to represent a desired behavior. The procedure first 
identifies all compatible pairs of states. These are states which can potentially 
be merged. Next, it finds all maximal compatibles. These are the largest sets 
of states which are all pairwise compatible. As illustrated later, it may not be 
possible to find a minimal solution using only maximal compatibles. There- 
fore, the procedure extends this list to a set of prime compatibles. These sets 
of states are potentially smaller than the maximal compatibles. A minimal 
solution can always be found using the prime compatibles. Finally, a covering 
problem is setup where the prime compatibles are the potential solutions and 
the states are what needs to be covered. In this section we describe state 
minimization for single-input change fundamental mode, which is the same as 
for synchronous state machines. Modifications needed for XBM machines are 
described later. 
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e 
f  

g 
h 

abcdefgh 

( > a 

b r-l 

e 
f  

g 
h 

abcdefg 

Fig. 5.5 Example pair chart. 

5.2.1 Finding the Compatible Pairs 

The first step in state minimization is to determine all compatible pairs. To do 
this, we make use of a pnir chart (also known as a co~~~utibility table), shown 
in Figure 5.5. Since compatibility is a reflexive and symmetric relation, the 
top of the chart is redundant and does not need to be considered. The reduced 
pair chart is depicted in Figure 5.5(b). 

The first step to fill in the pair chart is to go through each pair of states, 
(~,a), in turn, and check if they are unconditionally computible. Two states 
u and ZI are unconditionally compatible when they are output compatible and 
for each input produce the same next state when they are both specified. 
Two states are output compatible when for each input in which they are both 
specified to produce an output, they produce the same output. When two 
states u and ‘u are unconditionally compatible, the corresponding (u,v) entry 
is marked with the symbol Y 

Example 5.2.1 Consider the flow table shown in Figure 5.6. States a 

and b are output compatible since with input ~1, they both output a 0, 

and for all other inputs the output is unspecified in either a or b. They 

are not, however, unconditionally compatible because on input ~3 they 

produce different next states, namely d and a, respectively. Rows b and 

c, however, are both output compatible and unconditionally compatible. 

Rows n and g are also unconditionally compatible even though they have 

different next states on input x6 because the next states are a and g . 
(exactly those being considered). The pair chart after the first step is 

shown in Figure 5.7. 

The second step is to mark each pair of states which are incompatible. When 
two states u and 2r are not output compatible, the states are incompatible. 
When two states u and u arc incompatible, the (u,~) entry is marked with the 
symbol x. 
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e 
f  

g 
h 

b,O c,- -,I h,l f,l g,O - 
- c,l - e,l - 0 f,O 

a,l e,O d,l b,O b,- e,- a,1 

Fig. 5.6 Huffman flow table used to illustrate state minimization. 

a bcdefg 

Fig. 5.7 Pair chart after marking unconditional compatibles. 

b 

e 
f  

g 
h 

a b c d e f  g 

Fig. 5.8 Pair chart after marking output incompatible states. 

Example 5.2.2 States a and c are incompatible since for input 33, a 
outputs a 0 and c outputs a 1. The pair chart after the second step is 
shown in Figure 5.8. 

The third step is to fill in the remaining entries with the pairs of next states 
which differ. These state pairs are only conditionally compatible. I f  their 
differing next states are merged into a new state during state minimization, 
these states become compatible. When two states u and 2) are compatible 
only when states s and t are merged, the (u,v) entry is marked with s,t. 
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b 

e 
f  

a b d e 

Fig. 5.9 Pair chart after marking conditional compatibles. 

a b C d e 

Fig. 5.10 Final pair chart. 

Example 5.2.3 States a and b go to states d and a on input ~3, so 
they are only compatible if d and a are compatible. The pair chart after 
the third step is shown in Figure 5.9. 

The final step is to check each pair of conditional compatibles, and if any 
pair of next states are known to be incompatible, the pair of states are are 
also incompatible. Again, in this case, the (u,v) entry is marked with the 
symbol x. 

Example 5.2.4 For states d and g to be compatible, it must be the 
case that states c and e are merged. However, we know that states c 
and e are incompatible. Therefore, we also know that states d and g are 
incompatible. The pair chart after the fourth and final step is shown in 
Figure 5.10. 

5.2.2 Finding the Maximal Compatibles 

After finding the compatible pairs, the next step is to find larger sets of states 
that can be covered by a single state of some table. Note that if S is a 
compatible, any subset of S is also a compatible. A maximal compatible is 
a compatible that is not a subset of any larger compatible. From the set of 
maximal compatibles, it is possible to determine all other compatibles. In this 
subsection we present two approaches to finding the maximal compatibles. 
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The first approach uses the compatible pairs found in the preceding subsec- 
tion. Begin by initializing a com@ible List (c-list) with the compatible pairs 
in the rightmost column having at least one non-x entry in the compatibility 
table. Examine the columns from right to left, and perform the following 
steps: 

1. Set Si to the set of states in column i which do not contain an X. 

2. Intersect Si with each member of the current c-list. 

3. I f  the intersection has more than one member, add to the c-list an entry 
composed of the intersection unioned with i. 

4. Before mo ving to the next column, 
that are a subset of other entries. 

remove duplicated entries and those 

5. Finally, add pairs which consist of i and any members of Si that did not 
appear in any of the intersections. 

6. Repeat until the left of the pair chart has been reached. 

The final c-list plus any individual states not contained in any other member 
make up the maximal compatibles. 

Example 5.2.5 The procedure applied to the compatible pairs from 

the pair chart in Figure 5.10 is shown below. 

First step: c = Lb> 
S, = h: c = {fg, 4 
Sd = eh: c = (fs, deh) 
S, = dfg: c = {cfg, deh, cd} 

Sb = cde: c = {cfg, deh, bde, bed} 

S, = bdeg: c = {cfg, deh, bed, abde, ug} 

As an alternative approach, we can use the incompatible pairs, which can 
readily be found from the compatibility table. If  si and sj have been found 
to be incompatible, we know that no maximal compatible can include both 
si and sj. In general, every group of states that does not include a pair of 
incompatible states is in fact a compatible set of states. We can now write 
a Boolean formula that gives the conditions for a set of states to be com- 
patible. For each state si, xi = 1 means that si is in the set. Therefore, 
given that the states si and sj are incompatible, the clause (xi + ?j$ can be 
used to express that a valid compatible set cannot include both states. If  we 
form a conjunction of clauses for each incompatible pair, we can express the 
conditions necessary for a set of states to be compatible. Next, we convert 
this product-of-sums into a sum-of-products by multiplying it out and elim- 
inating absorbed terms (i.e., terms which contain a subset of the literals of 

other terms). Each term of the resulting sum-of-products defines a maximal 
compatible set. The states which correspond to variables that do not occur 
in the term make up the maximal compatible. 
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Example 5.2.6 The function derived for the incompatible pairs from 

the pair chart in Figure 5.10 is shown below. 

After multiplying out the function above, we get the following sum-of- 

products: 

-- - -- 
abdeh+Sibcfg+aefgh+cfgk+bc;tefh 

The set of maximal compatibles implied by this function are 

cf g, deh, bed, abde, ag 

which match those found by the first method. 

5.2.3 Finding the Prime Compatibles 

Recall that some pairs of states are compatible only if other pairs are merged 
into a single state. In other words, the selection of one compatible may imply 
that another must be selected. The set of compatibles implied by each com- 
patible is called its class set. The implied compatibles must be selected to 

guarantee closure of the solution. Assume that Cr and C2 are two compatibles 
and IYr and I’2 are their respective class sets. I f  Cr c C2, it may appear that 
C2 is clearly better, but if I’r c Iz, Cr may actually be the better choice. The 
selection of Ca may actually imply extra compatibles that make it difficult to 
use. Therefore, the best set of compatibles may include ones that are not 
maximal. To address this problem, we introduce the notion of prime compat- 
ibles. A compatible Cr is prime if and only if there does not exist C2 > Cr 
such that I2 G Il. The following theorem states that an optimum solution 
can always be found using only prime compatibles. 

Theorem 5.1 (Grasselli, 1965) The members of at least one minimal cov- 
ering are prime compatibility classes. 

An algorithm to find the prime compatibles is shown in Figure 5.11. This 
algorithm takes as input the compatibility table and the list of maximal com- 
patibles, and it returns the set of prime compatibles. The algorithm begins 
by initializing done, a variable to keep track of compatibles that have been 
processed, to the empty set. It then loops through the list of compatibles 
beginning with the largest. The loop finds all compatibles of size k and adds 
them to the list of prime compatibles, P. It then considers each prime of size 
/K If it has a nonempty class set, the algorithm attempts to find a smaller 
compatible which has a smaller class set. Any such compatible found is added 
to the set of prime compatibles. This process continues until all prime com- 
patibles have been considered in turn. 
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prime-compatibles ( C, M) { 
done = 0; /* Initialize already computed set.*/ 
for (Ic = IZargest(M)I; k > 1; Ic - -) { /* Loop largest to smallest.*/ 

foreach (Q E M; 14) =i) enqueue(P,q); /* Queue all of size k.*/ 
foreach (p E P; IpJ = k) { /* Consider all primes of size /?.*/ 

if (class-set(C,p) = 8) then continue; /* I f  empty, skip.*/ 
foreach (s E max-subsets(p)) { /* Check all maximal subsets.*/ 

if (s E done) then continue ; 
lTs = class-set( C, s) ; 

prime = true; 

/* I f  computed, skip.*/ 
/* Find subset's class set.*/ 

/* Initialize prime as true.*/ 
foreach (q E P; IqI > k) { /* Check all larger primes.*/ 

if (s c q) then { /* I f  contained in prime, check it.*/ 
r4 = class-set( C, q) ; /* Compute class set.*/ 
if (& C I?,) then { - /* I f  smaller, not prime.*/ 

prime = false; 

break ; 

) 
) 

> 
if (prime = 1) then enqueue(P, s) ; 
done = done U {s} ; 

> 
> 

> 
return(P) ; 

/* I f  prime, queue it.*/ 
/* Mark as computed.*/ 

/* Return prime compatibles.*/ 

Fig. 5.11 Algorithm to find prime compatibles. 

Example 5.2.7 For our running example, the size of the largest max- 
imal compatible is 4, and it is abde. It is the only maximal compatible 

of size 4, so P = { abde}. Next, each prime p of size 4 is considered. 

The class set of the prime p, rP, is found by examining the compati- 

bility table. If the class set is empty, this means that the compatible 

is unconditionally compatible, so no further computation on this prime 

is necessary. In this case, p is set equal to {abde}, and its class set is 

determined by considering each pair. First, for (a$) to be compatible, 

(a,~!) must be merged, but this pair is included in abde. Next, for (a,d) 

to be compatible, (b,e) must be merged, which is again included in abde. 

Similarly, (a,e) requires (a$) and (a,& which are included. The pair 

(b,d) requires (a$) and (d,e) which are included. Finally, (d,e) is un- 

conditionally compatible. This means that the class set of abde is the 

empty set. Since this is the only prime of size 4, we move to primes of 

size 3. 

There are three maximal compatibles of size 3, bed, cfg, and deh. Let 

us consider bed first. In this case, (b,c) are unconditionally compatible, 

but (b,d) requires (a$) and (d,e) to be merged. Also, (c,d) requires (d,e) 
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Table 5.3 Prime compatibles and their class sets. 

Prime compatibles Class set 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

abde 
bed 

cfg 
deh 
bC 

cd 

cf 

C!? 
fg 
dh 

ug 
f 

and (a,g) to be merged. Therefore, the class set for bed is {(a$), (d,e), 

(a,g)}. Since the class set is nonempty, the subsets of size 2, {bc, bd, cd}, 

must each be checked as a potential prime. 

First, done is checked to see if it has already been processed. In this 

case, none of them have. Next, the class set is found for each potential 

prime compatible. The class set for bc is empty. Next, each prime q 

which is bigger than this compatible is checked. The only prime found 

is bed. In this case, bc has a smaller class set than bed, so bc is added 

to the list of primes and to done. Next, bd is checked, which has a class 

set of {(u,b),(d,e)}. The p rime abde found earlier is a superset of bd, 

and it has an empty class set. Therefore, bd is not a prime compatible, 

so it is only added to done. The last potential prime to be considered 

is cd, which has a class set of {(d,e), (u,g)}. This one is only a subset 

of bed, so cd is a prime compatible. 

Next, cfg is considered, which has a class set of { (c,d), (e,h)}. In 

this case, all three subsets of size 2 are prime compatibles. Finally, deh 

is examined, which has a class set of {(u,b),(u,d)}. In this case, de is 

discarded even though it has an empty class set because it is a subset 

of ubde, which also has an empty class set. The compatible eh is also 

discarded because its class set is the same as the one for deh. Finally, 

the compatible dh is prime, since its class set is empty. 

Next, each of the primes of size 2 is considered. The first two, ug 

and bc, are skipped because they have empty class sets. For the prime 

cd, c is not prime because it is part of bc, which has an empty class set. 

Similarly, d is not prime because it is part of ubde, which also has an 

empty class set. For the prime cf, f is prime, since it is not part of 

any other prime with an empty class set. At this point, all primes have 

been found, and they are tabulated in Table 5.3. 
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5.2.4 Setting Up the Covering Problem 

A collection of prime compatibles forms a valid solution when it is a closed 
cover. A collection of compatibles is a cotter when all states are contained in 
some compatible in the set. A collection is closed when all compatibles implied 
by some compatible in the collection are contained in some other compatible 
in the collection. The variable c, = 1 when the ith prime compatible is 
a member of the solution. Using the ci variables, it is possible to write a 
Boolean formula that represents the conditions for a solution to be a closed 
cover. The formula is a product-of-sums where each product is a covering or 
closure constraint. 

There is one covering constraint for each state. The product is simply a 
disjunction of the prime compatibles that include the state. In other words, 
for the covering constraint to yield 1, one of the primes that includes the state 
must be in the solution. There is a closure constraint for each implied com- 
patible for each prime compatible. In other words, for the closure constraint 
to yield 1, either the prime compatible is not included in the solution or some 
other prime compatible is included which satisfies the implied compatible. 
The closure constraints imply that the covering problem is binate. 

Example 5.2.8 The covering constraint for state a is 

(Cl + Cll) 

Similarly, the entire set of covering constraints can be constructed to 

produce the following product-of-sums: 

(cl + Cll)(cl + C2 + C5)(c2 + c3 + c5 + c6 + c7 + cs> 

(cl + C2 + c4 + c6 + ClO)(Cl + c4)(C3 + C7 + Cg + C12) 

(C3 + c8 + c9 + cll)(C4 + ClO) 

The prime bed requires the following states to be merged: (a$), (a,g), 

(d,e). Therefore, if we include bed in the cover (i.e., Q), we must also se- 

lect compatibles which will merge these other state pairs. For instance, 

abde is the only prime compatible that merges a and b. Therefore, we 

have a closure constraint of the form 

c2 * Cl 

The prime ug is the only one that merges 

need a closure constraint of the form 

states a and g, so we also 

Finally, primes ubde and deh both merge states d and e, so the resulting 

closure constraint is 

c2 =+ (Cl + C4) 
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Converting the implication into disjunctions, we can express the com- 
plete set of closure constraints for bed as follows: 

(E+c1)(E+c11)(c2 +c1 +c4) 

After finding all covering and closure constraints, we obtain the fol- 
lowing formula: 

(cl + cll)(cl + c2 + c5)(c2 + c3 + c5 + c6 + c7 + CS) 

‘(cl + c2 + c4 + c6 + clO)(cl + c4)(c3 + c7 + c9 + c12) 

.(c3 + G3 + c9 + Cll)(C4 + ClO)(E + Cl)@ + Cll)(E + Cl + c4) 

l (E + c2 + c6)(c3 + c4)(% + cl)@ + cl)@ + cll)(z + cl + c4) 

.(c7+c2 +cS)(cs+c:! +cfj)(z+c3 +cg)(z+C4) = 1 

To find a minimal number of prime compatibles that include all the 
states has now been formulated into a binate covering problem. We can 
rewrite the equation above as a constraint matrix: 

A= 

cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 cg Cl0 Cl1 Cl2 
‘l---------l-- 

11--l------- 

- ll-llll---- 
11-l-l---l-- 
l--l-------- 
- - l---l-l--l 
- - l----11-1- 
- - - l-----l-- 
l(-)---------- 
-O--------l- 
1()-l-------- 
- 1()--l------ 
- -()I-------- 
l--O-------- 
l--()-------- 
- - - - - O----l- 
l--l-()---- 
- l---10----- 
- l---l-O---- 
- - l----()1--- 
- - - 1 - - - - 0 - - - - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

Rows 4, 11, and 17 dominate row 5, so rows 4, 11, and 17 can be 
removed. Also, row 14 dominates row 15 (they are identical), so row 14 
can be removed. The resulting constraint matrix is shown below. 
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A= 

cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c 10 Cl1 Cl2 
‘I-------- - 1 -- 

1 I 1 

; l- 

1 - - - - - - - - - 
- ;111---- 
l--l-------- 
- - l---l-l--l 
- - l----11-1- 
- - - l-----l-- 
1 o---------- 
-O--------l- 
- 1()--l------ 
- -(-)l-------- 
l--O-------- 
- - - - -O----l- 
- l---1()----- 
- l---l-()---- 
- - l----01--- 
- - - l----O--- 

1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
12 
13 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 

Next, we compute a lower bound. In doing so, we ignore all rows 
which include a 0 entry (i.e., rows 9 - 21). The length of the shortest 
remaining row is 2, so we choose row 1 to be part of our maximal 
independent set. Row 1 intersects with rows 2, 5, and 7. The shortest 
remaining row is row 8, which we add to our independent set. This row 
does not intersect any remaining row. The next row chosen is row 6. 
This row intersects row 3, leaving no rows left. Therefore, our maximal 
independent set is { 1,6,8}, which gives a lower bound of 3. This is 
clearly not a terminal case, so we must select a variable to branch on. 
The column for variable cl has a weight of 1.33, which is best, so we 
set cl to 1 and remove all rows that it intersects to get the table below, 
and we recursively call the bcp algorithm. 

A= 
12 
13 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 

- l---l-l--l 
- l----11-1- 
- - l-----l-- 
()--------l- 
10--l------ 
- ()I-------- 
- - - - (-j----l- 
l---l(-)----- 
l---l-()---- 
- l----()1--- 
- - l----O--- 

‘52 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 Cl0 Cl1 Cl2 

ll-llll----’ 3 
6 
7 
8 

10 

This table can be reduced a bit. Column c4 dominates column ~10, 
so cl0 can be removed. This makes c4 an essential variable, since it 
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is now the only possible solution for row 8. Therefore, we set ~4 to 1 
and. remove intersecting rows. Now, Q dominates ~12, so cl2 can be 
removed. The resulting cyclic matrix is shown below. 

A= 

c2 c3 ‘?i c6 c7 c8 c9 Cl1 

‘llllll-- 
- l--l-l- 
- l---111 
O------l 
1()-l---- 
- - -O---l 
l--1()--- 
l--l-(-j-- 
- l---Ol- 

3 
6 
7 

10 
12 
16 
18 
19 
20 

Next, we calculate the lower bound for this matrix. We ignore rows 
10, 12, 16, 18, 19, and 20 because they all contain a 0 entry. This leaves 
rows 3, 6, and 7, which are not independent, since they all intersect in 
column c3. Therefore, the lower bound of this matrix is 1. When we 
add that to the partial solution (i.e., {cl, cd}), we get a lower bound of 
3. Column c3 has a value of 0.75, which is the highest, so it is selected 
to branch on. After setting cs to 1 and removing intersecting rows, we 
get the following matrix: 

A= 

c2 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 Cl1 

‘O-----l 10 
l-l---- 12 
- -O---l 

!  

16 
l-lO--- 18 
l-l-O-- 19 

In this matrix, rows 18 and 19 dominate row 12, so rows 18 and 19 
can be removed. Column ~11 dominates columns ~5, ~7, cs, and cg , so 
they can be removed. The resulting cyclic matrix is shown below. 

c2 c6 Cl1 [ 0 - 1 1 10 
A= ll- 12 

- 0 1 16 

The lower bound of this matrix is 1, which when added to the length 
of the current partial solution, {cl, ~3, cd}, we get 4. We select ~2, which 
results in the following matrix: 

c6 Cl1 

A= ;: [ 1 10 
16 

In this matrix, cl1 is essential and selecting it solves the matrix. The 
final solution is { ~1, ~2, ~3, ~4, cl1 }, which becomes our new best solution. 
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It is, however, larger than our lower bound, 4, so we try again removing 
~2. to produce the following matrix: 

c6 Cl1 

A= ;; [ 1 12 
16 

To solve this matrix, we must select both Q and ~11, so we find 
another solution { ci , ~3, ~4, c6, cl1 } of size 5. we then back up further, 
to the point where we selected c3 and consider not selecting it. The 
resulting constraint matrix is shown below: 

A= 

c2 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 Cl1 

11111--I 
- - - 1 - 1 - 
- - - - 1 1 1 
O-----l 
- - 0 - - - 1 
l-lO--- 
l-l-O-- 
- - - - 0 l-- 

3 
6 
7 

10 
16 
18 
19 
20 

This matrix is cyclic, and we select to branch on a. The matrix after 
selecting cg is shown below. 

A= 

c2 c5 c6 c7 ct3 Cl1 

lllll- 
O----l 
- - 0 - - 1 
l-lO-- 
I-l-O- 

3 
10 
16 
18 
19 

In this matrix c5 dominates c7 and cs, so the columns corresponding 
to c7 and cs as well as rows 18 and 19 can be removed. Now, cg domi- 
nates columns c2 and c6, which results in those columns being removed 
along with rows 10 and 16. Finally, cs has become essential to cover 
row 3, so it must be selected solving the matrix. The solution found is 
{cl, CA, ~5, cg} which with size 4 is better than the previous best, which 
is size 5. At this point, the algorithm goes back and removes CQ from the 
solutions, and we obtain another solution of size 5: {circ2,c4,c7,cii}. 
At this point, we would recurse back and consider removing cl from the 
solution, resulting in the following matrix: 
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A= 

- 
1 

- 

0 

0 

1 

- 
1 

- 

In this mat rix, cl 1 1s 

setting cl 1 to 1 and c2 

c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 ct3 c9 Cl0 Cl1 

- - - - - - - - 1 
- - I------ 

l-llll--- 
- I------- 
l---l-l-- 

l----11-1 
- l-----l- 
- - - - - - - - - 
- - - - - - - - 1 
(-J--l----- 
()1------- 

-()------- 

- - -O----l 

- - - IO---- 

- - - 1 - 0 - - - 
l----01-- 

- l----O-- 

essential 

and c4 to 

and c2 and c4 are un 

0, we get 

c3 c5 c6 c7 et3 c9 Cl0 Cl2 
- I------ 

lllll--- 

l--l-l-l 
- - - - - - 1 - 
(-j-l----- 

o------- 

- - 1(-j---- 

- - 1 - 0 - - - 
1 - - - 0 1 - - 
- - - - - 0 - - 

- 
1 
- 

1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
12 
13 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 

.acceptable. After 

2 
3 
5 
6 
8 

12 
13 
18 
19 

20 

I 21 

In this matrix, row 5 is dominated by all others, so all rows but 

row 5 are removed. All remaining columns mutually dominate, so the 

resulting terminal case is shown below. 

c3 

A= [-] 5 

There is no solution to this matrix, so this implies that cl must be 

part of any valid solution. At this point, the bcp 

returning the best solution found: {Cl, c4 7 c5, c9). 

algorithm terminates, 
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Xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 

1 LO {1,4},1 l,o 1,l l,o 1,l 1,l 

4 171 {L4},0 171 {1,5},0 {1,5),0 {w),- 171 
5 {1,5),0 {l&l 171 - I,- 1,l 9,o 
9 {1,5),0 571 -,I 4,l 971 9,0 9,0 

Eg. 5.12 Reduced Huffman flow table. 

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x:7 

1 
4 
5 
9 

Fig. 5.13 Final reduced Huffman flow table. 

5.2.5 Forming the Reduced Flow Table 

After finding a minimal solution, it is necessary to derive the reduced flow 
table. There is a row in the new flow table for each compatible selected. The 
entries in this row are found by combining the entries from all states contained 
in the compatible. I f  in any state the value of the output is specified, the value 
of the output in the merged state takes that value (note that by construction 
of the compatibles there can be no conflict in specified output values). For the 
next states, the reduced machine must go to a merged state, which includes 
all the next states for all the states contained in this compatible. 

Example 5.2.9 For compatible 1, abde, under input ~1, we find that 
a and b are the only possible next states. The only compatible which 
contains both of these states is compatible 1. Next, consider input ~2 for 
compatible 1. The only possible next states are d and e, which appear 
in both compatible 1, abde, and compatible 4, deh. Therefore, we have 
a choice of which next state to use. The reduced flow table reflecting 
these choices is shown in Figure 5.12. One possible final reduced flow 
table is shown in Figure 5.13. 

5.3 STATE ASSIGNMENT 

After finding a minimum row flow table representation of an asynchronous 
finite state machine, it is now necessary to encode each row using a unique 
binary code. In synchronous design, a correct encoding can be assigned ar- 
bitrarily using n bits for a flow table with 2n rows or less. In asynchronous 
design, more care must be taken to ensure that a circuit can be built that is 
independent of signal delays. 
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a 
b 

,“i 

( > a 

Fig. 5.14 (a) Simple Huffman flow table. (b) T wo potential state assignments. 

We first define a few terms. When the codes representing the present state 
and next state are the same, the circuit is stable. When the codes differ in 
a single bit location, the circuit is in transition from the present state to the 
next state. When the codes differ in multiple bit positions, the circuit is racing 
from the present state to the next state. If  the circuit is racing and there exists 
a possibility where differences in delays can cause it to reach a different stable 
state than the one intended, the race is critical. All other races are noncritical. 
A transition from state si to state sj is direct (denoted [si,sj]) when all state 
variables are excited to change at the same time. When all state transitions 
are direct, the state assignment is called a minimum-transition-time state 
assignment. A flow table in which each unstable state leads directly to a 
stable state is called a normal flow table. A direct transition [si,sj] races 
critically with another direct transition [s& when unequal delays can cause 
these two transitions to pass through a common state. A state assignment for 
a Huffman circuit is correct when it is free of critical races. 

Example 5.3.1 A simple flow table is shown in Figure 5.14(a) and two 
potential state assignments for this machine are shown in Figure 5.14(b). 
Consider the machine in state b under input 27~. When the input changes 
to ~1, the machine is excited to enter state c. Using the first code, the 
machine is going from state 01 to state 10, which means that yi and 
y2 are racing. Unless the two bits switch at about the same time, it 
is likely that the machine will momentarily pass through state 00 or 
state 11. In either case, the machine would then become excited to go 
to state a and the machine would end up in the wrong state. On the 
other hand, using the second code, the machine would be excited to go 
from state 011 to 110. Even though yr and 7~3 are racing, 32 is stable 
1, keeping the machine from intersecting state 000 or 101. 

5.3.1 Partition Theory and State Assignment 

In this subsection we introduce partition theory and a theorem that relates it 
to critical race free state assignment. First, a partition 7r on a set S is a set 
of subsets of S such that their pairwise intersection is empty. The disjoint 
subsets of 7-r are called blocks. A partition is completely specified if the union of 
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the subsets is S. Otherwise, the partition is said to be incompletely specified. 
Elements of S which do not appear in 7r are said to be unspecified. 

A state assignment composed of n state variables yr , . . . , yn, is composed 
of the r-partitions 71, l . . 

I 
772 induced by their respective state variable. In 

other words, each state coded with a 0 in bit position yr is in one block of 
the partition 71, while those coded with a 1 are in the other block. Since each 
partition is created by a single variable, each partition can be composed of 
only one 
assigned 

or two 
a 0 or 

blocks. The order in which the blocks appear, or which one is 
1, does not matter. This means that once we find one critical 

race free state assignment, any formed by complementing a state variable in 
each state or reordering the state variables is also a valid assignment. 

Example 5.3.2 The partitions induced by the two state codes from 
Figure 5.14(b) are shown below. 

First state code: 

71 = {ab; cd} 

72 = {UC; bd} 

Second state code: 

71 = {ub; cd} 

72 = {ad;bc} 

73 = {UC; bd} 

A partition 7r2 is less than or equal to another partition i~~r (denoted 7~ < - 
~-1) if and only if all elements specified in 7~ are also specified in ~1 and each 
block of 7r2 appears in a unique block of ~1. A partition list is a collection 
of partitions of the form {sP, sa; sT, ss> or {sP, sa; st}, where [sP,sq] and 
[sT,ss] are transitions in the same column and st is a stable state also in the 
same column. Since these partitions are composed of exactly two blocks, they 
are also called dichotomies. A state assignment for a normal flow table is a 
minimum transition time assignment free of critical races if and only if each 
partition in the partition list is < some ri. - These conditions are expressed 
more formally in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2 (Tracey, 1966) A row assignment allotting one y-state per 
row can be used for direct transition realization of normal flow tables without 
critical races if, and only if, for every transition [si, sj] : 

1. If [%2, sn] is another transition in the same column, then at least one 
y-variable partitions the pair {si, sj} and the pair {s,, s,,} into separate 
blocks. 

2. I f  sk: is a stable state in the same column then at least one y-variable 
partitions the pair {si, sj} and the state sk into separate blocks. 

3. Fori #j, si andsj are in separate blocks of at least one y-variable 
partition. 
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Example 5.3.3 The partition list for our example in Figure 5.14(a) is 
shown below. 

Tl = {ad;bc} 

r2 = {ub;cd} 

n-3 = (ad; bc} 

x4 = {UC; bd} 

It is clear that the partition induced by the first code is not sufficient 

since it does not address partitions ~1 and 7r3. The second state code 

includes a partition that is less than or equal to each of these, so it is a 

valid code. 

5.3.2 Matrix Reduction Method 

The partition list can be converted into a Boolean matrilx;. Each partition 
in the partition list forms a row in this matrix and each column represents 
a state. The entries are annotated with a 0 if the corresponding state is a 
member of the first block of the partition, with a 1 if the state is a member 
of the second block, and a - if the state does not appear in the partition. 

Example 5.3.4 Consider the flow table shown in Figure 5.15. The 

partition list is given below. 

Tl = {ub;cf} 

n2 = {ae;cf} 

7-r3 = {UC; de} 

n4 = {uc; bf} 

fl5 = {bf; de} 

n-6 = {ad; bc} 

n-7 = {ud;ce} 

T8 = {uc;bd} 

x9 = {UC; ef} 

TlO = {bd;ef} 

This partition list is converted into the Boolean matrix shown in Fig- 

ure 5.16. 

The state assignment problem has now been reduced to finding a Boolean 
matrix C with a rninimum number of rows such that each row in the original 
Boolean matrix constructed from the partition list is covered by some row of 
C. The rows of this reduced matrix represent the two-block T-partitions. The 
columns of this matrix represent one possible state assignment. The number 
of rows therefore is the same as the number of state variables needed in the 
assignment. 
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Fig. 5.15 More complex Huffman flow table. 

abcdef 

Kl 001--l 
7T2 0 - 1 - 0 1 
7r3 0 - 0 1 1 - 

m 010--l 

7rJj - 0 - 1 1 0 

n6 OllO-- 
x7 0 - 1 0 1 - 

m OlOl-- 
7rg 0 - 0 - 1 1 
%qo - 0 - 0 1 1 

Fig. 5.16 Boolean matrix. 

5.3.3 Finding the Maximal lntersectibles 

One approach to minimizing the size of the Boolean matrix would be to find 
two rows that intersect, and replace those two rows with their intersection. 
Two rows of a Boolean matrix, Ri and Rj, have an intersection if Ri and Rj 
agree wherever both Ri and Rj are specified. The intersection is formed by 
creating a row which has specified values taken from either Ri or Rj . Entries 
where neither Ri or Rj are specified are left unspecified. A row, Ri, includes 
another row, Rj , when Rj agrees with Ri wherever Ri is specified. A row, 
Ri , covers another row, Rj , if Ri includes Rj or Ri includes the complement 
of Rj (denoted Rj). 

Example 5.3.5 Consider the Boolean matrix shown in Figure 5.16. 
Rows 1 and 2 intersect, and their intersection is 001 - 01. Also, rows 
3, 4, 8, and 9 intersect to form the row 010111. The complement of 
row 5 and and row 6 intersect. Recall that the assignment of 0 to the 
left partition and 1 to the right is arbitrary. Finding the complement 
of the row effectively reverses this decision. The intersection of these 
two rows is 011001. Finally, rows 7 and 10 intersect to form the new 
row 001011. The results are summarized in Figure 5.17(a). There are 
no remaining rows that can be intersected, and the state assignment 
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!h!hY3!h 

abcdef 0000 
(7h 72) 0 0 1 - 0 1 0110 

(~3,~4,~8,~9) 010111 c 1011 
(%,x6) 011001 d -100 

(~7,7no) 001011 e 0101 
f  1111 

( > a 04 

Fig. 5.17 (a) R d e uced Boolean matrix. (b) Corresponding state assignment. 

!h!b!h 

abcdef 
000 

(7-h ,7r7,7bo) 001011 011 
(n2 ,%,r6) 011001 110 

(r3,r4,r8,n9) 010111 : 001 
e 101 

f  111 

( > a (b) 

Fig. 5.18 (a) M inimal Boolean matrix. (b) Corresponding state assignment. 

that it implies requires four state variables (one for each row), as shown 
in Figure 5.17(b). H owever, the matrix shown in Figure 5.18(a) also 
covers the partition while requiring only three state variables, as shown 
in Figure 5.18(b). 

The problem is that the order in which we combine the intersections can 
affect the final result. In order to find a minimum row reduced matrix, it is 
necessary to find all possible row intersections. If  a set of partitions, pi, rj, 

l l l 7 
7~, has an intersection, it is called intersectible. An intersectible may be 

enlarged by adding a partition ~1 if and only if 7~ has an intersection with 
every element in the set. An intersectible which cannot be enlarged further is 
called a maximal intersectible. 

The first step in finding the reduced matrix is to find all pairwise inter- 
sectibles. For each pair of rows Ri and Rj, one should check whether Ri and 
Rj have an intersection. It is also necessary to check whether Ri and Rj have 
an intersection since the resulting row would also cover Ri and Rj . I f  there 
are n partitions to cover, this implies the need to consider 2n ordered parti- 
tions. The following theorem can be used to reduce the number of ordered 
partitions considered. 
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Fig. 5.19 Pair chart for state assignment example. 

Theorem 5.3 (Unger, 1969) Let D be a set of ordered partitions derived 
from some set of unordered partitions. For some state s, label as m, 132, etc. 
the members of D having s in their left sets, and label as 41, q2, etc. the 
members of D that do not contain s in either set. Then a minimal set of 
maximal intersectibles covering each member of D or its complement can be 
found by considering only the ordered partitions labeled as p’s or q ‘s. (The 
complements of the p’s can be ignored.) 

Example 5.3.6 Consider the example shown in Figure 5.16. If  we 
select s = a, then we only need to consider ~1, . . . , ~10 and c and ~10. 

To find the pairwise intersectibles, we can now construct a pair chart for 
the remaining ordered partitions. 

Example 5.3.7 The pairwise intersectibles from Figure 5.16 are found 
using the pair chart shown in Figure 5.19, and they are listed below. 

The second step is to use the set of pairwise intersectibles to derive all 
maximal intersectibles. The approach taken is the same as the one described 
earlier to find maximal compatibles. 
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Table 5.4 Maximal intersectibles for Example 5.3.4. 

Xl (7n72) 

x2 (7% 7r7,7bo> 

x3 (T2,TB,iTT5) 

x4 (r3, r4, r8, r9) 

x5 (x3, r5) 

X6 (r4, x5) 

x7 (fl6, r7) 

x8 (r8, TlO) 

x9 (r9, mo) 

Example 5.3.8 Here is the derivation of the maxim: 

from the intersectibles from Example 5.3.7: 

First step: 

s -* “8 = x9, TlO. 

S “7 = 7r10: 
s -* “6 = n7, 7rjj. 

c = ((n9, mo)} 

c = ((x9, x10), (x8, n9), (r8,G) 

c = {(TY, TlO), (x8, n9), (n8,K) 

c = {(TY, TlO), (r8, n9), (n8,%) 

(x6, r7), (r6,%)} 

intersectibles 

c = {(~9Jho), ( - x8,7hO), (n7, x10), (x6, r7), 

(x6,%), (r4, r8, x9), (r4, %)} 

c = ((r9, x10), (x8,=), (r7, TIO), (x6, x7), 

(x6, r5), (n4,%), (x3, r4, r8, n9), 

c = ((i'r9, x10), (K8, TIO), (x7 

(r4, r5), (n3, r4, r8, r9 

(% KG, n5)) 
c = ((n9, x10), (x8, TlO), (x6 

(n3, x4, n8, x9), (x3, x5 

(7h,~7,7no),(7n,~2)} 

> 

> 

The final set of maximal intersectibles is shown in Table 5.4. 

5.3.4 Setting Up the Covering Problem 

The last step is to select a minimum number of maximal intersectibles such 
that each ion matri row of the partit 

llts in a covering 
.X is covered by one i ntersectibl .e. This 

W .hich can b e solved as above. In this again rest problem, 
covering problem, the clauses are now the partitions, while the literals are the 
maximal intersectibles. Note there are no implications in this problem, so the 
covering problem is unate. 
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x2 x3 574 

000 
110 
011 
100 
101 
111 

Fig. 5.20 Huffman flow table from Figure 5.15 after state assignment. 

Example 5.3.9 The constraint matrix for the maximal intersectibles 
from Table 5.4 is shown below. 

A= 

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 

ll-------- 

l-l------ 

- - - II----- 

- - - l-l--- 

- - l-ll--- 
- - l---l-- 

- l----l-- 

- - - l---l- 

- - - l--.--l 

- l-----11 

This matrix cannot be reduced, so we find a maximal independent 
set of rows, { 1, 3, 6 }, which shows that the lower bound is 3. We then 
select column x4 to branch on, reduce the matrix, and initiate recursion 
on the following matrix: 

A= - 
1 

1 

- 

1 

1 

1 

- 
1 
- 

- 

- 
- 
1 
- 
- 
- 

In this matrix, column x3 dominates columns x5 and x6. Column 
x:2 dominates columns xs and x9. Now, 7~ and ~10 are essential rows, 
implying the need to include x3 and x2 in the solution. This solves 
the matrix. Therefore, the solution (7r3,7r4,7r& q), (7r2,7@,%), and 
(~r,7r7, ore) has been found. Since its size, 3, matches the lower bound 
we found earlier, we are done. The resulting state code is the transpose 
of the Boolean matrix shown in Figure 5.18. The Huffman flow table 
after state assignment is shown in Figure 5.20. 
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abcdef 
7r2 0 - 1 - 0 1 
7r3 0 - 0 1 1 - 
7r4 0 1 0 - - 1 
?Qj - 0 - 1 1 0 
r6 0 1 1 0 - - 
7@ 0 1 0 1 - - 
7rg 0 - 0 - 1 1 

Fig. 5.21 Boolean matrix. 

5.3.5 Fed-Back Outputs as State Variables 

Previously, we ignored the values of the outputs during state assignment. It 
may be possible, however, to feed back the outputs and use them as state 
variables. To do this, we determine in each state under each input the value 
of each output upon entry. This information can be used to satisfy some of 
the necessary partitions. By reducing the number of partitions that must be 
satisfied, we can reduce the number of explicit state variables that are needed. 
We will illustrate this through an example. 

Example 5.3.10 Consider again the flow table from Figure 5.15. The 
value of the output is always 0 upon entering states a, b, and d, and it 
is always 1 upon entering states c, e, and f. Previously, we found the 
following partition: {ab; cf}. I f  we consider the fed-back output as a 
state variable, it satisfies this partition since it is 0 in states a and b and 
1 in states c and f. Using the output as a state variable reduces the 
partition list to the one given below which is converted into the Boolean 
matrix shown in Figure 5.21. 

x2 = {aed) 

n3 = {ac,de} 

r4 = (aOf) 

n-5 = w 7 de) 

r6 = {ad, bc} 

X8 = {uc,bd} 

r9 = (awcfl 

Using Theorem 5.3 and state a, we determine that the only comple- 
ment that needs to be considered is Z& The pairwise intersectibles from 
Figure 5.21 are found using the pair chart shown in Figure 5.22 and are 
listed below. 
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Fig. 5.22 Pair chart for output state assignment example. 

Table 5.5 Maximal intersectibles for Exarnple 5.3.4 using outputs as state variables. 

x:1 (n2, r6, x5) 

x2 (x3, r4, n8, x9) 

x3 (n37 n5) 

x4 b4 7 3 

Here is the derivation of the maximal intersectibles: 
First step: c = ((x8, n9)) 
S =Fg: 
s;; = ~8,~9,~: 

c = { (r8, x9), (n6, ;TTg) ,  } 

c = ((x4, x8, x9), (n4,%), (.;rrS,%i)} 

SIT, = x4, x5, r8, x9: c = {(~3,~4,~8,~9), (n375), (m4,779, (r6,%)} 

S x2 = 7@,775 c = ((r3, r4,fl8?9), (71.375), (x4,%), 

(% % n5)) 
The final set of maximal intersectibles is shown in Table 5.5. 

The constraint matrix for the maximal intersectibles from Table 5.5 
is shown below. 

A= 

- 1 
- 
- 

1 
1 
- 
- L 

- 
1 
1 
- 
- 

1 
1 

- 
1 
- 

1 
- 

- 

Row 7r2 is essential, so x1 must be part of the solution. Row 7rs is also 
essential, so x2 must be part of the solution. This solves the entire 
matrix and the final solution is (7r2,7r6, e) and (7~) 7r4, iTTs, x9). 

The new flow table after state assignment is shown in Figure 5.23. 
Note that only two state variables are needed. When only these two 
variables are considered, it appears that states b and f  have the same 
code. Also, states d and e appear to have the same state code. The 
fed-back output, however, serves to disambiguate these states. 
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Xl x2 x3 x4 

00 00,o 01,l 10,o 01,l 
11 00,o 11,l 01,l 11,o 
01 11,l 01,l 01,l 01,l 
10 -,- 10,o 10,o 11,o 
10 00,o 10,o 01,l 10,l 
11 11,l 11,l -,- 11,l 

Fig. 5.23 Huffman flow table from Figure 5.15 after state assignment using outputs 
as fed-back state variables. 

5.4 HAZARD-FREE TWO-LEVEL LOGIC SYNTHESIS 

After finding a critical race 
process is to synthesize the . 

free state assignment, the next step of the design 
logic for each next state and output signal. The 

traditional synchronous approach to logic synthesis for FSMs would be to 
derive a sum-of-products (SOP) implementation for each next state and output 
signal. For asynchronous FSMs, care must be taken to avoid hazards in the 
SOP implementation. A circuit has a hazard when there exists an assignment 
of delays such that a glitch, an unwanted signal transition, can occur. Hazards 
must be avoided in asynchronous design since they may be misinterpreted 
by other parts of the circuit as a valid signal transition causing erroneous 
behavior. In this section we describe a method for hazard-free two-level logic 
synthesis under the SIC fundamental-mode assumption. 

5.4.1 Two-Level Logic Minimization 

An incompletely specified Boolean function f  of n variables xi, x2, . . . , x:,, is 
a mapping: f  : (0, l}” -+ (0, 1, -}. Each element m of (0, 1)” is called a 
minterm. The value of a variable xi in a minterm ~2 is given by m(i>. The 
ON-set of f  is the set of minterms which return 1. The OFF-set of f is the 
set of minterms which return 0. The don’t cure (DC)-set of f is the set of 
minterms which return -. 

A literal is either the variable, xi, or its complement, g. The literal xi 
evaluates to 1 in the minterm m when m(i> = 1. The literal xi evaluates to 
1 when m(i> = 0. A product is a conjunction (AND) of literals. A product 
evaluates to 1 for a given minterm if each literal evaluates to 1 in the minterm, 
and the product is said to contain the minterm. A set of minterms which can 
be represented with a product is called a cube. A product Y contains another 
product X (i.e., X C Y) if the minterms contained in X are a subset of - 
those in Y. The intersection of two products is the set of minterms contained 
in both products. A sum-of-products (SOP) is a set of products that are 
disjunctively combined. In other words, a SOP contains a minterm when one 
of the products in the SOP contains the minterm. 
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00 1 1 1 1 
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01 0 1 1 - 
11 0 1 1 0 
10 0 - 0 0 
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Fig. 5.24 (a) Karnaugh map for small two-level logic minimization example. (b) 
Minimal two-level SOP cover. 

An impkant of a functibn is a product that contains no minterms in the 
OFF-set of the function. A prime implicant is an implicant which is contained 
by no other implicant. A cover of a function is a SOP which contains the entire 
ON-set and none of the OFF-set. A cover may optionally include part of the 
DC-set. The two-level logic minimization problem is to find a minimum-cost 
cover of the function. Ignoring hazards, a minimal cover is always composed 
only of prime implicants, as stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.4 (Q uine, 1952) A minimal SOP must always consist of a sum 
of prime implicants if any definition of cost is used in which the addition of a 
single literal to any formula increases the cost of the formula. 

Example 5.4.1 Consider a function of four variables, w, x, y, and 2, 
depicted in the Karnaugh map in Figure 524(a). The minterms are 
divided as follows: 

ON-set --- -- --- - - 
= {w xy x, wzyz, wxy x, wx y  2, wxyx, wxyx, wxyx, wxyz} 

OFF-set --- -- 
-- - 

= {w x yx, w xyz, w:yx, w xyz, wxyz, w~yx} 

DC-set = -- {wx yx, Ti7xyz) 

The product ?jz is not an implicant since it contains the OFF-set min- 
--- term w x yx. The product w?jx is an implicant since it does not intersect 

the OFF-set. It is not, however, a prime implicant, since it is contained 
in the implicant wij, which is prime. The minimal SOP cover for this 
function is 

f = yz+xx 

which is depicted in Figure 5.24(b). 

5.4.2 Prime lmplicant Generation 

For functions of fewer than four variables, prime implicants can easily be found 
using a Karnaugh map. For functions of more variables, the Karnaugh map 
method quickly becomes too tedious. A better approach is Quine’s tabular 
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method, but this method requires that all minterms be listed explicitly at the 
beginning. In this subsection we briefly explain a recursive procedure based 
on consensus and complete sums. 

The consensus theorem states that xy + 5x = xy + 3x + yx. The product 
yx is called the consensus for x y  and TX. A complete sum is defined to be a 
SOP formula composed of all the prime implicants. The following results are 
very useful for finding complete sums. 

Theorem 5.5 (Blake, 1937) A SOP is a complete sum if and only if; 

1. No term includes any other term. 

2. The consensus of any two 
is contained in some term 

terms of the formula either does not exist or 
of the formula. 

Theorem 5.6 (Blake, 1937) If we have two complete sums fl and f2, we 
can obtain the complete sum for fi l fz using the following two steps: 

1. Multiply out fi and fz using the following properties: 

l x l x = x (idempotent) 

l x l (y + z> = xy + xx (distributive) 

0 x:*J:= 0 (complement) 

2. Eliminate all terms absorbed by some other term (i.e., a + ab = a). 

Based upon this result and Boole’s expansion theorem, we can define a 
recursive procedure for finding the complete sum for a function f: 

4f) = abs([xr + CS(-~(O, x2,. .  .  ,2 ,>) ]  l [G + cs(f (Lx2, l l l ~dl> 

where abs( f) removes absorbed terms from f. 

Example 5.4.2 The ON-set and DC-set of the function depicted in 

Figure 5.24(a) can be expressed using the following formula: 

f(W,X,YJ) = 
-- -- 
yx+xx+wxyx+wxyx 

which is clearly not a complete sum. A 
using the recursi ve P rocedure as follows: 

complete sum can be found 

fbb2,Y,4 = 
-- -- 
yz+xx+wxyx+wxyz 

f (w, 2, Y7 0) = ?j+wzy 

f(~,2,0,0) = 1 

f(W,X,l,O) = wx 

cs(f (w, x:, Y, 0)) = abs((y+l)(jj+Gx)) =?j+?i?x 
-- 

f(W,X,YJ) = J:+wxy 

fb-o,Y,l) = WY 
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Fig. 5.25 R,ecursion tree for prime generation example. 

f(W,LY,l) = 1 

cs(f(w, XT Y7 1)) = abs( (z + w?j)(Z + 1)) = x + w?j 

C+f(W,XTY74) = abs((x+jj+iEx)(Z+x+w~)) 

= abs(xx + w?jz + yX + xy + w?j + WxX + Gx) 
-- - - xx+yx+x~+wTj+Wx 

The recursion tree for this example is shown in Figure 5.25. 

5.4.3 Prime lmplicant Selection 

In order to select the minimal number of prime implicants necessary to cover 
the function, we need to solve a covering problem. We can create a constraint 
matrix where the rows are the minterms in the function and the columns are 
the prime implicants. 

Example 5.4.3 The constraint matrix for the example shown in Fig- 

ure 5.24(a) is given below. 

---- 
wxyz 

-- 
zuxy z 

wxyz 
--- 

wxyx 

WXyX 

wxyz 

ZTxyx 

wxyx 

xx yx xy wy wx 
- 1 - - - 

- 1 1 - 1 

- 1 1 1 - 

- 1 - 1 - 

1 - 1 - 1 

1 - 1 1 - 

1 - - - 1 
1 - - - - 

The rows corresponding to the minterms GEEjZ and wxyx are essential. 
-- 

This implies that y x and xx are essential primes. Selecting these two 

primes solves the entire covering problem, so they make up our minimal 

SOP cover. 
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For asynchronous design, the two-level logic minimization problem is compli- 
cated by the fact that there can be no hazards in the SOP implementation. 
Let us consider the design of a function f  to implement either an output or 
next-state variable. Under the SIC model, when an input changes, the circuit 
moves from one minterm ml to another minterm ~22, where the two minterms 
differ in value in exactly one variable, xi. During this transition, there are 
four possible transitions that f  can make. 

1. If  f(mr) = 0 and f(m2) = 0, then f  is making a static 0 + 0 transition. 

2. I f  f(rnr) = 1 and f(m2) = 1, then f  is making a static 1 --) 1 transition. 

3. If f(w) = 0 and f(m2) = 1, then f  is making a dl~r~~mic 0 + 1 
transition. 

4. If f(T) = 1 and f(n22) = 0, then f  is making a dynamic 1 -+ 0 
transition. 

In order to design a hazard-free SOP cover, we must consider each of these 
cases in turn. First, if during a static 0 -+ 0 transition, the cover of f  due 
to differences in delays momentarily evaluate to 1, we say that there exists a 
static O-hazard. In a SOP cover of a. function, no product term is allowed to 
include either ml or 7722 since they are members of the OFF-set. Therefore, the 
only way this can occur is if some product includes both xi and z. Clearly, 
such a product is not useful since it contains no minterms. If  we exclude 
such product terms from the cover, the SOP cover can never produce a static 
O-hazard. This result is summarized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.7 (McCluskey, 1965) A circuit has a static O-hazard between 
the adjacent minterms ml and m2 that diner only in xj in f  (ml) = f  (m2) = 
0, there is a product term, pi, in the circuit that includes xj and q, and all 

other literals in pi have value 1 in ml and m2. 

If  during a static 1 -+ 1 transition, the cover of f  can momentarily evaluate 
to 0, we say that there exists a static I-hazard. In a SOP cover, consider the 
case where there is one product p1 which contains ml but not m/2 and another 
product pa which contains m2 but not ml. The cover includes both ml and 
m2, but there can be a static l-hazard. If  p1 is implemented with a faster 
gate than ~2, the gate for pl can turn off faster than the gate for p2 turns 
on, which can lead to the cover momentarily evaluating to a 0. In order to 
eliminate all static l-hazards, for each possible transition ml + m2, there 
must exist a product in the cover that includes both ml and m2. This result 
is summarized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.8 (McCluskey, 1965) A circuit has a static l-hazard between 
adjacent minterms ml and rn2 where f  (ml) = f  (m2) = 1 i f f  there is no 
product term that has the value 1 in both ml and m2. 
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Fig. 5.26 (a) Circuit with static l-hazard. (b) C ircuit without static l-hazard. 

Example 5.4.4 Consider the transition from WxijX to Wxgz. The 
function should maintain a constant value of 1 during this transition, 
so it is a static 1 + 1 transition. Consider the implementation shown 
in Figure 5.26(a). I f  the gate implementingyx changes to 0 faster than 
x:x changes to 1, then it is possible that the output of the function can 
momentarily yield a 0. The result is a static l-hazard. If  we include 
the prime xv in the cover as shown in Figure 5.26(b), this hazard is 
eliminated since this product yields a 1 during the transition, holding 
the output at a constant 1. 

The next type of transition is the dynamic 0 + 1 transition. If  during 
a 0 -+ 1 transition, the cover can change from 0 to 1 back to 0 and finally 
stabilize at 1, we say that the cover has a dynamic 0 -+ 1 hazard. Again, 
assuming no useless product terms (ones that include both xi and g), this is 
impossible under the SIC assumption. No product in the cover is allowed to 
include nzi since it is in the OFF-set. Any product in the cover that includes 
m2 will turn on monotonically. Similarly, there are no dynamic 1 -+ 0 hazards. 
This result is summarized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.9 (McCluskey, 1965) A SOP circuit has a dynamic hazard 
between adjacent minterms ml and m2 thut differ only in & i f f  f  (ml) # 
f  (mz), the circuit has a product term pi that contains xj and ?i?& and all 
other liter& of pi have value 1 in ml and m2. 

A simple, inefficient approach to produce a hazard-free SOP cover under 
SIC operation is to include all prime implicants in the cover. This eliminates 
static l-hazards for input transitions, since the two minterms ml and rn2 are 
distance 1 apart; they must be included together in some prime. This means 
that an implicant exists which is made up of all literals that are equal in both 
ml and m2. This implicant must be part of some prime implicant. 
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Example 5.4.5 For the example shown in Figure 5.24(a), the following 
cover is guaranteed to be hazard-free under the SIC assumption: 

f - - xx+yx+xy+wy+wx 

This approach is clearly inefficient, so a better approach is to reformulate 
the covering problem. The traditional SOP covering problem is to find the 
minimum number of prime implicants that cover all minterms in the ON-set. 
Instead, let us form an implicant out of each pair of states YLQ and 77~ involved 
in a static 1 + 1 transition which includes each literal that is the same value in 
both m/i and 7722. The covering problem is now to find the minimum number 
of prime implicants that cover each of these transition cubes. 

Example 5.4.6 For the example shown in Figure 5.24(a), let’s assume 
that there exists a static 1 -+ 1 transition between each pair of minterms 
that are distance 1 apart (i.e., differ in a single literal). The resulting 
constraint matrix would be 

-- 
xz yz xij wy 20X 

--A wyz - 1 - - - 
--- xyx - 1 - - - 
wJ;y - - 1 - 1 
wxy - - 1 1 - 
wyz - 1 - 1 - 
xijx 1 - 1 - - 
utxz 1 - - - 1 
wxz 1 - - - - 

Again, xz and 
leading to the 

-- y  x are essential, and they must be included in the 
following reduced constraint matrix: 

cover, 

XY WV WX 

wzij 1 - 1 
wxy 1 1 - 

The prime xij dominates the others, so the final hazard-free cover is 

f  
-- - - xx+yz+xy 

5.5 EXTENSIONS FOR MIC OPERATION 

In Section 5.4, we restricted the class of circuits to those which only allowed 
a single input to change at a time. In other words, if these machines are 
specified as XBM machines, each input burst is allowed to include only a single 
transition. In this section we extend the synthesis method to allow multiple 
input changes. This allows us to synthesize any XBM machine which satisfies 
the maximal set property. 
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Fig. 5.27 (a) H azardous circuit implementation. (b) Karnaugh map for small two- 
level logic minimization example. (c) Minimal two-level SOP cover. 

5.5.1 Transition Cubes 

Transitions in the MC case begin in one minterm ml and end in another 
~52, where the values of multiple variables may change during the transition. 
The minterm WQ is called the start point and 77~2 is called the end point of 
the transition. The smallest cube that contains both WQ and rn,2 is called the 
transition cube, and it is denoted [n~i, 77221. This cube includes all possible 
minterms that a machine ma,y pass through starting in KQ 1 and ending in n-22. 
The transition cube can also be represented with a product which contains 
a literal for each variable Q in which ml (i) = mz(i). An open transition 
cube [ml, ~92) includes all minterms in [ml, rn,2] except those in rr~2. An open 
transition cube usually must be represented using a set of products. 

-- - 
Example 5.5.1 Consider the transition [EJ: y  Z, w ~?jz] in the Kar- 
naugh map in Figure 5.27(b). The transition cube for this transition is 
XV, and it includes the four minterms that may be passed through dur- 
ing this transition. As another example, consider the open transition 
cube [WX y  Z, ‘UI x y  2). This transition is represented by two products 
iExy and xyz. 

5.5.2 Function Hazards 

If a function f does not change monotonically during a multiple-input change, 
f  has a function hazard for that transition. A function f contains a function 
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hazard during a transition from ml to nz2 if there exists an m3 and m4 such 
that: 

1. m3 # ml and m4 # rn2. 

2. m3 E [ml,ma] and m4 f  [m3,m2]- 

3. f (ml) # f(m3) and f (m4) # f (md 

I f  f  (ml) = f  (mz), ‘t 1 is a static function haxard, and if f  (ml) # f  (mz), it is 
a dynamic function hazard. 

Example 5.5.2 Consider the transition [?i?%jX, w~yx] in the Kar- 
naugh map in Figure 5.27(b), -- which has a transition cube w y  with 

--- 
m3 = m4 = wxyx. This transition has a static function hazard 
since f(?iEEjIZ) = f(Wx?jx) = --- 1 and f(w x yx) = 0. The transition 
[G x y  X, w J: y  x] has a dynamic function hazard where m3 = w x y X and 
m4 = w x yx, since f(ml) = 1, f(m3) = 0, f(m4) = 1, and f(m2) = 0. 

The following theorem states that if a transition has a function hazard, 
there does not exist an implementation of the function which avoids the hazard 
during this transition. 

Theorem 5.10 (Eichelberger, 1965) If a BooZean function, f,  contains a 
function hazard for the input change ml to m2, it is impossible to construct 
a logic gate network realizing f  such that the possibility of a hazard pulse 
occurring for this transition is eliminated. 

Fortunately, as explained later, the synthesis method for XBM machines 
never produces a design with a transition that has a function hazard. 

5.5.3 Combinational Hazards 

Allowing multiple inputs to change besides introducing the potential of func- 
tion hazards also complicates the elimination of combinational hazards. Even 
in the SIC case, if we use a minimum transition time state assignment, we 
must deal with static combinational hazards. Since after the input(s) change 
and the output and next state logic are allowed to stabilize (under the fun- 
damental mode assumption), multiple changing next-state variables may be 
fed back to the input of the FSM. Again, the circuit moves from one minterm 
ml to another minterm m2, but this time, multiple state variables may be 
changing concurrently. I f  we assume that we have only normal flow tables 
(all unstable states lead directly to stable states), and outputs are changed 
oniy in unstable states, then the only possible transitions are static ones. In 
other words, we restrict the set of allowable flow tables such that fed-back 
state variable changes cannot produce further output or next-state variable 
changes. Therefore, for state variable changes, we only need to consider static 
hazards. 
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Fig. 5.28 (a) Static hazard-free circuit. (b) Dynamic hazard-free circuit. (c) Static 

hazard-free cover. (d) Dynamic hazard-free cover. 

The results for static hazards in the MIC case are similar to those for the 
SIC case. Again, there can be no static O-hazards. Static l-hazards are a little 
more interesting. Since multiple variables may be changing concurrently, the 
cover may pass through other minterms along the way between VL~ and 77x2. 
To be free of static l-hazards, it is necessary that a single product in the cover 
include all these minterms. In other words, each transition cube, [ml, ~~23, 

where f(w) = f(m2) = 1, must be contained in some product in the cover 
to eliminate static l-hazards. These transition cubes, therefore, are called 

required cubes. 

Example 5.5.3 The circuit shown in Figure 5.27(a) is free of static 
-- 

l-hazards under the SIC model. However, for the transition [WX y x, 

w J: ?j x] there does not exist a product in the cover that includes this 

entire transition. In order to eliminate the static l-hazard for this tran- 

sition, it is necessary to add the product ~?j. Now, all prime impli- 

cants are included in the cover. The resulting circuit is shown in Fig- 

ure 5.28(a). 

The following theorem states that a cover composed of all the prime im- 
plicants is guaranteed to be static hazard-free for every function hazard-free 
transition. 
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Theorem 5.11 (Eichelberger, 1965) A SOP realization of f  (assuming 
no product terms with complementary literals) will be free of all static logic 
hazards i f f  the realization contains all the prime implicants of f. 

The results for dynamic hazards are a bit more complicated. For each 
dynamic 1 -+ 0 transition [ml, ~~21, if a product in the SOP cover intersects 
[ml, mz] (i.e., it includes a minterm from the transition), it must also include 
the start point, rni. I f  it does not include the start point, then if this product 
term is slow, it may turn on after the other product terms have turned off, 
causing a glitch during the 1 - 0 transition. For each dynamic 0 ---) 1 

transition [ml, XQ], if a product in the SOP cover intersects [ml, mz], it must 
also include the end point, 7722. In this case, the illegally intersecting product 

term may turn on and off quickly before the other product terms hold the 
function on. The result would be a glitch on the output. Since the transition 
cubes for dynamic 1 + 0 and 0 -+ 1 transitions must be carefully intersected, 
they are called privileged cubes. These results are summarized in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 5.12 (Bredeson, 1972) Let f  be a function which contains no 
dynamic function hazard for the transition [ml, m2] where f (ml) = 0 and 

f b-4 = 1, and let m3 E [ml, m2] where f (m3) = 1. A SOP realization 
of f (assuming no product terms with complementary literals) will contain 
no dynamic logic hazard for transition [ml, m2] (or [m2, ml]) i f f  for any m3 
which is covered by an imp&cant a in the SOP cover, it is also true that a 
covers m2. 

The end point of the transition cube for a dynamic 0 + 1 transition is also 
a required cube. The transition subcubes for each dynamic 1 -+ 0 transition 
are required cubes. The transition subcubes for 1 + 0 transition [ml, m2] 
are all cubes of the form [ml, m3] such that f(m3) = 1. Note that as an 
optimization you can eliminate any subcube contained in another. 

-- --- 
Example 5.5.4 The transition [Wxy x, w xy Z] is a dynamic 1 -+ 0 
transition from the Karnaugh map in Figure 5.28(c). The cubes re- 

--- 
quired for this transition are 20 x?j and w y  x. For this transition, the 
product xx illegally intersects this transition, since it does not contain 
the start point. On the other hand, the cube that we added to eliminate 
the static l-hazard, xv, includes the start point, so it does not illegally 
intersect this transition. The result is that we must reduce the prime x:x 
to xyz to eliminate this problem. Therefore, to eliminate dynamic haz- 
ards, it may be necessary to include nonprime implicants in the cover. 
In fact, if we also have a static transition [W xyx, wxyz], then there 
would be no solution since xx is the only product that could include 
this transition, and it would cause a dynamic hazard. Fortunately, this 
situation can always be avoided for XBM machines. 
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&. 5.29 In each example, consider the transition cube [Ej,x~]: (a) legal BM 0 -+ 0 
transition, (b) legal BM 1 + 1 transition, (c) legal BM 0 + 1 transition, (d) legal BM 
1 -+ 0 transition, (e) illegal BM 0 + 0 transition, (f) illegal BM 1 -+ 1 transition, (g) 
illegal BM 0 -+ 1 transition, (h) illegal BM 1 -+ 0 transition. 

5.5.4 Burst-Mode Transitions 

If we begin with a legal BM machine specification, the types of transitions 
possible are restricted. Namely, a function may change value only after every 
transition in the input burst has occurred. A transition [ml, ~~21 for a function 
f  is a burst-mode transition if for every minterm rni E [ml, mz), f(mi) = 

f  cml>* 

Example 5.5.5 Consider the Karnaugh maps shown in Figure 5.29 
-- 

with the transition [zy, zy]. The transitions in Figure 5.29(a), (b), 
(c), and (d) are legal burst-mode transitions. Those in Figure 5.29(e), 
(f), (g), and (h) are illegal since they do not maintain a constant value 

-- 
throughout [z y, x y). 

I f  a function f  has only burst-mode transitions, it is free of function hazards. 
Also, BM machines are free of dynamic 0 ++ 1 hazards. Finally, for any 
legal BM machine, there exists a hazard-free cover for each output and next- 
state variable before state minimization. These results are summarized in the 
following three theorems. 

Theorem 5.13 (Nowick, 1993) If  f  has a BM transition [ml, mz] 
is free of function hazards for that transition. 

7 then f 

Theorem 5.14 (Nowick, 1993) If f has a 0 + 1 BM transition in [ ml, 773217 
then a SOP implementation is free of logic hazards for this transition. 

Theorem 5.15 (Nowick, 1993) Let G be any Bniilspecification, let x be any 
output variable of G, let F be an unminimixed flow table synthesized from G 

using an arbitrary state assignment, and let fi be the output function for x in 
table F. Then the set of required cubes for fi is a hazard-free cover. 
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Fig. 5.30 (a) Simple burst-mode transition. (b) Corresponding flow table. 

Example 5.5.6 Consider the simple burst-mode transition and corre- 
sponding flow table shown in Figure 5.30. For this burst-mode transi- 
tion, the transition cube [E&y, ab?Ey] is a dynamic 0 + 1 transition 
for output c and next-state variable X and a dynamic 1 -+ 0 transition 
for next-state variable Y. This implies that a bJ: y  is a required cube 
for c and X, while ab: y  and a bZ y  are required cubes for Y. The cube 
Z y  is a priveledged cube for c, X, and Y. The transition cube [a b: y, 
a bzij] is a static 1 + 1 transition for output c and next-state variable 
X and a static 0 + 0 transition for next-state variable Y. This implies 
that a b is a required cube for c and X. 

5.5.5 Extended Burst-Mode Transitions 

When inputs are allowed to change nonmonotonically during multiple-input 
changes as in an XBM machine, we need to generalize the notion of transi- 
tion cubes to allow the start and end points to be cubes rather than simply 
minterms. In the generalized transition cube [cl, cz], the cube cl is called the 
start cube and c2 is called the end cube. The open generalized transition cube, 
[cl, 4, is defined to be all minterms in [cl, c2] excluding those in c2 (i.e., 

[%C2) = [Cl, (721 - c2)* 

In an XBM machine, some signals are rising, some are falling, and others are 
levels which can change nonmonotonically. Rising and falling signals change 
monotonically (i.e., at most once in a legal transition cube). Level signals 
must hold the same value in cl and ~2, where the value is either a constant 
(0 or 1) or a don’t care (-). Level signals, if they are don’t care, may change 
nonmonotonically. In an XBM machine, the types of transitions are again 
restricted such that each function may change value only after the completion 
of an input burst. A generalized transition [cl, c2] for a function f  is an 
extended burst-mode transition if for every minterm rni E [cl, 4, f(mi) = 
f(q) and for every minterm m,i E ~2, f(mi) = f(c2). The following theorem 
states that if a function has only extended burst-mode transitions, then it is 
function hazard-free. 
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Fig. 5.31 (a) E xample extended burst-mode transition. (b) Example illustrating dy- 
namic 0 -+ 1 hazard issues. 

Theorem 5.16 (Yun, 1999) Every extended burst-mode transition is func- 
tion hazard-free. 

Example 5.5.7 Consider the Karnaugh map shown in Figure 5.31(a), 
where x, y, and x are transition signals and Z is a level signal. During the 
generalized transition [?? - ?j-, x - y-1, J: and y  will rise, z is a directed 
don’t-care (assume that it is rising), and I is a level signal which may 
change value arbitrarily. This transition is an extended burst-mode 
transition, since f  is always 1 in [Z - ?j-, x - y-) and f  is always 0 
while in the cube x - y-. 

Example 5.5.8 Consider the generalized transition [Z - ?j-, x - yz] 
shown in Figure 5.31(a). In this transition, x, y, and x will rise. This 
transition, however, is not an extended burst-mode transition, since in 
[?t-Tj-, x - yz), f  can be either 1 or 0. 

The start subcube, c& is a maximal subcube of cl such that each signal 
undergoing a directed don’t-care transition is set to its initial value (i.e., 0 for 
a rising transition and 1 for a falling transition). The end subcube, ck, is a 
maximal subcube of c2 such that each signal undergoing a directed don’t-care 
transition is set to its final value (i.e., 1 for a rising transition and 0 for a 
falling transition). 

Example 5.5.9 Consider again the transition [?! - g-,x - y-1 in Fig- 
ure 5.31(a), where z is a rising directed don’t care. The start subcube 

-- 
is 3 - y  x and the end subcube is x - yz. 

If  we consider the transition cube [ci, ~$1, the hazard considerations are the 
same as before. In other words, if this is a static 1 -+ 1 transition [i.e., f(ci) = 
f(c!J = 11, the entire transition cube must be included in some product term 
in the cover. I f  it is a dynamic 1 --+ 0 transition, then any product that 
intersects this transition cube must contain the start subcube, ci. Unlike burst 
mode, dynamic 0 -+ 1 transitions must be considered. Namely, any product 
that intersects the transition cube for a dynamic 0 + 1 transition must contain 

the end subcube, ck. These results are summarized in the following theorems. 

Theorem 5.17 (Yun, 1999) Th e output of a SOP implementation is haxard- 
free during a 1 ---) 0 extended burst-mode transition if every product term 
intersecting the transition cube [cl, c2] also contains the start subcube ci. 
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Fig. 5.32 (a) Simple extended burst-mode transition. (b) Corresponding flow table. 

Theorem 5.18 (Yun, 1999) The output of a SOP implementation is hazard- 
free during a 0 ---j 1 extended burst-mode transition i f f  every product term 
intersecting the transition cube [cl, cz] also contains the end subcube c$. 

Example 5.5.10 Consider the Karnaugh map shown in Figure 5.31(b) 
-- 

and the dynamic 0 -+ 1 transitions [?E - y ZJ - @z] and [EZyZ,zlyz]. If 

we implement these two transitions with the logic f = LC&Z + ZZZ, there 

is a dynamic 0 -+ 1 hazard. The problem is that the cube LCZX illegally 

intersects the transition [?E - jjZ,lr: - V,Z] since it does not contain the 

entire end subcube. To eliminate this hazard, it is necessary to reduce 

xlz to xlyx. 

Example 5.5.11 Consider the simple extended burst-mode transition 

and corresponding flow table shown in Figure 5.32. For this extended 
-- 

burst-mode transition, the transition cube [a x y, UZE y] is a dynamic 

0 + 1 transition for output c and next-state variable X and a dynamic 

1 + 0 transition for next-state variable Y. This implies that UT y 
-- 

is a required cube for c and X, while a x y is a required cube for Y. 

Assuming that b is a rising directed don’t care, the start subcube for 

this transition is Z&E y and the end subcube is a bZ y. The cube J: y is 

a priveledged cube for c, X, and Y. Therefore, no cube in the cover 

for c or X can intersect this cube unless it includes a bZ y. No cube in 

the cover for Y can intersect this cube unless it includes Eb?E y. The 

transition cube [a: y, ax y] is a static 1 -+ 1 transition for output c 

and next-state variable X and a static 0 + 0 transition for next-state 

variable Y. This implies that a b is a required cube for c and X. 

Unfortunately, not every XBM transition can be implemented free of dy- 
namic hazards. Consider the following example. 

Example 5.5.12 The circuit shown in Figure 5.33(a) latches a condi- 

tional signal and converts it to a dual-rail signal. It can be described 

using the XBM machine in Figure 5.33(b). A circuit implementation 

for signal x derived from this XBM machine is shown in Figure 5.33(c) 

and its corresponding Karnaugh map is shown in Figure 5.33(d). In 

the circuit shown in Figure 5.33(c), if when c goes high, d is high, then 

x is set to high. This signal is fed-back as a state variable X. This -- 
feedback creates a static 1 + 1 transition [dcX Y, c!cXy], so the prod- 

uct dcy must be completely covered by some product in the cover to 
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XY 

(4 

Fig. 5.33 (a) dff C ircuit that latches a conditional signal and converts it to a dual-rail 

signal. (b) XBM machine to describe circuit from (a). (c) Asynchronous implementa- 

tion with a dynamic hazard. (d) K -map showing the dynamic 1 + 0 hazard. 

prevent a static 1 -+ 1 hazard. A hold time after J: goes high, the con- 

ditional signal d is allowed to change. At some point in the future with 

d now at either value, c goes low. This starts a dynamic 1 -+ 0 tran- 

sition [ -cXY, -EXU] which can be represented by the product XT. 

This product must not be intersected unless the intersecting product 

term also includes the start subcube (i.e., cXu>. However, the product 

dcY must intersect this product, but it cannot contain the entire start 

subcube. The result is that there is no hazard-free solution. 

To address this problem, we must modify the state assignment as well 
as the machine operation in these situations. This solution is discussed in 
Section 5.5.7 where we address state assignment. 

5.5.6 State Minimization 

Using the state minimization procedure described in Section 5.2, it is possible 
that no hazard-free cover exists for some variable in the design. This procedure 
will need to be modified for the MIC case. We illustrate this through an 
example. 

Example 5.5.13 Consider the flow table fragment in Figure 5.34(a). 

Under our original definition of compatibility, states A and D can be 

merged to form the new state shown in Figure 5.34(b). There is a static 

1 + 1 transition from input a&Z to ab c which has transition cube ab. 

Recall that to be free of static l-hazards, the product ab must, be in- 

cluded in sorne product in the final cover. There is also a dynamic 1 + 0 

transition from input EbZ to nE>E which has start point E&E and tran- 
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Inputs a t3 c 

State 000 001 011 010 110 111 101 100 

AD A,1 C,O - A,1 B,O - E,l A,1 

(b) 

Fig. 5.34 (a) F ra g ment of a flow table. (b) Illegal state merging. 

sition cube C. Note that the product ab intersects this transition cube, 
but it does not include the start point Z&Z. Therefore, this intersection 
is illegal and leads to a dynamic 1 --+ 0 hazard. However, if we restrict 
our product to ab c so that it no longer illegally intersects the dynamic 
transition, it no longer covers the entire static transition, so we have a 
static l-hazard. 

The use of conditional signals in XBM machines further complicates state 
minimization, which we again illustrate with an example. 

Example 5.5.14 Consider the fragment of an XBM machine shown in 
Figure 5.35(a) and corresponding flow table shown in Figure 5.35(b). 
State A is not output compatible with either state B or C, due to the 
entry for input 10. States B and C are compatible, and combining 
them results in the new flow table shown in Figure 5.35(c). For input 
11 in state A, the machine is transitioning to state B and there is a 
static 1 + 1 transition on output c which must be included completely 
by some product in the cover for it to be hazard-free. While in state 
BC, there is a dynamic 0 -+ 1 transition on output c, [0-, 1-l. Both 
the end cube and end subcube for this transition are l-, which must 
not be intersected without being included completely. However, in the 
minimized machine the required cube for the static transition during 
the state change cannot be expanded to include the entire end subcube, 
nor can it be reduced so as not to intersect the end cube. Therefore, 
there is no hazard-free solution to the flow table shown in Figure 5.35(c). 
Therefore, states B and C should not be combined. 

To solve these problems, we must restrict the conditions under which two 
states are compatible. Under these new restrictions on state minimization, 
it can be proven that a hazard-free cover can always be found. Two states 
sr and s2 are dhf-compatible (or dynamic hazard-free compatible) when they 
are compatible and for each output x and transition [cl, c2] of sr and for each 

transition [cg, cq] of 232: 

1. Ifxhasal + 0 transition in [cl, c2] and a 1 -+ 1 transition in [cs, cd], 
then [cl, 4 n [cs, cd] = 0 or ci E [cs, cd]. 
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Fig. 5.35 (a) XBM machine fragment showing potential for dynamic hazard. (b) 
Initial flow table. (c) Illegal state merging. 

2. I f  x has a 1 -+ 0 transition in [cl, cz] and a 1 + 0 transition in [cg, ~41, 

then [cl) c2] 13 [c3 7 c43 = 0, Cl = c3, [c1,c2] c [c3,c4], or [c3,c4] c [c1,c21* 

3. I f  z has a 0 -+ 1 transition in [cl, Q] and a 1 -+ 1 transition in [es, 4, 
then [cr,c2] n [c3,c4] = 0 or CL E [Q,c~]. 

4. I f  x has a 0 + 1 transition in [cl, c2] and a 0 -+ 1 transition in [c3, ~41, 

then [cl, c2] n [c3, cd] = 8, c2 = c4, [Cl ‘I c2] c [c3, c4] 1 or [c3, c41 c [cl I c21* 

The states si and s2 must also satisfy the following further restriction for each 
~3, which can transition to sr in [es, cd] and another transition [cl, Q] of ~2: 

1. Ifzhasal -+ 0 transition in [cl, c2] and a 1 -+ 1 transition in [cg, 4, 

then [cl, c2] n [es, c4] = 8 or c: E [es, m4]. 

2. I f  zhas a 0 -+ 1 transition in [cl, c2] and a 1 -+ 1 transition in [es, cd], 

then [cl, c2] n [es, cd] = 0 or CL E [es, c4]* 

Similarly, for each s3 which can transition to s2 in [es, cd] and another tran- 
sition [cl, c2] of si: 

1. Ifzhasal + 0 transition in [cl, c2] and a 1 -+ 1 transition in [es, ~41, 

then [cl, c2] n [es, cd] = 8 or ci E [Q, 5941. 

2. If  x has a 0 + 1 transition in [cl, c2] and a 1 -+ 1 transition in [es, ~41, 

then [cl, c2] n [es, CA] = 8 or CL E [es, 4. 
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Fig. 5.36 Partial Karnaugh maps for (a) X and (b) P. 

5.5.7 State Assignment 

The state assignment method described earlier can be used directly to find a 
critical race free state assignment under BM operation. Since state changes 
happen only after all inputs have changed, the state change can be thought 
to occur within the individual column, and the number of input changes does 
not matter. 

For XBM machines, it may be necessary to add additional state variables 
to eliminate dynamic hazards when there are conditional signals. Consider 
again the example from Figure 5.33. In this example, there is an unavoidable 
dynamic hazard. To solve this problem, a new state variable is added for each 
conditional input burst in which the next input burst is unconditional and 
enables an output to fall. This state variable is set to high after the conditional 
input burst but before the output burst is allowed to begin. Intuitively, this 
state variable is storing the value of the conditional signal. It can be set low 
in the next output burst. 

Example 5.5.15 Consider again the example from Figure 5.33. Par- 
tial Karnaugh maps (q is omitted) after adding a new state variable p 
areshown in Figure 5.36(a) for output X and Figure 5.36(b) for state 
variable P. The privileged cube is pxij, which cannot be intersected 
without including the start subcube, which is cpx?j. Now, the imple- 
mentation for x is simply cp, which legally intersects this privileged 
cube. The new state variable, P, can be implemented with the function 
cp + dcJ:Tj (note that q is not shown in the figure), which again does not 
illegally intersect the dynamic transition, so the resulting circuit shown 
in Figure 5.37 is now hazard-free. 

5.5.8 Hazard-Free Two-Level Logic Synthesis 

In this section we describe two-level logic synthesis in the presence of multiple 
input changes. In this case, the union of the required cubes forms the ON- 
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Fig. 5.37 Hazard-free dff circuit. 

set for the function. Each of the required cubes must be contained in some 
product of the cover to ensure hazard freedom. 

Example 5.5.16 Consider the Karnaugh map shown in Figure 5.38, 
which has the following transition cubes: 

t1 = [abed, abia] 

ta = [c&Z, c&d] 

t3 = [Tibcd,abcd] 

t4 = [zibcd, c&2] 

Transition tl is a 1 --+ 1 transition, so it produces a required cube 
uc. Transition t2 is a 0 -+ 0 transition, so it does not produce any 
required cube. Transition t3 is a 1 -+ 0 transition, so it produces a 
required cube for each transition subcube. First, the transition [E Ed, 
~kd] produces the required cube ZEZ. Second, the transition [ZbE’;i, 
Z bEd] produces the required cube E bE. Transition t4 is also a 1 -+ 
0 transition, so again we produce a required cube for each transition 
subcube. The result are two additional required cubes bed and a c (note 
that the required cubes Z c d and Zi b c are both contained in E c, so they 
can be discarded). This gives us a final required cube set of 

req-set = {uc,acd,abc, bcd,?ic} 

The transition cubes for each dynamic 1 --+ 0 transition are privileged cubes 
since they cannot be intersected unless the intersecting product includes its 
start subcube. Similarly, transition cubes for each dynamic 0 + 1 transition 
are also privileged cubes since they cannot be intersected unless the inter- 
secting product includes its end subcube. If a cover includes a product that 
intersects a privileged cube without including its corresponding start subcube 
or end subcube, the cover is not hazard-free. 
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Fig. 5.38 Karnaugh map for small two-level logic minimization example. 

Example 5.527 Transitions ta and t4 from Example 5.5.16 are dy- 
namic 1 ---+ 0 transitions, so their corresponding transition cubes are 
privileged cubes. This gives us the following set of privileged cubes: 

priv-set - - {ZE, c} 

Recall that we may not be able to produce a SOP cover that is free of 
dynamic hazards using only prime implicants, so we introduce the notion 
of a dynamic-hazard-free implicant (or dhf-implicant). A dhf-implicant is an 
implicant which does not illegally intersect any privileged cube. A dhf-prime 
implicant is a dhf-implicant that is contained in no other dhf-implicant. Note 
that a dhf-prime implicant may actually not be a prime implicant. A minimal 
hazard-free cover includes only dhf-prime implicants. 

The first step to find all dhf-prime implicants is to find the ordinary prime 
implicants using the recursive procedure described earlier. We can start this 
procedure using a SOP that contains the required cubes and a set of implicants 
that represents the DC-set. After finding the prime implicants, we next check 
each prime to see if it illegally intersects a privileged cube. If  it does, we 
attempt to shrink the cube to make it dhf-prime. 

Example 5.5.18 The recursion to find the primes proceeds as follows: 

f (a, b7 c, 4 
f (a, b7 074 
f (0, b, 074 
f (1, b, 074 

cs(f (a, b, c, 0)) 
f (a, h 174 
f (0, b, 174 
f (1, b, 174 

cs(f (a, b, 174) 
cs(f (a, b, c, 4) 

- - aE+TESZ+EbE +bcd+Ec 

- - a+Zid+Zib 

- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 

d+b 

abs((a+d+b)(a+l)) =a+d+b 

bd+a 

bd 

abs((a + 

abs((c + 

abs(Zc + 

ab+bd) 

- - l)(E + bd)) 

a+d+ b)(c 

-bcd+aE+ 

a+ bd 

a+ bd)) 

bd+cd+ad+bc+ a 

Gc+aF+Ed+iZd+bE+Tib+bd 
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The next step is to determine which primes illegally intersect a priv- 

ileged cube. First, the prime aE does not intersect any privileged cube, 

so it is a dhf-prime. The primes Ed and bE intersect the privileged cube 
-- 
u c, but they include the start subcube EM. Since they do not inter- 

sect the other privileged cube, c, they are also dhf-primes. The prime 

EC intersects the privileged cube c, but it also includes the start sub- 

cube a bed. Therefore, since it does not intersect the other privileged 

cube Ez, it is also a dhf-prime. The prime ?i b intersects both privileged 

cubes, but it also includes both start subcubes. The last two primes, 

Ed and b d, also intersect both privileged cubes. However, the prime Ed 

does not include the start subcube of c (i.e., ?i b c d), and the prime b d 

does not include the start subcube of Cc (i.e., E bEd). Therefore, these 

last two primes are not dhf-prime implicants. 

For these two remaining primes, we must shrink them until they no 

longer illegally intersect any privileged cubes. Let us consider first Ed. 

We must add a literal that makes this prime disjoint from the privileged 
-- 

cube c. The only choice is to add C to make the new implicant, a cd. 

This implicant no longer intersects the privileged cube c and it legally 

intersects the privileged cube ?ZE (i.e., it includes its start subcube). 

Note, though, that Gcd is contained in the dhf-prime Ed, so it is not a 

dhf-prime and can be discarded. Next, consider the prime b d. We must 
-- 

make it disjoint with the privileged cube UC. There are two possible 

choices, a b d or b cd, but the implicant a b d intersects the privileged 

cube c illegally, so it must be reduced further to a b? d. This implicant, 

however, is contained in the dhf-prime uc, so it can be discarded. The 

implicant b cd does not illegally intersect any privileged cubes and is 

not contained in any other dhf-prime, so it is a dhf-prime. Our final set 

of dhf-prime implicants is 

dhf-prime - - {?ic,uc,cd,b-C,ab,bcd} 

The two-level hazard-free logic minimization problem for XBM operation 
is to find a minimum-cost cover which covers every required cube using only 
dhf-prime implicants. 

Example 5.5.19 The constraint matrix is shown below. 

ac uc cd bc ab bed 
ac - 1 - - - - 

-- (&j - - 1 - - - 

iibc - - - 1 1 - 

bed - - - - - 1 

1 - - - - - 

There are four essential rows which make E c, CA?, Zd, and b cd essential. 

To solve the remaining row, either the prime bE or E b can be selected. 

Therefore, there are two possible minimal hazard-free SOP covers which 

each include five product terms. Note that both covers require a non- 
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abc 

000 001 011 010 110 111 101 100 

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

de 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

Fig. 5.39 Karnaugh map for Example 5.5.20. 

prime implicant, b cd. A minimal hazardous cover would only require 

four product terms, ac, b d, ?i c, and cd. 

Our next example illustrates the hazard issues that must be addressed in 
the presence of directed don’t cares and conditional signals. 

Example 5.5.20 Consider the Karnaugh map shown in Figure 5.39 

with the following generalized transition cubes: 

-- 
t1 = [abd,abd] 

t2 = [ubEdE,abcdE] 

t3 = [ubd, ahz] 

The first transition is a dynamic 0 -+ 1 transition which is triggered by b 

and d going high. During this transition, c is a falling directed don’t care 

and e is an unspecified conditional signal. This transition contributes 

the required cube Z b d and the privileged cube a. This privileged cube 

must not be intersected except by a product which includes the entire 

end subcube, which is Z bEd. The second transition is a static 1 -+ 1 

transition which contributes the required cube a bdE. Finally, the third 

transition is a dynamic 1 + 0 transition which is triggered by d going 

low. During this transition, c is a rising directed don’t care and e is an 

unspecified conditional signal. The required cube for this transition is 

ab d. This transition also makes ab a privileged cube which can only 

be intersected by products that include its start subcube, u&d. 

The primes for this example are: 

abd,ubd,ude,bde 

The prime a de intersects the privileged cube ab, but it does not in- 

clude its start subcube, abed. Therefore, this prime must be reduced 

to a b de, which does not intersect the privileged cube. Similarly, the 

prime b d e intersects the privileged cube a and does not contain its end 

subcube a bi?d. Again, this prime is reduced to a b di? to eliminate the 

problem. Therefore, the final cover of the set of required cubes is 

f - - abd+ubd+ubde 

Again, a nonprime implicant is needed to be hazard-free. 
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5.6 MULTILEVEL LOGIC SYNTHESIS 

Typically, two-level SOP implementations cannot be realized directly for most 
technologies. The reason is that the AND or OR stages of the gate could 
have arbitrarily large fan-in (i.e., numbers of inputs). In CMOS, for exam- 
ple, gates with more than three or four inputs are considered to be too slow. 
Therefore, two-level SOP implementations must be decomposed into multi- 
level implementations using laws of Boolean algebra. Again, however, care 
must be taken not to introduce hazards. In this section we present a number 
of hazard-preserving transformations. Therefore, if we begin with a hazard- 
free SOP implementation and apply only hazard-preserving transformations, 
the resulting multilevel implementation is also hazard-free. The following 
theorem gives the laws of Boolean algebra which are hazard-preserving. 

Theorem 5.19 (Unger, 1969) Given any expression fl, if we transform it 
into another expression, f2, using the following laws: 

l A + (B + C) e A + B + C (associative law) 

l A(BC) H ABC (associative law) 
-- 

o (A + B) e A B (DeMorgan’s theorem) 

l (AB) w 2 + B (DeMorgan’s theorem) 

a AB + AC + A(B + C) (distributive law) 

a A + AB + A (absorptive law) 

l A+AB+A+B 

then a circuit corresponding to f2 will have no combinational hazards not 
present in circuits corresponding to fi. 

In other words, if we transform a circuit into a new circuit using the laws 
listed above the two circuits have equivalent hazards. Therefore, if the original 
circuit is hazard-free, so is the new circuit. Note that the last three laws can 
be applied only in one direction. For example, the distributive law in the 
reverse direction [i.e., A(B+C) +- AB+AC] p reserves static hazards, but it 
may introduce new dynamic hazards. For example, the function f = A(A+B) 
is free of dynamic hazards. If  we multiply it out, we get AZ + AB, which has 
a dynamic hazard when B = 1 and A changes. 

We can also create new functions from others, with the following effects: 

l Insertion or deletion of inverters at the output of a circuit only inter- 
changes 0 and l-hazards. 

l Insertion or deletion of inverters at the inputs only relocates hazards to 
duals of the original transition. 
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Fig. 5.40 (a) SOP implementation for small example. (b) Multilevel implementation 
for small example. 

l The dual of a circuit (exchange AND and OR gates) produces a dual 
function with dual hazards. 

Furthermore, there are many other hazard-preserving transformations not 
mentioned here. 

In order to derive a hazard-free multilevel implementation, we first find a 
hazard-free SOP implementation. If  we then convert it to a multilevel imple- 
mentation using only the associative law, DeMorgan’s theorem, factoring (not 
multiplying out), A + AB -+ A, and A + xl3 --+ A + B, then it is also hazard- 
free. Similarly, to check a multilevel implementation for hazards, convert it to 
a SOP implementation using associative, distributive, and DeMorgan’s laws 
and check for hazards (be sure not to perform any reductions using AA = 0). 

Example 5.6.1 Consider the two-level hazard-free implementation de- 
rived in Section 5.5.8, which has 11 literals as shown in Figure 5.40(a): 

f = Ec+aF+Fd+bcd+bE 

Using factoring, we can obtain the following equation with eight literals, 
which is shown in Figure 5.40(b): 

f = E(a+b+Z)+c(?i+bd) 

This is hazard-free since factoring is a hazard-preserving operation. 

5.7 TECHNOLOGY MAPPING 

After deriving optimized two-level or multilevel logic, the next step is to map 
these logic equations to some given gate library. This technology mapping step 
takes as input a set of technology-independent logic equations and a library 
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Fig. 5.41 NAND tree decomposition of the function f  = Z (a + b + d) + c (a + bd). 

of cells implemented in some gate-array or standard-cell technology, and it 
produces a netlist of cells implementing the logic in the given technology. 
The technology mapping process is traditionally broken up into three major 
steps: decomposition, partitioning, and matching/covering. In this section we 
describe how these steps can be performed without introducing hazards. 

The decomposition step transforms the network of logic equations into an 
equivalent network using only two-input/one-output base functions. A typical 
choice of base function is two-input NAND gates. Decomposition can be per- 
formed using recursive applications of DeMorgan’s theorem and the associa- 
tive law. As described in Section 5.6, these operations are hazard-preserving. 
This means that if you begin with a set of hazard-free logic equations, the 
equivalent network using only base functions is also hazard-free. Some tech- 
nology mappers may perform simplification during the decomposition step. 
This process may remove redundant logic that has been added to eliminate 
hazards, so this simplification must be avoided. 

Example 5.7.1 Consider the multilevel circuit from Section 5.6: 

f = E(a+b+d)+c@i+bd) 

f = E ((a + b) + Z) + c (E + b d) (associative law) 

f = C ((EZ) + Z) + c (E + b) (DeMorgan’s theorem) 

f  = E ((Eb) d) + c (a (bd)) (DeMorgan’s theorem) 

f = (E ((is;@ d)) (c (a (bd))) (DeMorgan’s theorem) 

The NAND decomposition is depicted in Figure 5.41. 

The partitioning step breaks up the decomposed network at points of mul- 
tiple fanout into single output cones of logic which are to be individually 
mapped. Since the partitioning step does not change the topology of the 
network, it does not affect the hazard behavior of the network. 

The matching and covering step examines each individual cone of logic and 
finds cells in the gate library to implement subnetworks within the cone. This 
matching step can be implemented either using structural pattern-matching 
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( > a 

Fig. 5.42 (a) Inverter. (b) Two-input NAND gate. (c) Three-input NAND gate. (d) 
Two-input NOR gate. 

Fig. 5.43 Final mapped circuit for f  = C (a + b + d) + c (a + b d). 

techniques or Boolean matching techniques. In the structural techniques, each 
library element is also decomposed into base functions. Library elements are 
then compared against portions of the network to be mapped using pattern 
matching. Assuming that the decomposed logic and library gates are hazard- 
free, the resulting mapped logic is also hazard-free. 

Example 5.7.2 Structural matching is applied to the network shown 
in Figure 5.41 with the library of gates shown in Figure 5.42. Assume 
that the inverter has cost 1, the two-input NAND gate has cost 3, 
the three-input NAND gate has cost 5, and the two-input NOR gate 
has cost 2. Consider the covering of the subtree starting at node n4. 
This subtree can either be covered with a three-input NAND gate and 
two inverters at a total cost of 7, or it can be covered with a two-input 
NAND gate and a two-input NOR gate at a cost of 5. The second choice 
would be made. The final mapped circuit is shown in Figure 5.43. Note 
that since the original logic and the library elements are hazard-free, 
the final mapped circuit is also hazard-free. 

Boolean matching techniques attempt to find gates in the library which 
have equivalent Boolean functions. These techniques can perform better than 
structural methods, but they can also introduce hazards. 
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t?g. 5.44 (a) Original function mapped without hazards. (b) MUX implementation 

with a dynamic hazard. 

Example 5.7.3 Consider part of the function from our earlier example 

shown in Figure 5.44(a). An equivalent function that may be found by a 

Boolean matching technique is the multiplexor shown in Figure 5.44(b). 

Karnaugh maps for each implementation are shown below the circuit di- 

agrams. Recall that there is a dynamic 1 + 0 transition [Z bZd, Zbc d]. 

In the first implementation, there are no hazards since all products that 

intersect this transition contain the start cube. On the other hand, the 

multiplexor implementation includes a product term that illegally inter- 

sects the privileged cube. The result is the multiplexor has a dynamic 

1 -+ 0 hazard. 

To allow the use of Boolean matching and library gates which are not 
hazard-free in the structural methods, a different approach is needed. First, 
we must characterize the hazards found in the library gates. Next, during the 
technology mapping step, we check that the library gate being chosen has a 
subset of the hazards in the logic being replaced. If  this is the case, this logic 
gate can be used safely. 

Example 5.7.4 The problem with using the multiplexor implementa- 

tion in Example 5.7.3 is the existence of the dynamic 1 + 0 transition 

[i2k& i&d]. If the original implementation had been f = cd + bd, 
this implementation would have a hazard for this dynamic transition 

also. Since the original implementation is derived to be hazard-free for 

all transitions of interest, this transition must not occur. Therefore, the 

multiplexor could be used in this situation. 
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Fig. 5.45 (a) Generalized C-element logic structure with (b) weak-feedback and (c) 
fully static CMOS implementations. 

5.8 GENERALIZED C-ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

Another interesting technology is to use generalixed C-elements (gC) as the 
basic building blocks. In this technique, the implementation of the set and re- 
set of a signal are decoupled. The basic structure is depicted in Figure 5.45(a), 
in which the upper sum-of-products represents the logic for the set, fset , the 
lower sum-of-products represents the logic for the reset, freset, and the result 
is merged with a C-element. This can be implemented directly in CMOS as 
a single compact gate with weak feedback, as shown in Figure 5.45(b), or as 
a fully static gate, as shown in Figure 5.45(c). 

A gC implementation reduces the potential for hazards. For example, static 
hazards cannot manifest on the output of a gC gate. Care has to be taken, 
though, during subsequent technology mapping to avoid introducing pro- 
longed short-circuit current during decomposition. Prolonged short circuits 
are undesirable since they increase power dissipation as well as circuit switch- 
ing time and should be avoided. Interestingly, avoiding such short circuits 
corresponds exactly to avoiding dynamic hazards caused by decomposing an 
N-stack (P-stack) in which its corresponding cube intersects a 1 -+ 0 (0 + 1) 
transition without containing the start subcube (end subcube). By avoiding 
short circuits (i.e., not allowing decomposition of trigger signals which during 
a transition both enable and disable a P and N stack), the hazard constraints 
can be relaxed to no longer require that a product term intersecting a dynamic 
transition must include the start subcube. The problems with conditionals 
and dynamic hazards are also not present in gC implementations. 

Given the hazard requirements discussed above, the hazard-free cover re- 
quirements for the set function, fset, in an extended burst-mode gC become: 

1. Each set cube of fset must not include OFF-set minterms. 

2. For every dynamic 0 -+ 1 transition [cr,c2] in fset, the end cube, ~2, 
must be completely covered by some product term. 

3. Any product term of fset intersecting the cube c2 of a dynamic 0 + 
transition [ci,c2] must also contain the end subcube CL. 

1 
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Fig. 5.46 Generalized C-element implement at ion for Example 5.5.20. 

The second requirement describes the product terms that are required for the 
cover to turn on when it is supposed to. The first and third requirements 
describe the constraints that the required product terms must satisfy for the 
cover to be hazard-free. Hazard-freedom requirements for freset are analogous 

to &et* 

Example 5.8.1 Consider implementing the logic for Example 5.5.20 
using a gC. For a gC, we need to consider only the two dynamic tran- 
sitions. The logic derived for fset and freset would be as follows: 

f set = abd 
-- 

f reset = abd 

The resulting circuit implementation is shown in Figure 5.46. 

5.9 SEQUENTIAL HAZARDS 

The correctness of Huffman circuits designed using the methods described in 
this chapter rely on the assumption that outputs and state variables stabilize 
before either new inputs or fed-back state variables arrive at the input to the 
logic. A violation of this assumption can result in a sequential hazard. The 
presence of a sequential hazard is dependent on the timing of the environment, 
circuit, and feedback delays. 

To illustrate why delay is needed in the feedback, consider the partial flow 
table shown in Figure 5.47, starting in state 1 with x at 0 and changing x to 
1. The result should be that the machine ends up in state 2 with the output 

staying at 0. Let us assume that part of the logic perceives the state change 
before it perceives the input change. The result is that the machine may 
appear to be in state 2 with input x still at 0. In this state, the next state is 
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Fig. 5.47 Example illustrating the need for feedback delay. 

3, so the machine may become excited to go to state 3. Let us assume that 
after reaching state 3 the logic now detects that x is 1. The result is that 
the machine now gets excited to go to state k. In other words, if the state 
change is fed back too quickly, it is possible that the final state is state k when 
it should be state 2. Another problem is that even if the input is perceived 
before the machine ends up in state 3, while it thinks it is in state 2 with input 
0, it may start to set the output to 1. This means that the output may glitch. 
Regardless of the state assignment and the values of the outputs, there is no 
correct circuit realization for this flow table without delay in the feedback. A 
flow table with a configuration like this is said to contain an essential hazard. 
In general, a flow table has an essential hazard if after three changes of some 
input variable x, the resulting state is different than the one reached after a 
single change. In order to eliminate essential hazards, there is a feedback delay 
requirement which can be set conservatively to 

Df 2 dmax - dmin 

where Df is the feedback delay, d max is the maximum delay in the combi- 
national logic, and dmin is the minimum delay through the combinational 

logic. 
Sequential hazards can also result if the environment reacts too quickly. Re- 

call that Huffman circuits in this chapter are designed using the fundamental- 
mode environmental constraint, which says that inputs are not allowed to 
change until the circuit stabilizes. To satisfy this constraint, a conservative 
separation time needed between inputs can be expressed as follows: 

di 2 2dmax + Df 

where di is the separation time needed between input bursts. This separa- 
tion needs a 2d max term since the circuit must respond to the input change 
followed by the subsequent state change. 

Finally, XBM machines require a setup time and hold time for conditional 

signals. In other words, conditional signals must stabilize a setup time before 
the compulsory signal transition which samples them, and it must remain 
stable a hold time after the output and state changes complete. Outside this 
window of time, the conditional signals are free to change arbitrarily. 
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5.10 SOURCES 

The Huffman school of thought on the design of asynchronous circuits orig- 
inated with his seminal paper [170] (later republished in [ 1721). This paper 
introduced flow tables and describes a complete methodology that includes 
all the topics addressed in this chapter: state minimization, state assignment, 
and hazard-free logic synthesis. 

There are a substantial number of possible modes of operation for Huffman 
circuits [382]. Much of the early work is restricted to SIC operation, and the 
approaches to design are quite similar to those presented in Sections 5.2, 
5.3, and 5.4. Quite different SIC synthesis methods have been proposed for 
transition (rather than level)-sensitive design styles [86, 3581. David proposed 
a direct synthesis method that uses a single universal cell [98] which avoids 
the need for state assignment and hazards. The original definition of MIC 
operation is that all inputs must change within some interval of time, and 
they are considered to have changed simultaneously [129]. Also, no further 
input changes are allowed for another period of time. Several methods for 
MIC design have been developed that either encode the inputs into a one-hot 
code with a spacer [129] or delay the inputs or outputs [129, 2411. Chuang 
and Das developed an MIC approach which uses edge-triggered flip-flops and a 
local clock signal to solve the hazard issues [85]. Other local clock approaches 
were developed by Rey and Vaucher [322], Unger [384], Hayes [160, 1611, and 
most recently by Nowick [301]. A mixed approach that uses local clocking 
only when critical races exist was proposed by Yenersoy [411]. Stevens [365] 
extended the MIC model to allow multiple inputs to change at any time as 
long as the input changes are grouped together in bursts, and for this reason 
this mode of operation is often called burst mode. In the most general mode 
of operation called unrestricted input change (UIC), any input may change at 
any time as long as no input changes twice in a given time period. A UIC 
design method is described in [383] which relies on the use of inertial delay 
elements. Finally, when the period of time between input changes is set to 
the time it takes the circuit to stabilize, the circuit is said to be operating in 
fundamental mode [262]. 

Huffman circuit synthesis approaches that are quite different from those 
found in this chapter are found in [96, 97, 313, 395, 4071. These methods 
do not follow the same breakdown into the steps of state minimization, state 
assignment, and logic synthesis. For example, Vingron presents a method 
which through the construction of a coherency tree essentially performs state 
minimization and state assignment together. 

The binate covering problem and its solution were first described by Gras- 
selli and Luccio [155, 1561. I n addition to the matrix reduction techniques 

found in Section 5.1, numerous others have been proposed [140, 155, 156, 1791. 
Recently, there have been some interesting new approaches proposed for solv- 
ing binate covering problems [94, 3141. 
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Techniques for state minimization of completely specified state machines 
were first described by Huffman [ 1701. The first work on incompletely specified 
state machines is due to Ginsburg [145, 1461 and Paul1 and Unger [306]. The 
approach described in Section 5.2 is due to Grasselli and Luccio [155], and 
the running example is taken from their paper. Numerous other heuristic 
techniques for state minimization are described in [382]. Recent work in state 
minimization has been performed by Rho et al. [323] for synchronous design 
and Fuhrer and Nowick [132] for asynchronous design. 

Again, the original work in critical race free state assignment originated 
with Huffman [170]. The initial work on state assignment allowed for state 
changes to take place through a series of steps, often changing only one state 
bit at a time. Such assignments have been called shared row assignments. 
Huffman determined that a universal state assignment (one that works for 
any arbitrary flow table) existed and requires 2So - 1 state variables, where 
So = [log, r] , where r is the number of rows in the flow table [ 1721. Saucier 
later showed that, in some cases, this bound could be broken [337]. Systematic 
methods for finding shared row assignments were developed by Maki and 
Tracey [242] and Saucier [338]. M ore recent work capable of handling large 
state machines automatically has been performed by Fisher and Wu [124] and 
Kang et al. [188]. 

To improve performance, Liu introduced the unicode single transition time 
(USTT) state assignment in which state transitions are accomplished in a sin- 
gle step [238]. Liu determined a bound on the number of state variables needed 
to be 2’O - 1 . Tracey developed an efficient procedure to find a minimal USTT 
state assignment [380]. This procedure is the one described in Section 5.3. 
Friedman et al. determined tighter bounds on the number of state variables 
needed for a universal USTT state assignment [128]. In particular, he showed 
that a universal USTT state assignment could be accomplished using no more 
than either 215’0 - 15 or (S,” + 5S0)/6 variables. A small error in one of their 
other tighter bounds was found by Nanya and Tohma [289]. While previous 
work concentrated on minimizing the number of state variables, Tan showed 
that this did not necessarily result in reduced logic [374]. Tan developed a 
state assignment technique which atternpts to rninimize literals instead of state 
variables [374]. S awin and Maki present a variant of Tan’s procedure which 
is capable of detecting faults [340]. Another approach which can yield sirn- 
plcr realizations was proposed by Mukai and Tohma [276]. Hollaar presents a 
design methodology based on the one-hot row assignment, which provides for 
a fairly direct circuit realization [168]. An exact method for minimizing out- 
put logic during state assignment has been developed by Fuhrer et al. [131]. 
An improved method has recently been proposed by Rutten and Berkelaar 
[333]. For large state machines, exact state assignment techniques can fail 
to produce a result. For this reason, Smith developed heuristic techniques 
to address large state machines [359]. To speed up the entire design process, 
Maki et al. developed methods to find the logic equations directly during state 
assignment [ 2431. 
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While in USTT assignments a state is assigned a single state code, in 
multicode STT assignments a state may be assigned multiple codes. Kuhl and 
Reddy developed a multicode STT assignment technique [214] and Nanya and 
Tohma devised a universal multicode STT assignment [290]. A more recent 
multicode approach has been developed by Kantabutra and Andreou [189]. 

The recursive prime generation procedure described in Section 5.4.2 is de- 
rived from Blake’s early work on Boolean reasoning [42]. An excellent de- 
scription of this work is given in 1491. Setting up the prime implicant selec- 
tion procedure as a covering problem as described in Section 5.4.3 was first 
done by McCluskey [261]. The original basic theory of combinational hazards 
described in Section 5.4.4 is due to Huffman [171]. The conditions to ensure 
hazard freedom under SIC are from McCluskey [263]. 

Static function and logic hazards under MIC operation were first consid- 
ered by Eichelberger [122]. He demonstrated that all static logic hazards 

could be eliminated by using a cover that includes all the prime implicants. 
He also described a method using a ternary logic to detect logic hazards. Br- 
zozowski et al. developed similar approaches to detecting races and hazards 
in asynchronous logic [59, 60, 55, 561. Seger developed a ternary simulation 
method based on the almost-equal-delay model [342]. Methods for elimi- 
nating dynamic function and logic hazards were developed by Unger [382], 
Bredeson and Hulina [48], Bredeson [47], Beister [30], and Frackowiak [126]. 
Nowick [301] developed the restrictions on state minimization for BM ma- 
chines which guarantee a hazard-free logic implementation, and Yun and Dill 
[420, 4211 g eneralized these restrictions to handle XBM machines, as described 
in Section 5.5.6. Nowick and Dill developed the first complete algorithm and 
tool for two-level hazard-free logic minimization [298, 3011. The method de- 
scribed in Section 5.5 follows that used by Nowick and Dill [298, 3011. Re- 
cently, Theobald and Nowick developed implicit and heuristic methods to 
solve the two-level minimization problem [378]. The extensions needed to 
support extended burst-mode specifications were developed by Yun and Dill 
[418, 420, 421, 4241. S ome recent efficient hazard-free logic minimizers have 
been developed by Rutten et al. [334, 3321 and Jacobson et al. [lSO, 2811. 

The concept of hazard-preserving transformations for multilevel logic syn- 
thesis described in Section 5.6 is taken from Unger [382]. Kung developed 
further the idea of hazard-preserving transformations for logic optimization 
[215]. Lin and Devadas presented a hazard-free multilevel synthesis approach 
in which the structure of the circuit is based on its representation as a bi- 
nary decision diagram (BDD) [234]. The technology mapping procedure de- 
scribed in Section 5.7 was developed by Siegel [352, 3531. Recently, Chou et 
al. developed technology mapping techniques that optimized for average-case 
performance [81]. Modifications of the design procedure to support general- 
ized C-element implementations are due to Yun and Dill [420, 4211. A tech- 
nology mapping procedure for gC circuits which optimizes for average-case 
performance appears in [ 1811. A combinational complex-gate approach was 
proposed by Kudva et al. [213]. 
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Sequential hazards and the need for feedback delay were presented origi- 
nally by Unger [382]. Langdon extended the definition of essential hazards 
to MIC operation [219]. Armstrong et al. showed that if all delay is concen- 
trated at the gate outputs, it is possible to design circuits without feedback 
delay [ll]. Langdon presented a similar result [220]. Brzozowski and Singh 
showed that in some cases the circuit could be redesigned without using any 
feedback at all [58]. Mago presented several alternative locations in which to 
put delay to eliminate sequential hazards and evaluated the amount of delay 
needed and its affect on the state assignment [241]. The setup and hold-time 
restriction on conditional signals in XBM machines is due to Yun and Dill 
[420]. Chakraborty et al. developed a timing analysis technique to check the 
timing assumptions needed to eliminate sequential hazards [?l, 721. 

Two excellent references on synthesis algorithms for synchronous design 
are the books by De Micheli 12711 and Hachtel and Somenzi [158]. They were 
used as a reference for the material in this chapter on binate covering, state 
minimization, and logic minimization 

Problems 

5.1 Binate Covering 
Solve the following constraint matrix using the bcp algorithm. 

A= 

cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 Cl0 Cl1 
- - - - - - - - - 1 - 
l--l------- 

1 1 -llll---- 
1 -l-l---l-- 
- -l--l----- 
-l---l-l--l 
-l----11-1- 
- -l-----l-- 
()------l--- 
O--------l- 
()-l-----l-- 
1()--1------ 
-01-------l 
- -O------l- 
- -O---l---- 
- - - -O----l- 
- -l-()---l-- 
l---l(-)----- 
l---l-()---- 
- l----01--- 
- -l----()--l 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
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fig. 5.48 Flow table for Problem 5.3. 

5.2 Binate Covering 
Implement the BCP algorithm in your favorite programming language. It 
should read in a constraint matrix and output a list of columns used in the 
best solution found. 

5.3 State Minimization 
For the flow table shown in Figure 5.48: 

5.3.1. 

5.3.2. 

5.3.3. 

5.3.4. 

5.3.5. 

5.3.6. 

5.3.7. 

Find compatible pairs using a pair chart. 

Compute the maximal compatibles. 

Set up and solve BCP using only the maximal compatibles. 

Compute the prime compatibles. 

Set up and solve BCP using the prime compatibles. 

Form the reduced table. 

Compare the results from 5.3.3 and 5.3.5. 

5.4 State Minimization 
For the flow table shown in Figure 5.49: 

5.4.1. Find compatible pairs using a pair chart. 

5.4.2. Compute the maximal compatibles. 

5.4.3. Set up and solve BCP using only the maximal compatibles. 

5.4.4. Compute the prime compatibles. 

5.4.5. Set up and solve BCP using the prime compatibles. 

5.4.6. Form the reduced table. 

5.4.7. Compare the results from 5.4.3 and 5.4.5. 

5.5 State Minimization 
For the flow table shown in Figure 5.50: 

5.5.1. Find compatible pairs using a pair chart. 

5.5.2. Compute the maximal compatibles. 

5.5.3. Compute the prime compatibles. 

5.5.4. Set up and solve BCP using the prime compatibles. 

5.5.5. Form the reduced table. 
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Fig. 5.49 Flow table for Problem 5.4. 

00 01 11 10 

Fig. 5.50 Flow table for Problem 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.51 Flow table for Problem 5.6. 

5.6 State Assignment 
For the flow table shown in Figure 5.51: 

5.6.1. Find a state assignment without using the outputs. 

5.6.2. Find a state assignment using the outputs as state variables. 

5.7 State Assignment 
For the flow table shown in Figure 5.52: 

5.7.1. Find a state assignment without using the outputs. 

5.7.2. Find a state assignment using the outputs as state variables. 

5.8 State Assignment 
For the flow table shown in Figure 5.53: 

5.8.1. Find a state assignment without using the outputs. 

5.8.2. Find a state assignment using the outputs as state variables. 
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Fig. 5.52 Flow table for Problem 5.7. 

6 10 20 60 30 

J 7 5,l 7,l 7,l 2,l 

Fig. 5.53 Flow table for Problem 5.8. 

5.9 Two-Level Logic Minimization 
Do the following for the Karnaugh map shown in Figure 5.54: 

5.9.1. Find all prime implicants using the recursive procedure. 

5.9.2. Set up and solve a covering problem to pick the minimal number of 
prime implicants, ignoring hazards. 

5.9.3. Set up and solve a covering problem to pick the minimal number of 
prime implicants for a hazard-free cover assuming SIC. 

5.9.4. Assume that the only transitions possible are 

t1 = [zbEd,abca] 

t2 = [UbEd, &d] 

t3 = [&&abcd] 

t4 = [abcd,a6cd] 

Identify the type of each transition and its transition cube. 

5.9.5. Determine all required cubes for the transitions above. 

5.9.6. Determine all privileged cubes for the transitions above. 

5.9.7. Find the dhf-prime implicants. 

5.9.8. Set up and solve a covering problem to pick the minimal number 
of prime implicants for a hazard-free cover assuming that the only transitions 
are those given above. 
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ab 

cd 

00 01 11 10 
00 1 1 1 1 
01 1 1 1 0 
11 0 1 1 0 
10 0 0 1 1 

Fig. 5.54 Karnaugh map for Problem 5.9. 

ab 

cd 

Fig. 5.55 Karnaugh map for Problem 5.10. 

5.10 Two-Level Logic Minimization 
Do the following for the Karnaugh map shown in Figure 5.55: 

5.10.1. Find all prime implicants using the recursive procedure. 

5.10.2. Set up and solve a covering problem to pick the minimal number 
of prime implicants, ignoring hazards. 

5.10.3. Set up and solve a covering problem to pick the minimal number 
of prime implicants for a hazard-free cover assuming SIC. 

5.10.4. Assume that the only transitions possible are: 

t1 = [abc-, abc-] 

t2 = [abcd,abEZ] 
t3 = a --, [ b a&-] 

Identify the type of each transition and its transition cube. Assume that d is 
a level signal and that c is a falling directed don’t care in t3. 

5.10.5. Determine all required cubes for the transitions above. 

5.10.6. Determine all privileged cubes for the transitions above. 

5.10.7. Find the dhf-prime implicants. 

5.10.8. Set up and solve a covering problem to pick the minimal number 
of prime implicants for a hazard-free cover assuming that the only transitions 
are those given above. 

5.11 Burst-Mode Synthesis 

Do the following for the BM machine shown in Figure 5.56: 

5.11.1. Translate the BM machine into a flow table. 
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Fig. 5.56 BM machine for Problem 5.11. Note that abc = 000 and yz = 01 initially. 

5.11.2. Perform state minimization on the flow table. Be sure to consider 
BM operation. 

5.11.3. Perform state assignment on the reduced flow table. 

5.11.4. Perform two-level logic minimization to find hazard-free logic to 
implement the output signals. 

5.12 Extended Burst-Mode Synthesis 
Do the following for the XBM machine shown in Figure 5.57: 

5.12.1. Translate the XBM machine into a flow table. 

5.12.2. Perform state minimization on the flow table. Be sure to consider 
XBM operation. 

5.12.3. Perform state assignment on the reduced flow table. 

5.12.4. Perform two-level logic minimization to find hazard-free logic to 
implement the output signals. 

5.13 Multilevel Logic Synthesis 
Apply hazard-preserving transformations to find a minimum literal factored 
form for your solution of Problem 5.9. 

5.14 Multilevel Logic Synthesis 
Apply hazard-preserving transformations to find a minimum literal factored 
form for your solution of Problem 5.10. 
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Fig. 5.57 XBM machine for Problems 5.12 and 5.21. Note that abdl = 000- and 
sos13yx = 01000 initially. 
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00 01 11 10 

1 3,l l,o 2,0 1,l 

2 2,0 2,0 2,0 4,0 
3 3,l l,o 3,0 4,0 

4 4,0 2,0 3,0 4,0 

Fig. 5.58 Flow table for Problem 5.22. 

5.15 Multilevel Logic Synthesis 
Apply hazard-preserving transformations to find a minimum literal factored 
form for your solution of Problem 5.11. 

5.16 Multilevel Logic Synthesis 
Apply hazard-preserving transformations to find a minimum literal factored 
form for your solution of Problem 5.12. 

5.17 Technology Mapping 
Map your multilevel logic from Problem 5.13 using the library from Fig- 
ure 5.41. 

5.18 Technology Mapping 
Map your multilevel logic from Problem 5.14 using the library from Fig- 
ure 5.41. 

5.19 Technology Mapping 
Map your multilevel logic from Problem 5.15 using the library from Fig- 
ure 5.41. 

5.20 Technology Mapping 
Map your multilevel logic from Problem 5.16 using the library from Fig- 
ure 5.41. 

5.21 Generalized C-Element Synthesis 
Do the following for the XBM machine shown in Figure 5.57, targeting a gC 
implement at ion. 

5.21.1. Translate the XBM machine into a flow table. 

5.21.2. Perform state minimization on the flow table. Be sure to consider 
XBM operation. 

5.21.3. Perform state assignment on the reduced flow table. 

5.21.4. Perform two-level logic minimization to find hazard-free logic to 
implement the output signals using generalized C-elements. 

5.22 Sequential Hazards 
Find all essential hazards in the flow table shown in Figure 5.58. 



6 
Muller Circuits 

The infinite is the finite of every instant. 
-Zen Saying 

When I can’t handle events, I let them handle themselves. 
----Henry Ford 

Life is pleasant. Death is peaceful. It’s the transition that’s troublesome. 
-Isaac Asimov 

We are ready for any unforeseen event that may or may not occur. 
-Vice President Dan Quayle, g/22/90 

In this chapter we introduce the Muller school of thought to the synthesis of 
asynchronous circuits. &%Zler circuits are designed under the unbounded gate 
deEup model. Under this model, circuits are guaranteed to work regardless of 
gate delays, assuming that wire delays are negligible. Muller circuit design 
requires explicit knowledge of the behaviors allowed by the environment. It 
does not, however, put any restriction on the speed of the environment. 

The design of Muller circuits requires a somewhat different approach as 
compared with traditional sequential state machine design. Most synthe- 
sis methods for Muller circuits translate the higher-level specification into a 
state graph. Next, the state graph is examined to determine if a circuit can 
be generated using only the specified input and output signals. I f  two states 
are found that have the same values of inputs and outputs but lead through 
an output transition to different next states, no circuit can be produced di- 
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rectly. In this case, either the protocol must be changed or new internal state 
signals must be added to the design. The method of determining the needed 
state variables is quite different from that used for Huffman circuits. Next, 
logic is derived using modified versions of the logic minimization procedures 
described earlier. The modifications needed are based upon the technology 
that is being used for implementation. Finally, the design must be mapped to 
gates in a given gate library. This last step requires a substantially modified 
technology mapping procedure as compared with traditional state machine 
synthesis met hods. 

We first give a formal definition of speed independence. Then we describe 
the “state assignment” method for Muller circuits. Finally, we describe logic 
minimization and technology mapping, respectively. 

6.1 FORMAL DEFINITION OF SPEED INDEPENDENCE 

In order to design a speed-independent circuit, it is necessary to have complete 
information about the behavior of both the circuit being designed and the 
environment. Therefore, we restrict our attention to complete circuits. A 
complete circuit C is defined by a finite set of states, S. At any time, C is 
said to be in one of these states. 

The behavior of a complete circuit is defined by the set of allowed sequences 
of states. Each allowed sequence can be either finite or infinite, and the set 
of allowed sequences can also be finite or infinite. For example, the sequence 

(Sl, s2, s3, l l 
. ) says that state si is followed by state ~2, but it does not state 

the time at which this state transition takes place. Therefore, in order to 
determine when a state transition takes place, it is necessary that consecutive 
states be different. In other words, for an allowed sequence (s 1, ~2, . . . ) , any 
pair of consecutive states si # si+r. Another property is that each state 

s E 5’ is the initial state of at least one allowed sequence. One can also derive 
additional allowed sequences from known ones. For example, if (s 1, ~2, ~3, 
. . . ) is an allowed sequence, then so is (~2, ~3, . . . ) . I f  (sr , ~2, . . . ) and (tl , 

t2, l .*) are allowed sequences and s2 = t 1, then (si , tl , t2, . . . ) is also an 
allowed sequence. 

Example 6.1.1 Consider a complete circuit composed of four states, 
S = {a, b, c, d}, which has th e o f  11 owing two allowed sequences: 

1. a, b,a, b,. . . 

2. a,c,d 

The sequences above imply that the following sequences are also al- 
lowed: 

1. b,a, b,a,. . . 

2. c, d 

3. d 
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Simple state diagram. (b) Partial order of its equivalence classes. 

4. a, b, a, c, d 

5. a, b, a, b, a, c, d 

6. b, a, c, d 

7. etc. 

A state diagram for this example is shown in Figure 6.1(a). 

TWO states si, sj E S are R-related (denoted SiRsj) when: 

1. Si=Sj Or 

2. si 7 sj appear as a consecutive pair of states in some allowed sequence. 

A sequence (si, ~2, . . . , sm) is an R-sequence if siRsi+ for each 1 5 i 2 m-l. 
A state si is followed by a state sj (denoted SiFsj) if there exists an R- 

sequence (Si , . . . , Sj ) . The F-relation is reflexive and transitive, but not 
necessarily symmetric. I f  two states si and sj are symmetric under the F- 
relation (i.e., si,TSj and sj,Tsi), they are said to be equivaZent (denoted SiEsj). 

The equivalence relation, &, partitions the finite set of states S of any 
circuit into equivalence classes of states. The F-relation can be extended to 
these equivalence classes. If  A and B are two equivalence classes, then AFB 
if there exist,s states a E A and b E B such that a.% Furthermore, if a is in 
the equivalence class A and b is in B and AFB, then a.% 

For any allowed sequence, there is a definite last class which is called the 
terminal class. A circuit C is speed independent with respect to a state s if all 
allowed sequences starting with s have the same terminal class. 

Example 6.1.2 The circuit from Figure 6.1(a) is partitioned into three 
equivalence classes: ,A = {a, b}, B = {c}, and C = {d}. Applying the 
extended F-relation to the equivalence classes, we get the following 
AFA, AFB, AFC, BFB, BFC, and C.E. This relation is depicted 
in Figure 6.1(b) without self-loops and transitive arcs. This circuit is 
not speed independent with respect to state a, since there exist allowed 
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sequences starting in a that end in terminal class A and others that end 
in terminal class C. However, this circuit is speed independent with 
respect to states c and d since all allowed sequences starting in these 
states end in terminal class C. 

Muller circuits are typically modeled using a state graph (SG) derived from 
a higher-level graphical model such as a STG or TEL structure as described 
in Chapter 4. We can reformulate the notion of allowed sequences on a state 
graph. An allowed sequence of states (sr , ~2, . . . ) is any sequence of states 
satisfying the following three conditions: 

1. No two consecutive states si and si+r are equal. 

2. For any state sj+r and signal ui, one of the following is true: 

Sj+1(i> = sj(i) 

sj+1 (i> = s;(i) 

3. If  there exists a signal ui and a state sj such that sj(i) = s,(i) and 
s;(i) = sk (i) for all So in the sequence following sj , then 

Sj(i) = S:(i) 

The second condition states that in an allowed sequence either a signal remains 
unchanged or changes to its implied value. The third condition states that 
if a signal is continuously excited to change, it eventually does change to its 
implied value. 

Example 6.1.3 A simple speed-independent circuit and corresponding 
state graph is shown in Figure 6.2. Note that all states are contained 
in a single equivalence class, making it speed-independent. 

6.1.1 Subclasses of Speed-Independent Circuits 

There are several useful subclasses of speed-independent circuits. First, a cir- 
cuit is totally sequential with respect to a state s if there is only one allowed 
sequence starting with s. Clearly, if there is only one allowed sequence start- 
ing with s, there can be only one terminal class which proves the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 6.1 (Muller, 1959) A circuit totally sequential with respect to s 
is also speed independent with respect to s. 

Example 6.1.4 A simple totally sequential circuit is shown in Fig- 
ure 6.3(a), and its state graph is shown in Figure 6.3(b). In its initial 
state, (OR), both IX: and y  are 0, but y’s implied value is 1. After y  rises, 
the system moves to state (Rl), where J: now has an implied value of 
1. After XT rises, the state is (IF). 
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.X+ 

z+ z+ 

Fig. 6.2 (a) Speed-independent circuit. (b) Its state graph with state vector (2, y, x). 

Fig. 6.3 (a) Totally sequential circuit. (b) Its state graph with state vector (2, y). 
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A circuit is semi-modular in a state si if in all states sj reached after one 
signal has transitioned, any other signals excited in si are still excited in sj. 
More formally: 

A circuit is semi-modular with respect to a state s if all states reachable from 
s are semi-modular. A totally sequential circuit is semi-modular, but the 
converse is not necessarily true. A circuit that is semi-modular with respect to 
a state s is also speed independent with respect to s, but again the converse is 
not necessarily true. These results are summarized in the following theorems. 

Theorem 6.2 (Muller, 1959) A circuit totally sequential with respect to s 
is also semi-modular with respect to s. 

Theorem 6.3 (Muller, 1959) A circuit semi-modular with respect to s is 
also speed independent with respect to s. 

Example 6.1.5 The circuit shown in Figure 6.2 is speed-independent, 
but it is not semi-modular. For example, in state (1RR) signals y  and x 
are both excited to rise, but after x rises, it goes to state (FOl), in which 
y  is no longer excited. Another simple circuit and its corresponding 
state graph are shown in Figure 6.4. This circuit is semi-modular with 
respect to each state in the state graph. 

Input transitions typically are allowed to be disabled by other input transi- 
tions, but output transitions are typically not allowed to be disabled. There- 
fore, another useful class of circuits are those which are output semi-modular. 
A SG is output semi-modular in a state si if only input signal transitions can 
disable other input signal transitions. More formally: 

Ml E To v Vt2 E T l (Si,tll Sj) E 6 A (Si,t2,Sk) E 6 

+ 3Sl E 5’ 9 (Sj, t2, Sl) E 6 A (Skltl, Sl) E 6 

where TO is the set of output transitions (i.e., TO = {u+, u - 1 u E 0)). 

Example 6.1.6 If and only if all signals in the circuit shown in Fig- 
ure 6.2 are inputs, then it is output semi-modular. 

6.1.2 Some Useful Definitions 

It is often useful to be able to determine in which states a signal is excited to 
rise or fall. The sets or excitation states, ES(u+) and ES(u-), provide this 
information and are defined as follows: 

ES( u+) = {s E s 1 s(u) = 0 Au E x(s)} 
ES(u-) = {s E s 1 s(u) = 1 Au E x(s)} 
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Fig. 6.4 (a) Semi-modular circuit. (b) State graph with state vector (z, y, z). 

Recall that X(s) is the set of signals that are excited in state s. 
For each signal u, there are two sets of stable, or quiescent, states. The 

sets QS(u+) and QS(u-) are defined as follows: 

QS(u+) = {s E s 1 s(u) = 1 Au # x(s)} 

QS(u- > = {sES~s(u)=OAu$i!X(s)} 

Example 6.1.7 Consider the SG shown in Figure 6.4. The signal y  
has the following four sets: 

ES(y+) = {(RW, (1W) 

WY-) = {(-q, ww 

QS(Y+) = {(fw, (1W) 

&S(Y-> = {(FW, (OOW 

An elccitation region for signal u is a maximally connected subset of either 
ES(u+) or ES(u-). If it is a subset of ES(u+), it is a set region, and it is 
denoted ER(u+, k) h w ere k indicates that it is the kth set region. Similarly, 

a reset region can be denoted ER(u-, k). 
The switching region for a transition u*, SR(u*, Ic), is the set of states 

directly reachable through transition u*: 

SR(u*, k) = {sj E S 1 3si E ER( u*, k).(Si, u*, Sj) f S} 

where “*” indicates either “+” for set regions or “-” for reset regions. 
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Example 6.1.8 Again consider the example SG shown in Figure 6.4. 
The signal y  has the following excitation and switching regions: 

Another interesting subclass of speed-independent circuits are those which 
have distributive state graphs. A state graph is distributive if each excitation 
region has a unique minimal state. A minimal state for an excitation region, 
ER(u*, k), is a state in ER(ua, k), which cannot be directly reached by any 
other state in ER(u*, k). More formally, a SG is distributive if 

VER(u*, k) . 3exactly one sj E ER(u*, c;> . 13si E ER(u*, k) . (Si, t, Sj) E 6 

Example 6.1.9 The circuit in Figure 6.2 is not distributive, since for 
ER(z+, 1) there exists two minimal states, (1RR) and (RlR). The 
circuit in Figure 6.4 is distributive. 

Each cube in the implementation is composed of trigger signals and context 
signals. For an excitation region, a trigger signal is a signal whose firing can 
cause the circuit to enter the excitation region. The set of trigger signals for 
an excitation region ER(u*, k) is 

TS(u*, k) = {V E N ( EIs~, Sj E S.((Si,tT Sj) E 6) A (t = v + V t = v-) 

A (si 4 ER(u*, k)) A (Sj E ER(u*, k))} 

Any nontrigger signal which is stable throughout an entire excitation region 
may be used as a context signal. The set of context signals for an excitation 
region ER(u*, k) is 

CS(w, k) = {vi E N ( vi 4 TS( u*, k) A ifsj, ~1 E ER(u*, k)+(i) = sl(i)} 

Example 6.1.10 Once again consider the example SG shown in Fig- 
ure 6.4. The excitation regions for signal y  have the following trigger 
and context signal sets: 

Wy+,l) = (4 

WY-J) = {z) 

WY+, 1) = {Y> 

WY-J) = {Y) 

Note that although the signal ZJ is rising in ER(y+, l), it is considered stable 
since once y  does rise the circuit has left the excitation region. Recall that 
a state labeled with an R is actually at the fixed logical value of 0, but it is 
excited to change. 
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Fig. 6.5 State graph for the passive/ 
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Example 6.1.11 We conclude this section with a somewhat larger ex- 
ample. The SG for a passive/active wine shop is shown in Figure 6.5. 
The ES, QS, ER, SR, TS, and CS sets for the signal req-patron are 
shown below. 

ES(req-patron+) 

ES(req-patron-) 

QS(req-patron+) 

QS(req-patron-) 

ER (req-patron+, 1) 

ER (req-patron-, 1) 

SR (req-patron+, 1) 

SR (req-patron-, 1) 

TS(req-patron+, 1) 

TS(req-patron-, 1) 

CS(req-patron+ , 1) 

CS(req-patron-, 1) 

- - 

- - 

- - 

- - 

- - 
- - 
- - 

{(ROOR), (100R) 

{(RIOF), (1lOF) 

{(RROl), (1ROl) 

{(moo), (WOO) 

polo), (OOFO)} 

{ (ROOR) ) (lOOR) 

{(RlOF), (1lOF) 

{(RROl), (1ROl) 

{(RFOO), (woo) 

{ ack- wine} 

{ack-patron} 

(ROOO), (lORO), 

{ ack-patron, req-patron} 

{ ack wine, req-patron} 

6.2 COMPLETE STATE CODING 

Two states have unique state codes (USC) if they are labeled with different 
binary vectors. A SG has USC if all state pairs have USC. This is presented 
more formally below. 

USC(Si,Sj) @ XS(si) # XS(sj) 

USC(S) M V( Si,Sj) E S X S . USC(Si,Sj) 

Two states have complete state codes (CSC) if they either have USC or do not 
have USC but do have the same output signals excited in each state. A SG 
has CSC if all state pairs have CSC. This is presented more formally below. 

CsC(Si, Sj) H USC(si,sj) V X(Si) n O = x(sj) n O 

CSC(S) @ q Si, Sj) E S X S l CsC(si, sj) 

A set of state pairs which violate the CSC property is defined as 

CSCV(S) = {( Si, Sj) E S X s 1 l CSC(Si,Sj)} 

Example 6.2.1 Consider the state graph shown in Figure 6.5. The 
states (ROOO) and (ROOR) do not have USC since they share the same 
underlying state code (0000). Similarly, the states (IORO) and (IOOR) 
do not have USC. Recall that the output signals for this circuit are 
a&-wine and req-patron. Therefore, states (ROOO) and (ROOR) also do 
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not have CSC, since reqqatron is stable low in the first state and excited 
to rise in the second. Similarly, states (lOR0) and (lOOR) do not have 
CSC due to differences in output enablings. If  req-patron had been an 
input, the first pair would have satisfied,the CSC property. The second 
still would not, since ach.uine is only excited in the first state of the 
pair. 

When a SG does not have CSC, the implied value for some output signals 
cannot be determined by simply considering the values of the signal wires. 
This ambiguity leads to a state of confusion for the circuit. Note that if a SG 
does not have USC but has CSC, there is no problem since a circuit only needs 
to be synthesized for the output signals. To synthesize a circuit from a SG 
that does not have CSC, the specification must be modified. One possibility is 
to reshuffle the protocol as described in Chapter 3. In this section we describe 
a method for inserting state variables to solve the CSC problem. 

6.2.1 Transition Points and Insertion Points 

The insertion of a state signal into a circuit involves the addition of a rising 
and falling transition on the new signal. Transition points are a useful way of 
specifying where these transitions occur. A transition point is an ordered pair 
of sets of transitions, 7-F = (t,, it,>, where t, is a set of start transitions and 
t, is a set of end transitions. The transition point represents the location in 
the protocol in which a transition on a new state signal is to be inserted. In a 
graphical model such as a STG, each transition point represents a transition 
with incoming arcs from each of the transitions in t s and with outgoing arcs 
to the transitions in t,. An insertion point consists of an ordered pair of 
transition points, Ip = ( TPR, TPF) , where TPR is for the rising transition 
and TPF is for the falling transition. 

It is necessary to determine in which states a transition of a new state 
signal can occur when inserted into the circuit using a given TP. The signal 
transition becomes excited after all transitions in t, have occurred. Assume 
that t E t,; then we know that t has occurred when we enter the switching 
region for t. We know that all t E t, have occurred when we are in the 
switching region for each t. Therefore, the transition on the new state signal 
becomes excited when the circuit enters the intersection of all the switching 
regions for each transition in t, [i.e., ntEt, SR(t)]. The transition on this new 
signal is guaranteed to have completed before any transition in t, can occur. 
Therefore, once this transition becomes excited, it may remain excited in any 
subsequent states until a state is reached through a transition in t,. We can 
now recursively define the set of states in which a new transition inserted into 
TP is excited. 

S(TP) = {sj E S Is~ E &&R(t) V (3(si, t, sj) E 6.si E S(TP) A t 6 te)} 
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Example 6.2.2 Consider the state graph shown in Figure 6.5 with 
TP = ({ req-patron+}, { req_patron-}). SR( req_patron+) is (RROl) and 
(lR01), so S(TP) is seeded with these states. To find the rest of the 
states in S(TP), we follow state transitions from these states until 
req_lpatron- occurs. For example, ((RROl), ackputron+, (R1OF)) E 6, 
so (RlOF) is in S(TP). The transition ((lROl), uclc_putron+, (110F)) 
E 6, so (1lOF) is also in S(TP). However, the transitions leaving these 
two states involve req-patron-, so there are no more states in S(TP). 
In summary, S( { req-patron+}, { req-putron-}) is 

{(RROl), (MOl), (RlOF), (110F)) 

Theoretically, the set of all possible insertion points includes all combina- 
tions of transitions in t, and t, for the rising transition and all combinations 
of transitions in t, and t, for the falling transition. Thus, the upper bound on 
the number of possible insertion points is 21T1*. Fortunately, many of these 
insertion points can be quickly eliminated because they either never lead to a 
satisfactory solution of the CSC problem or the same solution is found using 
a different insertion point. 

A transition point must satisfy the following three restrictions: 

1. The start and end sets should be disjoint (i.e., t, n t, = s>. 

2. The end set should not include input transitions (i.e., ‘dt E t, . t # 7”). 

3. The start and end sets should include only concurrent transitions (i.e., 
k&t2 E t, . h II 62 and &, t2 E te l t1 II t2). 

The first requirement, that t, and t, be disjoint, simply eliminates unnecessary 
loops. The second requirement is necessary since the interface behavior is 
assumed to be fixed. In other words, we are not allowed to change the way 
the environment reacts to changes in output signals. In particular, if we 
allowed input transitions in t,, this would force the environment to delay an 
input transition until a state signal changes. The third requirement is that 
all transitions in t, and t, be mutually concurrent. A transition point which 
contains transitions that are not concurrent describes the same behavior (i.e., 
the same set of states where the new signal transition is excited) as a transition 
point that satisfies these requirements. 

Example 6.2.3 Again, consider the state graph shown in Figure 6.5. 
The transition point ({ req-patron+}, { req-putron+}) violates the first 
requirement, and it is clearly not useful as it implies that the new signal 
transition is excited in all states. The transition point ({req-patron+}, 
{a&-patron+}) violates the second requirement, and it would force 
uck-patron to wait to see the state signal change before it could rise. 
This would require the interface behavior to be changed, which is not al- 
lowed. The transition point ({ uck-wine-, req_patron+}, { req_putron-}) 
violates the third requirement since u&-wine- is not concurrent with 
but rather precedes req-patron+. This transition point implies the same 
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as ({ req-patron+}, { req_patron-}). 
Some of the legal transition points are given below. 

({ ackwine+} , { ack-wine- 

({ ackwine-} , {a&wine+ 

({ req-wine-} , { ackwine- 

set of states as ({ req-putron+}, { reqpatron-}). The transition point 
({ req-patron+}, { Ic_ UC wine+, req-patron-}) also violates the third re- 
quirement since req-patron- is not concurrent with ackwine+, but 
rather, precedes it. This transition point also implies the same states 

({ req-patron+} , 
({ ackpatron+} , 

({ req-wine+, req-patron-} , 

({ req-wine+, req-putron-} , 

({ req-wine+, ack-patron-} , 

req-patron-}) 

req-patron-}) 

ack- wine+}) 

a&- wine-}) 

a& wine+}) 

({ req-wine+, ad-patron-} { a&. wine-}) 

Once two legal and useful TPs have been found, they are combined into 
an insertion point IP = (~YR, ~YF) and checked for compatibility. Two 
transition points are incompatible when either of the following is true: 

TPR(t,) n TPF(ts) # @ 

TpR(t,) f-l TPF(k) # 0 

For a state graph to have consistent state assignment, a transition on a sig- 
nal must be followed by an opposite transition before another transition of 
the same type can occur. An incompatible insertion point always creates an 
inconsistent state assignment. 

Example 6.2.4 The transition points ( {a&-wine+}, { d-wine-} ) 

and ( { req-wine+, req-patron-}, {ad&wine-} ) would not form a com- 
patible insertion point since ad-wine- is in both TPR(t,) and TP&!,). 

6.2.2 State Graph Coloring 

After finding all compatible insertion points, the next step is to determine 
the effect of inserting a state variable into each insertion point. This could 
be determined simply by inserting the state signal and rederiving the SG. 
This approach is unnecessarily time consuming and may produce a SG with 
an inconsistent state assignment. To address both of these problems, the 
original SG is partitioned into four subpartitions, corresponding to the states 
in which the new signal is rising, falling, stable high, and stable low. 

Partitioning is accomplished by coloring each state in the original SG. First, 
all states in S(TPR) are colored as rising, which indicates that the state 
signal would be excited to rise in these states. The states in S(TPF) are 
colored as fulling. If  during the process of coloring falling states, a state is 
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found that has already been colored as rising, this insertion point leads to an 
inconsistent state assignment and must be discarded. Once both the rising 
and falling states have been colored, all states following those colored rising 
before reaching any colored falling are colored as high. Similarly, all states 
between those colored as falling and those colored as rising are colored as low. 
While coloring high or low, if a state to be colored is found to already have a 
color, then again the insertion point leads to an inconsistent state assignment. 

Example 6.2.5 Consider the insertion point 

IP( ({ ~e&patr0n+}, { req-patron-}), ({ a& wine-}, {a& wine+})) 

We would first color all states in S( { req-patron+}, {rep patron-}) which 
we found previously to be { (RROl), (IROl), (RlOF), (110.8’)) to be ris- 
ing. Next, we would color all states in S( { u&wine-}, {a& wine+}) 
to be falling. However, this would result in each of the following states 
{(RROl), (lROl), (RlOF), (110F)) t o b e colored both rising and falling. 
Therefore, this insertion point results in an inconsistent state assign- 
ment and is discarded. 

Example 6.2.6 Consider the insertion point 

IP(({uck-wine+}, {uckwine-}), ({req_putron+}, {reqqutron-})) 

Coloring the SG would result in the following partition: 

rising = { (FW 7 (O0-w 1 
fding = {(RROl), (lROl), (RlOF), (1lOF)) 

high = { (ROW? WOR) 1 
low = {(RFOO), (lFOO), (ROOO), (10RO)) 

This coloring is also shown in Figure 6.6. Notice that for this inser- 
tion point, the states (ROOO) and (10RO) are colored as low and states 
(ROOR) and (lOOR) are colored as high. This means that in the first 
two states the new state signal is stable low and in the last two states 
the new state signal is stable high. The result is that these states, which 
previously had a CSC violation, no longer have a CSC violation since 
the new state signal disambiguates them. 

6.2.3 Insertion Point Cost Function 

After partitioning the SG determines that an insertion point leads to a con- 
sistent state assignment, the next step is to determine if the insertion point 
found is better than one found previously. The primary component of the cost 
function is the number of CSC violations which would remain after a state 
signal is inserted into a given IP. The number of remaining CSC violations 
for a given IP is determined by eliminating from CSCV any pair of violations 
in which one state is colored high while the other is colored low. Next, states 
that previously had a USC violation may now have a CSC violation due to the 
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Fig. 6.6 Colored state graph for the passive/active wine shop (statevector is (req- wine, 
ack-patron, a&-wine, req-patron)). 
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insertion of the state signal. In particular, for each pair of states with a USC 
violation (but not a CSC violation), if one is colored rising while the other 
is colored low, there is now a CSC violation since these states have different 
output enablings. Similarly, if one is colored falling and the other is colored 
high, there is also a new CSC violation. Each new CSC violation of the type 
just described must be added to the total remaining. 

When two IPs leave the same number of CSC violations, a secondary cost 
function must be used. Each additional criterion is considered in order until 
the tie is broken. One possible additional cost function is to select the IP 
with the smallest sum, I!ZY’R (te> 1 + 159’~ (&) 1, since it delays a smaller num- 
ber of other transitions. Another is to select the IP with the smallest sum, 

ITPR(ts)l + ITPF(ts)l, since fewer enabling signals leads to simpler circuits. 

6.2.4 State Signal Insertion 

Once a good insertion point has been selected, the next step is to insert 
the state signal into the SG. This can be accomplished either by adding the 
transition to the higher-level representation, such as a STG or TEL structure, 
or by expanding the SG. If the STG is to be modified, arcs are added from 
each transition in t, to the new state signal transition. Similarly, arcs are 
added from the new transition to each of the transitions in t,. The same 
steps are followed for the reverse transition of the state signal. An initial 
marking for the new arcs must also be determined that preserves liveness and 
safety of the STG. After both transitions have been added to the STG, the 
state signal is assigned an initial value based on the coloring of the initial 
state. If  the initial state is colored as high or falling, the initial value is high. 
Otherwise, the initial value is low. At this point, a new SG can be found. 

Example 6.2.7 Again consider the insertion point 

IP(({ack-wine+}, {ack-wine-}), ({reqqatron+}, {reppatron-})) 

The STG for this insertion point is shown in Figure 6.7. The state 
graph for this STG is shown in Figure 6.8, and it has CSC. 

Alternatively, the new SG can be found directly. Each state in the original 
state graph is extended to include one new signal value. If  a state is colored 
Eow, the new signal is ‘0’ in that state. If  a state is colored high, the new 
signal is ‘1’. I f  a state is colored rising, it must be split into two new states, 
one in which the new signal is ‘R’ and another in which the new signal is ‘1’. 
Similarly, if a state is colored falling, it must be split into two new states, 
where one has the new signal as ‘F’ and the other has it as ‘0’. 

Example 6.2.8 Compare the state graphs shown in Figures 6.6 and 
6.8. Notice that all states colored with a stable value, 0 or 1, appear 
in the new state graph simply extended with that new variable. In the 
case of states colored with an unstable value, R or F, must be split to 
show the change in the state variable. For example, the state (FOlO) is 
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Fig. 6.7 STG for the passive/active wine shop which has CSC. 

extended to (FOlOR) and a new state must be added in which the state 
signal changes, (FOlOl). For the state (OOFO), the enabling of a& wine 

must be removed in the extended state since it is in the end set and 
does not become enabled until after CSCU changes. Therefore, the new 
extended state becomes (OOlOR). A new state must also be added for 
after CSCU rises in which ack-wine is now enabled (i.e., (OOFOl)). The 
states for the falling of the state signal are expanded similarly. 

6.2.5 Algorithm for Solving CSC Violations 

The algorithm for solving CSC violations is shown in Figure 6.9. It first 
checks if there are any CSC violations. If  there are, it finds all legal transition 
points. Next, it considers each pair of transition points as a potential insertion 
point. For each legal insertion point, it colors the state graph. If  the colored 
state graph is consistent and the cost of this insertion point is better than 
the best found so far, it records it. Finally, it inserts the new signal into the 
best insertion point found. Often, the insertion of a single state signal is not 
sufficient to eliminate all CSC violations. Therefore, after deriving the new 
SG, it may be necessary to solve CSC violations in the new SG. It does this 
by calling the CSC solver recursively and adds an additional state signal. 

6.3 HAZARD-FREE LOGIC SYNTHESIS 

After generating a SG with CSC, we apply a modified logic minimization 
procedure to obtain a hazard-free logic implementation. The modifications 
necessary are dependent upon the assumed technology. In this section we 

describe the necessary modifications for three potential technologies: complex 

gates, generalized C-elements, and basic gates. We conclude this section with 
description of an extreme1 

e applied to an important 

.y efficient logic minimizati 
subclass of specifications. 

.on algorithm which can 
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e-wine+ 

ack-patron- 

Fig. 6.8 State graph for the passive/active wine shop with CSC (state vector is 
(req-wine, a&-patron, a&-wine, req-patron, CSCO>). 
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csc-solver (SG) { 
cscv = find-csc-violations(SG); 
if (1 CSCVI = 0) return SG; /* No CSC violations so return.*/ 
best = ICSCVl; 

bestIp = (8,s); /* Initialize best insertion point.*/ 
TP = find-all-transition-points(SG); 
foreach 77~ E TP 

foreach TPF E TP 
if IP- (TP R, TPF) is legal then { 

CSG = color-state-graph(SG, TPR,TPF); 
cscv = find-csc-violations(CSG); 
if (CSG is consistent) and ((ICSCVl < best) or 

UlcscvI = best) and (cost(P) < cost(bestp)))) then { 
best = ICSCVI ; 

bestIp = ( TPR, TPF) ; /* Record new best IP.*/ 

1 
) 

SG = insert-state-signal(SG,best&; 
SG = csc-solver (SG) ; /* Add more signals, if needed.*/ 
return SG ; 

Fig. 6.9 Algorithm for solving CSC violations. 

a - Complex 
Gate 

C 

b 

Fig. 6.10 Atomic gate model. 

6.3.1 Atomic Gate Implementation 

In the first synthesis method, we assume that each output is implemented 
using a single complex atom/k gate. A gate is atomic when its delay is modeled 
by a single delay element connected to its output as depicted in Figure 6.10. 

Using this model, after obtaining a SG with CSC, we can apply traditional 
logic minimization to find a logic implementation. The ON-set for a signal 
u is the set of all states in which u is either excited to rise [i.e., ES(u+)] or 
stable high [i.e., QS(u+)]. The OFF-set is the set of all states in which u is 
either excited to fall [i.e., ES(u-)] or stable low [i.e., QS(u-)]. The DC-set is 
the set of all unreachable states, or equivalently, those states not included in 
either the ON-set or OFF-set. In other words, the state space is partitioned 
for a signal u as follows: 

ON-set = {As(s) 1 s E (ES(u+) U QS(u+))} 

OFF-set = {b(s) I s E (ES(-) u QG-1)) 
DC-set = {O,l}‘N1 - (ON-set U OFF-set) 
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We apply the recursive prime generation procedure described earlier to find 
all prime implicants. Finally, we set up and solve a covering problem to find 
the minimum number of primes that covers the minterms in the ON-set. 

Example 6.3.1 Consider the SG with CSC shown in Figure 6.8. For 
the signal a&-wine, we would find the following sets: 

ON-set = {10000,10100,00100,10101} 

OFF-set = {00101,00001,10001,00011,10011,01011,00010, 

10010,01010,11010,01000,11000,11011,00000} 

DC-set = {00110,00111,01001,01100,01101,01110,01111, 

10110,10111,11001,11100,11101,11110,11111} 

The primes found for ad-wine are 

P - - {1-1--,-11--,--ll-,--l-o,-1-Ol,lO-00) 

The constraint matrix for ad-wine is shown below. 

l-l-- -ll-- --ii- --l-O -1-01 10-00 
10000 - - - - - 1 
10100 1 - - 1 - 1 
00100 - - - 1 - - 
10101 1 - - - - - 

The primes l-l--, --l-O, and lo-00 are essential and cover the entire 
ON-set. In a similar fashion, we can find the logic implementations for 
req-patron and CSCO. The final circuit is shown in Figure 6.11 (a). 

The circuit in Figure 6.11(a) is hazard-free if all the delay is modeled as 
being at the output of the final gate in each signal network (i.e., the output 
of the OR gates). Unfortunately, if this circuit is mapped to basic gates and 
the delays of these gates are considered individually, the implementation may 
be hazardous. Consider the sequence of states shown in Figure 6.11(b). After 
req-wine goes high, u2 goes high, causing at&wine to go high. Assume that 
the gate feeding u3 is slow to rise. At this point, if req-wine goes low, u2 could 
go low, causing a&-wine to become excited to fall. Now, if u3 finally rises, 
a&wine would become excited to rise. The result is a 1 -+ 0 + 1 glitch on 
the signal ack-wine. 

6.3.2 Generalized C-Element Implementation 

Another implementation strategy is to use generalized C-elements (gC) (see 
Figure 5.45). Using the gC approach, two minimization problems must now 
be solved for each signal u. The first implements the set of the function [i.e., 
set(u)], and the second implements the reset [i.e., reset(u)]. To implement 
set(u), the ON-set is only the states in which u is excited to rise. The OFF- 
set is again the states in which u is excited to fall or is stable low. The DC-set 
now includes the states in which u is stable high as well as the unreachable 
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Fig. 6.11 (a) Atomic gate implementation 
of states leading to a gate-level hazard. 
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ack-wine 

of the passive/active shop. (b) Sequence 

req-wine+ 

ack-wine+ 

req-wine- 

ack-wine- 

3 cares because once a gC is set, its 
state space as follows: i 

ON-set = M4 I s E uwu+)~ 

OFF-set = {AS(S) 1 s E (ES(u-) U QS(u-))} 

DC-set = (0, 1) INI - (ON-setu OFF-set) 

To implement reset(u), the ON-set is the set of states in which u is excited 
to fall, and the OFF-set is the set of states in which u is either rising or high. 
The DC-set includes both the unreachable states and the states in which u is 
low. In other words, the partition becomes 

ON-set = (xs(s) I s E WW~ 

OFF-set = {k(s) I s E (Es@+) u QS(u+))l 
DC-set = (0, l}lNl - (ON-setu OFF-set) 
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We can now apply standard methods to find a minimum number of 
implement the set and reset functions. 

primes to 

Example 6.3.2 Again consider the SG with CSC shown in Figure 6.8. 
For set( a&-wine), we would find the following sets: 

ON-set = (10000) 

OFF-set = {00101,00001,10001,00011,10011,01011,00010, 

10010,01010,11010,01000,11000,11011,00000} 

DC-set = {00110,00111,01001,01100,01101,01110,01111, 

10110,10111,11001,11100,11101,11110,11111, 

10100,00100,10101} 

The primes for a&wine are again found to be 

P = {l-1--,-ll--,--ll-,--l-o,-l-Ol,lO-00) 

Only one prime, however, is needed to cover the ON-set: 10-00. For the 
reset function, we also only need one prime O---l. In a similar fashion, 
we can find the logic implementations for the set and reset functions for 
req-patron and CSCO. The final gC circuit is shown in Figure 6.12. 

Consider the sequence of states shown again in Figure 6.12 (b) . Again, 
req-wine rising causes ack-wine to rise. After a&wine rises, req-wine is allowed 
to fall. There is no longer a potential for a hazard since the feedback in the 
gC implementation holds a&wine stable high until CSCO rises at which point 
a&wine is supposed to fall. 

When the set function for a signal u, set(u), is on in all states in which 
u should be rising or high, the state holding element can be removed. The 
implementation for u is simply equal to the logic for set(u). Similarly, if 
reset(u) is on in all states in which u should be falling or low, the signal 
u can be implemented with reset(u). This process is called combinational 
optimization. 

Example 6.3.3 Consider the SG shown in Figure 6.13(a). Using the 
generalized C-element implementation approach, we derive the circuit 
shown in Figure 6.13(b). The set of states in which signal d is rising 
or stable high is 110R and llR1 (note that in state lllF, signal d is 
excited to fall). The logic for the set function, a&, evaluates to 1 in 
both of these states. Therefore, there is no need for a state-holding 
device, so we can use the circuit shown in Figure 6.13(c) for signal d 
instead. 

If  we use AND gates (with inverted inputs) and C-elements instead of gCs 
to implement the circuit shown in Figure 6.12, it would still be hazard-free. 
In general, however, this is not the case. Consider the SG and circuit shown 
in Figure 6.13. If  we implement the circuit for signal c, using a two-input 
AND (with complemented first terminal), two-input OR, an inverter, and 
a C-element, this circuit is not hazard-free. Consider a sequence of states 
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Fig. 6.14 Standard C-implementation. 

beginning in state (FllO). Initially, signal e (the output of the two-input 
AND gate) is low, but after a goes low it becomes excited to rise. 
assume that this gate is slow and e does not rise im .mediately. Next, 

Let us 
b goes 

low, which disables e causing a hazard. The result can manifest in many ways. 
It may not cause any problem. It may cause c to fall slower. If  c starts to 
fall and the glitch on e propagates to g causing g to rise, then c may stop 
falling and actually be restored back to its high value by the feedback in the 
C-element. Finally, if c falls and a and b rise before the glitch on e propagates 
to g, the glitch could cause c to turn on prematurely (i.e., before d has risen). 

6.3.3 Standard C-Implementation 

To avoid the hazard concerns discussed above, we could modify our logic 
minimization procedure to produce a gate-level hazard-free implementation 
called a standard C-implementation. The general structure of the standard 
C-implementation is shown in Figure 6.14. While the structure is similar to 
the gC-implementation, the method in which it is designed is quite differ- 
ent. First, each region function [i.e., set(u+, k) or reset(u-, k)] implements a 
single (or possibly a set of) excitation region(s) for the signal u. In the gC- 
implementation, an excitation region can be implemented by multiple prod- 
uct terms. Second, each region function turns on only when it enters a state 
in its excitation region, turns off monotonically sometime after the signal u 
changes, and must stay off until the excitation region is entered again. To 
guarantee this behavior, each region function must satisfy certain correctness 
constraints, leading to a modified logic minimization procedure. 

Each region function is implemented using a single atomic gate, correspond- 
ing to a cotter of an excitation region. The cover of a set region C(u+, /G) [or 
a reset region C(u-, k)] is a set of states for which the corresponding region 
function in the implementation evaluates to one. While a single region func- 
tion can be used to implement multiple excitation regions, we first present 
a method in which each region function only implements a single excitation 

region. Later, we extend the method to allow gate sharing. 
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For a cover to produce a gate-level hazard-free implementation, it must 
sat,isfy certain correctness constraints. The idea behind these constraints is 
that each region function can only change when it is needed to actively drive 
the output signal to change. Consider a region function for a set region. This 
gate turns on when the circuit enters a state in the set region. When the 
region function changes to 1, it excites the OR gate, which in turn excites the 
C-element (assuming that the reset network is low) to set u to 1. Only after 
u has risen can the region function be excited to fall. The region function 
then must fall monotonically. The signal u will not be able to fall until the 
region function has fallen and the OR gate for the set network has fallen. 
Once the region function falls, it is not allowed to be excited again until the 
circuit again enters a state in the corresponding set region. To guarantee this 
behavior, a correct cover must satisfy a covering and an entrance constraint. 

First, a correct cover needs to satisfy a covering constraint which states that 
the reachable states in the cover must include the entire excitation region but 
must not include any states outside the union of the excitation region and 
associated quiescent states, that is, 

ER(u*, k) C - [c( u*, k) n S] c [ER(u*, k> U QS(u*)l 

Second, the cover of each excitation region must also satisfy an entrance con- 
straint which states that the cover must only be entered through excitation 
region states: 

[(Si,t, Sj) E 6 A Si # C( u*, k) A sj E C(U*, k)] + sj E ER(u*, k) 

As the following theorem states, if all covers satisfy these two constraints, the 
resulting standard C-implement at ion is correct. 

Theorem 6.4 (Beerel, 1998) I f f  or all outputs u E 0 all region function 
covers C(u*, k) satisfy the covering and entrance constraints the standard C- 
implementation is correct (i.e., complex-gate equivalent and hazard-free). 

The goal of logic minimization is now to find an optimal sum-of-products 
function for each region function that satisfies the definition of a correct cover 
given above. An implicant of an excitation region is a product that may 
be part of a correct cover. In other words, a product c is an implicant of 
an excitation region ER(u*, k) if the set of reachable states covered by c is 
a subset of the states in the union of the excitation region and associated 
quiescent states, that is, 

[c f-7 S] c [ER( u*/c, k) u QS(u*)I 
For each set region ER(u+, k), the ON-set is those states in ER(u+, k). 

The OFF-set includes not only the states in which u is falling or low, but 
also the states outside this excitation region where u is rising. This additional 
restriction is necessary to make sure that a region function can only turn on 
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in its excitation region, and it will not glitch on in another excitation region 
for the same signal. More formally, we partition the state space as follows: 

ON-set = {b(s) I s E (ER(u+,k)) 

OFF-set = {X,(s) 1 s E (ES(u-) U QS(u-)) U (ES(u+) - ER(u+,k))} 

DC-set = (0, l}lN1 - (ON-set U OFF-set) 

The ON-set, OFF-set, and DC-set for a reset region ER(u-, k) can be defined 
similarly: 

ON-set = {us I s E (ER(u+)l 

OFF-set = {As(s) 1 s E (ES(u+) u QS(u+)) u (ES(+) - ER(u-, k>>} 

DC-set = (0, 1} INI - (ON-set U OFF-set) 

The prime implicants can again be found using standard techniques. 

Example 6.3.4 Consider again the SG shown in Figure 6.13(a). There 
are two set regions for c: ER(c+, 1) = OlRO and ER(c+, 2) = 11Rl. 

Let’s examine the implementation of ER(c+, 1). For this excitation 
region, we find the following partition of the state space: 

ON-set = (0100) 

OFF-set = (0000, lOOO,OOlO, 1100,1101} 

DC-set = {0001,0011,0101,0110,0111, 

1001,1010,1011,1110,1111} 

The primes found are as follows: 

P - - 101 --) l-l-, -ll-,o--l,-o-1,--11} 

The entrance constraint creates a set of imphed states for each implicant c 
[denoted IS(c)]. A n implied state of an implicant c is a state that is not covered 
by c but due to the entrance constraint must be covered if the implicant is 
to be part of the cover. In other words, a state s is an implied state of an 

implicant c for the excitation region ER(u*, k) if it is not covered by c, and s 
is a predecessor of a state that is both covered by c and not in the excitation 
region. This means that the product c becomes excited in a quiescent state 
instead of an excitation region state. If  there does not exist some other product 
in the cover which contains this implied state, the cover violates the entrance 
constraint. More formally, the set of implied states for an implicant c is 
defined as follows: 

IS(c) = { si ( si $z c A 3sj . (si, t, sj) E 6 A (sj E C) A (sj $ ER(u*, k))} 

An implicant may have implied states that are outside the excitation region 
and the corresponding quiescent states. Therefore, these implied states may 
not be covered by any other implicant . I f  this implicant is the only prime 
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implicant which covers some excitation region state, the covering problem 
cannot be -solved using only prime implicants. 

Example 6.3.5 Consider the prime implicant Ol- - which is the only 
prime that covers the ON-set (i.e., the state OlRO). This implicant 
can be entered through the transition (FllO, a-,OF10). However, the 
state OF10 is not in ER(c+, 1). Therefore, this would be an entrance 
violation, so the state FllO is an implied state for this implicant. This 
state must be covered by some other prime in the cover to satisfy the 
entrance constraint. There are two primes that cover this state: l-l- 
and -11-. I f  we include either of these primes, the cover can be entered 
through the transition (llRl,c+, lllF), so 1lRl is an implied state 
for these two primes. However, the state 1lRl is in the OFF-set since 
it is part of another excitation region for c [i.e., ER(c+, 2)]. Therefore, 
we cannot include either of these primes in the cover, since we cannot 
cover their implied states. Therefore, no correct cover exists using only 
prime implicants. 

To address this problem, we must introduce the notion of candidate impli- 
cants. An implicant is a candidate implicant if there exists no other implicant 
which properly contains it and has a subset of the implied states. In other 
words, ci is a candidate implicant if there does not exist an implicant cj that 
satisfies the following two conditions: 

Prime implicants are always candidate implicants, but not all candidate impli- 
cants are prime. An optimal cover can always be found using only candidate 
implicants. 

Theorem 6.5 (Beerel, 1998) An optimal cover of a region function always 
exists and consists of only candidate implicunts. 

We find all candidate implicants using the algorithm in Figure 6.15. This 

algorithm is similar to the prime-computibles algorithm from Chapter 5. The 
only real differences are that it checks implied states instead of class sets and 
uses the function lit-extend (instead of muxahsets) to find all implicants with 
one more literal than the given prime. 

Example 6.3.6 Returning to our example, we would seed the list of 
candidate implicants with the primes found earlier. They are all of size 
2. Let us first consider Ol--. As stated earlier, the implied state for 
this prime is 8’110. Since there is an implied state, we must consider 
extending this prime with an additional literal. The implicant OlO- has 
no implied states, and it is a subset of no other candidate implicant 
with no implied states, so it is added to the list of candidate implicants. 
The implicants Oil- and OF10 have FllO as an implied state, so they 
are not candidate implicants. Finally, 0111 has no implied states, but 
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candidate-implicants (SG, P) { 

done = 0; /* Initialize already computed set.*/ 
for (Ic = IZargest(P)I;Ic > 1; Ic- -) { /* Loop largest to smallest.*/ 

foreach (q E P; (yl =B) enqueue(C,q) /* Queue all of size k.*/ 
foreach (c E C; ICI = Ic) { /* Consider candidates of size /c.*/ 

if (IS(SG, c) = 8) then continue /* I f  empty, skip.*/ 
foreach (s E lit_ezAend(c)) { /* Check extensions by 1 lit.*/ 

if (s E done) then continue /* I f  computed, skip.*/ 
l?s = IS(SG, s) /* Find extension's implied states.*/ 
prime = true /* Initialize prime as true.*/ 
foreach (q E C; IQ( 2 k) { /* Check larger candidates.*/ 

if (s c q) then { /* I f  contained in prime, check it.*/ 
ITS = IS(SG,q) /* Compute implied states.*/ 
if (r, > I’,) then { /* I f  smaller, not candidate.*/ 

prime = false; 
break 

if (prime = 1) then 

done = done U {s} 

return(C) ; 

enqueue(C,s) /* I f  prime, queue it . */ 
/* Mark as computed . */ 

/* Return candidate implicants.*/ 

Fig. 6.15 Algorithm to find candidate implicants. 

it is a subset of O--l which also has no implied states, so it is also not a 
candidate implicant. Next, we consider extending the prime l-l- since 
it has implied state 11Rl. The implicant lOl- has no implied states, so 
it is a candidate implicant. This is the last candidate implicant found, 
and the complete set of candidate implicants is: 

We can now formulate a covering problem by introducing a Boolean variable 
xi for each candidate implicant ci. The variable xi = 1 when the candidate 
implicant is included 
can construct a prod 

in the cover and 0 otherw ise. Using these 
uct-of-sums representation of the covering 

variables 

constraints. 
and entrance 

First, a covering clause is cons tructed for each state s i 
region. Each clause consists of a disj uric tion of candidate 

n the excit 
implicant s 

at ion 
that 

cover s. More formally, 
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To satisfy the covering clause for each state s in ER(u*, k), at least one xi 
must be set to 1. This means that for each excitation region state s, there 
must be an implicant chosen that includes it in the cover. The set of covering 
clauses for an excitation region guarantees that all excitation region states 
are covered. Since candidate implicants are not allowed to include states 
outside the excitation region and corresponding quiescent states, the cover is 
guaranteed to satisfy the covering constraint. 

Example 6.3.7 For our example there is only one excitation region 
state, OlRO, which is included only in candidate implicants cl (01--) 
and c2 (OlO-), so we get the following covering clause: 

(x1+22) 

For each candidate implicant ci, a &sure clause is constructed for each of 
its implied states s E IS(ci). Each closure clause represents an implication 
which states that if a candidate implicant is included in the cover, its implied 
states must also be included in some other implicant in the cover. This can 
be expressed formally as follows: 

ZgV V x.i 
j:sEcj 

The closure clauses ensure that the cover satisfies the entrance constraint. 

Example 6.3.8 The candidate implicant cl (01--) has implied state 
OFlO. This state is included in the implicants c3 (l-l-) and c5 (-ll-). 
Therefore, we get the following closure clause: 

(21+x3 +x5) 

The complete formulation is 

Our goal now is to find an assignment of the xi variables that satisfies the 

function with the minimum cost where the cost is the number of implicants. 
Since there are negated variables, the covering problem is binate. To solve the 

binate covering problem, we again construct a constraint matrix to represent 
the product-of-sums described above. The matrix has one row for each clause 
and one column for each candidate implicant. The rows can be divided into 
a covering section and a closure section, corresponding to the covering and 
closure clauses. In the covering section, for each excitation region state s, 
a row exists containing a 1 in every column, corresponding to a candidate 
implicant that includes s. In the closure section, for each implied state s 

of each candidate implicant ci, a row exists containing a 0 in the column 

corresponding to ci and a 1 in each column corresponding to a candidate 
implicant cj that covers the implied state s. 
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Fig. 6.16 (a) SG f  or small example. (b) Circuit found using basic gate approach. 

Example 6.3.9 The constraint matrix for ER(c+, 1) is depicted below. 

Ol-- OlO- l-l- 101- -11- O--l -0-l --11 
1 1 1 - - - - - - 

2 0 - 1 - 1 - - - 
3 - - 0 - - - - - 
4 - - - - 0 - - - 
5 - - - - - - - 0 

Rows 3, 4, and 5 are essential making the candidate implicants l- 

l-7 -11-, and - -11 unacceptable, so these rows and the corresponding 
columns must be removed to produce the following matrix: 

Ol-- OlO- lOl- O--l -0-l 
1 1 1 - - - 
2 0 - - - - 

Now, row 2 is essential making the implicant Ol- - unacceptable, result- 
ing in the following matrix: 

OIO- lOl- O--l -0-l 
1 1 - - - 

Now, row 1 is essential, making the implicant OlO- essential. Therefore, 
-- 

the cover includes only the implicant OIO- (i.e., abc). Note t.hat this 
matrix can only be solved by selecting an implicant that is not prime. 
The resulting circuit implementation is shown in Figure 6.16. Consider 
again the sequence of states that led to a hazard beginning in state 
FllO. When a falls, the signal e is not excited since c is high. Therefore, 
the hazard described earlier has been removed. 

Again, we can apply a combinational optimization to the result. For stan- 
dard C-implementations, we can remove the state-holding element when ei- 
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ther the set of covers for the set function for a signal u include all states 
where u is rising or high [i.e., Uk C(u+, k) 2 ES(u+) U QS(u+)], or the cov- 
ers for the reset function include all states where u is falling or low [i.e., 

Uk Ck? k) I, ES(u-)u QS(u-)]. 
Another optimization is to allow a single gate to implement multiple exci- 

tation regions. The procedure finds a gate that covers each excitation region 
using modified correctness constraints. The covering constraint is modified to 
allow the cover to include states from other excitation regions, that is, 

Efqu*, q c [C( u*,k) n S] 2 U ER(~*,I) u QS(W) 
1 1 

The entrance constraint 
from any corresponding 

An additional constraint is also now 
incl udes an entire excitation region 

must also be modified to allow the cover to be entered 
excitation region state: 

[(%A Sj) E 6 A si # C( u*, k) A sj E C(U*, k)] * S’ E U ER(u*, I> 

necessary t 0 
or none of it 

guarantee that a cover either 

ER(u*,l) sz c( u*,k) --i ER(u*,l) n C(U*,~) = 8 

Example 6.3.10 Consider the state graph shown in Figure 6.17(a). 

The signal c has two set regions: ER(c+, 1) = 1OR and ER(c+, 2) = 

HR. Using the earlier constraints, the primes are found to be 

P(c+, 1) = {lo-, l-l, -11} 

P(c+, a> = {11-J-1,-11} 

The cover for ER(c+, 1) is the prime lo-, since it covers the excitation 

region state 10R and has no implied states. For ER(c+, 2), the prime 

11- has implied state FRI. This implied state can be covered by l-l, 
but this prime has implied state 10R which is in the offset. Therefore, 

the prime ll- must be expanded to 110 which is the final solution. 

Therefore, the set function for c is ab + abE [see Figure 6.17(b)]. 

Using the new constraints that allow gate sharing, the primes are 

now found to be 

P(c+, 1) = {l--,-11} 

P(c+, 2) = { 1--, -11} 

With the new entrance constraint, a transition is allowed to enter a 

prime through any excitation region state. Therefore, the prime l-- 
has no implied states and is a minimal cover. Therefore, using the new 

constraints, the set function for c is simply a [see Figure 6.17(c)]. 
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Fig. 6.17 (a) SG for gate-sharing example. (b) Original circuit without gate sharing. 
(c) Final circuit with gate sharing. 

6.3.4 The Single-Cube Algorithm 

The foregoing algorithms for logic minimization are often more general than 
necessary since many region functions can be implemented with a single prod- 
uct, or cube. This subsection presents a more efficient algorithm, shown in 
Figure 6.18, that finds an optimal single-cube cover, if one exists. 

For a single-cube cover to hazard-freely implement a region function, all 
literals in the cube must correspond to signals that are stable throughout 
the excitation region. Otherwise, the single-cube cover would not cover all 

excitation region states. When a single-cube cover exists, an excitation region 
ER(u*, k) can be sufficiently approximated using an excitation cube [denoted 
EC(u*, k)] which is the supercube of the states in the excitation region and 
is defined on each signal 21 as follows: 

{ 

0 if Vs E ER(u*, lc) . s(v) = 0 
EC(u*, k)(v) = 1 if Vs E ER(u*, k) . s(v) = 1 

- otherwise 

If a signal has a value of 0 or 1 in the excitation cube, the signal can be used in 
the cube implementing the region. The set of states implicitly represented by 
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single-cube( SG , technology) { 
foreach u E 0 { /* Consider each output signal.*/ 

EC =f ind-excitation-cubes (SG) ; 
foreach EC(u*, k) E EC { /* Find cover for each EC. */ 

TC(u*, k) =f ind-trigger-cube(SG, EC(u*, k)) ; 
CS(u*, k) =f ind-context-signals(SG, EC(u*, k), TC(u*, k)) ; 
V(u*, k) =find-violations(SG, EC(u*, k), TC(u*, k) ,technology) ; 
CC =build-cover-table(CS(u*, k), V(u*, k)) ; 
C(u*, k) =solve-cover-table (CC, TC(u*, k)) ; 

solution(u) = optimize-logic (C) ; /* Combo opt, gate sharing.*/ 

return sohtion ; 

Fig. 6.18 Single-cube algorithm. 

the excitation cube is always a superset of the set of excitation region states 
[i.e., EC(u*, k) 2 ER(u*, k)]. 

The set of trigger signals for an excitation region ER(u*, k) can also be 
represented with a cube called a trigger cube TC(u*, v), defined as follows for 
each signal v: 

Sj(V) I f  3(Si, t, Sj) E 6 l ( t  = V + V t = V-) A 
TC(u*, k)(v) = (si $ EC(U*, k)) A (Sj E EC(u*, k)) 

- otherwise 

The single-cube algorithm requires the cover of each excitation region to con- 
tain all its trigger signals [i.e., C(u*, Ic) C TC(u*, k)]. Since only stable signals - 
can be included, a necessary condition for our algorithm to produce an im- 
plementation is that all trigger signals be stable [i.e., EC(u*, k) C TC(ua, k)]. 

The excitation cubes and trigger cubes are easily found with a single pass 
through the SG. For each excitation region, an excitation cube is built by 
forming the supercube over all states in the excitation region. The trigger 
cube is built, by finding each signal that takes the circuit into the excitation 
cube. 

Example 6.3.11 The excitation cubes and trigger cubes correspond- 
ing to all the excitation regions in the example SC3 in Figure 6.13(a) are 
shown in Table 6.1. Notice that every trigger signal is stable and our 
algorithm proceeds to find the optimal single-cube cover. 

The goal of the single-cube algorithm is to find a cube C(u*, Ic) where 
EC(u*,k) C C(w,k) C - - TC( u*, k) such that it satisfies the required correct- 
ness constraints for the given technology. The cube should also be maximal 
(i.e., cover as many states as possible). The single-cube algorithm begins with 
a cube consisting only of the trigger signals [i.e., C(u*, k) = TC(u*, k)]. If 
this cover contains no states that violate the required correctness constraints, 
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Table 6.1 Excitation and trigger cubes with cube vector (a, b, c, d). 

IL*, k EC(u*, k) TC(u*, Ii) 

c+, 1 0100 -I-- 

c+J 1101 --- 1 
c-, 1 0010 -O-- 
d+,l 1100 -I-- 

d-,1 1111 -- l- 

we are done. This, however, is often not the case, and context signals must be 
added to the cube to remove any violating states. For each violation detected, 
the procedure determines the choices of context signals which would exclude 
the violating state. Finding the smallest set of context signals to resolve all 
violations is a covering problem. 

If the implementation technology is generalized C-elements, then for a set 
region a state is a violating state when the trigger cube intersects a set of 
states where the signal is falling or stable low. Similarly, for a reset region, 
a state is a violating state when the trigger cube intersects the set of states 
where it is rising or stable high. More formally, the sets of violating states 
are defined as follows: 

V(uf, k> = {s E S ( s E TC(u+, k) A s f ES(e) u QS(u-)} 

q-7 q = {s E s ( s E TC(u-, k) A s E ES(u+) u QS(u+)} 

Example 6.3.12 Returning again to our example, the trigger cube 
for ER(c+, 1) is -I--, which includes the reachable states OlRO, OFlO, 
FllO, lllF, llR1, and 110R. The only violating state is 110R since it 
is in QS(c-). For ER(c+, 2), ER(c-, l), and ER(d-, l), there are no 
violating states. The trigger cube for ER(d+, 1) is -l--, which illegally 
intersects the states lllF, FllO, 08’10, and OlRO. 

The next thing we need to do is determine which context signals remove 
these violating states. A signal is allowed to be a context signal if it is stable 
in the excitation cube [i.e., EC(u*, k)(v) = 0 or EC(u*, k)(v) = 11. A context 
signal removes a violating state when it has a different value in the excitation 
cube and the violating state. In other words, a context signal v  removes a 
violating state s when EC(u*, k)(z~) = s(u). 

Example 6.3.13 Consider first the violating state 110R for IGI(c+, 1). 
The only possible context signal is a, which is 0 in the excitation cube 
and 1 in the violating state. Therefore, we must reduce the cover to 
01-- to remove this violating state. For ER(d+, l), the violating state 
111F can be removed using either context signals c or d, FllO can be 
removed with c, OF10 can be removed with a or c, and finally, OlRO 
can be removed with a. 
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In order to select the minimum number of context signals, to remove all the 

violatingstates, we need to set up a covering problem. The constraint matrix 
for the covering problem has a row for each violating state and a column for 
each context signal. 

Example 6.3.14 The constraint matrix for ER($+, 1) is shown below. 

a c d 
1llF - 1 1 
FllO - 1 - 
OF10 1 1 - 
OlRO 1 - - 

The context signals a and c are essential and solve the entire matrix. 
This means that the implementation for the set function for d is ab?. 
The final circuit implementation is shown in Figure 6.13(b). Again, the 
combinational optimization can be applied to obtain the circuit shown 
in Figure 6.13(c) for signal d. 

To produce a standard C-implementation, we must use the covering and 
entrance constraints. First, for each excitation cube, EC@*, k), the procedure 
finds all states in the initial cover [i.e., TC(u*, k)] which violate the covering 
constraint. In other words, a state s in TC(u*, k) is a violating state if the 
signal u is excited in the opposite direction, is stable at the opposite value, or 
is excited in the same direction but the state is not in the current excitation 
region. The set of covering violations, CV(ua, k), can be defined more formally 
as follows: 

CV(u+, k) = {s E S ( s E TC(u+, k) A s E ES(e) u QS(u-) 

u (ES(u+) - EC(u+,k))} 

CV(u-, k) = {sESISETC( u--, k) A s E ES(u+) u QS(u+) 

u (ES(u-) - EC(u-, Ii))} 

Example 6.3.15 With this modification, for EC(c+, l), in addition 
to the state llOR, the state 1lRl is also a violating state since it is 
in the other set region. The sets of violating states for EC(c+, 2), 
EC(c-, l), and EC(d-, 1) are still empty, and the set of violating states 
for EC( d+, 1) is unchanged. 

Next, all state transitions which either violate or may violate the entrance 
constraint must be found. For each state transition (si, zf*, sj), this is possible 
when sj is a quiescent state, sj is in the initial cover, and z1 excludes si. The 
set of entrance violations, E V(u*, k), can be defined more formally as follows: 

EV(u+, k) = {sj E S ( (S~,V*, Sj) E 6 A Sj E QS(U+) A sj E TC(U+, k) 

A EC(u+, k)(V) = S,(V) 

EV(u-, k) = {sj E S ( (Si,v*,Sj) E 6ASj E QS(u-)ASj E TC(u-,k) 

A EC(u-, k)(V) = S,(V) 
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When a potential entrance violation is detected, a context signal must be 
added which excludes sj from the cover when v  is included in the cover. 
Therefore, if v  is a trigger signal, the state sj is a violating state. If  v  is a 
possible context signal choice, sj becomes a violating state when v  is included 
in the cover. 

Example 6.3.16 Let’s consider EC(c+, 1) again. The state transition 
(FllO, a-, OFlO) is a potential entrance violation since OF10 is in 
QS(c+), OF10 is in TC(c+, l), and the signal a excludes the state FllO 
from the cover. Therefore, the state OF10 is a violating state when a is 
included in the cover. Similarly, the state transition (lllF, d-, FllO) 
becomes an entrance violation when d is included as a context signal. 
For EC@-, l), the state transition (OlRO, c+, OFlO) is a potential en- 
trance violation, and since c is a trigger signal, OF10 is a violating state. 

Again, to select the minimum number of context signals, we have a covering 
problem. Since inclusion of certain context signals causes some states to 
have entrance violations, the covering problem is binate. To solve this binate 
covering problem, we create a constraint matrix for each region. There is 
a row in the constraint matrix for each violation and each violation that 
could potentially arise from a context signal choice, and there is a column 
for each context signal. The entry in the matrix contains a 1 if the context 
signal excludes the violating state. An entry in the matrix contains a 0 if the 
inclusion of the context signal would require a new violation to be resolved. 

Example 6.3.17 The constraint matrix for EC(c+, 1) is shown below. 

a c d 
110R 1 - - 
llR1 1 - 1 
OF10 0 1 - 
FllO 1 1 0 

The context signal a is essential, so it must be in the cover. Selecting a, 
however, causes the state OF10 to become a violating state. To exclude 
this state, the signal c must be added as an additional context signal. 
Therefore, the implementation of EC(c+, 1) is ?i&. The standard C- 
implementation is shown in Figure 6.16(b). 

I f  a violation is detected for which there is no context signal to resolve it, 
the constraint matrix construction fails. In this case, or if a trigger signal is 
not stable, we must either constrain concurrency, add state variables, or use 
the more general algorithm described earlier to find a circuit. We conclude 
this section with a few examples to show how these situations appear. 

Example 6.3.18 First, consider ER(x+, 1) for the nondistributive SG 
shown in Figure 6.19. The excitation cube for this region would be --0 

and the trigger cube would be ll-. Clearly, the trigger signals are not 
stable in the excitation region, so no single-cube cover exists. 

In general, 
state graphs. 

the single-cube algorithm cannot be applied to nondistributive 
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Fig. 6.19 Nondistributive SG [state vector (z, y, x)]. 

Example 6.3.19 As a second example, consider ER(w-, 1) for the SG 

in Figure 6.20(a). The excitation cube is lo-- and the trigger cube is 

--0-. Again, we find that the trigger signal is not stable in the excitation 

region, so no single-cube cover exists. If we remove the offending state 

FOlO, we obtain the SG in Figure 6.20(b). The signal w can now be 

implemented with a single cube, but there is a problem with z. Consider 

ER(z+, 1) which has excitation cube 00-- and trigger cube 0---. There 

is no problem with the trigger signal. The state Roll is a violating state 

since it is included in the trigger cube and J: is stable low. There is, 

however, no possible context signal which can be added to remove this 

violating state. Therefore, again there is no single-cube cover. 

6.4 HAZARD-FREE DECOMPOSITION 

The synthesis method described in Section 6.3.4 puts no restrictions on the 
size of the gates needed to implement the region functions. In all technologies, 
however, there is some limitation on the number of inputs that a gate can have. 
For example, in CMOS, it is typically not prudent to put more than four 
transistors in series, as it significantly degrades performance. Furthermore, 
large transistor stacks can have charge-sharing problems. These problems are 
especially dangerous in generalized C-elements, where excess charge can lead 
to the gate latching an incorrect value. Therefore, it is often necessary to 
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Fig. 6.20 (a) SG with an unstable trigger signal (state vector (w, ~,y, 2)). (b) SG 
with an unresolvable violation (state vector (w, X, y, z)). 

decompose high-fanin gates into limited-fanin gates found in the given gate 
library. For Huffman circuits, decomposition of high-fanin gates can be done 
in an arbitrary fashion, preserving hazard freedom (if it existed in the original 
circuit). Unfortunately, this problem is much more difficult for Muller circuits. 

Example 6.4.1 Let us assume that we have a library of gates which 
allows no more than two inputs per gate. Therefore, for the circuit 
shown in Figure 6.13(c), we would need to decompose the three-input 
AND gate into two two-input AND gates. Two possible ways of de- 
composing this gate are shown in Figure 6.21(b) and (c). Consider first 
the circuit shown in Figure 6.21(b). In state (FllO), inputs a, b, c, and 
internal signal e are high while d is low. After a falls, we move to state 
(OFlO), and e becomes excited to go low. However, let us assume that 
the AND-gate generating signal e is slow. Next, b falls, moving us to 
state (OOFO). If  at this point c falls before e falls, d can become excited 
to rise prematurely. The result is that there is a hazard on the signal 
d, and there is a potential for a circuit failure. 

Next, consider the circuit shown in Figure 6.21(c), beginning in state 
(FllO). This time e begins low, and it does not become excited to 
change until after a falls, b falls, c falls, and a rises again. At this point, 
however, b is already low, which maintains d in its low state until b rises 
again. In fact, there is no sequence of transitions that can cause this 
circuit to experience a hazard. 
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Fig. 6.21 (a) SG f  or example. (b) Hazardous and (c) hazard-free decomposition. 

This example illustrates the need for special care during decomposition to 
guarantee a hazard-free implementation. Essentially, we need to find a new 
internal signal which can be added to produce a simpler circuit. Therefore, 
in this section we present a simple technique for finding hazard-free decom- 
positions which is similar to the insertion point procedure described earlier to 
solve CSC violations. 

6.4.1 Insertion Points Revisited 

Let us analyze the circuits in Figure 6.21 using the idea of insertion points. 
For the hazard-free circuit shown in Figure 6.21(c), the transition point to set 
the new signal e is ({a+}; {d+)). Th is means that e is rising in the states 
(1000) and (llOR), but it is guaranteed to have risen before d can rise. In 
other words, d rising acknowledges that e has risen. The transition point to 
reset the new signal is ({c+}, {d-}). Th is means that e is falling only in state 
(11 lF), and it is guaranteed to have fallen before d can fall. Therefore, again d 
changing acknowledges the change on e. The fact that changes on this internal 
signal are acknowledged by primary output changes is what guarantees hazard 
freedom. 

Now consider the hazardous circuit shown in Figure 6.21(b). The transition 
point to set e is ({b+}, {d+}), so it is changing only in state (1lOR). This 
means that again d rising acknowledges that e has risen. The transition point 
for e to fall has a start set of {a-}, but it has no end set. There is no 

transition that is prevented from occurring until e has fallen. It is this lack 
of acknowledgment that leads to the hazard described previously. One could 

consider using b- in an end set, but this is an input signal, and we are not 
allowed to change the interface behavior. If, instead, we use c- as an end set, 

we just move the problem, as e now requires a three-input gate. 
Again, we have a large number of potential insertion points which need 

to be filtered. The filters discussed for CSC violations still apply. Due to 
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the nature of the decomposition problem, however, there are some additional the nature of the decomposition problem, however, there are some additional 
restrictions that can be used. restrictions that can be used. 

Consider the decomposition of a cover, C(u*, k), which is composed of a Consider the decomposition of a cover, C(u*, k), which is composed of a 
single cube, or AND gate. For the new signal to be useful to decompose this single cube, or AND gate. For the new signal to be useful to decompose this 
gate, either its set or reset function must be composed of signals in the original gate, either its set or reset function must be composed of signals in the original 
AND gate. Therefore, we can restrict the start set for one of the transition AND gate. Therefore, we can restrict the start set for one of the transition 
points to transitions on just those signals in the gate being decomposed. We points to transitions on just those signals in the gate being decomposed. We 
also know that this original gate is composed of trigger and context signals. also know that this original gate is composed of trigger and context signals. 
By their definition, context signals always change before trigger signals, so By their definition, context signals always change before trigger signals, so 
they are not concurrent with the trigger signals. Therefore, we only need to they are not concurrent with the trigger signals. Therefore, we only need to 
consider start sets which include either trigger or context signals from the consider start sets which include either trigger or context signals from the 
original gate, but not both. We need to consider all possible combinations original gate, but not both. We need to consider all possible combinations 
of the trigger signals as potential start sets, but we only need to consider of the trigger signals as potential start sets, but we only need to consider 
concurrent subsets of the context signals as potential start sets. Finally, since concurrent subsets of the context signals as potential start sets. Finally, since 
this new signal transition must complete before u* can be excited, we only this new signal transition must complete before u* can be excited, we only 
need to consider transitions that occur after those in the start set and before need to consider transitions that occur after those in the start set and before 
u* as potential candidates to be in the end set. u* as potential candidates to be in the end set. 

I f  both the cover of a set region and a reset region of u must be decom- If both the cover of a set region and a reset region of u must be decom- 
posed, the same restrictions on a transition point can be used for the reverse posed, the same restrictions on a transition point can be used for the reverse 
transition on the new signal. transition on the new signal. If, however, the new signal is not needed to If, however, the new signal is not needed to 
decompose both a set and reset region, there is a little more flexibility in the decompose both a set and reset region, there is a little more flexibility in the 
start and end sets. First, the start set should include concurrent transitions start and end sets. First, the start set should include concurrent transitions 
which occur after u* and before any transitions in the first start set. Including which occur after u* and before any transitions in the first start set. Including 
the reverse transition of u* in the end set is often useful, but any transition the reverse transition of u* in the end set is often useful, but any transition 
after u* could potentially be used in the end set. after u* could potentially be used in the end set. 

6.4.2 Algorithm for Hazard-Free Decomposition 

The complete algorithm for hazard-free decomposition is shown in Figure 6.22. 
This algorithm takes a SG and an initial design. It then finds all gates which 
have a fanin larger than the maximum allowed size. If  there are none, the 
algorithm returns the current design. Otherwise, it records the current design 
as the best found so far, and it finds all transition points which can be used 
to decompose the high-fanin gates. It then considers each insertion point in 
turn. If  the state graph colored using a legal insertion point is consistent, it 
inserts the new signal and resynthesizes the design. If  the resulting design has 
less high-fanin gates or has a lower cost, it is recorded. Again, a single state 
signal may not decompose all high-fanin gates, so this algorithm recursively 
calls itself to add more signals until all high-fanin gates have been decomposed. 
This algorithm is illustrated using the following example. 

Example 6.4.2 Consider the SG shown in Figure 6.8 and its circuit 
implementation shown in Figure 6.12(a). Let us assume that we are 
only allowed gates with at most three inputs. Therefore, we need to de- 
compose the four-input AND gate used to implement the set region for 
a&-wine. For this cover, the trigger signals are req-wine and ackpatron, 
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decomposition (SG , design, maxsize) { 
HF = f  ind-high-f anin-gat es ( design , maxsixe > ; 

if (1~~1 = 0) return design ; /* No high-fanin gates, return.*/ 
best = 1~~1; 
bestrp = design; /* Initialize best found.*/ 
TP = find-all-transition-points (SG , design, HF) ; 

foreach TPR E TP 
foreach TPF E TP 

if IP = ( TPR, TP& is legal then { 
CSG = color-state-graph(%) TPR, TPF) ; 

if (CSG is consistent) then { 
SG’ = insert-state-signal(SG, IP> ; 

design = synthesis (SG’) ; /* Find new circuit.*/ 
HF = find-high-f anin-gates (design, maxsize) ; 

if ((lHF( < best) or ((1~~1 = best) and 
(cost(design> < cost(best&>>> then { 
best = (HFI; 
bestIp = design; 

design = decomposition (SG , design) ; /* Add more signals.*/ 
return design ; 

Fig. 6.22 Algorithm for decomposing high-fanin gates. 

and the context signals are req-patron and CSCO. We would like the new 
gate to be off the critical path, so we first attempt to implement it using 
context signals. The transition CSCO- always precedes req-patron-, so 

these two transitions cannot be included in the same start set. There- 
fore, there are only two possible transition points using context signals: 

({ CSCU-}, {uckwine+}) 

({ req-patron-}, { uck wine+}) 

I f  we need to use the trigger 
transition points to consider: 

signals instead, there are three possible 

({ req- wine+}, { a&- wine+}) 

({ uckputron-} , { uck wine+}) 

({ req-wine+, u&-patron-}, {u&wine+}) 

Next, we need to consider the transition points for the reverse tran- 
sition of the new signal. We would like to insert the reverse transition 
somewhere between u&wine+ and uck-wine-, so we restrict our at- 
tention to transitions between them. In other words, the start and end 
sets are only made up of the following transitions: uckwine+, CSCO+, 

req-wine-, and u&wine-. Consider first using u&-wine+ in the start 
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set. I f  we do this, no other transition can be in the start set, since all of 
the other choices occur after c&-wine+. Of the remaining transitions, 
the end set cannot include req-wine-, since it is an input transition. 
Therefore, there are two possible transition points: 

({ ack-wine+}, { CSCO+}) 

({ uckwine+}, {ad-wine-}) 

I f  we use CSCO+ in the start set, its end set must be c&-wine-, since 
req-wine is an input. I f  we use req-wine- in the start set, either CSCO+ 
or uckwine- can be in the end set. Finally, since CSCO+ and req-wine- 
change concurrently, they can appear in the start set together. In this 
case, the end set must be u&-wine-. Therefore, we have the following 
transition points: 

({ CSCO+}, { uckwine-}) 

({ req-wine-}, { CSCO+}) 

({ req-wine-}, { uck-wine-}) 

({ CSCU+, req-wine-}, { a& wine-}) 

Now that we have enumerated all the transition points, the next step 
is to form insertion points out of combinations. We again color the 
graph to determine if the insertion point leads to a consistent state 
assignment. We should also check if any USC violations become CSC 
violations as a result of the signal insertion. If  neither of these problems 
arise, we need to further check the insertion point by deriving a new 
state graph and synthesizing the circuit. I f  the new circuit meets the 
fanin 
insert 

constraints, 
,ion point. 

the insertion point is accepted. If  not, we try the next 

For our example, we must select the following transition point for one 
transition of the new signal: 

({ req-patron-}, { a& wine+}) 

However, we are free to select any of the reverse transition points to meet 
the gate size of 3 constraint. An example circuit is shown in Figure 6.23 
using the following transition point for the reverse transition: 

({ ukwine+}, { uck-wine-}) 

6.5 LIMITATIONS OF SPEED-INDEPENDENT DESIGN 

The circuit shown in Figure 6.23 requires several gates with inverted inputs. 
If  the bubble on the ackpatron input to the set AND gate for a&wine is 
removed and replaced with an inverter, the circuit is no longer hazard-free. 
Consider the state of the circuit just after ack-wirhe has gone low and before 
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Fig. 6.23 Passive/active wine shop using gates with a maximum stack size of 3. 

ack-wine 

req-patron 

req-patron has gone high. In this state CSCU is high, so req-patron can go 
high followed by ack-patron going high. This enables this new inverter to go 
low. In the meantime, CSCU can go low, followed by req-patron going low, 
and finally, u&-patron can go low, resulting in the inverter being disabled. 
In other words, this sequence would result in a hazard at the output of this 
new inverter. Clearly, this long sequence of events is highly unlikely to be 
faster than the switching time of an inverter. However, under the speed- 
independent delay model, this sequence must be considered to be possible. If  
timing information is known, however, it may be possible to determine that 
such a hazard is impossible. This is the subject of the next chapter. 

6.6 SOURCES 

Speed-independent switching circuit theory originated with Muller and Bartky 
[277, 278, 2791. Perhaps, the best description of Muller’s work is in Volume 
II of Miller’s textbook on switching theory [272]. The definition of speed 
independence given in Section 6.1 follows that given in [272, 2791. Several of 
the concepts and examples in Section 6.1 came from this early work [272, 2791. 
Many of the definitions, however, have been tuned to fit the speed-independent 
design methods described in the following sections. A method for efficient 
identification of speed-independent circuits is given by Kishinevsky et al. [202]. 

Similar to the speed-independent model is the self-timed model proposed 
by Seitz [345, 3471. In this model, wires in equipotentiul regions are assumed to 
have zero delay. The length of these wires must be short enough that a change 
on one end can be perceived at the other end in less than the transit time of an 
electron through a transistor. I f  delay elements are added to all wires which 
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are not in an equipotential regions, this model is reduced to essentially the 
speed-independent model. 

The complete state coding problem and a method to solve it was first de- 
scribed by Bartky [24]. The method for solving the CSC problem described 
in Section 6.2 follows the work of Krieger [211]. The idea of coloring the state 
graph originated with Vanbekbergen et al. [391]. This work often produced 
inefficient circuits since it allowed the state graph to be colored arbitrarily 
to solve the CSC problem. To improve upon the logic generated, Ykman- 
Couvreur and Lin restricted the coloring such that the new state signals are 
only inserted into excitation and switching regions [412, 4131. The insertion 
points described here are a generalization of this idea. Cortadella et al. gener- 
alized the idea further, expanding the set of possible insertion points [93]. A 
quite different approach taken to solving the CSC problem is taken by Lavagno 
et al. [223]. In this work, the state graph is converted to an FSM, and tra- 
ditional FSM critical race free state assignment approach is taken. Another 
approach proposed by Gu and Puri first decomposes the STG specification of 
the circuit into manageable piece, and it then applies Boolean satisfiability to 
find a solution for each of the smaller subgraphs [157]. 

Most early speed-independent design approaches required complex atomic 
gates as well as several of the more recent design methodologies proposed 
by Chu [83], Meng et al. [268], and Vanbekbergen [389, 3901. A speed- 
independent design method which targets three-valued logic can be found 
in [405]. Martin’s speed-independent design methodology was the first to 
utilize generalized C-elements [249, 2541. The first work to synthesize speed- 
independent circuits using only basic gates (NANDs and NORs) was done 
by Varshavsky and his students [393]. Th is work, however, produced rather 
inefficient circuits and was limited to circuits without choice. Adding the 
C-element to the list of basic gates, Beerel and Meng developed conditions 
for correct standard C-implementations [25]. Similar conditions with some 
generalizations were later presented by Kondratyev et al. [210]. Quite a dif- 
ferent approach is taken by Sawasaki et al. which uses hazardous set and reset 
logic but uses a special flip-flop rather than a C-element to filter the hazards, 
keeping the outputs hazard-free [339]. The single-cube algorithm described in 
Section 6.3.4 was developed by Myers [283]. A comparison of this algorithm to 
the more general algorithm appears in [29]. The theory in Section 6.3.3 comes 
from this paper. A method that uses BDDs to find all possible correct covers 
is presented in [377]. A synthesis technique that assigned don’t cares in such a 
way as to ensure initializability is given in [73]. Several researchers have devel- 
oped methods to synthesize gate-level hazard-free speed-independent circuits 
directly from a STG [185, 187, 235, 305, 3501. Th is avoids the state explosion 
inherent in SG-based synthesis methods. 

The decomposition problem was first discussed by Kimura, who called these 
decompositions, extensions [ 197, 1981. A n extension is called a good extension 
if its behavior ignoring the new signals produces exactly the same allowed se- 
quences as the original. In particular, Kimura investigated the effect of adding 
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buffers into a wire and stated that a circuit suffers the delay problem of the 
first lcind when adding buffers to wires that have delay results in a bad exten- 
sion [197]. In [198] h e introduced delay problems of the second kind, in which 
the circuit is no longer partially semi-modular with respect to the original 
signals, and the third kind, in which the circuit is not totally semi-modular. 
The work by Varshavsky and his students developed methods to decompose 
logic, but as mentioned earlier, they were limited in their utility and often 
produced inefficient circuits [393]. Lavagno et al. leveraged synchronous tech- 
nology mapping methods by producing a circuit that is hazard-free using the 
atomic gate assumption, but then added delay elements to remove hazards 
introduced by decomposition [221, 222, 2251. Siegel and De Micheli developed 
conditions in which high-fanin AND gates in a standard C-implementation can 
be decomposed [351, 3531. Myers et al. introduced an approach to breaking up 
high-fanin gC gates using a method of decomposition and resynthesis [284]. 
Perhaps one of the most important works in this area is Burns’s method which 
utilizes implicit methods to explore large families of potential decompositions 
of a generalized C-element implementation [66]. Recent work by Cortadella et 
al. and Kondratyev et al. has built upon this approach to allow for a greater 
range of potential decompositions [92, 2091. The discussion in Section 6.4 was 
inspired by Krieger’s insertion point idea [211] and recent work by Burns and 
others. 

Problems 

6.1 Speed Independence 
For the SG shown in Figure 6.24(a), find its corresponding partial order of 
equivalence classes. A property is said to hold in a state if it holds in all states 
that follow it. For each state in the SG, determine which of the following 
properties hold: 

1. Speed independence 

2. Semi-modularity 

3. Distributivity 

4. Totally sequential 

6.2 Complete State Coding 
For the STG in Figure 6.24(b), find the state graph and then find all state 
pairs which violate complete state coding. Solve the CSC violations by adding 
a new state variable. Show the new state graph. 

6.3 Hazard-Free Logic Synthesis 
From the SG in Figure 6.25, find a hazard-free logic implementation for the 
output signals x, d, and c using the: 

6.3.1. Atomic gate approach. 
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Fig. 6.24 (a) SG for Problem 6.1. (b) STG for Problem 6.2. 

6.3.2. Generalized C-element approach (use the single-cube algorithm). 

6.3.3. Standard C-element approach (use the single-cube algorithm) . 

6.4 Exceptions 
From the SG shown in Figure 6.26 for the output signals ~2, al, and x: 

6.4.1. Find the excitation cubes and trigger cubes. 

6.4.2. Use the single-cube algorithm to find a standard C-implementation, 
if possible. If  not possible, explain why not. 

6.4.3. Use the more general algorithm to find a multicube cover for the 
unimplemented signals from 6.4.2. 

6.5 Speed-Independent Design 
Perform the following on the VHDL in Figure 6.27. 

6.5.1. Assuming that all signals are initially low, find the state graph. 

6.5.2. Find all state pairs which violate complete state coding. 

6.5.3. Solve the CSC violations by using reshuffling. Show the new state 
graph. 

6.5.4. Solve the CSC violations by adding a new state variable q. Show 
the new state graph. 

6.5.5. Use Boolean minimization to find the circuit from either of the 
solutions above. 

6.5.6. Find the circuit from your reshuffled and state variable solutions 
using a generalized C-element implementation technique. Comment on which 
is best and why. 
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Fig. 6.25 SG for Problem 6.3. 
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r2+ 

Fig. 6.26 SG for Problem 6.4. 
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library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
use work.handshake. all; 
entity p6 is 
end entity ; 
architecture hse of p6 is 

signal ai,bi,x:std-logic; -3 in 
signal ao,bo:std-logic; 

begin 
main : process 
begin 

guard(ai,'l'); 
if (x = '1') then 

assign(ao,'l',l,2); 
guard(ai,'O'); 
assign(ao,'OJ,l,2); 

else 
assign(bo,'l',l,2); 
guard(bi,'l'); 
assign(bo,'0',1,2); 
guard(bi,'O'); 
assign(ao,'lJ,l,2); 
guard(ai,'O'); 
assign(ao,'0',1,2); 

end if; 
end process ; 
ai : process 

variable z:integer; 
begin 

z:=selection(2); 
if (z=l> then 

assign(x,'l',l,2); 
assign(ai,'lJ,l,2); 
guard(ao,'l'); 
assign(ai,'0',1,2); 
assign(x,'OJ,l,2); 
guard(ao,'O'); 

else 
assign(ai,'l',l,2); 
guard(ao,'l'); 
assign(ai,'0',1,2); 
guard(ao,'O'); 

end if; 
end process ; bi : process 
begin 

guard(bo,'l'); 
assign(bi,'l',l,2); 
guard(bo,'O'); 
assign(bi,'0',1,2); 

end process ; 
end hse; 

Fig. 6.27 VHDL for Problem 6.5. 
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6.6 Standard C-Implementation 
Find a standard C-implementation for the circuit specified in Figure 6.28. 

6.7 Hazard-Eree Decomposition 
For the state graph shown in Figure 6.29 and output signals lo, TO, and ST: 

6.7.1. Find a gC implementation using the single-cube algorithm. 

6.7.2. Use the insertion point method to decompose any gates which have 
a fanin greater than two. 
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library ieee ; 
use ieee.stdlogicAl64.all; 
use work.nondeterminism.all; 
use work.handshake. all; 
entity p6 is 
end entity; 
architecture hse of p6 is 

signal ai:std-logic; --@ in 
signal bi:std-logic; --@I in 
signal x:std-logic; --Q in 
signal ao:std-logic; 
signal bo:std-logic; 

begin 
main : process 
begin 

guard(ai,'l'); 
if (x = '1') then 

assign(ao,'l',l,2); 
guard(ai,'O'); 
assign(ao,'0',1,2); 

else 
assign(bo,'l',l,2); 
guard(bi,'l'); 
assign(ao,'l',l,2); 
assign(bo,'0',1,2); 
guardand(bi,'O',ai,'O'); 
assign(ao,'0',1,2); 

end if; 
end process ; 
ai : process 

variable z:integer; 
begin 

z:=selection(2); 
if (z=l) then 

assign(x,'l',l,2); 
assign(ai,'l',l,2); 
guard(ao,'l'); 
assign(x,'0',1,2); 
assign(ai,'0',1,2); 
guard(ao,'O'); 

else 
assign(ai,'l',l,2); 
guard(ao,'l'); 
assign(ai,'0',1,2); 
guard(ao,'O'); 

end if; 
end process ; bi : process 
begin 

guard(bo,'l'); 
assign(bi,'l',l,2); 
guard(bo,'O'); 
assign(bi,'0',1,2); 

end process ; 
end hse; 

Fig. 6.28 VHDL for Problem 6.6. 
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Fig. 6.29 SG for Problem 6.7. 



7 
Timed Circuits 

Time is what prevents everything from happening at once. 
--John Archibald Wheeler (1911- ) 

Dost thou love life?Then don’t squander time, for that is the stuff life is made of. 
-Benjamin Franklin 

We must use time as a tool, not as a couch. 
-John F. Kennedy 

Time is a great teacher f but unfortunately it kills all its pupils. 
-Hector Berlioz 

In previous chapters, synthesis of asynchronous circuits has been performed 
using very limited knowledge about the delays in the circuit being designed. 
Although this makes for very robust systems, a range of delay from 0 to in- 
finity (as in the speed-independent case) is extremely conservative. It is quite 
unlikely that large functional units could respond after no delay. It is equally 
unlikely that gates and wires would take an infinite amount of time to respond. 
When timing information is known, this information can be utilized to identify 
portions of the state space which are unreachable. These unreachable states 
introduce additional don’t cares in the logic synthesis problem, and they can 
be used to optimize the implementation that is produced. In this chapter 
we present a design methodology that utilizes known timing information to 
produce timed circuit implementations. 

259 

Asynchronous Circuit Design. Chris J. Myers
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7.1 MODELING TIMING 

In this section we introduce semantics to support 
the synthesis process. This is done using a simple 

timing information during 
example. 

Example 7.1.1 Consider the case where the shopkeeper actively calls 
the winery when he needs wine and the patron when he has wine to sell. 
To save time, he decides to call the patron immediately after calling the 
winery, without waiting for the wine to arrive. Although the patron gets 
quite irate if the wine is not there, the shopkeeper simply locks the door 
until the wine arrives. So the process goes like this: The shopkeeper 
calls the winery, calls the patron, peers out the window until he sees 
both the wine delivery boy and the patron, lets them in, and completes 
the sale. 

After a while, he discovers that the winery always delivers its wine 
between 2 and 3 minutes after being called. The patron, on the other 
hand, takes at least 5 minutes to arrive, even longer when he is sleeping 
off the previous bottle. Using this timing information, he has deter- 
mined that he does not need to keep the door locked. Furthermore, he 
can take a short nap behind the counter, and he only needs to wake 
when he hears the loud voice of his devoted patron. For he knows that 
when the patron arrives, the wine must already have been delivered, 
making the arrival of the wine redundant. 

The timing relationships described in the example are depicted in Figure 7.1 
using a TEL structure. Recall that the vertices of the graph are events and 
the edges are rules. Each rule is labeled with a bounded timing constraint of 
the form [E, u], where Z is the lower bound and u is the upper bound on the 
firing of the rule. In this example, all events are simple sequencing events and 
all level expressions are assumed to be true. 

In order to analyze timed circuits and systems, it is necessary to determine 
the reachable timed states. An untimed state is a set of marked rules. A timed 
state is an untimed state from the original machine and the current value of 
all the active timers in that state. There is a timer ti associated with each 
arc in the graph. A timer is allowed to advance by any amount less than its 
upper bound, resulting in a new timed state. 

Example 7.1.2 In the example in Figure 7.1, the rule T6 = ( Wilne is 
Purchased, Cull Winery) is initially marked (indicated with a dotted 
rule), so the initial untimed state is {ye}. In the initial state, timer t6 
has value 0. Therefore, the initial timed state is ({Tg), t6 = 0). In the 
initial state, the timer i!6 is allowed to advance by any amount less than 
or equal to 3. 

Recall that when a timer reaches its lower bound, the rule becomes satisfied. 
When a timer reaches its upper bound, the rule is expired. An event enabled 
by a single rule must happen sometime after its rule becomes satisfied and 

before it becomes expired. When an event is enabled by multiple rules, it 
must happen after all of its rules are satisfied but before all of its rules are 
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Call Winery ). 
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Fig. 7.1 Simple timing problem. 

expired. To model the set of all possible behaviors, we extend the notion 
of allowed sequences to timed states and include the time at which a state 
transition occurs. These timed sequences are composed of transitions which 
can be either time advancement or a change in the untimed state. 

Example 7.1.3 Let us consider one possible sequence of events. If 

t6 > 2, the initial rule becomes satisfied. If t6 reaches the value of 

3, the rule is expired. The CaZZ Winery event must happen sometime 

between 2 and 3 time units after the last bottle of wine is purchased. 

After the CaZZ Winery event, timers ti and t2 are initialized to 0. They 

must then advance in lockstep. When ti and t2 reach a value of 2, the 

events Wine Arrives and CaZZ Patron become enabled. At this point, 

time can continue to advance or one of these transitions can occur. 

Let us assume that time advances to time 2.1, and then the event CaZZ 

Patron happens. After this event, the timer t2 can be discarded, and 

a new timer t3 is introduced with an initial value of 0. Time can be 

allowed to continue to advance until timer tl equals 3, at which point 

the Wine Arrives event will be forced to occur. Let us assume that the 

Wine Arrives when tl reaches 2.32. The result is that tl is discarded 

and t4 is introduced with value 0 (note that t3 currently has value 

0.22). Time is again allowed to advance. When t4 reaches a value 

of 2, the rule between Wine Arrives and Wine Is Purchased becomes 

satisfied, but the wine cannot be purchased because the patron has not 

yet arrived. Time continues until t4 reaches a value of 3 when the same 

rule becomes expired, but the patron has still not arrived. At this point, 

we can discard t4, as it no longer is needed to keep track of time. We 

replace it with a marker denoting that that rule has expired. Currently, 

t3 is at a value of 3.22, so we must wait at least another 2.78 time units 
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before the patron will arrive. When t3 reaches a value of 5, the rule 
(Call Patron, Patron Arrives, 5, inf ) becomes satisfied, and the patron 
can arrive at any time. Again, we can discard the timer t3, since there 
is an infinite upper bound. After the patron arrives, we introduce t5, 

and between 2 and 3 time units, the wine is purchased, and we repeat. 
The corresponding timed sequence for this trace is as follows: (( [{r~}, 
t6 = 01, o), ([{7-g}, t6 = 2.221, =2), ([{'rl,r2}, tl = t2 = 01, =2), 

([{rl,r2}, tl = t2 = 2.11, 4.32), ([{ri,~~}, tl = 2.1, t3 = 01, 4.32), 
([{n,rg}, tl = 2.32, t3 = 0.221, 4.54), ([{~3,~4}, t3 = 0.22, t4 = 01, 
4.54), ([{r3,r4}, t3 = 3.22, t4 = 31, 7.54), ([{r3,r4}, t3 = 3.221, 7.54), 
([{7-374}], g-32), ([{7-4,7-g}, t5 = 01, 9.32), ([{r4,7-g}, ts = 2.21, 11.52), 

([{7-S>, t6 = 01, 11.52)). 

Since time can take on any real value, there is an uncountably infinite 
number of timed states and timed sequences. In order to perform timed state 
space exploration, it is necessary either to group the timed states into a finite 
number of equivalence classes or restrict the values that the timers can attain. 
In the rest of this chapter we address this problem through the development 
of an efficient method for timed state space exploration. 

7.2 REGIONS 

The first technique divides the timed state space for each untimed state into 
equivalence classes called regions. A region is described by the integer com- 
ponent of each timer and the relationship between the fractional components. 
As an example, consider a state with two timers tr and t2, which are allowed 
to take any value between 0 and 5. The set of all possible equivalence classes 
is depicted in Figure 7.2(a). When the two timers have zero fractional com- 
ponents, the region is a point in space. When timer tl has a zero fractional 
component and timer t2 has a nonzero fractional component, the region is a 
vertical line segment. When timer tl has a nonzero fractional component and 
t2 has a zero fractional component, the region is a horizontal line segment. 
When both timers have nonzero but equal fractional components, the region 
is a diagonal line segment. Finally, when both timers have nonzero fractional 
components and one timer has a larger fractional component, the region is a 
triangle. Figure 7.2(a) depicts 171 distinct timed states. 

Example 7.2.1 Let us consider a timed sequence from the example 
in Figure 7.1. Assume that the winery has just been called. This 
would put us in the timed state shown at the top of Figure 7.3(a). 
In this timed state, timers tl and t2 would be initialized to 0 (i.e., 
tl = t2 = 0), and their fractional components would both be equal to 
0 [i.e., f(h) = f(h) = 01. Th e g eometric representation of this timed 
state is shown at the top of Figure 7.3(b), and it is simply a point at 
the origin. 

In this timed state, the only possible next timed state is reached 
through time advancement. In other words, the fractional components 
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t2 (45) 

t1(0,5) 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

L 

l l 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

h(O, 5) 

Fig. 7.2 (a) Possible timed states using regions. (b) Possible timed states using 
discrete time. (c) Timed state represented using a zone. 

for the two timers are allowed to advance in lockstep, and they can 
take on any value greater than 0 and less than 1. The result is the 
second timed state shown in Figure 7.3(a). This timed state can be 
represented using a diagonal line segment as shown in the second graph 
in Figure 7.3(b). 

Once the fractional components of these timers reach the value 1, 
we must move to a new timed state, increase the integer component of 
these timers to 1, and reset the fractional components. The result is 
the third timed state shown in Figure 7.3(a), which is again a point in 
space. 

Advancing time is accomplished by allowing the fractional compo- 
nents to take on any value greater than 0 and less than 1, producing 
another diagonal line segment. When the fractional components reach 
1, we again move to a new timed state where the integer components 
are increased to 2 and the fractional components are reset. In this 
timed state, there are three possible next timed states, depending on 
whether time is advanced, the wine arrives, or the patron is called. 
Let us assume that time is again advanced, leading to the timed state 
t1 = t2 = 2,f(t1) = f(t2) > 0. 

In this timed state, the patron is called. In the resulting timed state, 
we eliminate the timer t2 and introduce the timer t3 with value 0. The 
fractional component of tl is greater than the fractional component of 
t3, since we know that tl > 0 and t3 = 0 [i.e., f(tl> > f(ts> = O]. 
Pictorially, the timed state is a horizontal line segment, as shown in the 
seventh graph in Figure 7.3(b). 

In this timed state, either the wine can arrive or time can be ad- 
vanced. Let us assume that time advances. As time advances, we allow 
both fractional components to increase between 0 and 1. However, 
since we know that tl’s fractional component is greater than t$s, the 
resulting region in space is the triangle shown in the eighth graph in 
Figure 7.3(b). 

Once the fractional component for tl reaches 1, we must increase 
the integer component for timer tl to 3. Note that in this timed state, 
the fractional component can be anywhere between 0 and 1. Also note 
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Fig. 7.3 (a) Sequence of timed states using regions. (b) Geometric representation of 
the sequence of timed states. 
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that since we reset the fractional component for 
component for t3 is now greater than that for ti. 

ti to 0, the fractional 

In 
event 

this timed state, the timer ti has reached its upper bound, so the 
Wine Arrives must occur. To produce a new timed state, we 

eliminate the timer for tl and introduce the timer for t4. We know that 
the fractional component for t3 is greater than that of t4 since f(t3) > 0 
and f (t4) = 0. 

This timed sequence represents only one of the many possible se- 
quences of timed states from the point that the winery is called until 
both the patron is called and the wine arrives. The portion of the timed 
state space represented using regions for all possible timed sequences 
involving these three events is shown in Figure 7.4. Using this region- 
based technique, it requires 26 timed states to represent all the timing 
relationships for only four untimed states. 

Indeed, the timed state explosion can be quite severe since the worst-case 
complexity is 

ISI 411” 

where S is the number of untimed 
enabled concurrently, and !C is the 

states, n is the number 
maximum value of any 

of rules 
timing 

that can be 
constraint. 

7.3 DISCRETE TIME 

For timed Petri nets and TEL structures, all timing constraints are of the form 
< or 2, since timing bounds are inclusive. In other words, we never need to 
check if a timer is strictly less than or greater than a bound. It has been shown 
that in this case, the fractional components are not necessary. Therefore, we 
only need to keep track of the discrete-time states. If we consider again two 
timers that can take values from 0 to 5, the possible timed states are shown 
in Figure 7.2(b). The number of timed states in this figure is now only 36. 
The worst-case complexity is now 

This represents a reduction in worst-case complexity compared to region-based 
techniques by a factor of more than n!. 

Example 7.3.1 Using discrete time, each time advancement step sim- 
ply increments all timers by 1 time unit. For example, after the winery 
has been called, we are in a state with timers tl and t2 initially 0 as 
shown at the top of Figure 7.5. In this timed state, time is advanced by 
1 time unit, bringing us to a new timed state where the timers are each 
equal to 1. In this timed state, time must again be advanced bringing 
us to a new timed state where the timers equal 2. In this timed state, 
time can again advance, the wine can arrive, or the patron can be called. 
Exploring each possibility, we derive 13 possible timed states from the 
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f(t4)=f(t3)=O 

Fig. 7.4 Part of the timed state space using regions. 
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Call Winery 6 t 1 =t2=0 

Fig. 7.5 Part of the timed state space using discrete time. 

time the winery has been called until both the patron has been called 
and the wine has arrived. This is a reduction in half as compared with 
the 26 found using regions. 

Unfortunately, the discrete-time technique is still exponential in the number 
of concurrent timers and size of the timing bounds. For example, if we change 
each timing bound of [2,3] to [19,31] and change [5, inf] to [53, inf], the total 
number of timed states grows from 69 to more than 3000. Changing the 
bounds to [191,311] and [531, in fl increases the number of discrete timed states 
to over 300,000! 

7.4 ZONES 

Another approach is to use convex polygons, called zones, to represent equiv- 
alence classes of timed states. For example, if there are two concurrent timers 
that can take on any value between 0 and 5, it can be represented using a 
single zone as shown in Figure 7.2(c). In other words, one zone is representing 
171 regions or 36 discrete-time states. 
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Any convex polygon can be represented using a set of linear inequalities. 
To make them uniform, we introduce a dummy timer to which always takes 
the value 0. For each pair of timers, we introduce an inequality of the form 

% 
- ti < TKCij - 

This set of inequalities is typically collected into a data structure called a 
diflerence bound matrix (DBM) . 

Example 7.4.1 For the example in Figure 7.2(c), the set of linear 
inequalities and the corresponding DBM are shown below. 

to - to 
k-to 

t2 - to 

to-t1 

t1 - t1 

t2 - t1 

to - t2 

t1 - t2 

t2 - t2 

L 
< 
7 - 

7 
z < - 
- 

to t1 t2 

to I 0 5 5 

t1 0 0 5 
t2 0 5 0 I 

The same zone can be represented by many different sets of linear inequal- 
ities and thus many different DBMS. During state space exploration, it is 
necessary to determine when you have encountered a timed state that you 
have seen before. In other words, when you find an untimed state that you 
have seen before, you must also check that the zone is the same as before. 
If there are multiple different representations, you may encounter the same 
timed state and not know it. Fortunately, there is a canonical DBM repre- 
sentation for each zone when all entries are maximally tight. 

Example 7.4.2 Consider the following DBM: 

This DBM indicates the following relationship: 

However, the DBM also indicates these relationships: 

t2 - to I 5 

to - t1 5 0 

If we add them together, we get the following relationship: 

t2 - t1 5 5 

Therefore, the first inequality is not maximally tight in that it is not 
possible for t2 -t 1 actually to take any value in the range greater than 5 
and less than 7. Therefore, the constraint can be tightened to produce 
our original DBM. 
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recanonicalizat ion (IL!) { 
for k = 1 to n 

for i = 1 to n 

for j =lton 
if (rnij > rnik + rnhj) then 

mj = mik + mbj ; 
l 

Fig. 7.6 Floyd’s all-pairs shortest-path algorithm. 

Fig. 7.7 (a) Example DBM. (b) Its digraph representation. 

Finding the canonical DBM is equivalent to finding all pairs of shortest- 
paths in a graph. To cast it as the shortest path problem, we create a labeled 
digraph where there is a vertex for each timer ti and an arc from ti to tj 
for each linear inequality of the form tj - ti 5 mij when i # j. Each arc is 
labeled by mij. We use Floyd’s all-pairs shortest-path algorithm to perform 
~ecanoCc&xation. Floyd’s algorithm is an efficient algorithm for finding all 
pairs of shortest paths in a graph, and it is shown in Figure 7.6. This algo- 
rithm examines each pair of vertices ti and tj in turn and attempts to find 
an alternative route between them which passes through some tk. If this al- 
ternative route is shorter than the direct route, we can reduce the distance 
of the direct route to this value without changing the shortest path. This is 
equivalent in the DBM case of tightening a loose bound. 

Example 7.4.3 The digraph representation of the DBM shown in Fig- 
ure 7.7(a) appears in Figure 7.7(b). For this graph, the algorithm would 
discover that the route from tl to t2 through to is only distance 5, while 
the route from tl directly to -La is distance 7. Therefore, the arc between 
tl and t2 can be reduced to 5. 

During timed state space exploration using zones, a state transition occurs 
as the result of a rule firing. A rule, rj, can fire if its timer, tj, can reach 
a value that makes it satisfied (i.e., moj 2 Zj). If this rule firing is the last 
one enabling an event, an event happens, leading to new rules being enabled. 
Whether or not an event happens, it is necessary to calculate a new zone 
from the preceding one. This is accomplished using the algorithm shown in 
Figure 7.8. This algorithm takes the DBM for the original zone, the rule that 
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update-zone (111,q,event-fired,&,&,,) { 
if m/j0 > -Zj then rrzjo = -lj; /* Restrict to lower bound.*/ 
recanonicalize(&!); /* Tighten loose bounds.*/ 
project(IW,rj); /* Project out timer for rule that fired.*/ 
if (event-fired) then 

foreach pi E R,,, { /* Extend DBM with new timers.*/ 
mio=moi=o; 
foreach rk E R,,, 

mik=mki=O; 
foreach rk E (R,, - I?,,,)( 

mik = mOk; 

mki = mk0 ; 

foreach ri E R,, 
?72oi = Ui 

recanonicalize(IV); 
normalize(IU,R,n); 

/* Advance time.*/ 

/* Tighten loose bounds.*/ 
/* Adjust infinite upper bounds.*/ 

Fig. 7.8 Algorithm to update the zone. 

fired, a flag indicating whether an event fired, the set of currently enabled 
rules, and the set of those rules which are newly enabled by this rule firing. 

AS an example, consider the firing of a rule rj = (ej , fj , Zj , uj) , where ej 
is the enabling event, fj is the enabled event, Zj is the lower bound of the 
corresponding timer tj, and uj is the upper bound on the timer. The first 
step is to restrict the DBM to indicate that for this rule to have fired, its timer 
must have reached its lower bound. In other words, if to - tj > -Zj, we must 
set mjo to -Zj. This additional constraint may result in some of the other 
constraints no longer being maximally tight. Therefore, it is necessary to 
recanonicalize the DBM using Floyd’s algorithm. The next step is to project 
the row and column corresponding to timer tj since once this rule has fired, 
we no longer need to maintain information about its timer. 

If the rule firing causes an event, this event may enable new rules. For 
each of these newly enabled rules, we must introduce a new timer which 
corresponds to a new row and column in the DBM. For each newly enabled 
rule (i.e., ri E R,,,), we add a new timer ti . We initialize the lower and upper 
bounds of this timer (i.e., mio and moi> to 0 to represent that the timer is 
initialized to 0. The time separation between the timer for each pair of rules 
that has been newly enabled is also set to 0, as these timers got initialized at 
the same time. Finally, the remaining new row entries, rnik, are set equal to 
the upper bounds of their timers tk (i.e., rnok), and the remaining new column 
entries, rnki, are set equal to the lower bounds of their timers tk (i.e., mko). 
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normalize (111, R,, > { 
foreach ri E R,, 

if (T-IQ* < -premax(ri)) then /* Reduce timer to premax value.*/ 
foreach Q E R,, { 

mij = mij - (mio + pm-nax(ri)); 

mji = mji + (T&o + premax(ri)); 

foreach ri E R,, 
if (moi > premax(ri)) then 

/* Adjust maximums. */ 

?72oi = llX3Xj (min(moj, premax(rj)) - mij) ; 

recanonicalize(AJ); /* Tighten loose bounds.*/ 

Fig. 7.9 Normalization algorithm. 

The next step is to advance time by setting all timers to their upper bound 
(i.e., rnoi = ui). The resulting DBM may now again contain entries that are 
not maximally tight. Therefore, we again recanonicalize the DBM. 

The final step is to normake the DBM to account for rules with infinite 
upper bounds. This is necessary to keep the state space finite. The algorithm 
for normalization is shown in Figure 7.9. This algorithm uses the function 
premax, which takes a rule r?i and returns ui if it is finite and returns Zi if ui is 
infinite. This algorithm works on the assumption that the value of a timer of 
a rule with an infinite upper bound becomes irrelevant once it has exceeded 
its lower bound. It simply must remember that it reached its lower bound. 
The algorithm adjusts timers accordingly, in three steps. First, if the lower 
bound of the timer on a rule ri has already exceeded its premax value, the 
zone is adjusted to reduce it back to its premux value. This may reduce some 
timers below their premux or current maximum value, so it may be necessary 
to allow the timers to take a value exceeding premux. Therefore, for each 
timer that has exceeded its premux value, we find the minimum maximum 
value needed which does not constrain any other rules. Finally, the DBM is 
recanonicalized again. 

Example 7.4.4 Let us illustrate timed state space exploration with 
zones using the example shown in Figure 7.1. The initial state has 
only one timer t6, so our initial DBM is only two by two (i.e., to and 
&). We begin by initializing the DBM to all zeros to represent that all 
timers are initially zero. We then advance time by setting the top row 
entry for t6 to the maximum value allowed for t6, which is 3. We then 
recanonicalize and normalize, which simply results in the same DBM. 
This sequence of steps is shown in Figure 7.10. 

The only possible rule that can fire in this initial zone is r6. Since 
the lower bound on this rule is 2, we need to restrict the timer -&3 in 
the DBM such that it cannot be less than 2 (see Figure 7.11). Again, 
recanonicalization has no effect. Next, we project out the row and 
column associated with timer t6. The firing of this rule results in the 
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Fig. 7.10 Initial zone 
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Fig. 7.11 Example of zone creation after the winery is called. 

event Cull Winery, which enables two new rules. So we need to extend 

the DBM to include the timers ti and t2. We then advance time by 

setting the 0th row of the DBM to the upper bounds of these timers, 

three in each case (see Figure 7.11). 

In this new zone, there are two possible rule firings. We can fire either 

the rule ri or rf;z. Let us first fire ~1. Note that we must remember that 

we had a choice and come back and consider firing these rules in the 

other order. Since the lower bound on this rule is 2, we must restrict 

timer ti to be at least 2. This matrix is not maximally tight, so we 

must recanonicalize. The entry for timer t2 in the 0th column becomes 

-2, since from t2 to ti is 0 and ti to to is -2. Next, we eliminate 

the columns corresponding to timer ti. This rule firing results in the 

event Wine Arrives, so a new timer, t4, is introduced. We extend the 

DBM to include t4. We initialize its lower and upper bounds to 0 (i.e., 

m40 = mo4 = 0). The entry rn42 is filled in with 3 since timer t2 

could be as large as 3 (i.e., rr~2 = 3). The entry rn24 is filled in with 

-2 since timer t2 is at least 2 (i.e., rn20 = -2). Next, we advance 
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F/g. 7.12 Example of zone creation after the wine arrives. 

time by setting the 0th row to the maximum value of all the timers. 
After recanonicalization, though, the entry mod is reduced to 1, since 
timer t4 cannot advance beyond 1 without forcing timer t2 to expire. In 
other words, the constraint between to and t2 is 3 and t2 and t4 is -2, 
which sum to 1. There are no enabled rules with infinite maximums, so 
normalization has no effect (see Figure 7.12). 

In this zone, there are two enabled rules, but only one of the rules 
is satisfied and can fire. The timer t4 has a maximum value of 1 (see 
entry mod in Figure 7.13), so it is not satisfied. Therefore, the only rule 
that can fire is r2. Timer t2 is already at its lower bound, so the restrict 
and first recanonicalization have no effect. Next, we eliminate the row 
and column associated with timer t2. The firing of this rule results in 
the event CalZ Patron, which enables a new rule, so we must extend 
the DBM with the new timer t3. The new entries are all 0 except that 
rn34 becomes 1 since timer t4 may be as high as 1 at this point (see 
mod). We again advance time by introducing the upper bounds into 
the 0th row. In this case, one of these entries is infinity. However, after 
recanonicalization, this infinity is reduced to 3 since the timer t3 cannot 
exceed 3 without forcing timer td to exmre. There is now a rule with an 
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Fig. 7.13 Example of zone creation after wine arrives and patron has been called. 

infinite maximum, ~3, but it has not yet reached its lower bound, and 
so normalization has no effect. These steps are shown in Figure 7.13. 

In this zone, again only one of the two enabled rules can fire. The rule 
~3 cannot fire since the upper bound of its timer is only 3. Therefore, 
the only rule that can fire is ~4. To fire this rule, we first restrict timer t4 
to be at least 2, the lower bound of this rule. After recanonicalization, 
the ~~30 entry becomes -1, indicating that timer ts must be at least 
1 at this point. Next, we project out the rows and columns associated 
with timer t4. Note that the firing of this rule does not result in the 
occurrence of any event since the rule r5 has not fired yet. Therefore, no 
new timers need to be introduced. We advance time by setting the entry 
~~03 to 00, and recanonicalize. The timer t3 has now exceeded its lower 
bound, and it has an infinite upper bound. Therefore, normalization 
changes this timer back to its lower bound. The result is shown in 
Figure 7.14. 

In this zone, the only possible rule that can fire is ~3. We restrict the 
timer t5 to its lower bound, 5, and recanonicalize. We then eliminate 
the row and column associated with timer t5. The firing of this rule 
results in the event Patron Arrives, which enables a new rule, so we 
need to extend the DBM to include the new timer t5. We then advance 
time on this timer, recanonicalize, and normalize (see Figure 7.15). 
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t3 0 10 I 

to t4 t3 F 
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Fig. 7.14 Example of zone creation after a rule expires. 
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Fig. 7.15 Example of zone creation after the patron arrives. 
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Recononicalize / 
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to I 0 0 
t6 0 0 

I 

t0 t6 

to 0 3 t6 I 0 0 I 

Fig. 7.16 Example of zone creation after the wine is purchased. 

In this zone, the rule ~5 fires. We restrict the zone, recanonicalize, 
and project out timer t5 (see Figure 7.16). The firing of this rule results 
in the event IV&e Is Purchased, since the wine has already arrived and 
the corresponding rule has fired. Therefore, we extend the DBM to 
include the newly started timer &, we advance time, recanonicalize, 
and normalize (see Figure 7.16). Note that this timed state matches 
our initial time state, so we are done exploring down this path. 

Remember that earlier we had two satisfied rules, and we chose to 
let the wine arrive before we called the patron. We must now backtrack 
to this point and consider the alternative order. This time we call the 
patron before the wine arrives. In other words, we fire the rule r2 first 
(see Figure 7.17). This time, we restrict timer t2 to its lower bound, 2. 
We then recanonicalize and project out timer t2. The event CalI Patron 
occurs as a result of this rule firing, which enables a new rule. We must 
extend the DBM to include the new timer, t3. The entry 7~~13 is set to 
-2 since timer ti is at least 2 at this point, and entry ~~31 is set to 3 
since timer t2 is no more than 3. We then advance time, recanonicalize, 
and normalize (see Figure 7.17). 

In this zone, we can only fire the rule ~1. Its timer is already at its 
lower bound, so the restrict and first recanonicalization have no effect. 
We then project out the row and column associated with timer tl. The 
event Wine Arrives fires, enabling a new rule and introducing the timer 
t4. We extend the DBM to include this new timer. All new entries are 
set to 0 except that ~243 is 1 since timer t3 may be as high as 1. We 
then advance time and recanonicalize (see Figure 7.18). Normalization 
has no effect since t3 has not yet reached its lower bound. 
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Fig. 7.17 Example of zone creation after the patron is called. 
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Fig. 7.18 Example of zone creation after the patron has been called and wine arrives. 

In this zone, we can only fire the rule ~4. We restrict the timer t4 
to be at least 2, recanonicalize, and project out the timer t4 (see Fig- 
ure 7.19). We then advance time and again recanonicalize. Since t3 has 
now exceeded its lower bound, normalization brings it back down to its 
lower bound. The resulting DBM is shown at the bottom of Figure 7.19. 
Compare this with the one shown at the bottom of Figure 7.14. This 
new DBM represents a zone that is a subset of the one we found before. 
This can be seen either in the picture or by the fact that all the entries 
in the DBM are less than or equal to those found before. Therefore, 
we do not need to continue state space exploration beyond this point 
because any possible future would have been found by our exploration 
beginning with the zone found in Figure 7.14. 

Since there are no more unexplored paths, the entire timed state has 
been found, and it is shown in Figure 7.20. It takes only eight zones to 
represent the entire timed state space, whereas it took 26 regions or 13 
discrete-time states to represent just a part of it. Another important 
consideration is that if we change the timers such that bounds of [2,3] 
areset to [19,31] and the bounds of [5, oo] are set to [53, co], the number 
of timed states does not change when represented as zones. 
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Restrict 

Recononicalize 

Project 

Advance time / 
Recononicalize 

Normalize 

to t4 t3 

to 0 3 4 
t4 -2 0 1 
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to t4 t3 

to 0 3 4 
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t3 -2 0 0 

to t3 

to t3 I 0 4 I -2 0 

to t3 
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Fig. 7.19 Fig. 7.19 Example of zone creation after a rule expires. Example of zone creation after a rule expires. 

Wine Is Purchased Wine Is Purchased Wine Arrives Wine Arrives 

Fig. 7.20 Timed state space using zones. 
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( > a 

Fig. 7.21 (a) Adverse example. (b) Zones for two firing sequences, [a, b] and [b, a]. 

7.5 POSET TIMING 

The zone approach works well for a lot of examples, but when there is a 
high degree of concurrency, there can be more zones than discrete-time states. 
Consider the simple example shown in Figure 7.21 (a). This example obviously 
has only one untimed state. There are an astronomical 2,825,761 discrete-time 
states. Even worse, there are 219,977,777 zones! 

The reason for the explosion in the number of zones can be illustrated by 
considering zones found for two possible sequences, [a, b] and [b, a], shown in 
Figure 7.21 (b) . The upper zone is found for the sequence [a, b] , while the lower 
zone is found for the sequence [b, a]. Even though these two sequences result 
in the same untimed state, they result in different zones. The zone reflects the 
order in which the two concurrent events occurred in the sequence. In fact, 
as the length of the sequence, n, increases, the number of zones grows like n!. 
When linear sequences of events are used to find the timed state space, it is 
not possible. to distinguish concurrency from causality. 

In order to separate concurrency from causality, POSE?’ timing finds the 
timed state space by considering partially ordered sets (POSETs) of events 
rather than linear sequences. A graphical representation of a POSET is shown 
in Figure 7.22(a). This POSET represents both the sequence [a, b] and the 
sequence [b, a]. For each POSET we derive a POSET matrkc which includes 
the time separation between each pair of events in the POSET. The POSET 
matrix shown in Figure 7.22(b) indicates that a and b can occur between 1 
and 40 time units after the reset event, r, and that either a or b could occur 
as much as 39 times units after the other. 

After a rule is fired during timed state space exploration using zones and 
POSETs; the algorithm shown in Figure 7.23 is used to update the POSET 
matrix and find the corresponding zone. This algorithm takes the old POSET 
matrix and zone, the rule that fired, a flag that indicates if an event has fired, 
and the set of enabled rules. If the rule firing resulted in an event firing, we 
must update the POSET matrix and derive a new zone. First, the newly fired 
event, fj, is added to the POSET matrix. Timing relationships are added 
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Fig. 7.22 (a) POSET graph. (b) POSET matrix for sequences [a, b] and [b, a]. (c) 

0 

to ta tb 
0 40 40 
0 0 39 
0 39 0 

Zone found for either the sequence [a, b] or [b, a] using the POSET matrix. 

between this event and all other events in the POSET matrix. If an event, 
ei, in the POSET matrix is causaZ to event fj, the separation is set, to the 
bounds (i.e., pji = -I and pij = u). We say that an event ei is causal to 
another event fj if this event is the enabling event for the last rule that fires 
before fj fires. If event ei must directly precede fj but it is not causal to 
ej , the minimum separation is set to the lower bound and the maximum left 
unbounded (i.e., pji = -I and pij = 00). If ei does not precede fj directly, no 
timing relationship is established between these events. The algorithm then 
recanonicalizes the new POSET matrix and projects .out any events that are 
no longer needed. Events can be projected once there no longer exists any 
enabled rules that have that event as an enabling event. Next, the algorithm 
uses the POSET matrix, P, to derive the zone. The algorithm begins by 
setting the minimums to 0 (i.e., rnio = 0) and setting the maximums to the 
upper bound (i.e., moj = uj). It then copies the relevant time separations 
from the POSET matrix to the zone. Consider two timers ti and tj, which 
correspond to two rules with enabling events ei and ej, respectively. The mij 
entry is found by copying the pij entry from the POSET matrix. This new 
zone is then recanonicalized and normalized. If the rule firing did not result in 
an event firing, the algorithm simply updates the previous zone by projecting 
out the rule that fired, advancing time, recanonicalizing, and normalizing. 

The zone for the POSET in Figure 7.22(b) is shown in Figure 7.22(c). Note 
that the zone now includes both zones that had been found previously. In fact, 
if we use this approach to analyze the example in Figure 7.2 1, we find exactly 
one zone for the one untimed state. 
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update-poset(P,M,rj,event-fired,&,) { 
if (event-fired) then { 

foreach ei E P /* Update POSET matrix.*/ 
if ei is causal to fj then { 

pji = - 1; 
Pij = u; 

} else if ei directly precedes ej then { 

Pji =:--- 1; 

Pij =OO; 
} else { 

Pji =OO; 

Pij =OO; 

recanonicalize(P); /* Tighten loose bounds.*/ 
project(P); /* Project events no longer needed.*/ 
foreach ri E R,, { /* Create a zone.*/ 

iV2if-J = 0; /* Set minimums to O.*/ 
moi = Ui; /* Set maximums to upper bound.*/ 
foreach rj E R,, 

mij = Pij ; /* Copy relevant timing from POSET matrix.*/ 
} else { 

projeCt(.M,rj); /* Project out timer for rule that fired.*/ 
foreach ri E R,, /* Advance time.*/ 

??loi = Ui; 

recanonicalize(M); /* Tighten loose bounds.*/ 
normalize(iW, R,,); /* Adjust infinite upper bounds.*/ 

Fig. 7.23 Algorithm to update the POSET and zone. 
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Initial zone / 
Recononicalize / 
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Fig. 7.24 Initial zone using POSETs. 

Extend POSET 
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t2 

Fig. 7.25 Example of zone creation after the winery is called using POSETs. 
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WI 

Call Winery 
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Example ‘7.5.1 Let us again consider the example shown in Figure 7.1. 
The initial POSET includes only the special reset event, so the initial 
POSET matrix is only one-dimensional. The initial state has only one 
timer i!6, so our initial DBM is only two by two (i.e., to and t6). We set 
the top row entry for i!6 to the maximum value allowed for t6, which is 3, 
and the other entries are set to 0. Recanonicalization and normalization 
result in the same DBM. This sequence of steps is shown in Figure 7.24. 

The only possible rule that can fire in this initial zone is r6. The 
firing of this rule results in the event CaZZ Winery, so we update the 
POSET to include this event (i.e., cw). We no longer need to keep 
the reset event in the POSET matrix, since all enabled rules have CuZZ 
Winery as their enabling event. Therefore, the POSET matrix is again 
the trivial one-dimensional matrix. The new zone includes timers tr and 
t2. We set the 0th row of the DBM to the upper bounds of these timers, 
three in each case. This sequence of steps is shown in Figure 7.25. 

In this new zone, there are two possible rule firings: ~1 or ~2. Let 
us first fire ~1. We extend the POSET matrix to include IVine Arrives 

( i.e., wu), which can happen between 2 and 3 time units after CutZ 
Winery. We create a zone including the two timers t4 and t2. We fill 
in the upper bounds in the top row, and copy the information from 
the POSET matrix for the core. We then recanonicalize and normalize. 
The result is shown in Figure 7.26. 
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Extend POSET 
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cw 0 3 
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I ~2~31 
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Recononicalize / 
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Fig. 7.26 Example of zone creation after the wine arrives using POSETs. 

In this zone, the only satisfied rule is ~2. The firing of this rule results 
in the event Call Patron. We add Call Patron (i.e., cp) to the POSET 
matrix. After recanonicalization, we determine that either Call Patron 
or Wine Arrives can occur up to 1 time unit after the other. We can 
now remove Call Winery from the POSET matrix since it is no longer 
an enabling event for any active rules. We create a zone including 
the active timers t4 and t3. We copy the upper bounds into the top 
row, determine the core from the POSET matrix, recanonicalize, and 
normalize. The result is shown in Figure 7.27. This zone is the union 
of the two shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.18. In other words, even though 
we found this by considering that Win ,e Arrives first 
that includes the case where the Call Patron event 

it produces a 
happens first. 

zone 

In this zone, the only rule that can fire is r4. The firing of this rule 
does not result in an event firing. Therefore, we simply update the zone. 
The zone is updated by projecting t4 from the zone shown at the bottom 
of Figure 7.27, advancing time, recanonicalizing, and normalizing. The 
result is shown in Figure 7.28. 

In this zone, the only possible rule that can fire is r3. This results in 
the event Patron Arrives, which must be added to the POSET matrix, 
and we recanonicalize the POSET matrix. The events Wine Arrives 
and CaZZ Patron can be removed from the matrix since they are not 
needed for any active rules. We then create a zone for the one active 
timer t5 as shown in Figure 7.29. 
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Fig. 7.27 Example of zone creation after 
using POSETs. 
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Fig. 7.28 Example of zone creation after a r ule expires using POSETs. 
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Project POSET Pa 
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Call Winery 
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L 
Fig. 7.29 Example of zone creation after the patron arrives using POSETs. 

In this zone, the rule ~5 fires. The result is that we add the Wine 

Is Purchased event to the POSET matrix and remove the event Patron 

Arrives. We then derive a new zone for the active timer t6, as shown 
in Figure 7.30. The resulting zone is the same as the initial zone, so we 
are done exploring down this path. 

We now backtrack and consider calling the patron before the wine 
arrives. The POSET for this case is shown in Figure 7.31. Using the 
POSET matrix, we derive the new zone, recanonicalize, and normalize 
as shown in Figure 7.31. 

In this zone, we fire the rule ~1. This result, shown in Figure 7.32, is 
the same POSET in Figure 7.27. Therefore, as expected, it results in 
the same zone. We can now backtrack at this point. Note that we get 
to backtrack one state sooner than when we used zones alone. 

Since there are no more alternative paths that we have not explored, 
we’have completed the timed state space exploration. The entire timed 
state space is shown in Figure 7.33. Using POSETs, we found seven 
zones to represent the entire timed state space, compared with the eight 
we found before. Although this is a very modest improvement, for 
highly concurrent examples the amount of improvement can be orders 
of magnitude. 
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Fig. 7.30 Example of zone creation after the wine is purchased using POSETs. 
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Fig. 7.31 Example of zone creation after the patron is called using POSETs. 
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Fig. 7.32 Example of zone creation after the patron 
using POSETs. 
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Fig. 7.33 Timed state space using POSETs. 
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Table 7.1 Timing assumptions for passive/active wine shop. 

Assumption Delay 

Winery delays 
Patron responds 
Patron resets 
Inverter delay 
AND gate delay 
OR gate delay 

C-element delay 

2 to 3 minutes 
5 to 00 minutes 
2 to 3 minutes 
0 to 6 seconds 
6 to 12 seconds 
6 to 12 seconds 
12 to 18 seconds 

7.6 TIMED CIRCUITS 

We conclude this chapter by showing the effect that timing information can 
have on the timed circuit that is synthesized. 

Example 7.6.1 We return to the passive/active wine shop example 
discussed in Chapter 6. It was found at the end of Chapter 6 that if 
the bubbles at the inputs to the AND gates in the circuit shown in 
Figure 6.23 are changed to explicit inverters, the circuit is no longer 
hazard-free under the speed-independent delay model. However, if we 
make the timing assumptions shown in Table 7.1 (granted a pretty slow 
logic family), we can determine using timed state space exploration that 
this circuit is hazard-free. 

Not only can we verify that our gate-level circuit is hazard-free, we 
can use the timing assumptions to further improve the quality of the 
design. We begin using a TEL structure shown in Figure 7.34. We 
assume the delays given in Table 7.1 for the winery and patron and that 
the total circuit delays for any output are never more than 1 minute. 

If we ignore the timing information provided, we would find the state 
graph shown in Figure 7.35, which has 18 states. Using the timing in- 
formation, we derive a state graph that has only 12 states, as shown 
in Figure 7.36. Using the speed-independent state graph, the resulting 
circuit implementation is shown in Figure 7.37. The timed circuit is 
shown in Figure 7.38. The timed circuit implementation for CSCO is 
the same and for req-patron is reduced by one literal. The circuit for 
a&-wine is substantially reduced to only a three-input AND gate. Fur- 
thermore, we do not need to assume that we have a library of AND 
gates with inverted inputs, as the design using explicit inverters is also 
hazard-free. 
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Fig. 7.34 TEL structure for the wine shop example. 
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Fig. 7.35 Speed-independent state graph for the wine shop example (state vector is 
(req-wine, a&-patron, ackwine, req-patron, CSCO>). 
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Fig. 7.36 Reduced state graph for the wine shop example (state vector is (req-wine, 
a&patron, a&wine, req-patron, CSCO)). 
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Fig. 7.37 Speed-independent circuit for the wine shop example. 
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Fig. 7.38 Timed circuit for the wine shop example. 

7.7 SOURCES 

The region-based timing analysis method described in Section 7.2 was devel- 
oped by Alur et al. [7, 8, 91. The discrete-time analysis technique described 
in Section 7.3 was first applied to timed circuits by Burch [62, 631. Recently, 
Bozga et al. proposed a discrete-time analysis approach which utilized bi- 
nary decision diagrams [45]. Dill devised the zone method of representing 
timed states described in Section 7.4 (1141. The KRONOS tool [417] has 
been applied to timed circuit analysis, and it includes both the discrete-time 
method from [45] and a zone-based method. Rokicki and Myers developed 
the POSET timing analysis method described in Section 7.5 [325, 3261. Bel- 
luomini et al. generalized the POSET method to apply to TEL structures and 
applied it to the verification of numerous timed circuits and systems from both 
synchronous and asynchronous designs [31, 32, 33, 341. An implicit method 
using multiterminal BDDs was proposed by Thacker et al. [377]. Myers et 
al. first applied timed state space exploration to produce optimized timed 
asynchronous circuits as described in Section 7.6 [283, 285, 286, 2871. 

A different approach to timing analysis and optimization is based on the 
idea of time separation of events (TSE). A TSE analysis algorithm finds the 
minimum and maximum separation between any two specified events. This 
information can later be used during state space exploration to determine 
whether or not two concurrently enabled events can occur in either order or 
must be ordered. McMillan and Dill developed a TSE algorithm for acyclic 
graphs [265]. Myers and Meng utilized a similar algorithm to determine an 
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Fig. 7.39 TEL structures for homework problems. 

estimate of the TSE in cyclic, choice-free graphs in polynomial time. They 
also applied this algorithm to the synthesis of timed circuits [285]. Jung and 
Myers also used this algorithm in a direct synthesis method from STGs to 
timed circuits [186]. Hulgaard et al. developed an exact TSE algorithm for 
cyclic graphs, including some types of choice behavior [173, 174, 1751. 

Problems 

7.1 Modeling Timing 
Give two timed firing sequences for the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(a) 
that end with the Wine Is Purchased event. 

7.2 Modeling Timing 
Give two timed firing sequences for the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(b) 
that end with the x+ event. 

7.3 Regions 
Using regions to represent timing, find the timed state space for one timed 
firing sequence for the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(a) that ends with 
the Wine Is Purchased event. 

7.4 Regions 
Using regions to represent timing, find the timed state space for one timed 
firing sequence for the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(b) that ends with 
the x+ event. 

7.5 Discrete Time 
Using discrete-time states, find the timed state space for one timed firing 
sequence for the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(a) that ends with the 
Wine Is Purchased event. 
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7.6 Discrete Time 
Using discrete-time states, find the timed state space for one timed firing 
sequence for the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(b) that ends with the 
x+ event. 

7.7 Zones 
Using zones to represent timing, find the entire timed state space for the TEL 
structure shown in Figure 7.39(a). 

7.8 Zones 
Using zones to represent timing, find the entire timed state space for the TEL 
structure shown in Figure 7.39(b). 

7.9 POSET Timing 
Using POSETs and zones, find the entire timed state space for the TEL 
structure shown in Figure 7.39(a). 

7.10 POSET Timing 
Using POSETs and zones, find the entire timed state space for the TEL 
structure shown in Figure 7.39(b). 

7.11 Timed Circuits 
Consider the TEL structure shown in Figure 7.39(b). 

7.11.1. Find a SG ignoring timing and use it to find a Muller circuit for 
output signal x. 

7.11.2. Find a SG considering timing and use it to find a timed circuit for 
output signal x. 



8 
Verijkation 

Prove all things; hold fast that which is good. 
-New Testament, I Thessalonians 

All technology should be assumed guilty until proven innocent. 
--David Brower 

No amount of experimentation can ever prove me right; a single experiment can 
prove me wrong. 

-Albert Einstein 

A common mistake that people make when trying to design something completely 
foolproof is to underestimate the ingenuity of complete fools. 

-Douglas Adams, Mostly Harmless 

When writing a specification of a circuit, we are usually trying to accom- 
plish certain goals. For example, we may want to be sure that the protocol 
never leads to a deadlock or that whenever there is a request, it is followed 
by an acknowledgment possibly in a bounded amount of time. In order to 
validate that a specification will lead to a circuit that achieves these goals, 
simulation can be used, but this cannot guarantee complete coverage. This 
chapter, therefore, describes methods to verify that specifications meet their 
goals under all permissible delay behaviors. 

After designing a circuit using one of the methods described in the previous 
chapters, we check the circuit by simulating a number of important cases 
until we are confident that it is correct. Unfortunately, anything short of 
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exhaustive simulation will not guarantee the correctness of our design. This 
is especially problematic in asynchronous design, where a hazard may manifest 
as a failure only under a very particular set of delays. Therefore, it is necessary 
to use ver$&tion to check if a circuit operates correctly under all the allowed 
combinations of delay. In this chapter we describe methods for verifying a 
circuit’s correctness under all permissible delay behavior. 

8.1 PROTOCOL VERIFICATION 

In this section we describe a method for specifying and verifying whether a 
protocol or circuit has certain desired properties. This type of verification is 
often called model checking. To specify the desired behavior of a combina- 
tional circuit, one typically uses propositiolzal logic. For sequential circuits, 
it is necessary to describe behavior of a circuit over time, so one must use a 
temporal logic. In this section we introduce linear-time temporal logic (LTL).. 

8.1.1 Linear-Time Temporal Logic 

A temporal logic is a propositional logic which has been extended with opera- 
tors to reason about future states of a system. LTL is a linear-time temporal 
logic in which truth values are determined along paths of states. The set of 
LTL formulas can be described recursively as follows: 

1. Any signal u is a LTL formula. 

2. I f  f  and g are LTL formulas, so are: 

(a> lf (not> 
w f A 9 (and) 
(c) Of (next state operator) 

(d) f  U g (strong until operator) 

We can describe the set of all allowed sequences using a SG, (S, 6, Xs) , 
as described in Chapter 4. We require that the state transition relation is 
totaL. In other words, if any state has no successor, that state is assumed to 
have itself as a successor. Recall that 6 C S x T x S is the set of possible - 
state transitions. If  there exists a state si for which there does not exist any 
transition tj and state sk such that (si, tj, sk) E 6, add (si, $, si) into 6, where 
$ is a sequencing transition. 

The truth of a LTL formula f  can be defined with respect to a state si 
(denoted si k f). A g 1 si na u is true in a state if the signal u is labeled with a 
1 in that state [i.e., Xs(si)(u) = 11. Th e f  ormula lf is true in a state si when 

f  is false in that state. The formula f  /\ g is true when both f  and g are true 
in si. The formula Of is true in state si when f  is true in all next states sj 
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reachable in one transition. The formula f  U g is true in a state si when in 
all allowed sequences starting with si, f  is true until g becomes true. A state 
in which g becomes true must always be reached in every allowed sequence. 
For this reason, this is often called the strong until operator. This relation 
can be defined more formally as follows: 

si + u i f f  X&i)(u) = 1 

si + lf i f f  si k f  

si b f  A g i f f  si k f  and si k g 

si + Of i f f  for all states sj such that (si, t, sj) E 6 . sj k f  

si + f  U g i f f  for all allowed sequences (si, si+i, . . .), 

3j.jLir\Sj~gA(~k.iIk<j~Sr,~f) 

It is often convenient to use some abbreviations to express some common 
LTL formulas. For example, in propositional logic, the formula f  V g can be 
used to express l( (lf) A (19)). W e a so often use f  * g to express (lf) V g. 1 
New temporal operators include Of, which is used to express that f  will 
eventually become true in all allowed sequences starting in the current state. 
The formula Of is used to say that f  is always true in all allowed sequences 
starting in the current state. Finally, a weak until operator (denoted f  W g) 
is used to state that f  remains true until a state is reached in which g is true, 
but g never needs to hold as long as f  holds. These formulas can be defined 
in terms of the previously defined ones as follows: 

Of = true U f  (eventually operator) 

of E 10(-f) (always operator) 

fWg = (f U g V Of (weak until operator) 

Example 8.1.1 Let’s return to our favorite wine shop example and 
write some formulas for the desired properties of a passive/active wine 
shop. First, we should not raise a&wine until req- wine goes high: 

q (lack-wine * (lack-wine U req-wine)) (8 1) . 

This property states that in all states in which ackwine is low, it should 
stay low until req-wine goes high. We also require that once we set 
a&wine high, it must stay high until req-wine goes low again: 

q (ack-wine * (a&-wine U lreq-wine)) (8 2) . 

On the patron side, once the shop has set req-patron high, it must hold 
it high until a&-patron goes high: 

Cl (req-patron * (req-patron U a&patron)) (8 3) . 

Once req-patron is set low, it must stay low until ackpatron goes low: . 

q (lreq-patron * (lreq-patron U lackpatron)) (8 4) . 
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Another important property is once the request 
on either side go high, they must be reset again 

and acknowled .ge wires 

q ((req-wine A a&wine) + O(lreq-wine A lack-wine)) (8 5) . 
q ((req-patron A a&patron) * O(lreq-patron A lackpatron))(8.6) 

We also don’t want the wine to stay on the shelf 
bottle arrives, the patron should be called. 

forever, so after each 

0 (a&-wine * Oreq-patron) (8 7) . 

Finally, the patron should not 
the wine has actually arrived. 

arrive expecting wine in the shop before 

Cl (1 ack-patron * (1 ad-patron U ack wine)) (8 8) . 

We can check whether or not a LTL formula is valid for a SG through 
a simple analysis. We can consider an LTL formula as being composed of 
propositional and temporal terms. Our first step is to mark each state that 
satisfies each of the propositional terms of the formula. Next, for each term 
of the form Of where f  is a propositional formula, we mark each state in 
which f  is true in all successors as satisfying Of. To address terms of the 
form f  U g requires a two-step procedure. First, we mark each state that 
satisfies g as also satisfying f  U g. Second, we mark each predecessor of a 
state marked as satisfying f  U g that also satisfies f  as satisfying f  U g. We 
then recursively mark the predecessors of these states until there is no change. 
Other temporal operators can be converted to their basic form for treatment. 
Now, to check the entire formula, we apply these procedures recursively to 
build up the formula. 

Example 8.1.2 Let’s check the validity of LTL formula 8.8 on a couple 
of potential protocols. The SG for the first is shown in Figure 8.1. This 
formula is trivially satisfied in the states in which a&patron is high: 
{(Fill), (OlFl), (RlOF), (110F), (RFOO), (lFOO)}. In the remain- 
ing states, we must verify that the formula (lack-patron U ack-wine) 

holds. To check this, we first mark the states where ad-wine is true, 
since this formula holds in these states (i.e., (FOlR), (OOlR), (FRll), 
(ORll), (Fill), and (OlFl)). We then search for states which can 
reach the states we just marked in one step, and we check that in that 
state ack-patron is low. There is one such state, (lORO), where indeed 
a&-patron is low, so we can mark that it satisfies the formula. We then 
continue our search, and we find that state (ROOO) reaches (10RO) and 
has a&-patron low, so it also satisfies the formula. We have now marked 
all states as satisfying the formula, so the LTL formula is valid for this 
protocol. It can quickly be verified that this protocol satisfies all the 
other desired properties as well. 

An SG for an alternative protocol is shown in Figure 8.2. We again 
begin by marking states with ad-patron high as trivially satisfying this 
formula (i.e., (llRl), (F111), (OllF), (OFFO), (RFOO), and (1FOO)). 
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Fig. 8.1 

1ORO 

\ 
ack-wine+ / 

ack-patron- 

A RlOF 

ack-patron- 

, . / SG for legal protocol for the passive/active shop (state vector 1s treq-wzne, 
a&-patron, ack-wine, req-patron)). 
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Again, we are left to check that in the remaining states the formula 
(lack-patron U ad-wine) holds. We start by marking the states where 
a&-wine is true (i.e., (FRll), (ORll), (Fill), (OllF), (OFFO), and 
(008’0)). Next, we look for states which can reach this set of states 
in one step, and we find (11Rl). In this state, d-patron is high, so 
(vdi-patron U m&wine) does not hold in this state. This in itself 
is not bad, since the entire formula does hold in this state. Consider, 
however, state (lRRl), in which ad-patron is low. This state can reach 
(llRl), so it also does not satisfy (lack-patron U a& wine). In this 
case, we have found a state in which the entire formula does not hold, 
so the LTL formula is not valid for this protocol. A sequence of events 
which leads to this failure would be 

req-wine+, req-patron+, ackpatron+ 

Another alternative protocol is shown in Figure 8.3. A careful anal- 
ysis determines that the patron will never arrive at a shop that has 
no wine. Unfortunately, the LTL formula that we used to express this 
property does not hold for this protocol. Consider state (lROl), in 
which a&-patron is low. According to the formula, a&patron must 
remain low until ack-wine goes high. However, the state (1108’) can be 
reached next, in which cd-patron is high. This violates the formula. 
This is okay, though, since the last bottle of wine is still sitting on the 
shelf. In fact, any protocol that allows a&wine to reset before the 
patron receives the wine will violate this formula. 

It is quite difficult (if not impossible) to find an LTL formula which admits 
only valid protocols and all valid protocols. Even if such a formula exists, 
how does one know when they found it? This is the key difficulty with model 
checking in that when verification succeeds, it does not mean that the protocol 
is correct but only that it has the property being checked. 

8.1.2 Time-Quantified Requirements 

The LTL formula Of states that eventually f  becomes true, but it puts no 
guarantee on how long before f  will become true. If  we wish to express prop- 
erties such as bounded response time, it is necessary to extend the temporal 
logic that we use to specify timing bounds. One possible way of doing this is 
to annotate each temporal operator with a timing constraint. For example, 
0<5f states that f  becomes true in less than 5 time units. 

The set of timed LTL formulas can be described recursively as follows: 

1. Any signal u is a timed LTL formula. 

2. I f  f  and g are timed LTL formulas, so are: 

0 f A g (and) 
(c) f  U,, g (timed until operator) 
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ack-wine- ack-patron- 

Fig. 8.2 SG for illegal protocol for the passive/active shop (state vector is (req-wine, 

a&patron, ack-wine, req-patron) >. 
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1 OR0 ‘(’ 
\ 

ack-wine+ 

ack-wine- 

Fig. 8.3 SG for legal protocol for the passive/active shop that violates the property 
(state vector is (req-wine, ad-patron, aclCLwine, req-patron)). 
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where - is <, 2, = , >, >. Note that there is no next time operator, since 
when time is dense, there can be no unique next time. 

Again, in timed LTL, we have the following set of abbreviations: 

owf f  true U,, f  (timed eventuully operator) 

L&f f  ~0,~ (1 f) (timed always operator) 

Using the basic timed LTL primitives, we can also define temporal operators 
subscripted with time intervals. 

Example 8. 1.3 Let’s again consider the passive/active wine shop and 
specify a few bounded respon se time properties. First, o rice the request 
and acknowledge wires on either side go high, they must be reset again 
within 10 minutes: 

o(d9f s o=ao<(b-a)f 

q ((req-wine A a&-wine) * O<lo (lreq-wine A 1ackwine)) - 

Cl (( req-patron A a&-patron) * O< 10 (veq-patron A lackpatron)) - 

We also don’t want the wine to age too long on the shelf, so 
bottle arrives, the patron should be called within 5 minutes: 

after each 

q ( a&-wine * 015 req-patron) 

In order to check a timed LTL property, the timed state space exploration 
algorithms described in Chapter 7 must be used. For example, to check the 
formula given above using the discrete-time analysis method, one can simply 
analyze the timed state space after it has been found. In particular, one 
could search for any state in which a&-wine is high and req-patron is low, and 
there must not exist any path from that state which takes 5 time steps before 
req-patron goes high. Using region- or zone-based analysis methods to check 
this property is a bit more involved and beyond the scope of this chapter. 

8.2 CIRCUIT VERIFICATION 

While model checking can be used for circuit verification, it has been found 
to be a bit unwieldy. In this section we present an alternative verification 
methodology based on trace theory for verifying whether a circuit implements 
a given specification. 

8.2.1 Trace Structures 

In order to verify that a circuit implements, or conforms to, a specification, it 
is necessary to check that all the possible behaviors of the circuit are allowed 
behaviors in the specificat ion. To define these behaviors, we will use traces 
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( > a 

Fig. 8.4 (a) SG for a C-element. (b) Receptive SG for a C-element. 

of events on signals. A trace is similar to an allowed sequence described 

earlier, but rather than keeping track of the states that the system has passed 
through, we track the signals which have had events on them. 

Example 8.2.1 Consider the SG for a C-element in Figure 8.4(a). In 

this SG, one possible allowed sequence is (so, ~4, 236, 237, . . . ). The 

corresponding trace would be (a, b, c, . . . ). 

The set of all traces is represented using a trace structlure. In order to 
verify that a circuit is hazard-free, we will use a class of trace structures called 
prefix-closed truce structures. A prefix-closed trace structure can be described 
using a four-tuple: (I, 0, S, F). The set I is the set of input signals, those 
signals controlled by the environment. The set 0 is the set of output signals, 
those controlled by the circuit. The set S is all traces which are considered 
successful. The set F is all traces which are considered a failure. At times, 
we may use A to indicate the set of all possible events and P to indicate the 
set of all possible traces. A trace structure must be receptive. In other words, 
the state of a circuit cannot prevent an input from happening (i.e., PI C P). - 

Example 8.2.2 If the signals a and b are inputs in the SG shown 

in Figure 8.4(a), the SG is not receptive since, for example, a is not 

allowed to occur in states ~4, s6, 233, and si . A receptive SG is shown in 

Figure 8.4(b). Note that now we must add a failure state, F, since if c is 

enabled to change and one of the inputs change instead, the C-element 

is hazardous and could glitch. 
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8.2.2 Composition 

Due to the receptiveness requirement, if we wish to compose two circuits to- 
gether and determine the corresponding trace structure, we must first make 
their signal sets match. Consider composing two trace structures: 7’1 = 
(1r,Oi,Sr,Fr) and Tz = (Iz,O2,&, Fs). If N is the set of signals in AZ 
which are not in A 1, we must add N to 11 and extend Sr and Fl to allow 
events on signals in N to occur at any time. Similarly, we must extend Tz 
with those signals in Al but not in AZ. The function to perform this signal 
extension is called inverse delete, denoted del(N)-’ (X), where N is a set of 
signals and X is a set of traces. This function inserts elements of N* between 
any consecutive signals in a trace in X (where N* indicates zero or more 
events on signals in N). This function can be extended to a trace structure 
as follows: 

del(N)-l(T) = (I U N, O,del(lV)-l(S),del(N)-l(F)) 

Given two trace structures with consistent signal sets (i.e., Al = A2 and 

a f-J 02 = s), they can be intersected as follows: 

Tl n T2 = (11 n 12, O1 u 02, S1 n S2, (Fl n Pz) u (Fz n f?)) 

The implication of this definition is that a trace is considered a success in the 
composite only when it is a success in both circuits. It is considered a failure 
when it is a failure in either of the original circuits. One last thing to note is 
that the set of possible traces may be reduced through composition, since the 
set of possible traces in the composite is PI n P2. 

Using this definition and that of inverse deletion, composition can be de- 
fined as follows: 

GllT2 = deZ(A2 - Al)-l(Tl) n deZ(Al - A2)-l(T2) 

Example 8.2.3 Let us compose the trace structure for the C-element 
shown in Figure 8.4(b) with the trace structures for two inverters to form 
the circuit shown in Figure 8.5(a). The trace structure for an inverter 
is shown in Figure 8.6(a). The first thing we must do is introduce 
the notion of renaming. The trace structure for the inverter shown in 
Figure 8.6(a) has x as an input and y  as an output. To make the signals 
match those in the diagram for the first inverter, we must rename =x: to c 
and y  to a. We must also extend the trace structure to include the signal 
b as an additional input using the inverse delete function before it can 
be composed with the C-element. The result is shown in Figure 8.6(b). 

The trace structure for the inverter shown in Figure 8.6(b) can now 
be composed with the trace structure for the C-element, and the result 
is shown in Figure 8.7. Note that the set of input signals, I, is now only 
b, while the set of output signals, 0, is (a, c}. The failure state from 
the inverter can no longer be reached after composition, since a second 
c change cannot come before an a change. Also, sequences that involve 
two a changes in a row have also been removed. 
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Fig. 8.6 (a) Receptive SG for an inverter. (b) SG for an inverter with input c, output 

( > a 

a 
C -’ b 

(b) 

Fig. 8.5 (a) Simple C-element circuit. (b) Simple OR gate circuit. 

( > a 

u, and unconnected input b. 

Fig. 8.7 (b) SG after composing one inverter with the C-element. 
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Fig. 8.8 Receptive SG for an OR gate. 

If  we rename and extend the trace structure in a similar fashion 
to create the second inverter and compose it with the trace structure 
shown in Figure 8.7, we get the trace structure shown in Figure 8.4(a). 
Notice that the failure state is no longer reachable. In other words, in 
this trace structure the failure set, F, is empty. Therefore, the circuit 
shown in Figure 8.5(a) is fai/ure-free. 

Example 8.2.4 Consider the composition of the trace structure for an 
OR gate shown in Figure 8.8 with the trace structure for two inverters 
[see Figure 8.6(a)] to form the circuit shown in Figure 8.5(b). First, 
we again do renaming to obtain the trace structure for the inverter 
shown in Figure 8.6(b). The trace structure for the inverter shown in 
Figure 8.6(b) can now be composed with the trace structure for the OR 
gate, and the result is shown in Figure 8.9(a). Note that the failure 
state can now be reached starting in state SO after a b and c change, 
since the inverter driving signal a can become disabled. 

If  we rename and extend the trace structure in a similar fashion to 
create the second inverter and compose it with the trace structure shown 
in Figure 8.9(a), we get the trace structure shown in Figure 8.9(b). 
Notice that the failure state is still reachable. Starting in state SO, the 
failure state can be reached either by an a change fol lowed by 
or a 6 change followed by a c change. In each case, one of th 

a 
.e 

c change 
inverters 

becomes disabled, causing a hazard. Note that this circuit is actually 
speed-independent as defin ed in Chapter 6, but it is not semi-modular. 
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b 

( > a 

Fig. 8.9 (a) SG after composing one inverter with the OR gate. (b) SG after com- 

posing both inverters with the OR gate. 

8.2.3 Canonical Trace Structures 

To verify that a circuit correctly implements a specification, we can determine 
a trace structure for the circuit, TI, and another for the specification, Ts, and 
show that TI conforms to TS (denoted TI 5 Ts). In other words, we wish to 
show that in any environment where the specification is failure-free, the circuit 
is also failure-free. An environment can be modeled by a trace structure, 

TE, that has complementary inputs and outputs (i.e., 1~ = 01 = OS and 
0~ = 11 = 1s). To check conformance, it is necessary to show that for every 
possible TE, if TE n TS is failure-free, so is TE n TI. 

One important advantage of checking conformance is that it allows for 
hierarchical ver?ficution. In other words, once we have shown that an imple- 
mentation conforms to a specification, we can use the specification in place 
of the implementation in verifying a larger system that has this circuit as a 
component. I f  there are many internal signals, this can be a huge benefit. 

We say that two trace structures Tl and T2 are conformation equivalent 
(denoted Tl -JC T ) 2 w h en Tl 5 T2 and T2 5 Tl. Unfortunately, if Tl NC T2, 

it does not imply that Tl = T2. To make this true, we reduce prefix-closed 

trace structures to a canonical form using two transformations. 
The first transformation is autofailure manifestation. 
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a b 

( > a 

b 

(4 

Eg. 8.10 (a) SG for an inverter. (b) Two inverters in series. (c) SG for two inverters 
in series. (d) SG for two inverters in series after simplification. 

Example 8.2.5 Consider composing two inverters in series as in Fig- 
ure 8.10(a). The state graph for a single inverter is shown in Fig- 
ure 8.10(b). To simplify the explanation, we have reduced it from the 
five states in Figure 8.6(a) to 3 by folding states si and s:! to form 
state u and states se and ss to form state V. After composing the two 
inverters, we find the SG shown in Figure 8.10(c). Any trace that ends 
in a state that includes E-J or Fl in its label is a failure trace. All other 
traces are considered successes. 

Consider the partial trace (a, b, a), which ends in state ~0~1. While 
this trace is successful, a possible next event is a transition on the 
output signal b which would lead to a failure. In this state, there is no 
way the environment can prevent this failure from happening. While it 
is possible that the output c could happen first, there is no guarantee 
that this will happen. In verification, any circuit which has a potential 
for a failure should be considered as failing verification. This type of 
failure is called an autofailure, since the circuit itself causes the failure. 
Autofailure manifestation adds the trace (a, b, a) to the failure set. 
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More formally, an autofailure is a trace x which can be extended by a signal 
y  E 0 such that xy E F. Another way of denoting this is F/O C F, where - 
F/O is defined to be {x 1 3y E 0 . xy E F}. We also add to the failure set 
any trace that has a failure as a prefix (i.e., FA & F). The result of these two 
changes (assuming that S # 0) is that any failure trace has a prefix that is a 
success, and the signal transition that causes it to become a failure is on an 
input signal. In other words, the circuit fails only if the environment sends a 
signal change that the circuit is not prepared for, and in this case, the circuit 
is said to choke. 

The second transformation is called failure exclusion. In this transforma- 
tion, we make the success and failure sets disjoint. When a trace occurs in 
both, it means that the circuit may or may not fail, but this again indicates a 
dangerous circuit. Therefore, we remove from the success set any trace which 
is also a failure (i.e., S = 5’ - F). 

Example 8.2.6 After applying both transformations, our simplified 

SG for two inverters in series is shown in Figure 8.10(d). 

A canonical prefix-closed trace structure is one which satisfies the following 
three requirements: 

1. Autofailures are failures (i.e., F/O C F). - 

2. Once a trace fails, it remains a failure (i.e., FA C F). - 

3. No trace is both a success and a failure (i.e., S n F = s>. 

In a canonical prefix-closed trace structure, the failure set is not necessary, 
so it can be represented with the triple T = (I, 0, S). We can determine the 
failure set as follows: 

F = [(SI u {E}) - S]A* 

In other words, any successful trace when extended with an input signal tran- 
sition and is no longer found in the success set is a failure. Furthermore, 
any such failure trace can be extended indefinitely with other input or output 
signal transitions, and it will always be a failure. 

8.2.4 Mirrors and Verification 

To check conformance of a trace structure TI to another Ts, we said that 
it is necessary to check that in all environments in which TS is failure-free, 
TI is also failure-free. It is difficult to imagine performing such a check. 
Fortunately, we can construct a unique worst-case environment that we can 
use to perform this feat in a single test. This environment is called a mirror 
of T (denoted TM). If  we have a canonical prefix-closed trace structure, the 
mirror can be constructed simply by swapping the inputs and outputs (i.e., 
I” = 0, OM = I, and SM = S). 
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Fig. 8.11 Mirror for a C-element. 

Example 8.2.7 The mirror of the C-element shown in Figure 8.4(b) 
is shown in Figure 8.11. Note that changing the inputs and outputs 
has the effect of changing the failure set. Recall that in canonical trace 
structures a failure occurs when an input happens at the wrong time. 
For the mirror of the C-element, the signal c is now the only input. I f  
c changes in a state in which it was not expected to change, the trace 
is a failure. Also, note that changes on signals a and b are no longer 
allowed if they cause a failure. 

Using the following theorem, we can use the mirror to check conformance 
of an implementation, TI, to a specification, Ts. 

Theorem 8.1 (Dill, 1989) If TI 1 IT,hl is failure-free, TI 5 Ts. 

Example 8.2.8 Consider the merge element shown in Figure 8.12(a). 
A general merge accepts an input on either a or b and produces an 
output on c [see Figure 8.12(b)]. An alternating merge accepts an input 
on a and produces a c, then accepts an input on b and produces a c [see 
Figure 8.12(c)]. There are two questions we can ask. First, if we require 
an alternating merge, can we replace it with a general merge? Second 
if we require a general merge, can we replace it with an alternating 
merge? 

To answer the first question, the SG shown in Figure 8.12(b) is our 
implementation, TI, the one in Figure 8.12(c) is our specification, Ts, 
and we want to check if TI 5 Ts. To do this, we construct the mirror for 
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a b 
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Fig. 8.12 (a) Merge element. (b) SG for a general merge element. (c) SG for an 
alternating merge. 

TS (i.e., the alternating merge), which is shown in Figure 8.13(a). We 
then compose this trace structure with the one for the general merge 
shown in Figure 8.12(b). The result is shown in Figure 8.13(b), and it 
is failure-free. This means that when an alternating merge is required, 
a general merge is a safe substitute. 

To answer the second question, we must construct the mirror for the 
general merge, which is shown in Figure 8.13(c). We compose this trace 
structure with the one for the alternating merge shown in Figure 8.12(c), 
and the result is shown in Figure 8.13(d). This trace structure is not 
failure-free, so it is not safe to substitute an alternating merge when a 
general merge is required. Consider the initial state qOs0. In a general 
merge, it must be able to accept either an a or a b, while an alternating 
merge can only accept an a. If  it receives a b, it would fail. 

8.2.5 Strong Conformance 

One limitation with this approach to verification is that it checks only safety 
properties. In other words, if a circuit verifies, it means that it does nothing 
bad. It does not mean, however, that it does anything good. For example, 
consider the trace structure for a “block of wood.” A block of wood would 
accept any input, but it would never produce any output (i.e., T = (I, 0, I*)). 
Assuming that the inputs and outputs are made to match, a block of wood 
would conform to any ,specification. 
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Fig. 8.13 (a) SG f  or mirror of alternating merge. (b) SG when checking if general 
merge conforms to alternating merge. (c) SG for mirror of general merge. (d) SG 
when checking if alternating merge conforms to general merge. 

0 
so 
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Fig. 8.14 (a) SG for a block of wood 
mirror of a C-element specification. 

a b 

8 
s6 

(b) 

(b) SG for a block of wood composed with the 

Example 8.2.9 Consider composing a block of wood whose behavior 
is shown in Figure 8.14(a) with the mirror of a C-element shown in 
Figure 8.11. The result is shown in Figure &14(b), and it is failure- 
free. Therefore, the block of wood conforms to the specification of a 
C-element. It is clear, however, that the block of wood is not a very 
good implementation of a C-element. 
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The notion of strong conformance removes this problem. Tl conforms 
strongly to Tz (denoted Tl E T2) if Tl 4 T2 and Sr 2 &. In other words, all - 
successful traces of Tz must be included in the successful traces of Tl. 

Example 8.2.10 Consider again the block-of-wood implementation of 
a C-element. The C-element has a successful trace (a, b, c), which is not 
in the set of successful traces of the block of wood. Therefore, the block 
of wood does not strongly conform to the specification of a C-element. 

8.2.6 Timed Trace Theory 

A timed trace is a sequence of x = 
pair of the form (ei,Ti) such that: 

> where each xi is an event/time 

l ei E A, where A is the set of signals. 

l ri E Q, where Q is the set of nonnegative rational numbers. 

A timed trace must satisfy the following two properties: 

l Monotonicity: for all i, ri 2 ri+r. 

0 Progress: if x is infinite, then for every r E Q there exists an index i 
such that ri > r. 

Given a module n/r defined by a trace structure (I, 0, S) and a trace x E 
S, we say that the module M allows time to advance to time r if for each 
w’ E I U 0 and r’ < r such that x( w’ , r’) E S implies that x( w’ , 7”) E S for 
some r” > r. Intuitively, this means that after trace x has happened, module 
M can allow time to advance to r without needing an input or producing an 
output. We denote this by the predicate advance-time(M,x,r). 

Recall that we defined a failure to mean that some module produces an 
output when some other module is not ready to receive this as an input. 
In the timed case, this is complicated further by the fact that it must also 
be checked that the output is produced at an acceptable time. Consider a 
module M = (I, 0, S) composed of several modules {A&r, . . . , Mn}, where 

Mk = (II,,Qw%). c onsider also a timed trace x = (x1, . . . , x,), where 
xm = (w, r) and w E 01, for some k 2 n. This trace causes a failure if 
advance- time(M) (x1, . . . , xm-l),r), x E Sk, but x $ S. Intuitively, this means 
that some module produces a transition on one of its outputs before some 
module is prepared to receive it. These types of failures are called safety 
failures. 

A timing failure occurs when some module does not receive an input in time. 
In other words, either some input fails to occur or occurs later than required. 
There are potentially several ways to characterize timing failures formally, 
with each choice having different effects on the difficulty of verification. In 

particular, for the most general definition, it is no longer possible to use 
mirrors without some extra complexity which is beyond the scope of this 
chapter. 
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To verify a timed system, we must use one of the timed state space explo- 
ration algorithms described in Chapter 7. Let’s consider using the discrete- 
time analysis method to find the timed state space for the implementation and 
the mirror of the specification. We can again compose them and check if the 
failure state is reachable. The application of region- or zone-based analysis 
methods for timing verification are a bit more involved and beyond the scope 
of this chapter. 

8.3 SOURCES 

Logics to represent time have long been discussed in philosophy circles. The 
modern temporal logics have their origin in the work of Kripke [X2]. In recent 
years, it has seen increasing use in verification of both hardware and software 
systems [123, 303, 3161. The application of temporal logic to the verification of 
asynchronous circuits was proposed by Browne et al. [50] and Dill and Clarke 
[116]. A similar approach is taken by Berthet and Cerny using characteris- 
tic functions rather than a temporal logic [41]. Weih and Greenstreet have 
combined model checking with symbolic trajectory evaluation to verify speed- 
independent datapath circuits [398]. Lee et al. utilized a formalism similar to 
temporal logic called synchronized transitions to verify asynchronous circuits 
[228]. Bailey et al. utilized the Circa1 language and its associated algebra to 
verify asynchronous designs [21]. Adaptations of temporal logic to include 
timing have been developed by numerous people. One of the more famous 
ones is due to Abadi and Lamport [l]. Techniques for timed model checking 
of asynchronous circuits are described by Hamaguchi et al. [159], Burch [61], 
Yoneda and Schlingloff [415], and Vakilotojar et al. [386]. 

Trace theory was first applied to circuits by Snepscheut [361] and Udding 
[381] for the specification of delay-insensitive circuits. The application of trace 
theory to the verification of speed-independent circuits was pioneered by Dill 
[113, 1151. Section 8.2 follows Dill’s work closely. An improved verifier was 
developed by Ebergen and Berks [117]. The notion of strong conformance was 
introduced by Gopalakrishnan et al. [151]. 

Recently, several techniques have been proposed to avoid a complete enu- 
meration of the state space. These techniques utilize partial orders [149, 317, 
4161, stubborn sets [388], unfoldings [264, 2661, or cube approximations [26, 281 
to greatly reduce the size of the representation needed for the state space. 
Yoneda and Schlingloff developed a partial order method for the verification 
of timed systems [415]. 

Timed trace theory and a verification method based on discrete time were 
described by Burch [62, 631. Devadas developed a technique for verifying Huff- 
man circuits using back-annotated bounded delay information [ 1121. Rokicki 
and Myers employed a zone-based technique to verify timed asynchronous 
circuits [287, 325, 3261. These techniques have since been improved and ap- 
plied to numerous examples by Belluomini et al. [31, 32, 33, 341. Semenov 
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and Yakovlev have developed an unfolding technique to verify timed circuits 
modeled using time Petri nets 13491. Yoneda and Ryu extended their timed 
partial order method to timed trace theoretic verification [414]. The problems 
with conformance and mirroring in the verification of timed circuits are de- 
scribed in [425]. R ecently, there has been some research that employs implicit 
or reZative timing assumptions (i.e., the timing of some sequence of events 
is assumed to be larger than some other sequence) to verify timed circuits 
[292, 310, 3661. 

Problems 

8.1 Linear-Time Temporal Logic 
Consider the situation where there are two shops to which the winery can 
deliver wine. It communicates with the first using the wires req-wine1 and 
a&wine1 and the second with req-wine2 and acIiwine2. Write an LTL for- 
mula that says that the winery is fair. In other words, the winery will deliver 
wine to both shops. 

8.2 Linear-Time Temporal Logic 
Again consider the situation where there are two shops to which the winery 
can deliver wine. Write an LTL formula that says that the winery at some 
point decides to sell only to one shop in the future. 

8.3 Linear-Time Temporal Logic 
If  either the winery can stop producing wine or the patron loses interest in 
buying wine, which of LTL formulas 8.1 to 8.8 would be violated? How could 
they be fixed? 

8.4 Protocol Verification 
Check if the SG in Figure 8.15(a) satisfies the following LTL formula: 

If  not, indicate which states violate the formula. 

8.5 Protocol Verification 
Check if the SG in Figure 8.15(b) satisfies the following LTL formula: 

q (Y * (x u 4) 
If not, indicate which states violate the formula. 

8.6 Timed Linear-Time Temporal Logic 
Again consider the situation where there are two shops to which the winery 
can deliver wine. Write a timed LTL formula that says that the winery is fair 
in bounded time. In other words, the winery will not stop delivering wine to 
one shop for more than 60 minutes. 

8.7 Trace Structures 
Give a receptive trace structure for a NAND gate. 
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Fig. 8.15 SGs for Problems 8.4 and 8.5 (state vector (x,3, x>). 

Fig. 8.16 Circuit for Problem 8.9. 

8.8 Trace Structures 
Give a receptive trace structure for an XOR gate. 

8.9 Trace Structure Composition 
Use composition of trace structures to determine whether or not the circuit 
shown in Figure 8.16 is failure-free. 

8.10 Trace Structure Composition 
Use composition of trace structures to determine whether or not the circuit 
shown in Figure 8.17 is failure-free. 

8.11 Canonical Trace Structures 
Transform the trace structure shown in Figure 8.18 to a canonical prefix-closed 
trace structure. 
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req-w ine 

4 I req-patron 

IL------d- ack-patron 

Fig. 8.17 Circuit for Problem 8.10. 

Fig. 8.18 Trace structure for Problem 8.11. 
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a 

b 

Fig. 8.19 Circuit for Problem 8.12. 

Fig. 6.20 Specification for Problems 8.12 and 8.13. 

8.12 Mirrors and Verification 
Use composition to create a trace structure for the circuit shown in Fig- 
ure 8.19. Find the mirror of the specification for a C-element shown in Fig- 
ure 8.20. Compose the trace structure for the circuit and the mirror of the 
specification to determine if the circuit conforms to the specification (i.e., the 
circuit is a correct implementation of a C-element). I f  the circuit does not 
conform, give a sequence of transitions that causes the circuit to fail. 
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a 

b h 

Fig. 8.21 Circuit for Problem 8.13. 

b 

( > a 

04 

Fig. 8.22 (a) Sequencer and (b) fork. 

8.13 Mirrors and Verification 
Use composition to create a trace structure for the circuit shown in Fig- 
ure 8.21. Find the mirror of the specification for a C-element shown in Fig- 
ure 8.20. Compose the trace structure for the circuit and the mirror of the 
specification to determine if the circuit conforms to the specification (i.e., the 
circuit is a correct implementation of a C-element). I f  the circuit does not 
conform, give a sequence of transitions that causes the circuit to fail. 

8.14 Strong Conformance 
A sequencer receives an input a and generates an output b followed by another 
output c. The trace structure for a sequencer is shown in Figure 8.22(a). 
A fork receives an input a and generates outputs b and c in parallel. The 
trace structure for a fork is shown in Figure 8.22(b). Show that a sequencer 
conforms to a fork, but a fork does not conform to a sequencer. Does a 
sequencer strongly conform to a fork? 



9 
Applications 

The memories of a man in his old age are the deeds of a man in his prime. 
-Pink Floyd 

In theory, there’s no difference between theory and practice; in practice, there is. 
-Chuck Reid 

It’s all very well in practice, but it will never in theory. 
--French management saying 

An ounce of action is worth a ton of theory. 
-Friedrich Engels 

A theory must be tempered with reality. 
-Jawaharlal Nehru 

If the facts don’t fit the theory, change the facts. 
-Albert Einstein 

In this chapter we give a brief history of the application of asynchronous 
design. An in-depth study is given for one recent successful asynchronous 
design, Intel’s RAPPID instruction-length decoder. Issues in performance 
analysis and testing of asynchronous designs are also discussed. The chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the synchronization problem. Although this 
problem may have prevented the commercial application of RAPPID, it may 
ultimately be the problem that makes asynchronous design a necessity. 
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9.1 BRIEF HISTORY OF ASYNCHRONOUS CIRCUIT DES 

Since the early days, asynchronous circuits have been used in many 
applications. In the 1950s and 1960s asynchronous design was us 

GN 

interesting 
!d in many 

early mainframe computers, including the ILLIAC and ILLIAC II designed 
at the University of Illinois and the Atlas and MU-5 designed at the Uni- 
versity of Manchester. The ILLIAC and ILLIAC II were designed using the 
speed-independent design techniques developed by Muller and his colleagues. 
The ILLIAC, completed in 1952, was 10 feet long, 2 feet wide, 8 i feet high, 
contained 2800 vacuum tubes, and weighed 5 tons. ILLIAC II was completed 
in 1962, and it was 100 times faster than its predecessor. This computer con- 
tained 55,000 transistors, and it could perform a floating-point multiply in 
6.3 ps. The ILLIAC II used three concurrently operating controls: an arith- 
metic control, interplay control for data transfers, and a supervisory control 
called Advanced Control. The Advanced Control is responsible for fetching 
and storing operands, address construction and indexing, partial decoding of 
orders for the other controls, etc. The three controls are largely asynchronous 
and speed-independent. The reasons cited for using speed-independent design 
were increased reliability and ease of maintenance. These controls collected 
reply signals to indicate that all operations for the current step are com- 
plete before going on to the next step. The arithmetic unit was not speed- 
independent, as they believed that would increase its complexity and cost 
while decreasing its speed. The electromechanical peripheral devices were 
also not speed-independent, since they were inherently synchronous. This 
computer was used until 1967, and among its accomplishments was the dis- 
covery of three Mersenne prime numbers; including the largest then known 
prime number, 2i1213 - 1, which is over 3000 digits. 

In the 1960s and 1970s at Washington University in St. Louis, asyn- 
chronous macromodules were developed. Macromodules are “building blocks 
such as registers, adders, memories, control devices, etc., from which it is pos- 
sible for the electronically-naive to construct arbitrarily large and complex 
computers that work” [302]. The set of macromodules was designed such that 
they were functionally large enough to be useful, easy to interconnect to form 
larger computing engines, and robust enough to allow designers to worry only 
about logical and not electrical problems. Asynchronous design was chosen 
for this reason. Macromodules were used to build macromodular computer 
systems by placing them in a rack and interconnecting them by wires. These 
wires carry data signals as well as a bundled data control signal that indicates 
the arrival of valid data. There were also wires for control to sequence oper- 
ations. Macromodular systems were developed in such a way as to be almost 
directly realizably from a flowchart description of an algorithm. Through 
this procedure many special-purpose computing engines were designed using 
macromodules to solve numerous problems, many from the biomedical field. 
Also in the 1970s asynchronous techniques were used at the University of 
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Utah in the design of the first operational dataflow computer, DDM-1, and at 
Evans and Sutherland in the design of the first commercial graphics system. 

In the late 1980s Matsushita, Sanyo, Sharp, and Mitsubishi developed 
data-driven processors. Rather than the traditional view of a single program 
counter controlling the timing of instruction execution, the flow of data con- 
trols the operation speed. In other words, when all needed data arrives, it is 
operated on. Several signal processors were designed using this idea. Most 
recently, a data-driven media processor (DDMP) has been designed at Sharp 
capable of 2400 million signal processing operations per second while consum- 
ing only 1.32 W. Videonics has utilized the DDMP design in a high-speed 
video DSP. The asynchronous design of the DDMP is cited to have simplified 
the board layout and reduced RF interference. 

In 1989, researchers at Caltech designed the first fully asynchronous micro- 
processor. The processor has a 16-bit datapath with 16- and 32-bit instruc- 
tions. It has twelve 16-bit registers, four buses, an ALU, and two adders. 
The chip design consisted of about 20,000 transistors, and it was fabricated in 
both 2 pm and 1.6 pm MOSIS SCMOS. The 2 pm version could perform 12 
million ALU instructions per second, while the 1.6 pm version could perform 
18 million. The chips were shown to operate with VDD ranges from 0.35 to 
7 V, and they were shown to achieve almost double the performance when 
cooled in liquid nitrogen. While the architecture of this design is quite sim- 
ple and the results are modest, thi, uvvl bn is significant for several reasons. 
First, the design is entirely quasi-delay insensitive (QDI), which means that it 
will operate correctly regardless of delays, except on specific isochronic forks. 
Second, the design was derived from a high-level channel description much 
like that described in Chapter 2. Using program transformations, ideas like 
pipelining were introduced. Third, the entire design took five people only five 
months. The group at Caltech went on to design the first asynchronous mi- 
croprocessor in gallium arsenide technology. This processor ran at 100 MIPS 
while consuming 2 W. The most recent design from this group is an asyn- 
chronous MIPS R3000 microprocessor. This design introduced new ways to 
reduce the overhead of completion detection through bit-level pipelining of 
functional units and pipelining global completion detection. The design was 
fabricated in 0.6 pm CMOS, and it uses 2 million transistors, of which 1.25 
million are in its caches. The measured performance ranged from 60 MIPS 
and 220 mW at 1.5 V and 25°C to 180 MIPS and 4 W at 3.3 V and 25°C. 
Running Dhrystone, the chip achieved about 185 MHz at 3.3 V. 

In 1994, the AMULET group at the University of Manchester completed 
the AMULETl, the first asynchronous processor to be code-compatible with 
an existing synchronous processor, the ARM microprocessor. Their design 
style followed Sutherland’s two-phase micropipeline idea. Their chip was fab- 
ricated in a CMOS 1 pm process and a 0.7 pm process. The performance was 
measured for the 1 pm part from 3.5 to 6 V using the Dhrystone benchmark 
code. At these voltages, the processor could complete between 15 and 25 
thousand Dhrystones per second. The MIPS/watt value was also measured 
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to be from 175 down to 50. The chip was also shown to operate correctly 
between -50°C and 120°C. This project was followed up with the design of 
the AMULET2e, which targeted embedded system applications. In this de- 
sign, an AMULET2 core is coupled with a cache/RAM, a memory interface, 
and other control functions on chip. One key difference is that the design 
used a four-phase bundled-data style rather than two-phase, as it was found 
to be simpler and more efficient. The design was fabricated in 0.5 ,ccm CMOS, 
and its measured performance at 3.3 V was 74 kDhrystones, which is roughly 
equivalent to 42 MIPS. At this peak rate, it consumes 150 mW. One other 

interesting measurement they performed was the radio-frequency emission 
spectrum or EMC. Results show significant spread of the peaks as compared 
with a clocked system. One last interesting result was that the power con- 
sumed when the processor enters “halt” mode drops to under 0.1 mW. The 
most recent design by this group is the AMULET3, which has incorporated 
ARM thumb code and new architectural features to improve performance. 

In 1994, a group at SUN suggested that replicating synchronous architec- 

ture may not be the best way to demonstrate the advantages of asynchronous 
design. Instead, they suggested a radically different architecture, the counter- 
flow pipehe in which instructions are injected up the pipeline while contents 
of registers are injected down. When an instruction meets the register values 
it needs, it computes a result. Key to the performance of such a design are 
circuits to move data very quickly. This group has subsequently designed 
several very fast FIFO circuits. Their test chips fabricated in 0.6 pm CMOS 
have been shown to have a maximum throughput of between 1.1 and 1.7 Giga 
data items per second. 

Philips Research Laboratories has designed numerous asynchronous designs 
targeting low power. This group developed a fully automated design proce- 
dure from a hardware specification in their language TANGRAM to a chip, 
and they have applied this procedure to rapidly design several commercially 
interesting designs. In 1994, this group produced an error corrector chip for 
the digital compact cassette (DCC) player that consumed only 10 mW at 5 
V which is one-fifth of the power consumed by its synchronous counterpart. 
This design also required only 20 percent more area. In 1997, they designed 
asynchronous standby circuits for a pager decoder which dissipated four times 
less power and are only 40 percent larger than their comparable synchronous 
design. Since the standby circuit in modern pagers is responsible for a sub- 
stantial portion of the power consumption while using only a small amount 
of silicon area, this result maps to a 37 percent decrease in power for the 
entire pager while showing only a negligible overall area increase. In 1998, 
this group designed an 8OC51 microcontroller. A chip fabricated in 0.5 ,um 
CMOS was shown to be three to four times more power efficient than its 
synchronous counterpart, consuming only 9 mW when operating at 4 MIPS. 
Perhaps the most notable accomplishment to come out of this group is a fully 
asynchronous pager being sold by Philips that uses the standby circuits and 
the 8OC51 microcontroller just described. While the power savings reported 
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was important, the major reason for Philips to use the asynchronous pager de- 
sign is the fact that the asynchronous design had an emission spectrum more 
evenly spread over the frequency range. Due to interference produced at the 
clock frequency and its harmonics, the synchronous version shuts off its digital 
circuitry as a message is received so as not to interfere with the RF commu- 
nication. The spread-spectrum emission pattern for the asynchronous design 
allowed the digital circuitry to remain active as the message is received. This 
permitted their pager to be capable of being universal in that it can accept 
all three of the international pager standards. 

Another recent asynchronous application came out of the RAPPID project 
at Intel conducted between 1995 and 1999. RAPPID is a fully asynchronous 
instruction-length decoder for the PentiumII 32-bit MMX instruction set. The 
chip design in this project achieved a three fold improvement in speed and 
a two fold improvement in power compared with the existing synchronous 
design. This design is described in some detail in the following section. 

9.2 AN ASYNCHRONOUS INSTRUCTION-LENGTH DECODER 

RAPPID (Revolving Asynchronous Pentium Processor Instruction Decoder) 
is a fully asynchronous instruction-length decoder for the complete PentiumII 
32-bit MMX instruction set. In this instruction set, each instruction can be 
from 1 to 15 bytes long, depending on a large number of factors. In order to 
allow concurrent execution of instructions, it is necessary to rapidly determine 
the positions of each instruction in a cache line. This was at the time a critical 
bottleneck in this architecture. A partial list of the rules that determine the 
length of an instruction is given below. 

l Opcode can be 1 or 2 bytes. 

l Opcode determines presence of the ModR/M byte. 

l ModR/M determines presence of the SIB byte. 

l ModR/M and SIB set length of displacement field. 

l Opcode determines length of immediate field. 

l Instructions may be preceded by as many as 15 prefix bytes. 

l A prefix may change the length of an instruction. 

l The maximum instruction length is 15 bytes. 

For real applications, it turns out that there are only a few common in- 
struction lengths. As shown in the top graph from Figure 9.1, 75 percent of 
instructions are 3 bytes or less in length. Nearly all instructions are 7 bytes or 
less. Furthermore, prefix bytes that modify instruction lengths are extremely 
rare. This presents an opportunity for an asynchronous design to optimize 
for the common case by optimizing for instructions of length 7 or less with no 
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Fig. 9.1 Histogram for proportion of instruction lengths and cumulative length statis- 
tics, and histogram for proportion of instruction types and cumulative statistics. 
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fig. 9.2 RAPPID microarchitecture. 

prefix bytes. Other less efficient methods are then used for longer instructions 
and instructions with prefix bytes. 

The RAPPID microarchitecture is shown in Figure 9.2. The RAPPID 
decoder reads in a 16-byte cache line, and it decodes each byte as if it is the 
first byte of a new instruction. Each byte speculatively determines the length 
of an instruction beginning with this byte. It does this by looking at three 
additional downstream bytes. The actual first byte of the current instruction 
is marked with a tag. This byte uses the length that it determined to decide 
which byte is the first byte of the next instruction. It then signals that byte 
while notifying all bytes in between to cancel their length calculations and 
forwards the bytes of the current instruction to an output buffer. To improve 
performance, four rows of tag units and output buffers are used in a round- 
robin four-issue fashion. 

As shown in benchmark analysis at the bottom of Figure 9.1, only a small 
number of instruction types are common. In fact, 15 percent of the opcode 
types occur 90 percent of the time. This provides another opportunity for 
an asynchronous design to be optimized for the common case. Each length 
decode unit is essentially a large, complex PLA structure. Using the statistics 
shown in Figure 9.1, it is possible to restructure the combinational logic to 
be faster for the common case. Consider the logic shown in Figure 9.3(a). 
Assume that gate A causes the OR gate to turn on 90 percent of the time, 
gate B 6 percent, and gate C 4 percent. If the delay of a two-input gate is 
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Fig. 9.3 (a) Balanced tree logic function. (b) Unbalanced tree logic function. 
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Fig. 9.4 Tag unit circuit. 

1 and a three-input gate 1.5, the delay of the logic shown in Figure 9.3(a) 
is 2.5. However, the logic shown in Figure 9.3(b) has an average-case delay 
of only 2.1. The length decode logic takes advantage of this idea, and it 
is implemented using large unbalanced trees of domino logic that have been 
optimized for common instructions. 

The key to achieving high performance is the tag unit, which must be able 
to rapidly tag instructions. The timed circuit for one tag unit is shown in 

Figure 9.4. Assuming that the instruction is ready (i.e., InstRdy is high, indi- 
cating that one Lengthi is high and all bytes of the instruction are available) 
and the steering switch is ready (i.e., SSRdy is high), then when a tag arrives 

( i.e., one of TagInj is high), the first byte of the next instruction is tagged 

( i.e., TugOuti is set to high). In the case of a branch, the tag is forwarded to 
a branch control circuit which determines where to inject the tag back into 
the new cache line. 
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If the instruction and steering switch are ready when a column gets tagged, 
it takes only two gate delays from TagIn to TagOut. In other words, a syn- 
chronization signal can be created every two gate delays. It is difficult to 
imagine distributing a clock which has a period of only two gate delays. The 
tag unit in the chip is capable of tagging up to 4.5 instructions/ns. 

This circuit, however, requires timing assumptions for correct operation. 
In typical asynchronous communication, a request is transmitted followed by 
an acknowledge being received to indicate that the circuit can reset. In this 
case, there is no explicit acknowledgment, but rather, acknowledgment comes 
by way of a timing assumption. Once a tag arrives (i.e., TugArrived is high), 
if the instruction and steering switch are ready, the course is set to begin to 
reset TugArrived. The result is that the signal produced on TagOu& is a pulse. 
Let us consider now the effect of receiving a pulse on a TagIn signal. If either 
the instruction or steering switch are not ready, then TugArrived gets set by 
the pulse, in effect latching the pulse. TugArrived will not get reset by the 
disappearance of the pulse but rather the arrival of a state in which both the 
instruction and steering switch are ready. 

For this circuit to operate correctly, there are two critical timing assump- 
tions. First, the pulse created must be long enough to be latched by the next 
tag unit. This can be satisfied by adding delay to the AND gate used to reset 
TugArrived. An arbitrary amount of delay, however, cannot be added since 
the pulse must not also be so long that another pulse could come before the 
circuit has reset. Therefore, we have a two-sided timing constraint. Analysis 
methods such as those described in Chapter 7 are needed to verify that this 
design operates correctly. 

The RAPPID test chip was fabricated in May 1998 using a 0.25 pm CMOS 
process. The test chip was capable of decoding and steering instructions at a 
rate of 2.5 to 4.5 instructions per nanosecond. This is about three times faster 
than the peak performance of the fastest synchronous three-issue product in 
the same fabrication process clocked at 400 MHz which is capable of only 1.2 
instructions per nanosecond. The chip operated correctly between 1.0 and 
2.5 V while the synchronous design could only tolerate about 1.9 to 2.1 V. 
The RAPPID design also consumes only one-half of the energy of the clocked 
design. The RAPPID design was found to achieve these gains with only a 22 
percent area penalty over the clocked design. 

9.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

One major difficulty in designing an asynchronous circuit such as RAPPID is 
determining its performance. It is not simply a matter of finding the critical 
path delay or counting the number of clock cycles per operation. One of 
the major driving forces behind the design of RAPPID is optimizing for the 
common case. This means that worst-case analysis as done for synchronous 
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design may actually be quite pessimistic, as our goal is to achieve high rates 
of performance on average. 

To address this problem, one must take a probabilistic approach to perfor- 
mance analysis. Consider, for example, the TEL structure model described 
in Chapter 4. In a TEL structure, the delay between two events is modeled 
as a range [I, U] , where I is a lower bound and u is an upper bound of delay. 
For purposes of the performance analysis, it is necessary to extend this model 
to include a distribution function for this delay. One simple approach is to 
simply assume that the delay falls uniformly in this range. If this design is a 
timed circuit, though, where the correctness may depend on the delay never 
stepping out of this range, a uniform assumption is hopefully not realistic. 

Another possibility would be to use a more interesting distribution such as a 
truncated Gaussian. 

Once a probabilistic delay model has been chosen, the next step is to use 

it to determine performance. The most direct approach is a Monte Carlo 
simulation. 

Example 9.3.1 Consider the timed circuit shown in Figure 7.38 and 
the delay numbers given in Table 7.1. Let us also assume that although 
theoretically the patron may have infinite response time, in practice it 
rarely takes him more than 10 minutes to come fetch the wine. If we 
take the standard synchronous performance analysis approach of using 
just the worst-case delay, we find that the cycle time of this circuit 
is 18.3 minutes. On the other hand, if we consider each delay to be 
distributed within its range using a truncated Gaussian with a mean 
in the middle and a standard deviation of one-fourth of the range, we 
find the cycle time to be 14.2 minutes. Since an asynchronous circuit 
operates at its average rate! this is a more true reflection of the actual 
performance. 

9.4 TESTING ASYNCHRONOUS CIRCUITS 

Another major obstacle to the commercial acceptance of asynchronous cir- 
cuits, such as RAPPID, is the perception that they are more difficult to test. 
Once a chip has been fabricated, it is necessary to test it to determine the 
presence of manufacturing defects, or faubts, before delivering the chip to the 
consumer. For asynchronous circuits, this is complicated by the fact that 
there is no global clock which can be used to single step the design through a 
sequence of steps. Asynchronous circuits also tend to have rnore state hold- 
ing elements, which increases the overhead needed to apply and examine test 
vectors. Huffrnan circuits employ redundant circuitry to remove hazards, and 
redundant circuitry tends to hide some faults, making them untestable. Fi- 
nally, asynchronous circuits rnay fail due to glitches caused by delay faults, 
which are particularly difficult to detect. 
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Fig. 9.5 (a) Potential fault locations. (b) Output stuck-at fault model. 

However, it’s not all bad news for asynchronous circuits. Since many asyn- 
chronous styles use handshakes to communicate data, for many possible faults, 
a defective circuit simply halts. In particular, in the stu&at fault model, a 

defect is assumed to cause a wire to become permanently stucLat-0 or stuck- 
at-L If an acknowledge wire is stuck-at-O, the corresponding request is never 
acknowledged, causing the circuit to stop and wait forever. This is obvi- 
ously easy to detect with a timeout. In this case, the circuit is said to be 

self-checking. Since in a delay-insensitive circuit every transition must be 
acknowledged by the receiver of the transition, delay-insensitive circuits will 
halt in the presence of any stuck-at fault on any wire in the design. 

As shown in Chapter 1, the class of circuits that can be designed using 
the delay-insensitive model is very limited. Unfortunately, for a more general 
class of designs such as Muller circuits designed under the speed-independent 
model, the circuit may not halt for all stuck-at faults. For the gate shown in 
Figure 9.5(a), a stuck-at fault can occur at any of the five locations marked 
with an x. Under this model, not all faults cause a Muller circuit to halt. In 
the output stuck-at fault model, there is only one possible fault location shown 
in Figure 9.5(b). S ince in a Muller circuit, a transition on an output must 
be acknowledged by one of the two branches of the isochronic fork, a fault at 
this location results in the circuit halting. Therefore, Muller circuits do halt 
for any output stuck-at fault. 

Some Muller circuits such as the one shown in Figure 9.6(a) do halt for all 
stuck-at faults. Others, however, such as the one in Figure 9.6(b) do not. In 
these cases, the fault can cause a premature firing. 

Example 9.4.1 Consider the fault where rl is stuck-at-0 in the circuit 

shown in Figure 9.6(b). Assume that all signals start out initially low. 

After req-wine goes high, x goes high, allowing req-patron to go high 

since rl is stuck-at-O. This is a premature firing since req-patron is not 

supposed to go high until after ack-wine goes high, followed by req-wine 

going low. Similarly, if a2 is stuck-at-O, it can cause ackwine to go low 

prematurely (i.e., before a&-patron goes low). 

It is clear from these examples that the problem is due to isochronic forks. 
If we consider all wire forks and determine those which must be isochronic 
for correct circuit operation, we can determine a fault model which lies be- 
tween the output stuck-at fault model and the more general stuck-at fault 
model. Namely, in the isochronic forrC fault model, faults can be detected on 
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Fig. 9.6 (a) Circuit in which all stuck-at faults cause it to halt. (b) Circuit in which 
some stuck-at faults cause premature firings. 

all branches of a nonisochronic fault by the circuit halting, but only on the 
input to forks that are isochronic. 

Granted even the general stuck-at fault model is too simplistic to truly cap- 
ture the symptoms of manufacturing defects. However, more complex delay 
fault and bridging fault models have been successfully adapted to asynchronous 
circuits. These topics, though, are beyond the scope of this short discussion. 

Once we have decided on a fault model, the next step is to add any necessary 
circuitry to apply and analyze test vectors, such as scan paths. We must also 
generate a sufficient set of test vectors to guarantee a high degree of coverage 
of all possible faults in our model. As in models, the main hurdle to testing 
asynchronous circuits appears to be that the traditional synchronous testing 
methods do not work right off the shelf. Again, however, many of the popular 
methods of test have been adapted to the asynchronous design problem. 

9.5 THE SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEM 

Despite the excellent results demonstrated by the RAPPID design, it has 

not been used in a commercial product. One important reason is that the 
asynchronous design must communicate with the rest of the microprocessor 
that operates synchronously. Unfortunately, this is difficult to do reliably 
without substantial latency penalties. When this latency penalty is taken 
into account, most, if not all, of the performance advantage gained by the 
RAPPID design is lost. 

Consider again our wine patron shopping from two shops, one that sells 
chardonnay and another that sells merlot. When one shop calls him, he 
immediately heads off to that shop to buy the wine. What is he to do if they 
both notify him at nearly the same instant that they have a fresh bottle of wine 
to sell? He must make a choice. However, if both types of wine are equally 
appealing to him at that instant, he may sit there pondering it for some time. 
However, if the shopkeepers get impatient, they have a tendency to drink the 
wine themselves. Therefore, if he is really indecisive and cannot make up 
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Fig. 9.7 (a) Simple, dangerous synchronizer. 
behavior. 

(b) Oscilloscope view of metastable 

his mind for too long, he will not get either bottle of wine. This state in 
which the patron is stuck considering two equally appealing choices is called a 
met&able state. If this state persists so long that something bad happens (like 
the shopkeepers drinking his wine), this is called a synchronizution failure. 

In a circuit, this can happen when a synchronous circuit must synchronize 
an asynchronous input. This can be done using a single D-type flip-flop as 
shown in Figure 9.7(a). However, if the clock edge arrives too close in time to 
data arriving from an asynchronous circuit, the circuit may enter a metastable 
state in which its output is at neither a logic 0 or logic 1 level, but rather, lies 
somewhere in between. This behavior is depicted in Figure 9.7(b). Assume 
that Q is initially low and that D has recently gone high. If D goes low again at 
about the same time that CLK rises, the output Q may start to rise and then 
get stuck between the logic levels as it observes D falling. Should Q rise or fall? 
Actually, either answer would be okay, but the flip-flop becomes indecisive. 
At some point, Q may continue to a logic 1 level, or it may drop to the logic 
0 level. When this happens, however, is theoretically unbounded. If during 
this period of indecision, a circuit downstream from this flip-flop looks at the 
synchronized input, it will see an indeterminate value. This value may be 
interpreted by different subsequent logic stages as either a logic 0 or a logic 1. 
This can lead the system into an illegal or incorrect state, causing the system 
to fail. Such a failure is traditionally called a synchronization failure. If care is 
not taken, the integration of asynchronous modules with synchronous modules 
can lead to an unacceptable probability of failure. Even if no asynchronous 
modules are used, synchronous modules operating at different clock rates or 
out of phase can have the same problem. The latter problem is becoming more 
significant as it becomes increasingly difficult to distribute a single global clock 
to all parts of the chip. Many designers today are considering the necessity 
of having multiple clock domains on a single chip, and they will need to face 
this problem. 
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Fig. 9.8 Flip-flop response time as a function of input arrival time in relation to clock 
arrival time (clock arrives at time 0). 

9.5.1 Probability of Synchronization Failure 

Figure 9.8 shows a representative plot based on measured data for the response 
time of a flip-flop as a function of the arrival time, td, of data with respect to 
the clock. If data only changes before the setup time, t,,, and after the hold 
time, th, of a flip-flop, the response time, t,, is roughly constant and equal 
to the propagation delay through the flip-flop, i&d. If, on the other hand, the 
data arrives between the setup and hold times, the delay increases. In fact, 
if the data arrives at just the absolutely wrong time, the response time is 
unbounded. 

If data can arrive asynchronously with respect to the clock, we can consider 
that it arrives at a time which is uniformly distributed within the clock cycle. 
Therefore, the probability that the data arrives at a time td which falls between 
t,, and th is given below. 

th - tsu 
P(td E [b&h]) = T  (9 1) . 

where T is the length of the clock period. If we assume that the flip-flop is 
given some bounded amount of time, tb, to decide whether or not to accept 
the newly arrived data, the probability of a synchronization failure is related 
to the probability that the response time, t,, exceeds tb. In the metastable 
region between t,, and th, it can be shown that the response time increases 
in an approximately exponential fashion. Therefore, if td falls in this range, 
the probability that t, > tb can be expressed as follows: 

P(t, > tb 1 td E [t,u,th]) 
1 

= (9 2) ’ 

where k and r are circuit parameters, with k being a positive fraction less than 
1 and r being a time constant with values on the order 0f.a few picoseconds 
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for modern technologies. Combine Equations 9.1 and 9.2 using &yes rule: 

P(t, > b) = P(& E [t 
swth]) l p ( t r  > tb 1 td E [Ldh]) (9 3) l 

th - tsu 1 - ~. - 
T k + (1 - q&-t?d/~ (9 4) . 

If tb - tpd > 57, Equation 9.3 can be simplified as follows: - 

th -  t , , ,  e+&dr 

P(t, > tb) = 7 l 

1-k (9 5) . 

By combining constants, Equation 9.5 can be changed to 

TO 
P(t, > tb) = T l e++ (9 6) . 

Equation 9.6 is convenient since there is only two circuit-dependent parame- 
ters TO and 7 that need to be determined experimentally. These parameters 
appear to scale linearly with feature size. Equation 9.6 has been verified ex- 
perimentally and found to be a good estimate as long as tb is not too close 
to t$. It is important to note that there is no finite value of tb such that 

P(tr > tb) = 0. Therefore, the response time in the worst-case is unbounded. 
A synchronization error occurs when t, is greater than the time available to 

respond, t,. A synchronization failure occurs when there is an inconsistency 
caused by the error. Failures occur less often than errors since a consistent 
interpretation still may be made even when there is an error. The expected 
number of errors is 

E,(ta) = P(t, > ta) l x ’ t (9 7) . 

where X is the average rate of change of the signal being sampled and t is the 
time over which the errors are counted. If we set E&J to 1, change t to 
MTBF (mean time between failure), substitute Equation 9.6 for P(t, > t,), 
and rearrange Equation 9.7, we get 

T . eta/r 
MTBF = - 

To 8 X (9 s> . 

This equation increases rapidly as t, is increased. Therefore, even though 
there is no absolute bound in which no failure can ever occur, there does exist 
an engineering bound in which there is an acceptably low likelihood of error. 

9.5.2 Reducing the Probability of Failure 

Many techniques have been devised to address the metastability problem and 
reduce the probability of synchronization failure to an acceptable level when 
interfacing between synchronous and asynchronous modules. The goal of each 
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Fig. 9.9 Double latch solution to reduce synchronization failure. 

of these techniques is to increase the amount of time to resolve the metasta- 
bility (i.e., increase &). The simplest approach to achieve this is to use two 
(or more) latches in series as shown in Figure 9.9 to sample asynchronous 
signals arriving at a synchronous module. This increases the time allowed for 
a metastable condition to resolve. In other words, if n extra latches are added 
in series with an asynchronous input, the new value of t, is given by 

t’, = ~CL + n(T + tpd) (9 9) . 

where T is the clock period and ?& is the propagation delay through the added 
flip-flops. The cost, though, is an extra n cycles of delay when communicating 
data from an asynchronous module to a synchronous module, even when there 
is no metastability. This scheme also only minimizes the probability and does 
not eliminate the possibility of synchronization failure, as there is still some 
chance that a metastable condition could persist longer than n clock cycles. 

Example 9.5.1 Assume that 7 is measured to be about 20 ps and TO 
about 8 ns. If the clock frequency is 2 GHz, T is 500 ps. If asynchronous 
inputs are coming at an average rate of 1 GHz, X is 10’ samples per 
second. Let us also assume that we can tolerate a metastability for four- 
fifths of the clock period or t, = 400 ps. Using Equation 9.8 we find the 
mean time between failures to be only 30 ms! If the propagation delay 
through a flip-flop is 120 ps and we add a second latch, then t, becomes 
780 ps, and the mean time between failure becomes about 63 days. If 
we add a third flip-flop, the mean time between failure increases to over 
30 million years! 

9.5.3 Eliminating the Probability of Failure 

To eliminate synchronization failures completely, it is necessary to be able 
to force the synchronous system to wait an arbitrary amount of time for a 
metastable input to stabilize. In order for the synchronous circuit to wait, it 
is necessary for the asynchronous module to be able to cause the synchronous 
circuit’s clock to stop when it is either not ready to communicate new data 
or not ready to receive new data. A stoppable clock can be constructed from 
a gated ring oscillator as shown in Figure 9.10. The basic operation is that 
when the RUN signal is activated, the clock operates at a nominal rate set by 
the number of inverters in the ring. To stop the clock, the RUN signal must 
be deactivated between two rising clock edges. The clock restarts as soon as 
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Odd number of inverters 

Fig. 9.10 Stoppable ring oscillator clock. 

the RUN signal is reactivated. In other words, the clock should be stopped 
synchronously and is restarted asynchronously. 

If the synchronous module decides when it needs data from the asyn- 
chronous module, the behavior is as follows. When the synchronous module 
needs data from an asynchronous module, it can request the data on the rising 
edge of the clock and in parallel set R UN low. If you want a guaranteed high 
pulse width, then RUN must be set low on the falling clock edge. When the 
data arrives from the asynchronous module, the acknowledgment from this 
module can be used to set RUN high. If RUN is set high before the end of 
the clock cycle, the next clock cycle can begin again without delay. If on the 
other hand, the asynchronous module is slow in providing data, the low phase 
of CLK will be stretched until the data arrives. 

If the asynchronous module can decide when to send data, a rrzutual elx;- 
elusion (ME) element is needed as shown in Figure 9.11 to guarantee that 
a synchronous module either receives data from an asynchronous unit or a 
pulse from the clock generator, but never both at the same time. If the asyn- 
chronous data arrives too close to the next clock pulse, both the data and 
the clock pulse may be delayed waiting for the metastability to resolve before 
determining which is to be handled first. An ME element has two inputs, RI 
and R2, and two outputs, Al and A,??. It can receive rising transitions on both 
inputs concurrently, but it will respond with only a single rising transition on 
one of the corresponding outputs. There are three possible situations. The 
first is that the asynchronous module does not request to send data during 
this clock cycle. In this case, the ME simply acts as a buffer and the next 
rising clock edge is produced. The second case is the asynchronous request 
comes before the next rising clock edge is needed. In this case, the ME issues 
an ACK to the asynchronous module, and it prevents the next clock cycle 
from starting until REQ goes low. The third case is that REQ goes high just 
as CLK is about to rise again. This causes a metastable state to occur, but 
the ME is guaranteed by design to either allow the asynchronous module to 
communicate by setting ACK high and stopping the clock or by refusing to 
acknowledge the asynchronous module this cycle and allowing CLK to rise. 
Note that t heoretically it may do neither of these things for an unbounded 
amount of time. 
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A circuit diagram for a CMOS ME element is shown in Figure 9.12. When 
this circuit goes metastable, VI and V2 differ by less than a threshold voltage, 
so T1 and T2 are off. Therefore, both AI and A2 remain low. Once VI and 
V2 differ by more than a threshold voltage, either 7’1 or 7’2 will turn on, 
pulling up its corresponding output. 

A stoppable clock can be used to design a globally asynchronous EocaZZy 
synchronous (GALS) architecture. Communication between modules is done 
asynchronously using request/acknowledge protocols while computation is 
done synchronously within the modules using a locally generated clock. The 
basic structure of such a module is shown in Figure 9.13. The module’s in- 
ternal clock is stopped when it must wait for data to arrive from, or to be 
accepted by, other modules. If an asynchronous module can request to com- 
municate data to a synchronous module at arbitrary times as discussed above, 
the stoppable clock shown in Figure 9.11 is needed. If the synchronous unit 
determines when data is to be transferred to/from the asynchronous modules, 
there is no need for a ME element, since the decision to wait on asynchronous 
communication is synchronized to the internal clock. In this case, the stop- 
pable clock shown in Figure 9.10 can be used. 

A gZobaZZy synchronous locally asynchronous architecture is shown in Fig- 
ure 9.14. One possible approach to increasing a synchronous, pipelined micro- 
processor’s speed is to replace the slowest pipeline stages with asynchronous 
modules that have a better average-case performance, RAPPID for example. 
If the interfacing problem can be addressed, this allows a performance gain 
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Fig. 9.14 Architecture for a globally synchronous locally asynchronous system. 

without redesigning the entire chip. While the entire system communicates 
synchronously, one or more local modules may compute asynchronously. In 
other words, the system is globally synchronous locally asynchronous. 

This interface methodology, while similar to the GALS architecture, allows 
for stages in high-speed pipelines to be either synchronous or asynchronous. 
The architecture shown in Figure 9.14 assumes true single-phase clocking 
configured in such a way that data is latched into the next stage on the 
rising edge of the clock. The CLK signal is generated using a stoppable ring 
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Fig. 9.15 Circuit for arbitration. 

oscillator. Besides being used to sequence data between pipeline stages, the 
CLK signal is also used to generate the handshake protocol that controls the 
asynchronous modules. The interface controller is composed of the stoppable 
clock generator, one handshake control circuit for each asynchronous module, 
and an AND gate to collect the ACK signals to generate the RUN signal. 
The circuit behavior of the interface controller is as follows. Shortly after the 
rising edge of the CLEC signal, the R UN signal is set low. The R UN signal is 
set high again only after all the asynchronous modules have completed their 
computation. Since data moves in and out of each asynchronous module with 
every cycle in the pipeline, no mutual exclusion elements are necessary. 

9.5.4 Arbitration 

A closely related problem to synchronization is arbitration. Arbitration is 
necessary when two or more modules would like mutually exclusive access to 
a shared resource. If the modules requesting the resource are asynchronous 
with respect to each other, arbitration also cannot be guaranteed to be ac- 
complished in a bounded amount of time. If all modules are asynchronous, 
however, it is possible to build an arbiter with zero probability of failure. 

An arbiter should be capable of receiving requests from multiple sources, 
select one to service, and-forward the request to the resource requiring mutu- 
ally exclusive access. An arbiter circuit for two requesting modules is shown in 
Figure 9.15. If this circuit receives a request on both RI and R2 concurrently, 
the ME element selects one to service by asserting one of its two output wires. 
This in turn causes the resource to be requested by asserting R3. When the 
resource has completed its operation, it asserts A3 and the acknowledgment 
is forwarded to the requesting module that was chosen. 

Larger arbiters can be built from two-input arbiters by connecting them 
up in the form of a tree. These trees can be either balanced or unbalanced, as 
shown in Figure 9.16 (note that the symbol that looks like either a sideways 
“A” or an eye watching its inputs means an arbiter). If it is balanced as shown 
in Figure 9.16(a) f or a four-way arbiter, all modules have equal priority access 
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Fig. 9.16 (a) B 1 a anced four-way arbiter. (b) Unbalanced four-way arbiter. 

to the resource. If it is unbalanced as shown in Figure 9.16(b), modules closest 
to the end get a higher priority. In this example, if all four requests are high, 
R4 has a 50 percent chance of obtaining the resource, R3 has a 25 percent 
chance, and R2 and Rl each have only a 12.5 percent chance. 

9.6 THE FUTURE OF ASYNCHRONOUS CIRCUIT DESIGN 

Attempting to predict the future is an exercise that should be avoided. In 
reviewing the literature during the preparation of this book, papers in the 
1960s and 1970s espouse many of the same advantages for asynchronous design 
that show up in the papers published today. Why after all these years has 
asynchronous circuit design not taken over the world as it has been widely 
predicted? The trouble is there are a lot of very smart people who have been 
capable of overcoming each hurdle that synchronous design has faced. 

If asynchronous design is so much better, why do designers continue to 
struggle with synchronous design ? The reason is that the synchronous design 
paradigm is so sirnple to understand and use. The trouble with t’his reasoning, 
though, is that in high-performance circuit design, the simple synchronous 

design paradigm does not truly exist anymore. Carl Anderson, an IBM fellow 
who led the design of a recent 170 million-transistor PowerPC design, stated 
in a talk at Tau2000, “Clocking is a major pain. 1” He went on to state that all 
future high-performance microprocessors must use multiple clocking domains. 
In modern technologies, the time of flight of data (not to mention the clock 
signal) between areas of the chip can take multiple clock periods. 

So when is the asynchronous revolution going to take place? Actually, I do 
not believe it will. Rather, what we see happening is that as global synchrony 
is becoming ever more difficult, people are rediscovering ideas like GALS as ev- 
idenced by the recent IPCMOS project at IBM. Once designers start to think 
of communication being asynchronous between the synchronous modules they 
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are comfortable with, it is only a matter of time before some asynchronous 
modules infiltrate the ranks. This would allow designs such as RAPPID where 
high performance is achieved using asynchronous design on only a single mod- 
ule to be incorporated in a larger system. There are, however, already some 
domains, such as those requiring low EMI, where asynchronous design has 
shown its merit as evidenced by Philip’s asynchronous pager. 

What will we do if asynchronous design never takes over the world? We 
can be comforted by the fact that the issues that we face in learning how 
asynchronous design is to be done are important even in today’s synchronous 
design problems. For example, the elimination of hazards has shown to be 
worthwhile for reducing power consumption, and it is also a necessity in sev- 
eral synchronous design styles. Also, the two-sided timing issues faced in 
the design of timed circuits are also encountered by the designers of aggres- 
sive circuit styles such as delayed-reset and self-reseting domino circuits being 
experimented with today. 

That being said, we would still like to see it take over the world, so what 
is the main obstacle to this? The major hurdle that remains, in this au- 
thor’s opinion, is fear. Designers do not fully understand the asynchronous 
design problem. In the past, this has led designers to attempt asynchronous 
design without all the tools and background, only to become disillusioned 
when unforeseen problems lead to the design’s failure. This can be overcome 
through education, and it is the hope of this author that this book will play 
an important role in bringing this about. 

9.7 SOURCES 

There is little material available about the design of the ILLIAC computer. 
A useful reference on the design of the ILLIAC II is an article by Brearley 

[46] which serves as an annotated bibliography listing 40 papers and technical 
reports describing the ILLIAC II design and the speed-independent design 
methodology used in its design. We have been unable to find any references 
that discuss the circuit design of the Atlas and MU-5 mainframe computers 
which were completed and used at the University of Manchester in 1962 and 
1966, respectively. The macromodule project at Washington University in 
St. Louis is described in some detail in papers by Clark and others [87, 
88, 302, 3691. The DDM-1 is described by Davis in [102, 1031. The only 
documentation of the LDS-1, the graphics system designed at Evans and 
Sutherland, appears to be in internal technical reports. A micropipelined 
dataflow processor is described in [76]. The work on data-driven processors 
is described in [207, 208, 373, 376, 4101. Other design work in the DSP and 
communications domain includes that in [6, 182, 269, 2951. 

The first fully asynchronous microprocessor designed at Caltech is de- 
scribed in [251, 257, 2581. The subsequent design of a GaAs version of this 
microprocessor is described in [379], and the asynchronous MIPS R3000 is 
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described in [259]. The Amulet microprocessors are described in [134, 135, 
138, 4061. Numerous other researchers have also designed asynchronous mi- 
croprocessors and special-purpose processors [lo, 13, 76, 191, 288, 291, 3241. 
SUN’s counterflow pipeline architecture is described in [364]. Experimental 
work from this group appears in [275, 3721. The low-power asynchronous de- 
signs from Phillips Research Laboratories are described in [38, 136, 192, 1931. 
The RAPPID project is described in [330, 3671. This design is also described 
in some detail in four patents [141, 142, 143, 1441. 

There have been numerous recent experiments with using asynchronous 
design to build functional units either to take advantage of delay variations 
due to data dependencies or operating conditions or to allow iterative algo- 
rithms to be carried out using a local clock. These designs include adders 
[80, 148, 199, 245, 256, 319, 331, 4191, multipliers [74, 196, 293, 336, 4191, and 
dividers [227, 321, 4041. S ome of the most successful work has been apply- 
ing self-timing to iterative division in that such a divider has been used in a 
SPARC microprocessor [400]. There have been several asynchronous memo- 
ries designed as well [79, 127, 206, 3561. 

There has been some interesting work in applying novel circuit structures 
to asynchronous design. This includes using pass-transistor gates 13991, bipo- 
lar circuit elements [403], dynamic logic [260], self-reseting gates [178, 2311, 
threshold logic [226, 3041, phased logic [236], and superconducting devices such 
as rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) d evices [108, 109, 110, 111, 216, 2401. 
An interesting technique for improving power consumption was proposed by 
Nielsen et al. in which the power supply is dynamically adjusted to balance 
power consumption and speed requirements [294]. 

In the domain of performance analysis, Burns uses a single delay parameter 
and presents techniques for determining the cycle period [65]. This perfor- 
mance estimate is used to guide transistor sizing. Williams developed tech- 
niques for analyzing throughput and latency in micropipelines and rings [402]. 
Ebergen and Berks analyzed the response time of linear pipelines [118]. Xie 
and Beerel present a performance analysis approach based on probabilistic 
delay models [408]. The stochastic cycle period analysis in Section 9.3 is from 
Mercer and Myers [270]. 

The self-checking property of asynchronous circuits has been investigated 
by numerous researchers [27, 162, 3931. Th ese researchers proved that speed- 
independent circuits always halt under the output stuck-at fault model. Liebelt 
and Burgess extended these results to ezcitory output stuck-at faults (i.e., 
faults that take the circuit out of the valid set of states) [232]. Hazewin- 
dus demonstrated the potential for premature firing under the more general 
stuck-at fault model [162]. A n early paper on test pattern generation is due 
to Putzolu [318]. Techniques for testing macromodule designs are presented 
by Khoche [195]. A partial-scan technique to test for delay faults is given by 
Kishinevsky et al. [201]. Design techniques to produce asynchronous circuits 
that are robust path delay fault testable are given in [194, 2991. Roncken has 
developed techniques to enable I DDQ testing of asynchronous circuits. An ex- 
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cellent survey of testing issues as they relate to asynchronous design is given 
in [176] and forms the basis for Section 9.4. 

The synchronization problem has been known for some time. The earliest 
paper we found on asynchronous design addresses it [239]. In Lubkin’s 1952 
paper, he makes the following comment about the synchronization problem: 

If an entity similar to one of Maxwell’s famous demons were available 
to convert such “maybe’s” to either “yes” or “no,” even in arbitrary 
fashion, the problem would be solved. 

He goes on to discuss how the designers of the ENIAC used additional flip-flops 
to allow more time to synchronize asynchronous inputs. This paper states that 
this technique does not eliminate the chance of error, but rather, it simply 
reduces its probability. This paper also presents a method of determining the 
probability of error. The problem appears to be largely ignored until 1966 
when Catt rediscovered it and presents a different formulation of this error 
probability [70]. Again, it appears that the synchronization problem was not 
widely known or understood. Evidence of this is that several asynchronous 
arbiters designed in the early 1970s suffered from metastability problems if 
arrival times of signals are not carefully controlled [90, 91, 307, 3151. 

Finally, in 1973 experimental evidence of the synchronization problem pre- 
sented by Chaney and Molnar appears to have awakened the community to 
the problem [75]. After this paper, a number of papers were published that 
provided experimental evidence of metastability due to asynchronous inputs, 
and mathematical models were developed to explain the experimental results 
[95, 125, 169, 200, 217, 308, 327, 3941. Pechoucek’s paper also shows that the 
only way to reduce the probability to zero is to generate the clock locally and 
be able to stop the clock when metastability occurs. 

One of the earliest proofs to show that metastability in a bistable is un- 
avoidable is by Hurtado, who applies dynamical systems theory [177]. Marino 
demonstrates that a perfect inertial delay can be used to irnplement a per- 
fect synchronizer, and he then goes on to show that several possible inertial 
delay designs are not perfect [246]. Thus, this casts further doubt on the 
existence of a perfect synchronizer. Marino later generalized and extended 
Hurtado’s theory to arbitrary sequential systems [247]. He proved that if 
activity occurs asynchronously with respect to the activity of some system, 
metastabilibity cannot be avoided. Kleeman and Cantoni extended Marino’s 
theory by removing the restriction that inputs have a bounded first derivative 
[205]. Barros and Johnson use an axiomatic method to show the equivalence 
of a bounded-time arbiter, synchronizer, and inertial delay [23]. Unger has 
recently shown a relationship between hazards and metastable states [385]. 
An excellent discussion of the synchronization problem, ways to reduce the 
probability of error, and the use of stoppable clocks is given by Stucki and 
Cox [368]. The mathematical treatment in Section 9.5 follows this paper. 

Many designs have been proposed for synchronizers. Veendrick shows that 
the probability of metastability is independent of circuit noise in the syn- 
chronizer and that it could be reduced somewhat through careful design and 
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layout [394]. Kleeman and Cantoni show that using redundancy and masking 
does not eliminate the probability of synchronization failure [204]. Manner de- 
scribes how quantum synchronizers can solve the problem in principle, but not 
in practice [244]. Sakurai shows how careful sizing can reduce the probability 
of failure in synchronizers and arbiters [335]. Walker and Cantoni recently 
published a synchronizer design which uses a bank of parallel rather than se- 
rial registers operating using a clock period of nT [397]. Another interesting 
design is published in [78] in which EM1 caused by the clock is exploited to 
build a better synchronizer. One of the most interesting synchronizers was 
due to Seizovic, in which he proposes to pipeline the synchronization process 
[348]. Pipeline synchronization essentially breaks up the synchronization into 
a series of asynchronous pipeline stages which each attempt to synchronize 
their request signal to the clock. When metastability occurs in one stage, its 
request to the next stage is delayed. When the next stage sees the request, 
it will see it at a somewhat different time, and it will hopefully not enter the 
metastability region. As the length of the pipeline is increased, the likeli- 
hood that metastability persists until the last stage is greatly reduced. This 
scheme is used in the Myranet local area network. This network at the time 
had about 80 million asynchronous events per second with r = 230 ps. If the 
synchronous clock rate being synchronized to is at 80 MHz, the MTBF is on 
the order of 2 hours. Using an eight-stage pipeline for synchronization and a 
two-phase clock, a latency of 50 ns is incurred in which 28 ns is available for 
synchronization reducing the MTBF to about 1O37 years. 

Stoppable clocks date back to the 1960s with work done by Chuck Seitz 
which was used in early display systems and other products of the Evans and 
Sutherland company [347, 3621. N umerous researchers have developed GALS 
architectures based on the idea of a stoppable clock [77, 163,328, 347, 368,392, 
4231. Some of the schemes such as those proposed in [233, 328, 368, 4231 allow 
an asynchronous module to request to communicate data to a synchronous 
module at arbitrary times. The approach in [328] is based on an asynchronous 
synchronizer called a Q-flop. This synchronizer receives a potentially unstable 
input and a clock, and it produces a latched value and an acknowledgement 
when it has latched the value successfully. Q-flops are used in Q-modules which 
are essentially synchronous modules clocked using a locally generated stop- 
pable clock. These Q-modules are then interconnected asynchronously. The 
schemes proposed in [77, 3471 assume that the synchronous unit determines 
when data is to be transferred to/from the asynchronous modules. Recently, 
a group from IBM introduced a new GALS approach of the second kind called 
interlocked pipelined CMOS (IPCMOS) [341]. They implemented a test chip 
in a 0.18 pm 1.5 V CMOS process which consisted of the critical path from a 
pipelined floating-point multiplier. Their experimental results showed a typ- 

ical performance of 3.3 GHz with a best-case performance of 4.5 GHz. An 
analysis comparing synchronous versus GALS is given in [2]. The globally 
synchronous locally asynchronous architecture is due to Sjogren [357]. 
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Numerous early arbiter designs were prone to failure due to metastability. 
A safe arbiter is proposed by Seitz in [346]. The first published MOS design 
of an ME was also due to Seitz [346]. Arbiters with improved response times 
are presented in [183, 4091. Modular arbiter design are presented in [69, 
3871, which can be extended to an arbitrary number of requesters. A silicon 
compiler that produced circuits with arbiters is presented in [22]. In [35] it is 
shown that extra care must be taken when designing a three-way arbiter as a 
straightforward design leads to additional metastability problems. 

Problems 

9.1 Probability of Synchronization Failure 
Assume that r = 20 ps, To = 8 ns, the clock frequency is 4 GHz, asynchronous 
inputs arrive at an average rate of 2 GHz, and t, = 200 ps. 

9.1.1. What is the MTBF? 

9.1.2. How many latches does it take to reduce MTBF to 10,000 years? 

9.1.3. If no extra latchs are used, at what rate can asynchronous inputs 
arrive such that the MTBF is over 1 year? 

9.1.4. For what value of r does the MTBF exceed 1 year? 

9.2 Probability of Synchronization Failure 
Assume that r = 10 ps, Y-‘o = 4 ns, the clock frequency is 5 GHz, asynchronous 
inputs arrive at an average rate of 100 MHz, and t, = 20 ps. 

9.2.1. What is the MTBF? 

9.2.2. How many latches does it take to reduce MTBF to 100,000 years? 

9.2.3. If no extra latchs are used, at what clock frequency does the MTBF 
exceed one year? (Assume that t, is 10 percent of the cycle time.) 

9.2.4. What clock frequency would produce an MTBF of more than 1 year 
if t, is 50 percent of the cycle time? 



Appendix A 
VHDL Packages 

I have always imagined that Paradise will be a kind of library. 
--Jorge Luis Borges 

A.1 NONDETERMINISM.VHD 

This package defines functions to model random selection and random delays. 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.math-real. all; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use ieee.std-logic-arith. all; 
package nondeterminism is 

shared variable sl:integer:=844396720; 
shared variable s2:integer:=821616997; 
-- Returns a number between 1 and num. 
impure function select ion (constant num : in integer) return integer ; 
-- Returns a std,logic-vector of size bits between 1 and num. 
impure function selection(constant num:in integer; 

constant size: in integer) return std-logic-vector; 
-- Returns random delay between lower and upper. 
impure function delay (constant 1: in integer; 

constant u: in integer) return time ; 
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end nondeterminism; 
package body nondeterminism is 

impure function selection(constant num:in integer) return integer is 
variable result:integer; 
variable tmp,real:real; 

begin 
uniform(sl,s2,tmp_real); 
result := 1 + integer(trunc(tmp-real * real(num>>>; 
returdresult) ; 

end selection; 
impure function select ion (constant num : in integer ; 

constant size: in integer) 
return std-logic-vector is 
variable result:std-logic-vector(size-1 downto 0); 
variable tmp-real:real; 

begin 
uniform(sl,s2,tmp-real); 
result := conv-stdlogic-vector(integer(trunc(tmprea1 * real(num))> 

+l,size); 
return(result) ; 

end selection; 
impure function delay (constant 1: in integer ; 

constant u: in integer) return time is 
variable result:time; 
variable tmp : real ; 

begin 
uniform(sl,s2,tmp); 
result:=(((tmp * real(u - 1)) + real(l)> * 1. ns); 
return result; 

end delay; 
end nondeterminism; 

A.2 CHANNELJHD 

This package defines a channel data type and send and receive functions. 

library IEEE ; 
use IEEE.std-logic-1164.all; 
package channel is 

constant MAX_BIT,WIDTH:natural:=32; 
subtype datatype is std-logic-vector((MAXBIT-WIDTH-l) downto 0 >; 
constant dataZ:datatype:=datatype) (others => ‘Z’); 
constant dataO:datatype:=datatype’(others => ‘0’); 
constant dataACK:dataType:=dataType'( others => )I)); 
type channel is record 

dataright,dataleft:datatype; 
pending-send,pending-recv,sync:stdlogic; 

end record ; 
type bools is array (natural range 0) of boolean; 
-- Used to send data on a channel 
procedure send (signal cl : inout channel) ; 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel; signal dl : inout std-logic) ; 
procedure send(signa1 cl :inout channel ;signal dl :inout std-logic; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic) ; 
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procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic ; 
signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic ; 
signal c3 : inout channel ; signal d3 : inout std-logic) ; 

procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel; signal dl : inout stdlogic-vector) ; 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic-vector ; 

signal c2:inout channel ;signal d2 :inout std-logic-vector); 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic-vector ; 

signal c2: inout channel; signal d2: inout std-logic-vector; 
signal c3:inout channel ;signal d3 :inout std-logic-vector); 

-- Used to receive data on a channel 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel) ; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout sthlogic) ; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic ; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic) ; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic ; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic ; 
signal c3 : inout channel ; signal d3 : inout std-logic) ; 

procedure receive (signal cl :inout channel ;signal dl :inout stdlogic-vector); 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic,vector; 

signal c2:inout channel ;signal d2 :inout std-logic-vector); 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic-vector ; 

signal c2:inout channel ;signal d2 :inout std-logic-vector; 
signal c3:inout channel ;signal d3 :inout std-logic-vector); 

-- Initialization function called in a port declaration 
-- as a default value to initialize a channel. 
function init-channel return channel; 
function active return channel ; 
function passive return channel ; 
-- Test for pending communication on a channel 
function probe (signal than: in channel) return boolean; 

znd channel; 
package body channel is 

procedure validate (signal data: in std.-logic-vector) is 
begin 

assert f data'LENGTH <= MAX-BIT-WIDTH > 
report "Bit width is too wide" severity failure; 

end validate; 
function init-channel return channel is 
begin 

return(dataright=>dataZ,dataleft=>dataZ, 
pending-send=>'Z',pendingrecv=>'Z',sync=>'Z'); 

end init-channel; 
function active return channel is 
begin 

return(dataright=>dataZ,dataleft=>dataZ, 
pending-send=>'Z',pendingrecv=>'Z',sync=>'Z'); 

end active; 
function passive return channel is 
begin 

return(dataright=>dataZ,dataleft=>dataZ, 
pending-send=>'Z',pendingrecv=>'Z',sync=>'Z'); 

end passive; 
procedure send-handshake (variable done: inout boolean; 

variable reset : inout boolean; 
signal than: inout channel) is 

begin 
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if (done=false) then 
if (reset=false) then 

if (chan.pending-send='Z') then 
chan.pending-send<='l'; 

end if; 
if (chan.sync='l') then 

chan.pending-send<='Z'; 
reset:=true; 

end if; 
elsif (chan.sync='Z') then 

done:=true; 
end if; 

end if; 
end send-handshake; 
function zero-extend(signa1 data: in std-logic) return datatype is 

variable extdata:datatype; 
begin 

extdata := data0; 
extdata(0) := data; 
return extdata; 

end zero-extend; 
function zero-extendkignal data: in std.-logic-vector) 

return datatype is 
variable extdata:datatype; 

begin 
validate(data); 
extdata := data0; 
extdata( data'length - 1 downto 0 > := data; 
return extdata; 

end zero-extend; 
procedure send (signal c 1: inout channel) is 

variable done:bools(l to 1) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to I> := (others => false); 

begin 
loop 

send,handshake(done(l),reset(l),cl); 
exit when (done(l)=true); 
wait on cl.sync; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic) is 

variable done:bools(l to I> := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 1) := (others => false); 

begin 
cl.dataright <= zero-extend(d1); 
loop 

send-handshake(done(l),reset(l),cl); 
exit when (done(l)=true); 
wait on cl.sync,cl.pending-send,cl.pendingrecv; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure send(signal’ cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic ; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic) is 
variable done:bools (I to 2) := (others => false) ; 
variable reset:bools(l to 2) := (others => false); 

begin 
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cI.dataright <= zero-extend(d1); 
c2.dataright <= zero-extend(d2); 
loop 

send-handshake(done(I),reset(I),cI); 
sendhandshake(done(2),reset(2),~2); 
exit when ((done(I)=true> and (done(2)=true)); 
wait on cI.sync,c2.sync; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ;signal dl : inout St&logic ; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic ; 
signal c3 : inout channel ; signal d3 : inout std-logic) is 

variable done :bools(I to 3) := (others => false) ; 
variable reset:bools(I to 3) := (others => false); 

begin 
cI.dataright <= zero-extend(d1); 
c2.dataright <= zero-extend(d2); 
c3.dataright <= zero-extend(d3); 
loop 

sendhandshake(done(I),reset(I),cI); 
sendhandshake(done(2),reset(2),~2); 
sendhandshake(done(3),reset(3),~3); 
exit when ((done(I)=true) and (done(2)=true> and (done(3>=true)>; 
wait on cI.sync,c2.sync,c3.sync; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure send (signal c I : inout channel ; 

signal dl :inout std-logic-vector) is 
variable done:bools (I to I> := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(I to I> := (others => false); 

begin 
cI.dataright <= zero-extend(d1); 
loop 

send-handshake(done(I),reset(I),cI); 
exit when (done(I)=true); 
wait on cI.sync,cI.pending-send,cI.pendingrecv; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ;signal dl : inout std-logic-vector; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic-vector) is 
variable done:bools(I to 2) := (others => false); 
variable reset : bools(1 to 2) := (others => false) ; 

begin 
cI.dataright <= zero-extend(d1); 
c2.dataright <= zero-extend(d2); 
loop 

send-handshake(done(I),reset(I),cI); 
sendhandshake(done(2),reset(2),~2); 
exit when ((done(I)=true) and (done(2)=true>); 
wait on cI.sync,c2.sync; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure send(signa1 cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic-vector; 

signal c2:inout channel ;signal d2 :inout std-logic-vector; 
signal c3 : inout channel ; signal d3 : inout std-logic-vector) is 

variable done:bools(I to 3) := (others => false); 
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variable reset:bools(l to 3) := (others => false); 
begin 

cl.dataright <= zero-extend(d1); 
c2.dataright <= zero-extend(d2); 
c3.dataright <= zero-extend(d3); 
loop 

send-handshake(done(l),reset(l),cl); 
sendhandshake(done(2),reset(2),~2); 
send_handshake(done(3),reset(3),~3); 
exit when ((done(l>=true> and (done(2)=true) and (done(3)=true)); 
wait on cl.sync,c2.sync,c3.sync; 

end loop; 
end send; 
procedure recv-hse (variable done : inout boolean; 

variable reset: inout boolean; 
signal than: inout channel) is 

begin 
if (done = false) then 

if (reset = false) then 
if ((chan.pending-recv='Z') and 

(chan.sync='Z')) then 
champending-recv<='l'; 

end if; 
if (chan.sync='l') then 

chan.pending-recv<='Z'; 
end if; 
if ((champending-send='l') and 

(chaupending-recv='l') and 
(chan.sync='Z')) then 

chan.sync<='l'; 
end if; 
if ((chan.pending-send='Z') and 

(chan.pending-recv='Z') and 
(chan.sync='l')) then 

chan.sync <= 'Z'; 
reset:=true; 

end if; 
elsif (than . sync= ’ Z ’ > then 

done :=true; 
end if; 

end if; 
end recv-hse; 
procedure recv-hse (variable done : inout boolean; 

variable reset : inout boolean; 
signal than: inout channel ;signal data:out stdlogic) is 

begin 
if (done=false) then 

if (reset=false) then 
if ((chan.pending-recv='Z') and 

(chan.sync= 'Z')) then 
chan.pending-recv<='l'; 

end if; 9 

if (chan.sync='l') then 
chan.pending-recv<='Z'; 

end if; 
if ((champending-send='l') and 
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(chawpending-recv='l') and 
(chan.sync='Z')) then 

chan.sync<='l'; 
data<=chan.dataright(O); 

end if; 
if ((chan.pending-send='Z') and 

(chan.pending-recv='Z') and 
(than. sync=' I'>> then 

chan.sync<='Z'; 
reset :=true; 

end if; 
elsif (chan.sync='Z') then 

done:=true; 
end if; 

end if; 
end recvhse; 
procedure recv-hse (variable done : inout boolean; 

variable reset : inout boolean; 
signal than : inout channel ; 
signal data:out std-logic-vector) is 

begin 
if (done=false) then 

if (reset=false) then 
if ((chan.pending-recv='Z') and 

(chan.sync='Z')) then 
chan.pending-recv<='l'; 

end if; 
if (chan.sync='l') then 

chan.pending-recv<='Z'; 
end if; 
if ((chan.pending-send='l') and 

(chan.pending-recv='l') and 
(chan.sync='Z')) then 

chan.sync<='l'; 
dataC=chan.dataright(data'length - 1 downto 0); 

end if; 
if ((chan.pending-send='Z') and 

(chan.pending-recv='Z') and 
(chan.sync='l')) then 

chan.sync<='Z'; 
reset :=true; 

end if; 
elsif (chan.sync='Z') then 

done :=true; 
end if; 

end if; 
end recv-hse; 
procedure receive (signal cl:inout channel) is 

variable done:bools(l to I) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to I) := (others => false); 

begin 
loop 

recvhse(done(l),reset(l),cl); 
exit when (done(l>=true>; 
wait on cl.pending-send,cl.sync,cl.pendingrecv; 

end loop; 
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end receive; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic) is 

variable done:bools(l to 1) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 1) := (others => false); 

begin 
loop 

recvhse(done(l),reset(l),cl,dl); 
exit when (done(l)=true); 
wait on cl.pending-send,cl.sync,cl.pendingrecv; 

end loop; 
end receive; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic ; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic) is 
variable done:bools(l to 2) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 2) := (others => false); 

begin 
loop 

recv-hse(done(l),reset(l),cl,dl); 
recvhse(done(2),reset(2),c2,d2); 
exit when ((done(l)=true> and (done(2>=true>>; 
wait on cl.pending-send,cl.sync,cl.pendingrecv, 

c2.pendingqsend,c2.sync,c2.pendingrecv; 
end loop; 

end receive; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic; 

signal c2 : inout channel ; signal d2 : inout std-logic ; 
signal c3 : inout channel ; signal d3 : inout std-logic) is 

variable done:bools(l to 3) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 3) := (others => false); 

begin 
loop 

recv-hse(done(l),reset(l),cl,dl); 
recvhse(done(2),reset(2),c2,d2); 
recv_hse(done(3),reset(3),c3,d3); 
exit when ((done(l)=true) and (done(2>=true> and (done(3)=true)); 
wait on cl.pending_send,cl.sync,cl.pendingrecv,c2.pendingsend, 

c2.sync,c2.pending_recv,c3.pendingsend,c3.sync,c3.pendingrecv; 
end loop; 

end receive; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout stdlogic-vector 

> is 
variable done:bools(l to 1) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 1) := (others => false); 

begin 
validate( dl >; 
loop 

recv-hse(done(l),reset(l),cl,dl); 
exit when (done(l)=true); 
wait on cl.pending-send,cl.sync,cl.pendingrecv; 

end loop; 
end receive; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic-vector ; 

signal c2 :inout channel ;signal d2 :inout std-logic-vector . . 
) is 

variable done:bools(l to 2) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 2) := (others => false); 
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begin 
validate( dl ); 
validate( d2 ); 
loop 

recv-hse(done(l),reset(l),cl,dl); 
recv_hse(done(2),reset(2),c2,d2); 
exit when ((done(l)=true) and (done(2>=true>>; 
wait on cl.pending-send,cl.sync,cl.pendingrecv, 

c2.pending-send,c2.sync,c2.pendingrecv; 
end loop; 

end receive; 
procedure receive (signal cl : inout channel ; signal dl : inout std-logic-vector ; 

signal c2: inout channel ;signal d2 :inout std-logic-vector; 
signal c3: inout channel ;signal d3 :inout std-logic-vector 
> is 

variable done:bools(l to 3) := (others => false); 
variable reset:bools(l to 3) := (others => false); 

begin 
validate( dl ); 
validate( d2 ); 
validate( d3 ); 
loop 

recv-hse(done(l),reset(l),cl,dl); 
recv_hse(done(2),reset(2),c2,d2); 
recv_hse(done(3),reset(3),c3,d3); 
exit when ((done(l>=true) and (done(2)=true) and (done(3)=true)); 
wait on cl.pending_send,cl.sync,cl.pending.recv,c2.pendingsend, 

c2.sync,c2.pending_recv,c3.pendingsend,c3.sync,c3.pendingrecv; 
end loop; 

end receive; 
function probe( signal than: in channel ) return boolean is 
begin 

return ((chanpending-send='I') or (chan.pendingrecv='l')); 
end probe; 

end channel; 

A.3 HANDSHAKE.VHD 

This package defines assign and guard functions on signals. 

library ieee ; 
use ieee.std-logic-1164.all; 
use work.nondeterminism. all; 
package handshake is 

procedure assign(signa1 sig: inout std-1ogic;constant val: stdlogic; 
constant 1: integer ; constant u : integer) ; 

procedure assignkignal sigl : inout std-logic ; constant vail : stdlogic ; 
constant 1I:integer;constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std,logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer); 

procedure assign(signa1 sigl : inout std-logic; constant vall : stdlogic ; 
constant 1l:integer; constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std,logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
constant 12: integer;constant u2: integer; 
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signal sig3 :inout std-logic ;constant val3:stdlogic; 
constant 13:integer ;constant u3:integer); 

procedure vassignCsigna1 sig: inout std-logic ; constant val : stdlogic ; 
constant Linteger; constant u:integer); 

procedure vassign(signa1 sigl: inout std-logic; constant vail : St&logic; 
constant 1l:integer ;constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std-logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer); 

procedure vassign(signa1 sigl: inout std_logic;constant vall: stcllogic; 
constant 1l:integer;constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std-logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer; 
signal sig3 :inout std-logic ;constant val3:stdlogic; 
constant 13:integer ;constant u3:integer); 

procedure guard(signa1 sig: in std,logic ; constant val: sthlogic) ; 
procedure guard-or (signal sigl : in stdlogic; constant vall : stdlogic ; 

signal sig2: in std-logic ;constant va12: stdlogic); 
procedure guard-or (signal sigl: in stdlogic ;constant vall:stcLlogic; 

signal sig2: in std-logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
signal sig3: in std-logic ;constant val3:stdlogic); 

procedure guard-and(signa1 sigl: in stdlogic; constant vall: stdlogic; 
signal sig2: in std-logic; constant va12:stcLlogic); 

procedure guard-and(signa1 sigl : in stdlogic ; constant vall : stdlogic ; 
signal sig2: in std-logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
signal sig3: in std-1ogic;constant va13: std-logic) ; 

end handshake; 
package body handshake is 

procedure assigncsignal sig: inout std-logic ; constant val: St&logic ; 
constant 1: integer; constant u: integer) is 

begin 
assert (sig /= val) report "Vacuous assignment" severity failure; 
sig <= val after delay&u); 
wait until sig = val; 

end assign; 
procedure assigncsignal sigl : inout std-logic ; constant vall : stcLlogic; 

constant 1l:integer;constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 : inout std-logic ; constant va12 : stdlogic ; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer) is 

begin 
assert (sigl /= vall or sig2 /= va12) 

report "Vacuous assignment )) severity failure; 
sigl <= vall after delay(ll,ul); 
sig2 <= va12 after delay(12,u2); 
wait until sigl = vail and sig2 = va12; 

end assign; 
procedure assign(signa1 sigl: inout std-1ogic;constant vall : stdlogic; 

constant 1l:integer ;constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std-logic ;constant val2:stdlogic; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer; 
signal sig3 :inout std-logic ;constant val3:stdlogic; 
constant 13:integer ;constant u3:integer) is 

begin 
assert (sigl /= vall or sig2 /= va12 or sig3 /= va13) 

report "Vacuous assignment" severity failure; 
sigl <= vall after delay(ll,ul); 
sig2 <= va12 after delay(12,u2); 
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sig3 <= va13 after delay(13,u3); 
wait until sigl = vail and sig2 = va12 and sig3 = val3; 

end assign; 
procedure vassign(signa1 sig: inout St&logic; constant val : stcllogic ; 

constant 1: integer ; constant u : integer) is 
begin 

if (sig /= val) then 
sig <= val after delay(l,u); 
wait until sig = val ; 

end if; 
end vassign; 
procedure vassign(signa1 sigl : inout St&logic; constant vail : std-logic ; 

constant 11: integer;constant ul : integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std,logic ;constant va12:stdAogic; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer) is 

begin 
if (sigl /= vail) then 

sigl <= vall after delay(ll,ul); 
end if; 
if (sig2 /= va12) then 

sig2 <= va12 after delay(12,u2); 
end if; 
if (sigl /= vail or sig=! /= va12) then 

wait until sigl = vail and sig2 = val2; 
end if; 

end vassign; 
procedure vassign(signa1 sigl: inout stdAogic;constant vall: std-logic; 

constant 1l:integer ;constant ul:integer; 
signal sig2 :inout std-logic ;constant val2:sbLlogic; 
constant 12:integer ;constant u2:integer; 
signal sig3 :inout std-logic ;constant va13:stdAogic; 
constant 13:integer ;constant u3:integer) is 

begin 
if (sigl /= vail) then 

sigl <= vall after delay(ll,ul); 
end if; 
if (sig2 /= val2) then 

sig2 <= va12 after delay(12,u2); 
end if; 
if (sig3 /= val3) then 

sig3 <= va13 after delay(13,u3); 
end if; 
if (sigl /= vail or sig2 /= va12 or sig3 /= va13) then 

wait until sigl = vail and sig2 = val2 and sig3 = va13; 
end if; 

end vassign; 
procedure guard(signa1 sig: in std-logic; constant val: stcLlogic) is 
begin 

if (sig /= val) then 
wait until sig = val; 

end if; , 
end guard; 
procedure guard-or (signal sigl: in std-logic ;constant vall:stcllogic; 

signal sig2: in std-logic ;constant val2:sbLlogic) is 

begin 
if (sigl /= vail and sig:! /= val2) then 
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wait until sigl = vall or sig2 = va12; 

end if; 
end guard-or; 
procedure guard-or (signal sigl :in std-logic ;constant vall:std-logic; 

signal sig2: in std-logic ;constant val2:stdAogic; 
signal sig3: in std-logic ;constant val3:stdJogic) is 

begin 
if (sigl /= vail and sig2 /= va12 and sig3 /= val3) then 

wait until sigl = vall or sig2 = va12 or sig3 = va13; 
end if; 

end guard-or; 
procedure guard-andkignal sigl : in std-logic ; constant vall : St&logic ; 

signal sig2: in std-logic ;constant val2:stdJogic) is 
begin 

if ( sigl /= vail or sig2 /= va12 > then 
and sig:! = val2; wait until sigl = vall 

end if; 
end guard-and; 
procedure guard-and (signa 

signal 
signal 

begin 

1 sigl: in std_logic ;constant vall:stdAogic; 
sig2: in std-logic ;constant val2:stdAogic; 
sig3:in std-1ogic;constant val3:stdAogic) is 

if (sigl /= vail or sig:! /= va12 or sig3 /= va13) then 
wait until sigl = vail and sig2 = va12 and sig3 = va13; 

end if; 
end guard-and; 

end handshake; 



Appendix B 
Sets and Relations 

Your theory is crazy, but it’s not crazy enough to be true. 
-Niels Bohr, to a young physicist 

First things first, but not necessarily in that order. 
-Doctor Who 

What we imagine is order is merely the prevailing form of chaos. 
-Kerry Thornley, Principia Discordia, 5th edition 

The art of progress is to preserve order amid change. 
-A. N. Whitehead 

Confusion is a word we have invented for an order which is not understood. 
-Henry Miller (1891 - 1980) 

Not till we are lost, in other words, not till we have lost the world, do we begin 
to find ourselves, and realize the infinite extent of our relations. 

-Henry David Thoreau (1817 - 1862) 

Throughout the book we have assumed a basic knowledge of set theory. This 
appendix provides a brief review of some of the basic concepts of set theory 
used in this book. 
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B.l BASIC SET THEORY 

A set S is any collection of objects that can be distinguished. Each object 
x which is in S is called a member of S (denoted x E S). When an object 
x is not a mcrnber of S, it is denoted by x # S. A set is determined by its 
members. Therefore, two sets X and Y are equal when they consist of the 
same members (denoted X = Y). This means that if X = Y and a E X, then 
a E Y. This is known as the principle of extension. If two sets arc not equal, 
it is denoted X # Y. There are three basic properties of equality: 

1. X = X (reflexive) 

2. X = Y implies Y = X (symmetric) 

3. X = Y and Y = Z then X = Z (transitive) 

Example B.l.l The set { 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 30) is the set whose 
members are the divisors of 30. The sets (30, 15, 10, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1) and 
{ 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 10, 15, 30) are equal to the set (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 
30) since they have the same members. 

Large or infinite sets arc described using the help of predicates. A predicate 
P(x) takes an object and returns true or false. When a set S is defined using 
a predicate P(x), the set S contains those objects a such that P(u) is true. 
This is known as the principle of abstraction. This is denoted using set builder 
notation as follows: 

S = ix I P(x)) 

This is read as “the set of all objects x such that P(x) is true.” There are some 
useful variants. For example, the following sets can be used interchangeably: 

{x 1 x E A and P(x)} = {x E A 1 P(x)} 

{Y I ?I = f(x) and P(x)) = {f(x) I P(2)) 
Example B.1.2 The set {x E N 1 x divides 30): where N the set of 
natural numbers, is equivalent to the set { 1,2,3,5,6, 10, 15,30}. 

Another useful relation on sets is subset. If X and Y are sets such that 
cvcry mcrnber of X is also a rncmbcr of Y, then X is a subset of Y (denoted 
X C_ Y). If, on th- c o th cr hand, every member of Y is a mernber of X, then X 
is a superset of Y (denoted X > Y). If X z Y and X # Y, then X is a proper 
subset of Y (denoted X c Y). Proper supcrset is similarly defined (denoted 
X > Y). The subset relation has the following three basic properties: 

1. X G X (reflexi&) 

2. X C Y and Y C X implies that X = Y (antisymmetric) - - 

3. X & Y and Y G 2, then X 2 2 (transitive) 
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The set which includes no elements is called the empty set (denoted 0). For 
any set X, the empty set is a subset of it (i.e., 8 C X). Each set X # 8 has - 
at least two subsets X and 0. Each member of a set x E X also determines 
a subset of X (i.e., {x} C X). S imilarly, if a set has at least two members, 
each pair of objects makes up a subset. The power set of a set X is all subsets 
of X (denoted 2x). The number of members of a set X is denoted 1x1. The 
number of members of 2x is equal to 2ixl. 

Example B.1.3 If X = {2,3,5} and Y = { 1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30}, then 

The union of two sets X and Y (denoted X U Y) is the set composed of 
all objects that are a member of either X or Y (i.e., X U Y = {x ( x E 
X or x E Y}). The intersection of two sets X and Y (denoted X n Y) is 
the set composed of all objects that are a member of both X and Y (i.e., 
X n Y = {x ( x E X and x E Y}). 

Example B.1.4 If X = {2,3} and Y = {2,5}, then 

XuY = {2,3,5} 

XnY = {2} 

Two sets X and Y are disjoint if their intersection contains no members 
(i.e., X n Y = 0). 0th erwise, the sets intersect (i.e., X n Y # 0). A disjoint 
collection is a set of sets in which each pair of member sets is disjoint. A 
partition of a set X is a disjoint collection 7r of nonempty and disjoint subsets 
of X such that each member of X is contained within some set in K. 

Example B.1.5 The set {{l}, {2,3,5}, {6,10,15}, (30)) is a partition 
of the set {1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30}. 

The set U is called the universal set, and it is composed of all objects in 
some domain being discussed. The absolute complement of a set X (denoted 
X) are those elements in U which are not in X (i.e., {x E U I x $ X}). The 
relative complement of a set X with respect to a set Y (denoted Y - X) are 
those elements in Y which are not in X (i.e., Y - X = Y nX = {x E Y I x $ 
X}). The symmetric diflerence of two sets X and Y (denoted X + Y) are 
those objects in exactly one of the two sets [i.e., (A - B) U (B -‘A)]. 

Example B.l.6 If U = { 1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30}, X = {2,3}, and Y = 
{2,5}, then 

x = {1,5,6,10,15,30} 

F-Y = (3) 

X+Y = {3,5} 

There are numerous useful identities 
what U and the subset letters represent 

(equations that are true regardless of 

1 h s own in Table B. 1. Note that each 
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Tab/e B.1 Useful identities of set theory. 

Law Union Intersection 

Associative 
Communitive 
Distributive 

Identity 

Inverse 
Idempotent 
Absorption 

DeMorgan 

Au(BuC)=(AuB)uC An(BnC)=(AnB)nC 
AuB=BuA AnB=BnA 
Au(BnC)= An(BuC)= 
(A u B) n (Au C) (A n B) u (An C) 
AuQ)=A AnU=A 
AuA=U An;;jr=@ 
AuA=A AnA=A 
Au(AnB)=A An(AuB)=A 
AUB=AnB AnB=AUB 

identity appears twice and that the second can be found by interchanging U 
and n as well as 8 and U. The identities in the third column are called duals 
of those in the second, and vice versa. In general, we can use this principle of 
dl~ality to translate any theorem in terms of U, n, and complement to a dual 
theorem. One last useful property is the following equivalence: 

AcB++AnB=AHAuB=B - 

8.2 RELATIONS 

Using set theory, we can define binary relations to show relationships between 
two items. Examples include things like “a is less than b” or “Chris is husband 
to Ching and father of John.” First, we define an ordered pair as a set of two 
objects which have a specified order. An ordered pair of x and y is denoted 
by (x, y> and is equivalent to the set {{z}, {x, y}}. A binary relation is simply 
a set of ordered pairs. We say that x is p-related to y (denoted xpy) when p 
is a binary relation and (x, y) E p. The domain and range of p are 

DP = {xpY.(x,Y)EP~ 

R P = {ypL(x,Y)~P~ 

Example B.2.1 A binary relation p that says that x times y equals 
30 is defined as follows: 

P = {(1,30), (2,15), (3, lo), (5,6>, (67% (10,3)7 (157 % (307 1)) 

Using ordered pairs, we can recursively define an ordered triple (x, y, x) as 
being equivalent to the ordered pair ((x, y), x). A ternary relation is simply a 
set of ordered triples. We can further define for any size n an ordered n-tuple 
and use them to define n-ury relations. 
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One of the simplest binary relations is the Cartesian product, which is the 
set of all pairs (x, y) , where x is a member of some set X and y is a member 
of some set Y. It is defined formally as follows: 

XXY = {(x7 Y> I x E x A Y E y> 

If X 3 D, and Y 3 R,, then p C X x Y and p is a relation from X to Y. - - - 

Example B.2.2 The Cartesian product of X = {2,3,5} and Y = 
(6,lO) is defined as follows: 

XXY = {(2,6), (2, lo), (3,6), (37 lo>, (57 6)7 (57 lo>> 

A relation p in a set X is an equivaEence relation iff it is reflexive (i.e., xpx 
for all x E X), symmetric (i.e., xpy implies ypx), and transitive (i.e., xpy and 
ypx imply xpx). A set A C X is an equivalence class iff there exists an x E A - 
such that A is equal to the set of all y for which xpy. The equivalence class 
implied by x is denoted [xl. Using p, we can partition a set X into a set of 
equivalence classes called a quotient set, which is denoted by X/p. 

Example B.2.3 The binary relation p on the set X = {1,2,3,5,6,10, 
15,30} defined below is an equivalence relation. 

P = ((1, l), (w), (w), (w), W)7 WA w% w% WL 

(6,6), (6, lo), (6,15), (lo, 6), (10, lo), (lo,% (1% 6>, 

(15, lo), (15,15)7 W-4 30)) 

A function is a binary relation in which no two members have the same 
first element. More formally, a binary relation f is a function if (x, y) and 
(x,z) are members of f, then y = x. If f is a function and (x, y) E f (i.e., 
xfv>, then x is an argument of f and y is the image of x under f. A function 
f is into Y if Rf C Y. A function f is onto Y if Rf = Y. A function f is 
one-to-one if f (2) -L f(y) l im ies that x = y. Functions can be extended to pl’ 
more variables by using arguments that are ordered n-tuples. 

Example B.2.4 The function $ on the set X = {1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30} 
is defined as the result of dividing 30 by LE. It is onto X and one-to-one. 

f = {(I, 30), (2,15), (3, lo), (5,6), (6,5), (lo, 3), (1% =2>, (3% 1)) 

A binary relation p is called a partial order if it is reflexive, antisymmetric 

( i.e., xpy and ypx implies that x = y), and transitive. A partially ordered 
set (poset) is a pair (X, L), where < partially orders X. A partial order is 

a simple (or linear) ordering if for every pair of elements from the domain x 
and y either xpy or ypx. An example of a simple ordering is 5 on the real 
numbers. A simply ordered set is also called a chain. Two posets (X, <) and - 
(X’, 5’) are isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one mapping between X and 
X’ that preserves the ordering. 
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( > a 

Fig. B. 1 (a) Poset composed of the divisors of 30. (b) Isomorphic poset for the power 
set of (2, 3, 5). (c) P ose with no least or greatest member. t 

Example B.2.5 Consider the set {1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30}. It can be 
partially ordered using the relation 5, which is defined to be II= divides 
y. A diagram for this poset is shown in Figure B.l(a), where y is placed 
above x if x 5 y. Reflexive and transitive edges are omitted. A poset 
created from the power set of {2,3,5} with C as the ordering relation 
is shown in Figure B. 1 (b). These two posets are isomorphic. 

A least member of X with respect to < is a x in X such that x < y for all 
y in X. A least member is unique. A mzkmal member is a x in Xkch that 
there does not exist a y in X such that y < x. A minimal member need not 
be unique. Similarly, a greatest member is a x in X such that y 5 x for all y 
in X. A maximal member is a x in X such that there does not exist a y in X 
such 
of X 

that y > x. A poset (X, 2) is well-ordeped when each nonempty subset 
has a least member. Any well-ordered set must be a chain. 

Example B.2.6 The least and minimal member of the poset shown in 
Figure B.l(a) is 1. The greatest and maximal member is 30. The poset 
shown in Figure B.l(c) has no least or greatest member. Its minimal 
members are 2, 3, and 5. Its maximal members are 6, 10, and 15. 

l-l 
ror a poset (X, 5) and A C X, an element x E X is an upper bound for A 

if for all a E A, a < x. It is a least upper bound for A [denoted Zub(A)] if x is 
an upper bound and x < y for all y which are upper bounds of A. Similarly, 
an element x E X is a lower bound for A if for all a E A, x 5 a. It is a greatest 
lower bound for A [denoted gZb(A)] f i x is a lower bound and y 5 x for all y 
which are lower bounds of A. If A has a least upper bound, it is unique, and 
similarly for the greatest lower bound. 

Example B.2.7 Consider the poset shown in Figure B.l(a). The up- 
per bounds for A = {2,5} are 10 and 30, while l&(2,5) is 10. The lower 
bounds for A = {6,15} are 1 and 3, while the glb(6,15) is 3. For the 
poset shown in Figure B.l(c), the Zub(3,lO) does not exist. 
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